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Abstract 

To service users’ information needs is the mission of libraries. Inevitably, the Library Catalog as a tool and its 

objectives evolve based on users’ needs and seeking behavior. During the 20th century, the evolution of the 

catalog’s objectives provoked the identification of bibliographic entities, their attributes and their 

relationships. Thanks to the entity-relationship modeling, these conceptualizations were first expressed by the 

FRBR model (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records). Nowadays, bibliographic entities need to be 

remodeled exploiting current technologies, known as the Semantic Web, that render data machine-

understandable, and provide structure, meaning and trust to the existing World Wide Web. Linked data is a 

step further enabling the linking of these machine-understandable representations. In this context, 

bibliographic relationships and families may serve the linking of bibliographic entities and exploration within 

and beyond the Library Catalog. Thus, library data will be linked to other data to serve new user tasks out of 

the library environment and in a wide variety of domains.  

The overview of the current bibliographic conceptual models presents an abundance of them with differences 

in terms of the numbers of bibliographic entities and relationships they define. Existing library linked datasets 

that have exploited these models are very different to one another in terms of modeling and selection of 

vocabularies. Thus, even though linked data technologies are used, the understanding of the data in the 

datasets is not ensured. This is a semantic interoperability issue that needs to be resolved to avoid the 

development of library linked datasets that end up isolated and unused. There have been taken some related 

initiatives; two mappings between non-library models (schema.org and European Data Model) and the FRBR 

have been attempted, and studies mostly with regard to the interoperability between models’ core entities. 

There are no mappings between library models and almost no study exists on the preservation of bibliographic 

relationships as linking mechanisms in the linked data environment. Toward the goal of semantic 

interoperability and mappings, bibliographic conceptual models need to be compared to discover similarities 

and divergences in terms of modeling, granularity, constructs, and linking mechanisms. 

The main research question of the thesis is: “Is semantic interoperability between conceptual bibliographic 

data models feasible?” To answer this question, the thesis poses four objectives: 1) to study and to compare 

bibliographic models identifying similarities and differences, 2) to develop mappings between the models, 3) 

to assess the mappings using a testbed, and 4) to identify any possible prerequisites or good cataloging 

practices for better mappings. The study of the models focuses on 5 models of the library domain, FRBR and 

its consolidation LRM, FRBRoo, RDA, BIBFRAME, and the EDM, a cultural heritage domain model. The 

inspection uses real-world cases to discover how core bibliographic entities, common bibliographic 

relationships (derivative, equivalence, and aggregates), and bibliographic families are represented by each 

model. This study reveals similarities that may enable semantic interoperability, as well as important 

differences that may impede it. The results have been organized using the Haslhofer and Klas categorization 

of metadata heterogeneities. A BIBFRAME-EDM application profile and three mappings (FRBR-BIBFRAME, 

RDA-BIBFRAME, and BIBFRAME-RDA) have been developed attempting to reconcile the heterogeneities 

identified between the models. The mappings are assessed using Gold Datasets to ultimately exhibit the 

success of the mappings. There are cases that semantics is lost after the conversions, but these losses are due 

to the models’ conceptualizations and not due to the mappings.  

The results of the thesis confirm that semantic interoperability may be achieved under specific conditions. All 

the conditions, prerequisites and good practices identified during the study of the models, the development 

of the mappings and their assessment using the approach of the Gold Datasets, involve cataloging policy 

decisions. Thus, the final thesis statement advocates for better cooperation between stakeholders and the 

adoption of a common mindset and practices to resolve heterogeneities of the past and to prevent new ones 

from happening.  
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Μελέτη μοντέλων δεδομένων βιβλιοθηκών στο περιβάλλον του 

Σημασιολογικού Ιστού 

Περίληψη 

Κύριο αντικείμενο των βιβλιοθηκών είναι η εξυπηρέτηση των πληροφοριακών αναγκών των χρηστών τους. 

Οι κατάλογοι βιβλιοθηκών και οι στόχοι τους αναπόφευκτα εξελίσσονται με βάση τις ανάγκες των χρηστών 

και τον τρόπο που οι τελευταίοι αναζητούν. Κατά τη διάρκεια του 20ου αιώνα, η εξέλιξη των στόχων των 

καταλόγων οδήγησε στον καθορισμό των βιβλιογραφικών οντοτήτων, των χαρακτηριστικών τους και των 

σχέσεών τους. Αυτές οι έννοιες για πρώτη φορά εκφράστηκαν όλες μαζί σε ένα εννοιολογικό μοντέλο 

οντοτήτων-σχέσεων, το FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records). Σήμερα απαιτείται η εκ 

νέου μοντελοποίηση των βιβλιογραφικών οντοτήτων βάσει των νέων τεχνολογιών που προσφέρει ο 

Σημασιολογικός Ιστός, οι οποίες επιτρέπουν την κατανόηση των δεδομένων από μηχανικά συστήματα και 

μπορούν να παράσχουν στον υπάρχοντα Παγκόσμιο Ιστό δομή, νόημα και αξιοπιστία δεδομένων. Τα 

Συνδεδεμένα Δεδομένα αποτελούν ένα βήμα πέρα από τον Σημασιολογικό Ιστό επιτρέποντας τη διασύνδεση 

των μηχανικά κατανοητών δεδομένων. Σε αυτό το πλαίσιο, οι βιβλιογραφικές σχέσεις και οι βιβλιογραφικές 

οικογένειες μπορούν να υποστηρίξουν τη διασύνδεση των βιβλιογραφικών οντοτήτων και την εξερεύνηση 

των βιβλιογραφικών δεδομένων εντός και πέρα του Καταλόγου Βιβλιοθήκης. ‘Ετσι τα βιβλιοθηκονομικά 

δεδομένα θα μπορούν να διασυνδεθούν με άλλα δεδομένα και να υποστηρίξουν νέες ανάγκες των χρηστών 

βιβλιοθηκών εκτός του περιβάλλοντος της βιβλιοθήκης και σε μια ευρεία ποικιλία θεματικών πεδίων.  

Η επισκόπηση των υπαρχόντων βιβλιογραφικών εννοιολογικών μοντέλων αναδεικνύει την ύπαρξη μίας 

πληθώρας μοντέλων με σημαντικές διαφορές μεταξύ τους όσον αφορά στον αριθμό των οντοτήτων και των 

βιβλιογραφικών σχέσεων που ορίζουν. Υπάρχοντα σύνολα συνδεδεμένων δεδομένων στο χώρο των 

βιβλιοθηκών που έχουν χρησιμοποιήσει αυτά τα μοντέλα παρουσιάζουν επίσης σημαντικές 

διαφοροποιήσεις όσον αφορά το μοντέλο και τα λεξιλόγια που επιλέχθηκαν για την υλοποίησή τους. Έτσι, 

αν και χρησιμοποιούνται τεχνολογίες συνδεδεμένων δεδομένων, η κατανόηση των δεδομένων δεν 

εξασφαλίζεται. Αυτό αποτελεί ζήτημα σημασιολογικής διαλειτουργικότητας η επίλυση του οποίου είναι 

απαραίτητη για την αποφυγή ύπαρξης συνόλων δεδομένων στον Σημασιολογικό Ιστό που καταλήγουν 

απομονωμένα και αχρησιμοποίητα. Ήδη έχουν αναληφθεί κάποιες πρωτοβουλίες σχετικά με τη 

σημασιολογική διαλειτουργικότητα. Συγκεκριμένα έχουν επιχειρηθεί δύο αντιστοιχίσεις (mappings) μεταξύ 

δυο μη-βιβλιοθηκονομικών μοντέλων (schema.org και Europeana Data Model) με το βιβλιοθηκονομικό FRBR, 

όπως και σχετικές έρευνες με εστίαση στη διαλειτουργικότητα μεταξύ των κύριων βιβλιογραφικών 

οντοτήτων των μοντέλων. Αντιστοιχίσεις μεταξύ βιβλιοθηκονομικών μοντέλων δεν υπάρχουν και σχεδόν 

καμία έρευνα δεν έχει διεξαχθεί που να μελετά τη διατήρηση των βιβλιογραφικών σχέσεων ως μηχανισμών 

διασύνδεσης στο περιβάλλον των συνδεδεμένων δεδομένων.  

Το κύριο ερώτημα της διατριβής είναι: “Είναι η σημασιολογική διαλειτουργικότητα μεταξύ των 

εννοιολογικών μοντέλων των δεδομένων των βιβλιοθηκών εφικτή;” Για την απάντηση του ερωτήματος, η 

διατριβή θέτει 4 στόχους: 1) τη μελέτη και σύγκριση εννοιολογικών μοντέλων δεδομένων βιβλιοθηκών με 

στόχο την ανίχνευση ομοιοτήτων και ετερογενειών, 2) την ανάπτυξη αντιστοιχίσεων μεταξύ των μοντέλων, 

3) την αξιολόγηση των αντιστοιχίσεων χρησιμοποιώντας δεδομένα, και 4) τον προσδιορισμό προϋποθέσεων 

ή καλών πρακτικών καταλογογράφησης για καλύτερες αντιστοιχίσεις. Η μελέτη των μοντέλων εστιάζει σε 5 

βιβλιοθηκονομικά μοντέλα (FRBR και την αναθεώρησή του LRM, FRBRoo, RDA, BIBFRAME) και σε ένα μοντέλο 

του χώρου της πολιτιστικής κληρονομιάς, το EDM. Στη μελέτη αυτή αξιοποιούνται πραγματικές περιπτώσεις 

με στόχο να ανιχνευθεί πώς το κάθε μοντέλο αναπαριστά βασικές βιβλιογραφικές οντότητες, κοινές 
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βιβλιογραφικές σχέσεις (σχέση παραγωγής, σχέση ισοδυναμίας και έργα που συναθροίζουν – 

συσσωματώνουν άλλα έργα) και βιβλιογραφικές οικογένειες. Η μελέτη αυτή αποκαλύπτει ομοιότητες μεταξύ 

των μοντέλων οι οποίες διευκολύνουν την σημασιολογική διαλειτουργικότητα και ετερογένειες που μπορεί 

να την δυσκολέψουν. Τα αποτελέσματα αυτής της μελέτης έχουν οργανωθεί σύμφωνα με την 

κατηγοριοποίηση για ετερογένειες μεταξύ μεταδεδομένων των Haslhofer και Klas. Στο πλαίσιο της διατριβής 

έχουν αναπτυχθεί ένα προφίλ εφαρμογής από το BIBFRAME στο EDM και τρεις αντιστοιχίσεις (FRBR-

BIBFRAME, RDA-BIBFRAME, BIBFRAME-RDA) με στόχο την εξισορρόπηση των ετερογενειών μεταξύ των 

μοντέλων. Η επιτυχία των αντιστοιχίσεων αξιολογείται με τη χρήση πρότυπων συνόλων δεδομένων (Gold 

datasets) που αναπτύχθηκαν για αυτό τον σκοπό. Υπάρχουν περιπτώσεις όπου η σημασιολογία των 

δεδομένων δεν διατηρήθηκε, αλλά αυτές οι απώλειες οφείλονται σε ενδογενή σημασιολογικά 

χαρακτηριστικά (conceptualizations) των μοντέλων και όχι στις αντιστοιχίσεις.  

Τα αποτελέσματα της διατριβής επιβεβαιώνουν ότι η σημασιολογική διαλειτουργικότητα μπορεί να 

επιτευχθεί κάτω από ορισμένες συνθήκες. Όλες οι συνθήκες, τα προαπαιτούμενα και οι καλές πρακτικές που 

ανιχνεύθηκαν κατά τη μελέτη των μοντέλων, την ανάπτυξη των αντιστοιχίσεων, των πρότυπων συνόλων 

δεδομένων και της αξιολόγησης των αντιστοιχίσεων, σχετίζονται με τους στόχους και τις πολιτικές ανάπτυξης 

καταλόγων που εφαρμόζονται. Η τελική δήλωση της διατριβής, λοιπόν, τάσσεται υπέρ της καλύτερης 

συνεργασίας μεταξύ των εμπλεκομένων φορέων και της υιοθέτησης κοινού τρόπου σκέψης και πρακτικών 

για την επίλυση ετερογενειών του παρελθόντος και την αποφυγή δημιουργίας νέων.  

Λέξεις-κλειδιά: Αντιστοιχίσεις, Εννοιολογικά μοντέλα, Καταλογογράφηση, Σημασιολογική 

διαλειτουργικότητα, Σημασιολογικός Ιστός, Συνδεδεμένα δεδομένα βιβλιοθηκών.   
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1. Introduction  
This introduction briefly presents the context of the thesis and the definition of the problems arisen by the 

relevant state of the art, the aim of the thesis and its contribution. Lastly, the structure of the thesis is 

presented.  

 

1.1. Establishing the context: Library data in the linked data universe 

Semantic Web (SW) enables the publication of any type of data in a structured way so that applications can 

query data and draw inferences from it (W3C, 2015). Most important to develop a Web of Data using Semantic 

Web technologies, the published structured data needs to be linked to other data. This network of interrelated 

datasets is known as Linked Data. In the linked data universe, there has already been published library data 

by different libraries or institutions. The publication of these library datasets on the Semantic Web is based on 

different vocabularies that carry different semantics. These vocabularies are structured, standardized and 

encoded according to the existing technologies, and formulate conceptual models. Obviously, the conceptual 

models encompass structural (syntactic) and of course semantic dissimilarities. Due to these dissimilarities, 

the datasets implementing the models cannot be linked to one another, and thus different semantics 

inevitably challenge the understandability, linking and the reusability of published data by third-party 

applications.  

Hence, a semantic interoperability issue arises threatening the datasets to be isolated and hindering their 

interlinking. Toward the creation of a Library Linked Open Data Cloud, library datasets need to be linked to 

one another and share common semantics that applications can use to query and inference. Concerns have 

already been raised about the semantic interoperability between the models used in library linked datasets 

(H. Park & Kipp, 2019; Patrício, Cordeiro, & Ramos, 2020; Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017; Tallerås, 2018). The 

question that emerges is if semantic differences between the models may be overcome, and if so, how.  

 

1.2. Basic concepts – Relevant academic literature 

This paragraph tries to provide all basic concepts used in this thesis by shortly describing the historical context 

in which they were formulated.  

Library catalogs have been developed to serve user needs. Starting from the late 19th century, scholars tried 

to identify users’ exact needs. These needs were first expressed by librarian C.A.Cutter as the “objects of the 

catalog” (Cutter, 1904). The three objectives of the catalog were finding, collocating, and selecting. The first 

objective involves finding a document when certain of its characteristics are known, i.e., author, title, subject. 

The second objective involves finding a document that is unknown to the user through the collocation of the 

document with other documents exhibiting a known shared characteristic, i.e., author, subject, kind of 

literature. The third objective involves selection. The library catalog must provide further information 

regarding the documents’ edition or genre to help the user decide if the book in question may serve his/her 

information needs. Cutter’s “object of the catalog” were later updated and expanded. Nowadays, they are 

known as “user tasks”. 

To serve user tasks, scholars identified the entities of the publication world in which users are mostly 

interested. Typical examples are author, title or subject of a book. In this context, the cataloging theory 

literature of the 19th and 20th centuries is considered: Panizzi’s 91 rules for the British Museum Library Catalog 

(Panizzi, 1841), Cutter’s definitions on the objectives of the Library Catalog (Cutter, 1904), the revision of these 

objectives by Lubetzky (Lubetzky, 1969, 1986) and the adoption of the revised objectives at the international 
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level (International Federation of Library Associations, 1974; Spalding et al., 1967; Statement of Principles 

adopted by The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles Paris, October 1961, 1961), the 

identification of bibliographic entities that Library Catalogs should describe by prominent scholars, such as 

Cutter (Cutter, 1904), Lubetzky (Lubetzky, 1969, 1986), Petee (Pettee, 1936), Ranganathan (Ranganathan, 

1955), and Verona (Verona, 1959).  

After the “entities of interest” were defined, rules and content standards tried to provide guidelines regarding 

what information must be recorded and how it must be recorded to describe each entity in a standardized 

way. During almost the whole 20th century, bibliographic data was recorded on library catalog cards using the 

International Standard Book Description (ISBD) (International Federation of Library Associations, 1974) and 

the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR) (Gorman, Winkler, & American Library Association, 1978; 

Spalding et al., 1967) standards. Each library catalog card gathered in one description different pieces of 

bibliographic information about different entities. The need for recording relationships between the entities 

was recorded in authority files about persons, organizations, events, places, and titles. Yet, to find these 

recorded relationships, one needed to further check the authority files, which were recorded on individual 

cards alphabetically, and located in a distinct part of the card catalog.  

As technology progressed during the 20th century, libraries tried to take advantage of the current technological 

developments to better serve the identified user tasks and the bibliographic entities’ descriptive needs. In late 

1960s, libraries took advantage of the magnetic tapes storage technology of the time and developed the 

Machine Readable Cataloging Standard – MARC to store and exchange bibliographic data (Avram, 1975). The 

current version of MARC is MARC21. The information recorded in library catalog cards was copied to MARC 

records. Similarly to the library catalog cards, MARC bibliographic records in online catalogs accumulated 

different pieces of bibliographic information recorded serially in predefined fixed fields or value fields (Knapp, 

1968). Automation enabled easier searching of the information stored in bibliographic records. Similarly to 

the card catalogs, online catalogs using the MARC structure enabled the recording of relationships in separate 

authority records that could be browsed alphabetically.  

Later, database technology improved library catalogs furnishing more effective searching options. Entity-

relationship modeling principles, on which the database technology was based, offered libraries the potential 

to better record the relationships existing between bibliographic entities. As a result, the library community 

developed a new model signaling the transition of future library catalogs from records-based to entity-based. 

The new model “Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records – FRBR” (IFLA Study Group on the 

Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 1998) was developed by the International Federation of 

Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA). FRBR redefined user tasks based on the potential of the then 

current technologies. Relying on the redefined user tasks and the cataloging theory of the early 20th century 

regarding the bibliographic entities of interest, the FRBR determined the entities in its context, the entities’ 

attributes, and the relationships between the defined entities. The core entities of the model are Work, 

Expression, Manifestation, and Item, and they are also known as WEMI. They correspondingly represent the 

ideas of an author (Work), the set of signs used to realize the ideas (Expression), the embodiment of the signs 

in a palpable object such as a publication (Manifestation), and an exemplar of the embodiment kept by a 

library (Item). FRBR is considered a milestone in the history of cataloging theory (Denton, 2007).  

The publication of FRBR enabled for the first time the systematic record of relationships between the 

bibliographic entities differentiating between inherent relationships and bibliographic relationships. Inherent 

relationships are the ones provided purposely by the model and correlate its core entities, e.g., a Work is 

realized through an Expression. Bibliographic relationships exist between the WEMI entities revealing either a 

content relationship (e.g., has a translation), or a structural relationship (e.g., has part). The exact nature of 

bibliographic relationships which were of interest to users and were somehow recorded by the library 

community in library catalogs was discovered by Tillett in her thesis (Tillett, 1987). Tillett studied both 
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cataloging rules starting from Panizzi’s 91 rules (Panizzi, 1841), and MARC records in library catalogs to identify 

the types of relationships that librarians tried to record. The result of her work was a taxonomy of bibliographic 

relationships:  

1. Equivalence relationship to represent exact copies in cases of reproduction, reprinting, etc.  

2. Derivative relationship to represent modifications such as translations, adaptations, dramatizations, 

etc.  

3. Descriptive relationship to represent reviews, commentaries, annotated editions, etc. 

4. Whole-part relationship to represent the structure between parts and their whole, e.g., book-chapter.  

5. Accompanying relationship to represent supplements, complements, etc.  

6. Sequential relationship to represent prequels, sequels, changes in the titles of serials, etc.  

7. Shared characteristic relationship to represent the sharing of a mutual attribute, e.g., two books 

published by the same publisher, or translated by the same translator.  

Later, Smiraglia expanded these categories enriching the derivative bibliographic relationship (Smiraglia, 1992, 

2005). The representation of bibliographic relationships enables the formulation of bibliographic families, that 

is a set of related Works all originating from a common earlier Work known as the progenitor. The term 

“bibliographic family” was first used by Wilson (Wilson, 1968); Smiraglia further worked on the bibliographic 

families concept discovering that bibliographic families most frequently start expanding through derivation 

(Smiraglia, 2005; Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999).  

Technology progressed rapidly after the first publication of the FRBR in 1998. Internet and the World Wide 

Web provided users with new types of material, new search tools, and new navigation possibilities. Nowadays, 

Semantic Web (Berners-Lee, 1998) and Linked data (Berners-Lee, 2009) provide the potential of representing 

entities of interest in a machine understandable format, linking these representations, and enabling 

applications to inference. Library data mostly remain in closed systems, out of the web, while users daily 

browse the internet consuming online services. Once again, technology developments have instigated the 

reformulation of user tasks and the addition of a new one: to navigate and explore (Galeffi, Bertolini, 

Bothmann, Rodríguez, & McGarry, 2017). With regard to the newly-added explore user task, bibliographic 

relationships and bibliographic families are considered key enablers. Especially, the derivative bibliographic 

relationship, with which most often bibliographic families start expanding, may really serve the explorability 

of bibliographic data in a library linked data universe.  

Toward the creation of a library linked data universe and the goal of integrating library data into the web, 

libraries have undertaken related projects. Library linked data projects use various vocabularies and 

conceptualizations, meaning they have defined new bibliographic conceptual models for the representation 

of their data. Even though many of the used models are inspired by the FRBR model, (i) they represent the 

same semantics using totally different constructs, e.g., one model uses a property for representing the 

publisher of a book, while another model uses a whole path with classes and properties to represent the same 

piece of information, and most importantly (ii) they define different entities, attributes, and relationships 

representing different semantics. These differences have an impact on semantic interoperability.  

Semantic interoperability relates to the common understanding of meaning, and may involve varying issues, 

such as, modeling, standards, schemas, value vocabularies, etc. (Zeng, 2019). Studies about library linked data 

projects have already identified important differences between the projects with regard to semantic 

interoperability issues, meaning the selected models, schemas and value vocabularies (Smith-Yoshimura, 

2016, 2018; Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017; Tallerås, 2018; Ullah, Khusro, Ullah, & Naeem, 2018). The existence 

of so many and different library linked datasets further raises the concern if the published datasets can be 

linked to one another, and if they can ultimately support the explore user task (H. Park & Kipp, 2019; Patrício 

et al., 2020; Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017; Tallerås, 2018).  
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1.3. Main research question – Aim of the thesis 

To serve the current user needs, library data should become part of the linked data universe and interoperate 

with the data existing in it. The inspection of the aims, core constructs, and linking mechanisms of the models 

under study in the literature review affirms that there are great differences among the models despite their 

library domain orientation. Moreover, pilot projects implementing linked data in libraries have used different 

models, or in cases where the same model is implemented, totally different choices were made regarding 

metadata element sets and vocabularies (Cagnazzo, 2017; Duchateau, Lumineau, & Aalberg, 2018; Frosterus, 

Dadvar, Hansson, Lappalainen, & Zapounidou, 2020; Hallo, Luján-Mora, Mate, & Trujillo, 2016; H. Park & Kipp, 

2019; Smith-Yoshimura, 2016, 2018; Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017; Tallerås, 2017). Thus, even though linked 

data technologies are used, and technical interoperability is ensured, the meaning of the published library 

linked data is represented with different models and vocabularies. This is a semantic interoperability issue. It 

is evident that the observed lack of consensus in modeling and library linked data implementations will impede 

semantic interoperability (Cole, Han, Weathers, & Joyner, 2013).  

Related studies undertaken by scholars focus on core constructs only, meaning core entities and inherent 

relationships (Baker, Coyle, & Petiya, 2014; Taniguchi, 2012, 2017a, 2018). At the same time, the preservation 

of bibliographic relationships as linking mechanisms in the linked data environment has not been thoroughly 

studied yet. Moreover, mappings between bibliographic data models have not yet been developed. Within 

this context, the existing literature presents a gap in studying the semantic interoperability between 

bibliographic models. Toward the goal of semantic interoperability and mappings, there is a need to compare 

bibliographic models to discover similarities and divergences in terms of modeling, granularity, constructs, and 

linking mechanisms.  

The central research question of the thesis is: “Is semantic interoperability between conceptual bibliographic 

data models feasible?” This question can be further analyzed into the following:  

• Is there some common ground between the bibliographic models? What are the similarities that 

support semantic interoperability, and what are the differences impeding it? How do models 

represent common real-world bibliographic cases? What are the core entities/classes and inherent 

relationships in each model? What are the bibliographic relationships they acknowledge and how do 

they represent them? Do they support the representation of families with their constructs? 

• Is it possible to reconcile the identified differences? Can there be mappings? Is information included 

in core constructs (e.g., core entities/classes, inherent relationships and derivative bibliographic 

relationships) preserved after the mappings? Are there any losses of information or semantics after 

mappings?  

• Are there any prerequisites or good cataloging practices that enable mappings? 

• Based on the thesis’ findings, can there be suggestions to stakeholders regarding the semantic 

interoperability between the models? Can there be suggestions to enable semantic interoperability 

between the implementations of the models? 

To answer the research questions and to contribute to the study of semantic interoperability between 

bibliographic models, the thesis poses four objectives: 1) to study and to compare bibliographic models 

identifying similarities and differences, 2) to develop mappings between the models, 3) to assess the mappings 

using a testbed, and 4) to identify any possible prerequisites or good cataloging practices for better mappings. 
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1.4. Synopsis of the research design and methods  

The thesis research has been conducted in three stages: 1) study of the models, 2) mappings, and 3) 

assessment of the mappings.  

1.4.1. Study of the models 

The study of the models focuses on FRBR and its consolidation LRM, FRBRoo, RDA, BIBFRAME, and EDM. The 

models selected for this investigation are the ones presenting granularity and being developed by reputable 

organizations, namely FRBR and its consolidation LRM developed by IFLA, RDA developed by the RDA Joint 

Steering Committee, FRBRoo developed by CIDOC and endorsed by IFLA, BIBRAME developed by the Library 

of Congress, and EDM developed by Europeana. Five models belong to the library domain, while EDM is a 

model developed and used in the cultural heritage domain. The models under study are inspected regarding 

their core constructs (core entities/classes and their inherent relationships), as well as their linking 

mechanisms in terms of bibliographic relationships and representation of bibliographic families. The 

inspection is based on representing real examples in the terms of each model and aims to discover how the 

core bibliographic entities and their relationships are captured and expressed by each model. The selected 

examples correspond to particular conceptualizations (common bibliographic patterns), such as the case of a 

single-volume monograph, which is the most common bibliographic description case. The bibliographic 

relationships included in the study, namely, derivative bibliographic relationship, equivalence relationship, 

and aggregates, are all identified by scholars as common ones (Bennett, Lavoie, & O’Neill, 2003; Neill, Žumer, 

& Mixter, 2015; Petek, 2007; Smiraglia, 1992, 1999; Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999; Tillett, 1987; Vellucci, 1995). 

This study concludes with similarities and differences between the models. 

To organize the results about identified similarities and differences between the models, the Haslhofer and 

Klas categorization of metadata heterogeneities (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010) is exploited. Haslhofer & 

Klas differentiate between semantic and structural heterogeneities either at the model level or at the instance 

level (Figure 1:1). Semantic heterogeneities involve the models’ semantics (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). 

Due to the thesis’ focus on the core entities and relationships of the models, instance-level heterogeneities 

are out of the scope of the current research and therefore they have not been taken under consideration 

(denoted with a red x mark in Figure 1:1). Domain conflicts involve differences between the domains on which 

each model focuses. There may be overlaps, inclusions, aggregation or even incompatibility between the 

models’ domains. Terminological mismatches involve the use of different terms to express the same concept.  

Structural heterogeneities appear due to model incompatibilities (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). The 

structural heterogeneities involving elements have not also been considered because the thesis inspects core 

modeling primitives (entities and classes) and not the exact elements used for their description (marked with 

a red x in Figure 1:1). The “domain representation conflicts” category has four types of conflicts (Bernhard 

Haslhofer & Klas, 2010):  

i. Abstraction level incompatibilities. These may be observed when the “same real-world entities are 

arranged in different hierarchies” (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). 

ii. Multilateral Correspondences. Due to abstraction level incompatibilities, one model’s construct may 

correspond to multiple constructs of another model, and in reverse.  

iii. Meta-level discrepancy. The same information is modeled with different constructs, e.g., in one model 

the information is represented as a discrete class, while in another model the same information is 

represented as an attribute. Four types of meta-level discrepancy are identified: content-value / 

attribute, entity / attribute, and content value / entity discrepancy. 

iv. Domain coverage. These types of heterogeneities occur when real-world entities are represented in 

one model and not in another, despite of the models’ focus on a common domain.  
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Figure 1:1. Structural and semantic heterogeneities according to the Haslhofer & Klas classification. Source of image: (Bernhard 
Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). On parts of the image, symbols have been added to declare which exact types of heterogeneities are taken 
under consideration by this thesis.  

Thus, the thesis studies semantic heterogeneities at the model level, and structural heterogeneities involving 

domain representation conflicts. Moreover, it extends this categorization by including the similarities between 

the models. Similarities are expected to enable mappings, while heterogeneities need to be tackled. Both 

identified similarities and heterogeneities are included in the “findings table” following the Haslhofer and Klas 

categorization for semantic (model-level only) and syntactic (domain representation conflicts only) 

heterogeneities.  

 

1.4.2. Development of mappings 

Haslhofer and Klas suggest that heterogeneities should be tackled to achieve interoperability and they identify 

three methods: (1) common use of a specific conceptual model; (2) development of a new meta-model with 

which all other models should comply or development of application profiles; and (3) mappings. The existence 

of many models in the same domain suggests that common adoption of one model or a meta-model is unlikely 

to happen. Thus, the thesis tests the application profile method by developing a BIBFRAME-EDM application 

profile and builds three mappings FRBR-BIBFRAME, RDA-BIBFRAME, and BIBFRAME-RDA. The mappings focus 

on core entities/classes, inherent relationships, and derivative bibliographic relationships. The derivative 

bibliographic relationship affects the explorability of data since bibliographic families most frequently start 

expanding through derivation (Smiraglia, 2005; Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999). The thesis approach in tackling each 

heterogeneity for the sake of mappings is added to the “findings table” (Figure 1:2) along with a “findings 

column” presenting the mappings’ outcomes, as well as prerequisites and good cataloging practices for better 

mappings.  
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Figure 1:2. An excerpt from the “findings table” including the identified semantic heterogeneities and the thesis’ approach toward 
reconciling them.  

1.4.3. Assessment of mappings 

The three mappings are assessed using Gold Datasets. These Gold Datasets have been created following the 

same set of principles and using each model’s constructs to represent real-world bibliographic description 

cases. The cases involve eleven well-known literary works. For the development of the Gold Datasets, the 

publishing history of each work was thoroughly studied using literature and humanities-related resources. 

Thus, the Gold Datasets include eleven bibliographic families having members in various languages that also 

relate to other members of their family with derivative bibliographic relationships. For the assessment, a Gold 

Dataset is used as the source dataset being converted to an instance of the target model. Then, the generated 

dataset is compared to the corresponding Gold Dataset. As an example, in the RDA-BIBFRAME mapping, the 

Gold RDA dataset is converted to BIBFRAME, and the generated BIBFRAME dataset is later compared to the 

Gold BIBFRAME dataset. The assessment of mappings further enriches the “findings table” with more findings 

and prerequisites enabling mappings. 

The Gold Datasets along with the datasets produced after the mappings are all uploaded on the following 

webpage http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html. This webpage presents the tools and 

data used, the mappings’ results, and the published papers originating in the thesis’ studies. It must be noted 

that both Gold Datasets and the datasets produced after the mappings have been uploaded on a Virtuoso RDF 

server and SPARQL queries can be submitted.  

1.4.4. Presentation of findings 

The discussion and thesis’ conclusions are recorded in a new column of the “findings table”. Thus, at the end 

of the thesis, the “findings table” presents the outcomes of the thesis’ three stages and of the analysis that 

followed each one of them:  

a) Similarities following the Haslhofer and Klas categorization. 

b) Heterogeneities following the Haslhofer and Klas categorization. 

c) The thesis’ approach for reconciling heterogeneities. 

d) Findings identified during the creation of the BIBFRAME-EDM application profile and the three 

mappings (FRBR-BIBFRAME, RDA-BIBFRAME, BIBFRAME-RDA), and the assessment of mappings. This 

column also includes prerequisites and good practices signified with the PGP acronym.  

e) Conclusions, suggestions, and further work supported by the findings. 

 

1.5. Contribution 

The thesis contributes to the semantic interoperability between the models under study by providing answers 

to the posed research questions. The thesis has proved that there is some common ground (similarities) and 

important differences (heterogeneities). Identified heterogeneities have been reconciled using various 

approaches to build a BIBFRAME-EDM application profile and three mappings (FRBR-BIBFRAME, RDA-

BIBFRAME, and BIBFRAME-RDA). The mappings and their following assessments determined several 

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html
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prerequisites and good practices that all enable semantic interoperability, proving that cataloging policy plays 

an important role in this context.  

There are several important areas where this thesis makes an original contribution. To date, few studies have 

investigated aspects of the semantic interoperability issue in the bibliographic domain. The interoperability of 

well-known bibliographic models to non-bibliographic ones has been explored; OCLC has explored the 

compatibility of schema.org with FRBR and BIBFRAME (Godby, 2013; Godby & Vizine-Goetz, 2017; Godby, 

Wang, & Mixter, 2015), while the Europeana community has developed the EDM-FRBRoo application profile 

(Doerr et al., 2013). Most published studies tend to focus only on the interoperability of the models’ core 

constructs (core entities/classes and inherent relationships) (Baker et al., 2014; Taniguchi, 2012, 2017a, 2018) 

ignoring bibliographic relationships. Some studies identify interoperability issues by observing differences 

regarding the models’ implementations (Cagnazzo, 2017; Rasmussen Pennington & Cagnazzo, 2019; Tallerås, 

2018), while others compare bibliographic models having MARC21 fields as a point of reference (H. Park & 

Kipp, 2019; Taniguchi, 2017a). The present research studies, for the first time, five bibliographic models (FRBR, 

LRM, RDA, FRBRoo, and BIBFRAME) and a cultural heritage one (EDM) taking under consideration core 

constructs (core entities/classes and inherent relationships), bibliographic relationships and families. The 

inclusion of bibliographic relationships and families in the thesis’ research should make an important 

contribution to the support of the new explore user task in the library linked data environment. Using a path-

oriented approach and exploring the representation of common bibliographic description cases, the thesis 

provides a comparative overview of the models and identifies similarities enabling interoperability, as well as 

heterogeneities impeding it. 

The thesis investigates the reconciliation of the identified heterogeneities by developing the BIBFRAME-EDM 

application profile and three mappings (FRBR-BIBFRAME, RDA-BIBFRAME, and BIBFRAME-RDA). All built 

mappings and the application profile are the first ones to be developed in the library linked data domain. 

Moreover, they contribute to the identification of prerequisites for the preservation of semantics after 

conversion. The assessment stage focuses on the mappings between bibliographic models and uses three Gold 

Datasets, i.e., Gold FRBR, Gold RDA, and Gold BIBFRAME. To date, no other published Gold Datasets exist 

focusing on derivative relationships.  

The thesis provides new insights into the semantic interoperability in the library linked data domain. It makes 

an original contribution to the understanding of how modeling constructs and modeling decisions may 

determine the semantic interoperability of the bibliographic models’ instances. This understanding will help 

libraries in formulating cataloging policies that enable the preservation of semantics after conversions.  

 

1.6. Thesis’ structure  

Chapter 2 presents the literature review of the thesis with references to cataloging history, standards and core 

concepts, bibliographic relationships and families. Semantic Web and Linked Data, the W3C Library Linked 

Data Incubator Group definitions and Library Linked Data initiatives are also considered. The literature review 

introduces current bibliographic models and differences between them in terms of core entities and 

bibliographic relationships. Semantic interoperability of bibliographic data in previous projects and studies are 

reviewed. The chapter concludes with the gaps identified in the literature survey. The four objectives of the 

thesis, that is the study of models, the development of mappings, the assessment of mappings, and the 

identification of prerequisites, are met in the next chapters. 

Chapter 3 relates to the first objective of the thesis, the study of models. Chapter 3 investigates the 

representation of real-world bibliographic description cases in all six selected models, FRBR, LRM, FRBRoo, 

RDA, BIBFRAME, and EDM. The cases are single-volume monographs (related to core entities and inherent 
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relationships), common bibliographic relationships (derivative, equivalence, and aggregates) and bibliographic 

families. By comparing the different representations, similarities and heterogeneities are identified and 

recorded in a “findings table” using the Haslhofer & Klas categorization.  

Chapter 4 relates to the second objective of the thesis, the development of mappings. Chapter 4 presents the 

BIBFRAME-EDM application profile (testing the meta-model agreement method), and three mappings: FRBR-

BIBFRAME, RDA-BIBFRAME, and BIBFRAME-RDA. The selected approach for reconciling each identified 

heterogeneity and the mappings’ findings are all included in the “findings table”. To serve the objective of 

identifying prerequisites for semantic interoperability, the “findings table” is enriched with prerequisites that 

proved during the development of mappings to enable semantic interoperability. Prerequisites and good 

practices are signified with the PGP acronym. 

Chapter 5 relates to the third objective of the thesis, the assessment of mappings. Chapter 5 begins with the 

presentation of the Gold Datasets (Gold FRBR, Gold RDA, and Gold BIBFRAME), namely, the selection of 

bibliographic families included in the datasets, and the decisions taken for their development. Afterward, it 

presents the assessment of the three mappings; the occurrences of core entities and bibliographic 

relationships in the Gold Datasets are exhibited and they are later compared to the corresponding instances 

in the datasets produced after each mapping. During the creation of the Gold Datasets, and the assessment 

of mappings, more prerequisites and good practices enabling semantic interoperability are identified and, 

thus, included in the “findings table”.  

Chapter 6 includes the discussion and conclusions. It begins with an overview of the thesis. Later, it discusses 

the thesis’ findings against the current literature. The importance of the findings is presented in relation to 

different stakeholders, i.e., scholars studying semantic interoperability issues, models’ editorial groups, 

libraries and cataloging agencies, and software developers. Along with the importance of findings, 

recommendations based on the thesis findings are proposed to the same stakeholders. The limitations of the 

thesis follow. The chapter then goes on with the future work that this hopefully new scholar wishes to conduct. 

In this final chapter all findings, approaches, conclusions, recommendations, and future work aspirations are 

displayed in a tabular format organized once again in the “findings table” that uses the Haslhofer & Klas 

categorization. The chapter and thesis conclude with the final thesis statement.  
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2. Literature review 

The literature review starts with the user tasks and the role of technology in their evolution. Bibliographic 

relationships and bibliographic families are highlighted to describe their potential as linking mechanisms and 

enablers of the explore user task.  

The literature review exhibits core Semantic Web and Linked Data concepts. After, the Library Linked Data 

domain is articulated using the definitions provided by the W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group (“W3C 

Library Linked Data Incubator Group,” 2012). The review proceeds with bibliographic conceptual models used 

in library linked data projects to present differences between them regarding core constructs (entities and 

inherent relationships) and bibliographic relationships. Later, some examples are given presenting how well-

known bibliographic models have been used in library linked datasets. To date, there have been few 

investigations regarding semantic interoperability in the bibliographic domain. The review reports semantic 

interoperability projects and related studies by scholars.  

The review concludes with the identification of gaps in the related literature.  

2.1. Background  

2.1.1. The user tasks and the evolution of technology 

To service users’ information needs is the mission of libraries. Scholars and librarians have analyzed the 

bibliographic universe and the users’ searching behavior to determine the tasks the latter perform. These tasks 

defined the objectives of the Library Catalog as a tool and the evolution of library standards. In this context, 

technology has always had a significant influence. Library catalogs implement each era’s current technological 

solutions and library standards to support users’ needs, defined as user tasks. Interestingly, technological 

developments have fueled libraries with new user tasks and new technology standards that eventually impact 

the Library catalog as a tool. 

Even though library catalogs exist from antiquity and the first printed Library Catalog for the University of 

Leiden Library was published in 1595, the publication of Panizzi’s 91 rules for the British Museum Library 

Catalog in 1841 (Panizzi, 1841) is considered the starting point for library standards. Panizzi in his set of rules 

and in defending his work against critics (Panizzi, 1985) set the foundations of cataloging. Panizzi identified 

the role of catalogs and the user tasks they should serve. Moreover, he identified important pieces of 

information that need to be captured in a Library Catalog and provided guidelines for their systematic 

recording. Regarding technology, this is the analog era of book catalogs.  

In the US, another acclaimed scholar, Charles Amni Cutter, elevated past ideas and good practices to the status 

of principles. In his 1876 “Rules for a Dictionary Catalog” book (Cutter, 1904), he provided a set of three catalog 

objectives, which he called “objects of the catalog” (Table 2-1). The first objective, known as the finding 

function, described core search tasks using a book’s known attributes, i.e., search for a specific author, title, 

or subject. The second objective illustrated the collocation function, which was a new idea at the time. With 

the collocation function a library gathered all available information related to an author, a subject, or a specific 

literature genre. Thus, users could find through collocation unknown books to them that exhibited a known 

characteristic, e.g., a known author. For the third objective, the selection function, the Catalog provided all 

important information about the publication details of an edition or the literary/topical character of the book 

to help users decide what best fits their needs. Cutter’s catalog objectives dominated the library theory and 

they were later updated and expanded according to the needs of each time. Most important, Cutter’s 

objectives provided the framework for the development of cataloging standards. In the first decade of the 20th 

century card catalogs started replacing book catalogs. Cutter’s rules and objectives were used to produce 
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standardized cards and card catalogs. Card catalogs have been proven really successful, considering that the 

last card was published in 2015 (OCLC, 2015).  

Table 2-1. The objects of the catalog, according to C.A.Cutter (Cutter, 1904).  

1. To enable a person to find a book of which either: 
(A) the author is known 
(B) the title is known. 
(C) the subject is known 

 
2. To show what the library has: 

(D) by a given author 
(E) on a given subject 
(F) in a given kind of literature 

 
3. To assist in the choice of a book: 

(G) as to its edition (bibliographically) 
(H) as to its character (literary or topical) 

 

During the 20th century, the library theory focused on standardization (Denton, 2007). Cutter’s commonly 

accepted Catalog Objectives induced the identification of the inhabitants of the bibliographic universe. 

Scholars identified bibliographic entities that need to be captured to meet the catalog objectives. Pettee 

(Pettee, 1936), Lubetzky (Lubetzky, 1953, 1969, 1986) and Verona (Verona, 1959) differentiated between a 

work and its manifestations (known also as the ‘content versus carrier’ issue). Indian librarian S.R. 

Ranganathan differentiated between “expressed thought” and manifestations (Ranganathan, 1955). 

Moreover, these bibliographic entities needed to be properly described. American librarian Seymour Lubetzky 

revised Cutter’s objectives (Lubetzky, 1953, 1969, 1986) and worked for standardization at both local and 

international level. His revised objectives (Table 2-2) simplified Cutter’s objectives, clearly differentiated 

between two bibliographic entities, work and publication, and referred to editions in terms of new editions 

and translations. The second collocation objective suggested that all editions are arranged under author using 

an author-title heading.  

 
Table 2-2. The objects of the catalog, according to S.Lubetzky (Lubetzky, 1969).  

The objectives which the catalog is to serve are two: 
First, to facilitate the location of a particular publication, i.e., 

of a particular edition of a work, which is in the library. 
 
Second, to relate and display together the editions which a 

library has of a given work and the works which it has of a 
given author. 

 

  

Lubetzky’s revised objectives were adopted in the Paris principles in 1961 (Statement of Principles adopted by 

The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles Paris, October 1961, 1961) with slight but important 

modifications (Table 2-3). Paris Principles omitted the entity work from the first finding function seeming to 

not fully comprehend Lubetzky’s differentiation (Yee, 1994). Nevertheless, Lubetzky’s work further impacted 

the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules in 1967 (Spalding et al., 1967) and the International Standard 

Bibliographic Description in 1974 (International Federation of Library Associations, 1974). These developments 

were all related to descriptive cataloging and could be considered as pertaining to the finding objective only. 
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The second objective, the collocation one, was not fully adopted by the AACR rules; the rules regarding 

uniform titles, the collocation mechanism used in the then catalogs for works published under different titles, 

were made optional.  

 
Table 2-3. The functions of the catalog in the Paris Principles (Statement of Principles adopted by The International Conference on 
Cataloguing Principles Paris, October 1961, 1961). 

2. Functions of the Catalogue  
The catalogue should be an efficient instrument for ascertaining  

2.1. whether the library contains a particular book specified by  

(a) its author and title, or  

(b) if the author is not named in the book, its title alone, or  

(c) if author and title are inappropriate or insufficient for 

identification, a suitable substitute for the title; and 

2.2.  

(a) which works by a particular author and  

(b) which editions of a particular work are in the library. 

 

Even though Lubetzky himself referred to the collocation of a work’s different editions and Wilson in 1968 

(Wilson, 1968) described a set of different texts realizing the same work as the members of a family, the exact 

nature of bibliographic relationships was studied much later by Tillett (Tillett, 1987) and Smiraglia (Smiraglia, 

1992, 2005). During the 1960s and 1970s, library cataloging practices and standardization remained 

constrained by the technology at hand. Bibliographic information was recorded on cards in card catalogs. 

These cards had specific dimensions (Figure 2:1) and described manifestations using the structure determined 

by the ISBD and the AACR rules. The production of cards became automated using the MAchine-Readable 

Cataloging format (known as MARC) (Avram, 1975) in the late 1960s.  

 

 

Figure 2:1. A typical catalog card describing Kazantzakis’ Askitiki. The data on the card is human-understandable. Photo taken from the 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki old card catalog.  

MARC was a record structure for the storage of bibliographic information on magnetic tapes. In the 1960s and 

the 1970s, magnetic tape storage was “the state of the art in data processing” (Hopkinson, 1984). Storage of 

and access to data was made sequentially (Figure 2:2). Thus, the MARC structure used fields, subfields, and 

indicators to separate different “sub-elements of data” (Hopkinson, 1984), and make data machine-readable. 
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In the 1970s, libraries started using MARC to transition bibliographic data to electronic records (Figure 2:3). 

Electronic catalogs replicated the card’s record structure and they enabled keyword searching. Commercial 

vendors started developing Integrated Library Systems (ILSs) that used database technology, were more user-

friendly (Figure 2:3) and enabled advanced search tasks. The MARC structure could be described as “a series 

of tagged literals or tagged text strings” (J.-R. Park, Andrew Brenza, & Richards, 2020). Due to this characteristic 

structure, MARC data was stored in a record-based format limiting the processability of bibliographic data in 

relational database settings. Thus, relational database potential for the querying and manipulation of entities 

and their relationships was not fully exploited, despite the fact that ILSs used database technology.  

 
Figure 2:2.The raw MARC record describing Kazantzakis’ Askitiki. The raw MARC record was created using the MARCedit tool (Reese, 
2013). The data in the MARC record is machine-readable and remains human-understandable.  

 

Figure 2:3. The MARC21 record describing Kazantzakis’ Askitiki in catalog. The data in this record is easier to understand by humans in 
contrast to the raw MARC record. Even though data in this MARC record is machine-readable, it remains human-understandable only. 
The screenshot is taken from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Library Catalog.  
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During the 1980s, libraries transitioned to online catalogs and proceeded with AACR updates to better serve 

online searches. By the end of the decade, it was really evident that the legacy AACR rules should be replaced. 

Thanks to the use of relational databases, a significant study was initiated, and libraries experienced two major 

changes. Barbara Tillett contributed to the Lubetzky’s overlooked collocation objective by studying 

bibliographic relationships as a collocation mechanism. In her thesis’ introduction, she described bibliographic 

relationships as an element of a bibliographic entity-relationship model (Tillett, 1987). Tillett’s thesis formed 

the basis for Smiraglia’s studies regarding derivative bibliographic relationships and bibliographic families 

(Smiraglia, 1992, 2005). Both Tillett’s and Smiraglia’s studies are further presented in 2.1.2 Bibliographic 

relationships and families. The changes that libraries witnessed involved users and materials. Users started 

implementing new information seeking practices in the new online catalog environments (Coyle, 2017; 

Sridhar, 2004). Libraries acquired new types of materials (Borgman, 1997), such as bibliographic databases 

and electronic journals that could not be described with the legacy AACR rules (the then current version was 

AACR2R) despite the updates during the 1980s. Thus, it was evident in the late 1980s that the then current 

standards and tools could not satisfy new user information seeking practices and new descriptive needs.  

In August 1990, national libraries representatives met in Stockholm and agreed on the development of a new 

framework for understanding bibliographic record purposes and achieving a consensus among national 

libraries for bibliographic records exchange. In the resolutions of the 1990 Stockholm Seminar on Bibliographic 

Records, there was one asking for a clear delineation of “the functions performed by the bibliographic record 

with respect to various media, various applications, and various user needs” (IFLA Study Group on the 

Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009). This resolution provoked the reexamination of the 

then cataloging rules by the IFLA Study Group on Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (Tillett, 

1994). The Study Group recognized the “theoretical and practical implications of bibliographic records” (Tillett, 

1994), considered the sound cataloging theory of the 19th and 20th centuries regarding the inhabitants of the 

bibliographic universe and exploited relational database modeling concepts. In 1997, at the Toronto 

“International Conference on the Principles & Future Development of the AACR”, the procedures for the new 

model seemed mature (Biswas & Rath, 2014) and the revision of the AACR rules to follow up the new 

developments was decided. The new model “Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records – FRBR” was 

published in 1998 (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 1998). After 

the 1997 Toronto conference, the AACR rules evolved into the Resource Description and Access (RDA) 

standard. The history and the evolution of the RDA standard is aligned with the FRBR model.  

FRBR is considered a milestone in the history of cataloging theory (Denton, 2007) and has influenced other 

conceptual models too. FRBR used entity-relationship modeling primitives. Its publication signaled the future 

of library catalogs would be entity-based, and not records-based. Among the entities identified by FRBR, there 

are four core entities for the representation of “products of intellectual or artistic endeavor” (IFLA Study Group 

on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 1998), namely, Work, Expression, Manifestation, 

and Item. The entity Work contains the ideas that form a distinct intellectual or artistic creation, obviously 

inspired by the views of Pettee (Pettee, 1936), Lubetzky (Lubetzky, 1953, 1969, 1986) and Verona (Verona, 

1959). The Expression entity contains the set of signs (e.g., alphanumeric notation, music notation, image, etc.) 

to realize a Work, while the Manifestation entity refers to physical embodiment of an Expression (e.g., a 

publication). The distinction between “expressed thought” and its manifestations was first made by Indian 

librarian Ranganathan (Ranganathan, 1955). Exemplars of Manifestations are represented with Item entity. 

The four entities consist the Group 1 of FRBR entities. Group 2 entities, namely Person and Corporate Body, 

are the ones that relate to the Group 1 entities, e.g., a Person authored a Work. Group 3 entities serve as 

subjects for the Work entity. Group 3 entities are Concept, Object, Event, Place, and any of the Groups 1 and 

2 entities. Group 2 and Group 3 entities were refined in subsequent reports (IFLA Working Group on Functional 

Requirements and Numbering of Authority Records (FRANAR), 2009, 2013; IFLA Working Group on the 

Functional Requirements for Subject Authority Records, 2010). FRBR also identified all the entities’ attributes, 
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and the relationships between them to enable the support of four newly defined user tasks, namely, find, 

identify, select, obtain (Table 2-4). The find user task implicated that users’ search criteria are met. These 

criteria involved either an entity’s attribute or a relationship. Thus, with the find user task the collocation 

objective, stated in earlier sets of Library Catalog Objectives (Cutter, 1904; Lubetzky, 1953, 1969, 1986; 

Statement of Principles adopted by The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles Paris, October 

1961, 1961), was also met (Tillett, 2004). The identify user task enabled users to check within similar entities 

the one(s) they were originally searching for. The select user task involved the provision of more information 

to help users select the entity that best fits their requirements. Examples include content type, physical 

format, etc. All three user tasks (find, identify, select) could be applied to any of the Group 1 entities. The 

fourth user task, to obtain¸ could be applied only to the Manifestation and Item entities. It involved the 

physical or electronic access to the sought and selected entity.  

 

Table 2-4. User tasks as defined in the FRBR (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 1998, 2009). 

The tasks are defined in relation to the elementary uses that are made of the data by 
the user: 

• to find entities that correspond to the user’s stated search criteria (i.e., to 
locate either a single entity or a set of entities in a file or database as the result 
of a search using an attribute or relationship of the entity); 

• to identify an entity (i.e., to confirm that the entity described corresponds to 
the entity sought, or to distinguish between two or more entities with similar 
characteristics); 

• to select an entity that is appropriate to the user’s needs (i.e., to choose an 
entity that meets the user’s requirements with respect to content, physical 
format, etc., or to reject an entity as being inappropriate to the user’s needs); 

•  to acquire or obtain access to the entity described (i.e., to acquire an entity 
through purchase, loan, etc., or to access an entity electronically through an 
online connection to a remote computer). 

 

 

Almost in parallel to the FRBR development, during the 1990s, libraries started participating in digitization 

projects using new digital library systems and standards for resource description and discovery (Zeng & Qin, 

2016). New metadata standards were created to describe the digitized objects, retain information about their 

contexts of creation and collection, and increase their findability. One of the first metadata standards was the 

Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (“DCMI: Dublin CoreTM Element Set, v 1.0: Reference Description,” 1998), 

a set of 15 basic elements for describing online resources. Bibliographic description evolved from records to 

resources, which could be anything, e.g., a book, a chapter, an artifact, a webpage, an online document, a 

whole collection. Metadata expanded serving varying goals, i.e., administrative, descriptive, preservation, 

technical, and use metadata (Gilliland, 2016). Metadata is not created at once and not by the same person. 

Instead, “metadata continues to accrue during the life of an information object or system” (Gilliland, 2016). In 

the 1990s, Web markup languages, such as HTML (Berners-Lee, 1991) and XML (Bray & Sperberg-McQueen, 

1996), were developed. HTML was used for the creation of webpages. The XML language enabled the creation 

of metadata vocabularies and the use of these vocabularies for the description of data. Library digitization 

projects used the Dublin Core and developed other XML metadata structures to serve their needs, such as the 

MARCXML schema (Library of Congress’ Network Development and MARC Standards Office, 2020), the 

Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) (Library of Congress Standards, 2020), and the Metadata 

Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) (Library of Congress Network Development and MARC Standards 

Office, 2019).  
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Due to the publication of the FRBR model and the technological developments, the Paris Principles were 

revised in 2009 formulating the Statement of International Cataloguing Principles – ICP (International 

Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, 2009). Interestingly, the 2009 ICPs (Table 2-5) used both 

FRBR and Web terminology, and considered Svenonius’ critique on FRBR user tasks (Svenonius, 2009). The 

user tasks all referred to resources; further, in the obtain user task the term data is met for the first time. The 

user tasks described in the 2009 ICP were the same to the FRBR ones with an addition of a new fifth one, to 

navigate. To navigate, was a new user task proposed by Elaine Svenonius that could be met by exploiting the 

bibliographic relationships between Works to discover new Works related to the one initially sought 

(Svenonius, 2009). The 2009 ICPs used Svenonius’ navigate task and rephrased it to explicitly include other 

FRBR entities too.  

 
Table 2-5. Objectives and functions of the catalog in the 2009 Statement of International Cataloguing Principles (International 
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, 2009). 

4. Objectives and Functions of the Catalogue 

The catalogue should be an effective and efficient instrument that enables a user:  
 

4.1. to find bibliographic resources in a collection as the result of a search using 
attributes or relationships of the resources:  
4.1.1. to find a single resource  
4.1.2. to find sets of resources representing  

all resources belonging to the same work  
all resources embodying the same expression  
all resources exemplifying the same manifestation  
all resources associated with a given person, family, or corporate body  
all resources on a given subject  
all resources defined by other criteria (language, place of publication, 

publication date, content type, carrier type, etc.), usually as a secondary 
limiting of a search result;  

 

4.2. to identify a bibliographic resource or agent (that is, to confirm that the described 
entity corresponds to the entity sought or to distinguish between two or more 
entities with similar characteristics);  

 

4.3. to select a bibliographic resource that is appropriate to the user’s needs (that is, 
to choose a resource that meets the user’s requirements with respect to medium, 
content, carrier, etc., or to reject a resource as being inappropriate to the user’s 
needs);  

 

4.4. to acquire or obtain access to an item described (that is, to provide information 
that will enable the user to acquire an item through purchase, loan, etc., or to access 
an item electronically through an online connection to a remote source); or to 
access, acquire, or obtain authority data or bibliographic data; 

 

4.5. to navigate within a catalogue and beyond (that is, through the logical 
arrangement of bibliographic and authority data and presentation of clear ways to 
move about, including presentation of relationships among works, expressions, 
manifestations, items, persons, families, corporate bodies, concepts, objects, 
events, and places). 
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In the 2000s, there were many attempts to create FRBR catalogs. Even though the library community struggled 

to comprehend the notion of the FRBR entities, FRBR-ization projects were undertaken to resolve a major 

issue: the conversion of legacy library data from the MARC record structure format to FRBR. The extraction of 

entities and of descriptive information pertaining to each entity was not an easy task. The extraction was made 

using MARC fields and extended comparison of strings librarians had typed as fields’ values (Aalberg, Haugen, 

& Husby, 2006; Decourselle, Duchateau, & Lumineau, 2015; Freire, Borbinha, & Calado, 2007; Hickey & O’Neill, 

2009; Peponakis, Sfakakis, & Kapidakis, 2011). Despite the great number of FRBRization projects, FRBR 

catalogs were not achieved and the FRBR model continued to evolve with the addition of more tasks and 

entities needed for authority files and subjects (IFLA Working Group on Functional Requirements and 

Numbering of Authority Records (FRANAR), 2009, 2013; IFLA Working Group on the Functional Requirements 

for Subject Authority Records, 2010). The only true implementation of the FRBR model is the RDA. RDA rules 

are used to describe library materials in current ILSs still using the MARC record structure. As the library 

community struggled with the FRBR, the entity-relationship model (E-R model), on which FRBR is based, 

became obsolete and new technologies became available. These new technologies use conceptual models, 

enable descriptions in a machine-understandable way, and provide structure, meaning and trust to the World 

Wide Web. The sum of these technologies is called the Semantic Web.  

Semantic Web was first envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee (Berners-Lee, 1998), the creator of the World Wide 

Web. The vision involves the representation of information in ways that both humans and software agents 

may understand and use. Linked data is a step further enabling the linking of these machine-understandable 

representations (Semantic Web and Linked Data are analytically presented in paragraph 2.2). In this context, 

the entities of the bibliographic universe, identified by scholars in the 20th century, may be described in a 

machine-understandable format (Figure 2:4) out of the library context and linked to other entities that may 

be of the bibliographic domain or not. Bibliographic relationships and families, collocation mechanisms 

developed by the library community, may serve the linking of bibliographic entities within and beyond the 

Library Catalog. Thus, library data may be linked to other data to serve new user tasks out of the library 

environment and in a wide variety of contexts.  
 

 
Figure 2:4. The representation of the assertion “Nikolaos Kazantzakis is the creator of Askitiki” in RDF, a core Semantic Web technology. 
This is a part of the data presented in the previous images of cards and MARC records. Yet, here the data is not in machine-readable 
format only; it is in a machine-understandable format, meaning that the data may be understood by both humans and software agents.  

 

One new user task fueled by the World Wide Web and the Linked Data potential is the explore user task. The 

explore user task has been added in the current 2016 International Cataloging Principles – ICP (Galeffi et al., 

2017) to describe a new function for the Library Catalog, that of enabling exploration beyond the catalog in 

non-library contexts (see point 6.5. in Table 2-6). The 2016 ICPs consider FRBR and its subsequent reports 

including all entities defined in them, e.g., the FRSAD Thema entity was added in the find user task (Table 2-6). 

The influence of current technological developments is explicitly stated by IFLA clarifying that the 2016 ICPs 

take “into consideration new categories of users, the open access environment, the interoperability and the 

accessibility of data, features of discovery tools and the significant change of user behaviour in general” (“IFLA 

-- Statement of International Cataloguing Principles (ICP) 2016,” 2019).  
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Table 2-6. Objectives and Functions of the Catalog in the current International Cataloging Principles (Galeffi et al., 2017). 

6. Objectives and Functions of the Catalogue 
The catalogue should be an effective and efficient instrument that enables a user: 

6.1. to find bibliographic resources in a collection as the result of a search using 

attributes or relationships of the entities: 

to find a single resource or sets of resources representing: 
all resources realizing the same work 
all resources embodying the same expression 
all resources exemplifying the same manifestation 
all resources associated with a given person, family, or corporate body 
all resources on a given thema 
all resources defined by other criteria (language, place of publication, 

publication date, content form, media type, carrier type, etc.), usually as 
a secondary limiting of a search result; 

6.2. to identify a bibliographic resource or agent (that is, to confirm that the 

described entity corresponds to the entity sought or to distinguish between 

two or more entities with similar characteristics); 

6.3. to select a bibliographic resource that is appropriate to the user’s needs (that 

is, to choose a resource that meets the user’s requirements with respect to 

medium, content, carrier, etc., or to reject a resource as being inappropriate to 

the user’s needs); 

6.4. to acquire or obtain access to an item described (that is, to provide information 

that will enable the user to acquire an item through purchase, loan, etc., or to 

access an item electronically through an online connection to a remote source); 

or to access, acquire, or obtain authority data or bibliographic data; 

6.5. to navigate and explore  

within a catalogue, through the logical arrangement of bibliographic and 
authority data and the clear presentation of relationships among entities 

beyond the catalogue, to other catalogues and in non-library contexts. 

 

It is clear that the Library Catalog as a tool evolves based on users’ needs and seeking behavior. The evolution 

of the catalog’s objectives, or user tasks, provoked the identification of bibliographic entities (Table 2-7), their 

attributes and their relationships. Thanks to the entity-relationship modeling, these conceptualizations were 

first expressed by the FRBR model, and now need to be represented with new technologies and models to 

facilitate the integration of library data into the Semantic Web. The explicit representation of bibliographic 

relationships and families using Semantic Web technologies will enable linking and will promote the 

development of a Library Linked Data Cloud that may interoperate with other data.  
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Table 2-7. User tasks: their definitions and the entities acknowledged in each one of them.  

Definition in… Objectives / User tasks Entities acknowledged 

Cutter, 1876  Finding 
Collocating 
Selecting 

Book 
Edition 
Author 
Subject 

Lubetzky, 1960  Find 
Collocate 
 

Work 
Edition 
Publication 
Author 

Paris Principles, 1961  Find 
Collocate 

Work 
Edition 
Book 
Personal Author 
Corporate Body 

FRBR, 1998, 2008 Find  
Identify 
Select 
Acquire/Obtain 

Group 1 (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) 
Group 2 (Person, Corporate Body) 
Group 3 (Concept, Object, Event, Place) 

ICP, 2009 Find  
Identify 
Select 
Acquire/Obtain 
Navigate 

Group 1 (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) 
Group 2 (Person, Family, Corporate Body) 
Group 3 (Concept, Object, Event, Place) 

ICP, 2016 Find 
Identify 
Select 
Acquire/Obtain 
Navigate and Explore 

Group 1 (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) 
Group 2 (Person, Family, Corporate Body) 
Group 3 (Thema, Nomen) 

 

2.1.2. Bibliographic relationships and families 
Following the evolution of the objectives of catalogs and user tasks, it becomes evident that bibliographic 

relationships and families were perceived by scholars and the library community as linking and collocation 

mechanisms. Within the framework of the Semantic Web and to the support of the explore user task, it 

becomes evident that bibliographic relationships and families may facilitate the linking of bibliographic entities 

within and beyond the library catalog in totally new contexts. In this paragraph, the evolution of the concepts 

of bibliographic relationships and families is presented. 

2.1.2.1. Bibliographic relationships 

Cutter’s second objective (Cutter, 1904), as rephrased by Lubetzky (Lubetzky, 1969) and later in the Paris 

Principles (Statement of Principles adopted by The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles Paris, 

October 1961, 1961), formulated the perception that bibliographic relationships may successfully serve the 

collocation of related bibliographic entities. Despite this common perception, bibliographic relationships were 

not studied until the last two decades of the 20th century.  

Explicit definitions of bibliographic relationships were first provided in UNIMARC (IFLA Working Group on 

Content Designators, 1977, 1980), a MARC format developed by IFLA. Three types of relationships were 

identified: i) vertical relating the whole to its parts and the parts to its whole, ii) horizontal relationships 

between versions in different languages, formats, media, etc., and iii) chronological relationships between 
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predecessors and successors, e.g., in serials. Goossens and Mazur-Rzesos (Goossens & Mazur-Rzesos, 1982) 

studied only the vertical/whole-part relationship and their findings could not be used for the study of 

bibliographic relationships in general. It is the works of Tillett and Smiraglia that have significantly contributed 

to the theory of information organization. Both empirically investigated the nature and extent of bibliographic 

relationships. Tillett performed a two-part investigation for her thesis (Tillett, 1987). First, she examined 

cataloging rules to reveal how the relationships were indicated in bibliographic records and to identify the 

typology of bibliographic relationships. Her study included all the rules ever published starting from Panizzi’s 

91 rules in 1841 till the second edition of the “Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules” in 1978. The main finding 

of her thesis has been the creation of a taxonomy of bibliographic relationships (Tillett, 1987). Tillett in her 

taxonomy often uses the bibliographic item term to describe the participants in a relationship. This term is not 

used in the list below, but it has been replaced by the FRBR/RDA entities, which may participate in each one 

of these relationships (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009; IFLA 

Working Group on Functional Requirements and Numbering of Authority Records (FRANAR), 2013; Picco & 

Ortiz Repiso, 2012). Tillett identified the following seven types of bibliographic relationships (Tillett, 1987), 

which are also depicted in Figure 2:5 with different colors to denote if they refer to content or structure: 

1. Equivalence relationships. These may exist between either Manifestations or Items; examples include 

copies, reprints, microforms and reproductions.  

2. Derivative relationships. These are called horizontal relationships in UNIMARC (IFLA Working Group 

on Content Designators, 1977, 1980), including either derivations of the same Work such as revisions 

and literal translations, or creation of new Works based on an earlier one. Examples of new derivative 

Works are adaptations, dramatizations and novelizations, free translations, imitations, and parodies. 

It must be noted that the treatment of literal translations as derivations of the same Work is a common 

approach in libraries, known as “realization approach”. Other contexts such as the publishing industry 

perceive translations as new Works related to the original one. This approach is known as “derivation 

approach”.  

3. Descriptive relationships. These may exist between a description Work and its object of description, a 

Work or another bibliographic entity (Expression, Manifestation, Item). Examples include reviews, 

commentaries, annotated editions, etc. 

4. Whole-part relationships. These are called vertical in UNIMARC (IFLA Working Group on Content 

Designators, 1977, 1980) or hierarchical by Goossens and Mazur-Rzesos (Goossens & Mazur-Rzesos, 

1982) and they include a whole bibliographic entity (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) and its 

component parts.  

5. Accompanying relationships. These relationships may exist between a bibliographic entity (Work, 

Expression, Manifestation, Item) and the bibliographic entity it accompanies (Work, Expression, 

Manifestation, Item). This relationship covers both cases where one entity is supplemented by the 

other (e.g., a teacher’s guide to a textbook) and the case where the one bibliographic entity 

complements the other (e.g., a CD accompanying a textbook).  

6. Sequential relationships. These relationships are called chronological relationships in UNIMARC. They 

may exist either between Works or Expressions. Typical examples are the sequels of a monograph or 

serials that have changed titles. 

7. Shared characteristic relationships. These relationships may exist between two bibliographic entities 

(Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) that share a common characteristic, e.g., common publisher, 

common place of publication, same language, etc.  
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Figure 2:5. Tillett’s taxonomy of bibliographic relationships. Equivalence, Derivative, and Descriptive relationships refer to the content 
of the related WEMI instances, whereas Whole-part, Accompanying, and Sequential refer to the structure of the related WEMI 
instances.  

The second part of Tillett’s thesis (Tillett, 1987) involved her empirical examination of the Library of Congress 

Catalog in terms of the occurrences of bibliographic relationships. She discovered that almost 75% of the total 

bibliographic records in the Library of Congress Catalog contains information regarding at least one 

bibliographic relationship type. She also discovered that some relationships are more frequent than others, 

e.g., whole-part relationships and derivative relationships. Tillett’s study has been the first to analytically 

examine the types of bibliographic relationships (Noruzi, 2012).  

The derivative relationship, as Tillett observed in her thesis, includes many types of derivations. Smiraglia 

focused on the derivative relationships and classified them into seven types (Smiraglia, 1992), applied between 

Expressions (Smiraglia, 2007a), either of the same Work or of different Works depending on the extent of 

change on the progenitor’s ideational content, as follows: 

1. Simultaneous derivations. They include (nearly) simultaneous editions.  

2. Successive derivations. They include revisions, new editions. 

3. Translations.  

4. Amplifications. They include illustrated texts, musical settings, and criticisms, concordances and 

commentaries.  

5. Extractions. They include abridgements, condensations and excerpts. 

6. Adaptations. They include simplifications, screenplays, librettos, arrangements of musical works, 

and other modifications  

7. Performances. They include sound or audiovisual recordings.  

As Smiraglia’s research progressed, new types of derivative bibliographic relationships were discovered. 

Smiraglia and Leazer in (Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999) add the “predecessor” and the “accompanying” derivative 

relationships. The predecessor relationship involves progenitor works having their own instantiation networks 

and being derived at the same time from earlier predecessor works. The accompanying relationship involves 

a derivation that physically accompanies the original work. With this relationship Smiraglia and Leazer describe 

the material that expands the theme and concepts of a work by accompanying it. They think that 

accompanying relationship resembles the amplification derivative relationship and should be included in 
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Smiraglia’s classification. Material accompanying a work for marketing purposes without amplifying the 

accompanied work’s theme or concepts is not considered for the accompanying relationship. Two more types 

of derivative relationships have been added due to Velucci’s thesis on musical works, notational transcription 

and musical representation (Vellucci, 1995). In 2007, Smiraglia added one more relationship in his 

classification, persistent works (Smiraglia, 2007b). This relationship occurs in best-selling works that persist 

over time appearing in new editions.  

All these types of derivative bibliographic relationships fall into two categories of derivation according to 

Smiraglia: derivation and mutation (Smiraglia, 2005). The former involves new instantiations of the original 

work that do not present any changes in the ideational or semantic content. Typical examples are 

simultaneous and successive editions. Mutation presents alteration of the progenitor’s semantic or ideational 

content or both. Common types of mutation are translations and adaptations. Hence, Smiraglia’s classification 

of derivation relationship types has evolved as follows (Smiraglia, 2009):  

1. Derivations 

a. Simultaneous editions 

b. Successive editions 

c. Predecessors 

d. Amplifications 

e. Extractions 

f. Accompanying materials 

g. Musical presentations 

h. Notational transcription 

i. Persistent works 

2. Mutations 

a. Translations 

b. Adaptations 

c. Performances 

Smiraglia refined the derivative relationship in Tillett’s taxonomy. Further refinements by other scholars may 

be also made. According to Leazer in (G.-H. Leazer, 1993), there can be more refinements regarding derivations 

from performances, and equivalents. The equivalence relationship may be refined to include reformatting 

(e.g., microformatting and photoduplication) and republication (G.-H. Leazer, 1993).  

2.1.2.2. Bibliographic families 

To navigate and to explore (Galeffi et al., 2017) have been identified as key user tasks that bibliographic data 

and catalogs need to support. Bibliographic relationships may serve as a linking mechanism between 

bibliographic resources in a linked data environment. An extra linking and collocation mechanism could be 

provided with the representation of bibliographic families. In legacy bibliographic data and catalogs, the 

collocation of members of the same bibliographic family was somewhat achieved with the use of uniform 

titles. Uniform titles, despite the inconsistencies in their use, have served in more than identifying the 

progenitor work. Uniform titles with specific additions in their structure, such as, language, part, etc., could 

also serve the identification of members of the progenitor’s family related to the progenitor (Delsey, 

Dullabahn, & Heaney, 1999; Weihs & Howarth, 2008) with “at least four types of bibliographic relationship: 

equivalence, derivative, whole-part, and sequential relationships” (Fattahi, 1997). Thus, collocation of 

bibliographic families’ members depends on the alphabetic display of the uniform titles’ structured literals 

created by catalogers. Despite the human factor related to the creation of these structured literals, Smiraglia 

and Leazer in (G. H. Leazer & Smiraglia, 1999) have provided proof that these linear descriptions of 

relationships result in insufficient control of bibliographic families’ “robust and complex structures”.  
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Central to the notion of a bibliographic family is the concept of Work and its role as a collocation mechanism. 

The definition of Work has been a matter of discourse in the 20th century. As Yee observed in (Yee, 1995), 

cataloging theorists have used diverse criteria to define it, such as “creativity and/or single personal 

authorship, content, text or symbol strings, medium, identity and representation, and interchangeability, as 

well as the concept of work as product”. Lubetzky’s research has been crucial on the matter for two reasons. 

First, he is probably among the first theorists that insisted on differentiating between the intellectual Work 

and the material object used to convey it (Lubetzky, 1969). Secondly, based on this differentiation, Lubetzky 

rephrased Cutter’s second objective of the library catalog to facilitate the collocation of different editions 

(Manifestations in FRBR terms) of a Work. This rephrased second objective has been included in the Paris 

“International Cataloguing Principles” (Statement of Principles adopted by The International Conference on 

Cataloguing Principles Paris, October 1961, 1961). Wilson in (Wilson, 1968) went one step further by 

differentiating between Works and “texts” (Expressions in FRBR terms). Moreover, he recognized that a Work 

may start a family, “the composing of one or more texts that are the ancestors of later members of the family” 

(Wilson, 1968). The importance of “texts” in bibliographic description was recognized by other scholars too. 

Taniguchi proposed a focus on Expression-level cataloging that among others could serve as the basis for 

indicating bibliographic relationships (Taniguchi, 2002).  

Smiraglia used the Wilson bibliographic family metaphor in his research. He characterized “this network of 

related works … a bibliographic family” considering that the accumulated Works “deliberately share ideational 

and semantic content” from an original Work which he called as the progenitor of the family (Smiraglia, 1992). 

All other works/members in the family somehow derive from the progenitor work and may be related to it 

through different types of relationships. Smiraglia found out that a bibliographic family usually starts with a 

derivation relationship, successive edition or translation in particular (Smiraglia, 2005; Smiraglia & Leazer, 

1999). Through empirical studies, he concluded that bibliographic families range in complexity from a family 

with only one work, the progenitor one, to a family with many derivative works, where some of them may 

have their own derivations (Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999). Moreover, the size of a bibliographic family often 

depends on the age of the progenitor and its popularity within a specific culture, also called canonicity 

(Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999). Smiraglia finally redefined the term bibliographic family and replaced it with the 

instantiation network to include all realizations of a work in time that come into being either as events, e.g., 

performances, book readings, or as embodiments in physical form, e.g., a book (Smiraglia, 2005).  

Broader to the concept of the bibliographic family is the superwork concept defined by Svenonius in 

(Svenonius, 2009) or by Ed O’Neill according to Yee in (Yee, 1993). Svenonius used “Domanovszky’s criterion 

of descent from a common origin” but without Domanovszky’s prerequisite that the same identity (in terms 

of the same author-title) must be preserved in all related Works. Hence, she defined that a “superwork may 

contain any number of works as subsets, the members of which, while not sharing essentially the same 

information content, are nevertheless similar by virtue of emanating from the same ur-work” (Svenonius, 

2009). She notices that members of a superwork are not necessarily members of the same work. Both 

Smiraglia and Svenonius recognize that bibliographic families (or instantiation networks) or superworks may 

serve not only as a collocation mechanism, better than main entry and uniform title linear approaches (Carlyle, 

1996), but also as navigating mechanisms to the bibliographic universe (Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999; Svenonius, 

2009).  

Bibliographic relationships and families are poorly represented in legacy catalogs (Fattahi, 1996; Frias & Rios 

Hilario, 2002; G. H. Leazer & Smiraglia, 1999; Mercun, Zumer, & Aalberg, 2017; Salaba, Merčun, & Aalberg, 

2018). Smiraglia and Leazer in (G. H. Leazer & Smiraglia, 1999) have provided proof that the legacy catalog 

design may not serve the description and control of bibliographic families that are often complex ones and 

evolve in time. After the addition of the explore user task in the latest “International Cataloguing Principles” 

(Galeffi et al., 2017), one can claim that the representation of bibliographic relationships and families is a 
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prerequisite. Legacy cataloging-generated implicit representations of families using uniform-titles have been 

proved as inadequate (Carlyle, Ranger, & Summerlin, 2008; G. H. Leazer & Smiraglia, 1999). Their explicit 

representation will ensure that bibliographic data may transcend the limits of flat bibliographic records and 

closed library catalogs, and that they may interact with third-party data openly available through the Web 

(Coyle, 2010a; Picco & Ortiz Repiso, 2012). Thus, the vision of a library linked data universe may become real, 

where researchers and web users will be able to easily navigate through bibliographic data using families and 

relationships as linking mechanisms. 

2.2. Semantic Web, Linked, Data, and Library Linked Data  

2.2.1. Semantic Web and Linked Data  
Tim Berners-Lee is the creator of the World Wide Web. His vision was not a Web of hypertext and linked 

webpages, but a structured Web providing services based on meaning, which could be understood by both 

people and software agents (Berners-Lee, 1998). Two standards enabled his vision to be implemented, the 

XML standard provided structure to the then World Wide Web (Bray & Sperberg-McQueen, 1996) and the 

Resource Description Framework (RDF), announced in 1999 (Lassila & Swick, 1999), made possible machine-

understandable assertions over the Web. Tim Berners-Lee shared his vision for the new Web, which he called 

“Semantic Web”, two years later (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001). The Semantic Web is an extension of 

the current World Wide Web with the difference that it lies on the understanding of meaning by both humans 

and machines, enabling the collaboration between them (Berners-Lee et al., 2001).  

 

XML and RDF are considered as cornerstone technologies for the Semantic Web architecture (Figure 2:6). XML 

is a mark-up language that enables the creation of semi-structured documents. The meaning to these 

structured documents is defined by RDF. In detail, RDF facilitates a) the identification of any piece of 

information as a resource using either an “International Resource Identifier - IRI” or a literal value, and b) the 

description of identified resources using statements in a “subject-predicate-object” form (Berners-Lee, 1998; 

Schreiber, Raimond, Manola, Miller, & McBride, 2014). Using this RDF triple structure (Figure 2:7), anything 

can be expressed in a machine-understandable format. Once concepts, ideas, people, places, monuments, can 

be identified with a URI, anything can be stated about them using RDF. Linked data technologies and principles 

(Berners-Lee, 2009) further enable the linking of these assertions into a unified universe where one can 

navigate and explore using the linked triples.  

 

 
Figure 2:6. Semantic Web technologies stack. Architecture of the Semantic Web. 
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Figure 2:7. RDF triple structure (subject-predicate-object) and an example with three RDF statements providing information about i) 
Kazantzakis being the creator of "Askitiki"(a resource is used as the object of the triple), ii) Kazantzakis’ birth date (a literal is used as 
the object of the triple), and iii) another resource also describing Kazantzakis. The third RDF statement asserts that the National Library 
of Greece resource for Nikos Kazantzakis describes the same person with the Wikidata resource. With the third RDF statement further 
exploration of data regarding Nikos Kazantzakis is made possible. 

Linked Data involves the linking of data already on the web facilitating their exploration (Berners-Lee, 2009). 

According to Berners-Lee, “Linked Data is the Semantic Web done right” (Berners-Lee, 2008) and it can be 

achieved by following four rules (Berners-Lee, 2009):  

1) Use URIs as names for things. 

2) Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names.  

3) When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards (RDF, SPARQL). 

4) Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things.  

These rules enable the unique identification of things and concepts regardless they are part of the digital 

world, e.g., a person named “Kazantzakis, Nikos” identified with the following National Library of Greece (NLG) 

URI http://data.nlg.gr/resource/authority/record19445 (Figure 2:7). These URIs can be processed by 

machines, but with the second rule humans may look up these names. As an example, the human-readable 

version of the “Kazantzakis, Nikos” resource is the webpage with the following HTTP URI 

https://data.nlg.gr/page/authority/record19445. More information regarding the “Kazantzakis, Nikos” 

resource can be provided with RDF statements. In Figure 2:7, the statement that “Nikos Kazantzakis was born 

in 1883” is expressed as an RDF statement. Nikos Kazantzakis is identified with the NLG URI, while the property 

describing “date of birth” is identified with a URI from the National Library of Germany. So far, the data is 

machine-understandable. What makes them linked, is the fourth rule. In the NLG dataset the resource with 

the URI http://data.nlg.gr/resource/authority/record19445 is defined as being the same (owl:sameAs) with 

another resource having the following URI https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q214622. When someone (either 

a human or a machine) visits this resource’s webpage may find out more information about Nikos Kazantzakis 

in Wikidata. Moreover, the Wikidata webpage includes other RDF statements that may enable further 

exploration.  

In 2010, Berners-Lee (Berners-Lee, 2009) develops a star-rating system toward linked open data (Figure 2:8) 

to encourage data owners to publish, distribute and reuse their data. The first star is gained once any type of 

data is made openly available over the Web. The next two stars are gained when data is published in structured 

format, proprietary or non – proprietary. The fourth star is gained when “things” in the published datasets are 

identified with URIs. At this point, RDF is used for describing data. The fifth star is gained when published 

http://data.nlg.gr/resource/authority/record19445
https://data.nlg.gr/page/authority/record19445
http://data.nlg.gr/resource/authority/record19445
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q214622
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datasets are linked to other data providing context. It must be noted that for linked open data, open licenses 

are a prerequisite.  

 
Figure 2:8. 5-star open data model. Linked Data licensed with an Open license are defined as the goal for creating the “network effect” 
from which both linked data publishers and consumers benefit.  

 

2.2.2. Library Linked Data initiatives  

The objective of integrating library data (often considered as of high-quality) into the web needs the 

development of several tools, from the most technical to the most conceptual ones. Libraries have always 

been places of innovation, and nowadays there are many libraries experimenting with linked open data 

technologies to further find out how the transition from closed systems with legacy data to a linked open data 

environment may happen. The most important initiative identifying the library linked data area of research 

and implementation has been the formation of the W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group (“W3C Library 

Linked Data Incubator Group,” 2012) and the publication of its reports (Baker et al., 2011; Isaac, Waites, Young, 

& Zeng, 2011; Suero, 2011) in 2011. The final W3C LLD Incubator Group report defined three types of library 

data, i.e., element sets, value vocabularies, and datasets. Linked data was defined as “data published in 

accordance with principles designed to facilitate linkages among datasets, element sets, and value 

vocabularies” (Baker et al., 2011). 

Figure 2:9 presents a timeline with the most important initiatives in the web and libraries domains. Above the 

timeline, the linked data initiatives undertaken in the web domain section are depicted. These initiatives have 

been utilized in the library domain. The library domain initiatives are depicted below the timeline using 

different symbols, one per “type of library data”, as defined in the W3C LLD Group report (Baker et al., 2011), 

i.e., models and metadata element sets, controlled vocabularies, and datasets. They are presented more 

analytically in the following paragraphs.  
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Figure 2:9. Timeline of Linked Data and Library Linked Data Initiatives. Inspired and using data from (Godby et al., 2015; Suominen & 
Hyvönen, 2017). 

2.2.3. W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group  

The formation of the W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group (“W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group,” 

2012) and the publication of its three reports (one main and two complementing it) are considered as an 

influential initiative advocating the use of linked data technologies within the library community. This group 

was formed with the aim to contribute to the interoperability of legacy library data on the Web. Most 

importantly, its main report provided definitions to avoid disambiguation, described the aspirations of using 

linked data technologies in the library domain in terms of benefits for users, libraries, staff, developers, and 

vendors. The current situation was described, and the rights issues were lightly touched upon. The report 

concluded with different recommendations for interested parties, i.e., library leaders, standard bodies, 

developers, and staff. The key recommendations encouraged all these four parties to become early 

implementers and advocates for library linked data by 1) identifying candidate datasets “for early exposure”, 

2) participating in semantic web standardization efforts, developing models that are linked data compliant, 

and “disseminating best-practice design patterns” for Library Linked Data, 3) adhering to linked data principles 

in library systems and using URIs, and 4) preserving elements sets and value vocabularies (Baker et al., 2011). 

The use cases that were discussed within the Group Meetings were published in a separate additional report 

(Suero, 2011). Another complement report focusing on datasets, value vocabularies and metadata elements 

sets presented the then current efforts from the library community (Isaac et al., 2011).  

The W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group reports are relevant not just to libraries, but other cultural 

heritage and memory institutions too. The W3C LLD Incubator Group used the term “library” to encompass all 

these types of institutions, seen in this report as collections’ curators, regardless of what these collections 

include. Patron and user data were out of scope in the report and the term “Library Data” referred to all types 

of data related to resources. Three types of “Library Data” were identified: element sets, value vocabularies, 

and datasets. Element sets are used to describe entities of interest, value vocabularies provide values for 

particular elements, and datasets are collections of descriptions regarding interesting entities of the 
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bibliographic universe such as authors, books, subjects (Isaac et al., 2011). When any of these three types of 

data is expressed with linked data technologies, then it is considered “Library Linked Data”. 

Besides the definitions and recommendations, the final report acknowledges that linked data may ensure the 

technical interoperability of published library data. Moreover, it raises some semantic interoperability 

concerns regarding all three types of data (element sets, value vocabularies, and datasets). The report 

highlights the need for alignments between value vocabularies, and between element sets. The report also 

raises the issue for persistent URIs and for authoritative element sets, as well as for better linking tools that 

do not depend on string matching only.  

Following the LLD report’s types of data, the next paragraphs present some of the current library linked data 

efforts organized in three categories: value vocabularies, models, and datasets. Value vocabularies and name 

authority files have been among the first library linked data initiatives. Further, they serve as an infrastructure 

providing values for the description of the entities that each conceptual model identifies. The W3C Library 

Linked Data Incubator Group reports does not clearly differentiate between conceptual models and metadata 

element sets. The former establish the “entities of interest” and the relationships between them (Baca, 2016), 

while the latter provide the elements to describe the “entities of interest”. Yet, nearly all models are 

accompanied by their own vocabulary that may include elements developed solely for the model’s purposes 

or may combine elements from different element sets. Thus, the thesis focuses on the bibliographic 

conceptual models and proceeds with the presentation of well-known models. The models are presented with 

regard to the entities they acknowledge and to the linking mechanisms they provide in terms of bibliographic 

relationships (see paragraph 2.3 Bibliographic Conceptual Models). After, library datasets using models and 

value vocabularies follow to present the decisions taken so far by the implementing libraries (see paragraph 

2.2.5 Library linked datasets).  

2.2.4. Value vocabularies 
Controlled/Value vocabularies define resources, e.g., instances of languages, countries, contributors, that may 

be later used as element values (Baker et al., 2011). The expression of legacy controlled vocabularies in RDF 

has been one of the first linked-data related initiatives in the library domain. The Library of Congress has 

started since 2009 the publication of “LC owned or maintained authorities and vocabularies” as RDF, 

permitting to be interlinked in a linked data environment (K. Ford, 2010). In 2011, after almost two years, the 

LC Linked data service (http://id.loc.gov/) had published six controlled vocabularies, the Library of Congress 

Subject Headings (LCSH), the Thesaurus of Geographic Materials, the MARC Code List for Relators and other 

three smaller preservation vocabularies (K. Ford, 2010). Nowadays, LC publishes nearly 100 controlled 

vocabularies through its id.loc.gov linked data portal.  

Another important stakeholder has been the OCLC publishing the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) 

among other vocabularies. VIAF is a collaborative project with OCLC aggregating name authority data from 

national libraries and converting them to linked data (OCLC, 2018). OCLC has also published the Faceted 

Application of Subject Terminology (FAST) and the Dewey Decimal Classification as linked data.  

Other controlled vocabularies have been published within the framework of larger library linked data projects. 

Examples include the RAMEAU subject headings by the National Library of France (data.bnf.fr), LIBRIS 

vocabularies by the National Library of Sweden, name authority data (ULAN and TGN) by the Getty Institute 

(vocab.getty.edu), and the GND integrated authority file by the National Library of Germany (d-

nb.info/datasets/authorities).  

Even though some of the presented value vocabularies have been created in the context of a larger linked 

data project, value vocabularies may be developed in an autonomous way and may be used and re-used in a 

variety of linked data projects.  

http://id.loc.gov/
http://id.loc.gov/
https://data.bnf.fr/
http://vocab.getty.edu/
https://d-nb.info/datasets/authorities
https://d-nb.info/datasets/authorities
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2.3. Bibliographic Conceptual Models  

Bibliographic models provide abstract representations of bibliographic data by defining entities, their 

attributes, and their relationships between the defined entities. This paragraph presents bibliographic 

conceptual models in terms of aims, core entities, and the relationships between them. 

 

2.3.1. FR family of models 

The term “FR family of models” refers to three reports: the original Functional Requirements for Bibliographic 

Records - FRBR report presenting the general model and Group 1 entities, the Functional Requirements for 

Authority Data (FRAD) report (IFLA Working Group on Functional Requirements and Numbering of Authority 

Records (FRANAR), 2009, 2013) for the analysis of the Group 2 entities, and the Functional Requirements for 

Subject Authority Data (FRSAD) report (IFLA Working Group on the Functional Requirements for Subject 

Authority Records, 2010) for the analysis of the Group 3 entities. The FRBR model has been adopted by the 

Resource Description and Access content standard (see paragraph 2.3.3). The consolidated version of the FRBR 

model, known as Library Reference Model (LRM) was endorsed by the IFLA in August 2017 (see paragraph 

2.3.4).  

Gordon Dunsire expressed the FRBR family of models in RDF and made these RDF vocabularies available 

through the Open Metadata Registry (http://metadataregistry.org/).  

2.3.1.1. FRBR model - Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records and Group 1 entities 

The Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records - FRBR model has been published in 1998 (IFLA Study 

Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 1998) and has been consolidated twice, 

resulting in the FRBR family of models in 2008 – 2010 (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for 

Bibliographic Records, 2009; IFLA Working Group on Functional Requirements and Numbering of Authority 

Records (FRANAR), 2009; IFLA Working Group on the Functional Requirements for Subject Authority Records, 

2010) and the IFLA-Library Reference Model (IFLA LRM) in 2017 (Riva, Bœuf, & Žumer, 2017a).  

FRBR is an entity-relationship model defining the bibliographic entities of the bibliographic universe, their 

attributes and the relationships between them. Three groups of key bibliographic entities have been 

identified. Group 1 includes the entities referring to intellectual or artistic products. Group 2 entities refer to 

agents that handle Group 1 entities in the framework of creation, publication, or custodial processes. Group 

3 entities are used as topical terms of the Group 1 Work entity (see Figure 2:10).  

The Group 1 entities are Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item (commonly referred to as WEMI) (IFLA Study 

Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009). In their definition the differentiation 

between content and carrier was formally declared. The Work entity is the most abstract one that -along with 

the Expression entity- reflects the content. Manifestation and Item entities are more concrete accommodating 

the physical form of the content. In detail, the Work entity refers to the intellectual or artistic creation; it is 

the most abstract entity that may represent the set of ideas in the creator’s mind. The Expression entity refers 

to the realization of the Work entity. This realization is expressed as a set of signs representing the ideas, e.g., 

a text containing specific words in a specific sequence. The Manifestation entity is the one that embodies one 

or more Expressions of the same or of more Works. The Manifestation is the cataloging unit described in library 

catalog records. Exemplars of the Manifestation entity are described with the Item entity.  

 

http://metadataregistry.org/
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Figure 2:10. The FRBR model: Group 1,2,3 entities and inherent relationships. 

 

2.3.1.2. FRAD and FRSAD reports – Group 2 and Group 3 entities 

Group 2 and Group 3 entities were further analyzed in subsequent reports: the Functional Requirements for 

Authority Data (FRAD) report (IFLA Working Group on Functional Requirements and Numbering of Authority 

Records (FRANAR), 2009, 2013) for the analysis of the Group 2 entities, and the Functional Requirements for 

Subject Authority Data (FRSAD) report (IFLA Working Group on the Functional Requirements for Subject 

Authority Records, 2010) for the analysis of the Group 3 entities. Group 2 entities are Person, Corporate Body, 

and Family. Group 3 entities are Concept, Object, Event, and Place. Appellations for all Group 1, 2, and 3 

entities could be represented with the Name entity. FRSAD added two more entities, Thema as a “super-

entity” for all Group 1,2,3 entities, and Nomen to provide all different appellations of a Thema (see Figure 

2:11). Each one of the entities of Group 1, 2, 3 is defined by a set of attributes. The number of attributes differs. 

As an example, the Work entity has 7 attributes (plus 5 for Musical Works and for Cartographic Works), while 

Expression has 12 attributes (plus 13 special attributes for serials, musical notations, images and objects), and 

Group 2 Person entity has 14 attributes.  

 

Figure 2:11. The FRBR model after the publication of FRSAD in 2010. 
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2.3.1.3. Relationships in the FRBR 

The entities of the model are inter-linked by a set of relationships. There are two types of relationships: the 

inherent relationships and the bibliographic relationships (Tillett, 2004).  

Inherent relationships are the ones provided purposely by the model. They exist between the Group 1 entities, 

and between Group 1 and Group 2 and Group 3 entities. A Work may be realized through one or more 

Expression instances, an Expression may be embodied in one or more Manifestations and one Manifestation 

may embody one or more Expressions. A Manifestation may be exemplified by one or more Items. These are 

the inherent relationships in Group1. Moreover, Group 1 entities are correlated with Group 2 entities through 

different relationships. The Work entity may be created by the Group 2 entities, while the Expression entity 

may be realized by them. The Manifestation entity may be produced by Group 2 entities and the Item entity 

may be owned by them. The Work entity may have as a subject a Thema whose type may be any of the Group 

1, 2, or 3 entities. All entities and the inherent relationships among them are depicted in Figure 2:11.  

Bibliographic relationships may exist between Group 1 entities within the scope of providing users with more 

information regarding the described entity, as well as with links to related Works, Expressions, Manifestations, 

and Items. In (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009), the 

relationships are organized according to the entities on which they may be applied: Work-to-Work, Expression-

to-Expression, Expression-to-Work, Manifestation-to-Manifestation, Manifestation-to-Item, Item-to-Item 

(Figure 2:12). The FRBR report’s goal was not to provide “higher level groupings for relationships, but … to 

show how the relationships operate in the context of the four primary entities in the model” (IFLA Study Group 

on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009).  

 

Figure 2:12. Hierarchy of relationships between FRBR Group 1 entities (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for 
Bibliographic Records, 2009).  
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The categorization of relationships changed in the subsequent Functional Requirements for Authority Data 

(FRAD) report (IFLA Working Group on Functional Requirements and Numbering of Authority Records 

(FRANAR), 2013). The FRAD report adopted Tillett’s taxonomy of seven relationships (Tillett, 1987, 1991), and 

attempted for the first time to define on which exact WEMI entity each bibliographic relationship may be 

applied. The exact relationships were not provided in FRAD; examples for each type of relationship were given 

instead.  

To compare the models in this paragraph with regard to the representation of bibliographic relationships, the 

relationships defined by the FRBR are once again presented in the following Figure 2:13 using the Tillett 

taxonomy of bibliographic relationships.  

 

Figure 2:13. FRBR bibliographic relationships organized according to the Tillett taxonomy of bibliographic relationships. 

 

2.3.1.4. Refinements of the FRBR and consolidation 

The models of the FR family were developed within a decade by different working groups. There were different 

teams working on Group 2 and Group 3 entities, namely the IFLA Working on Functional Requirements and 

Numbering of Authority Records FRANAR, and the IFLA Working Group on the Functional Requirements for 

Subject Authority Records. Other working groups worked on specialized issues, i.e., the clarification of the 

Expression entity definition, and the modeling of aggregates within the FRBR framework. The first issue was 

studied by the Working Group on the Expression Entity. The group redefined the Expression entity (IFLA 

Working Group on the Expression Entity, 2007); the proposed changes were endorsed and incorporated in the 

second edition of the FRBR (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 

2009). The second issue involved the handling of aggregates. The FRBR model treated aggregates as ‘integral 

units’ having two or more components (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic 

Records, 2009). It also defined that the components could operate similarly to FRBR WEMI entities at the 

integral unit level (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009). The 

FRBR model allows recursive relationships making the representation of aggregates complex (Hickey & O’Neill, 

2009) and sometimes misleading (Peponakis, 2012). The FRBR Working Group on Aggregates considered the 

FRBR model approach, and after a long period of deliberations concluded differentiating between aggregates 

and components and their treatment (O’Neill et al., 2011). Aggregates consist of nonintegral parts which may 

stand on their own (Neill et al., 2015). In contrast, components are identifiable parts of a whole and can be 

represented with the whole/part relationship. According to the (O’Neill et al., 2011), aggregates are 

Manifestations embodying more than one Expressions. Three types of aggregates are defined: collections, 

augmentations, and parallels (Neill et al., 2015; O’Neill et al., 2011). In case, the aggregator’s effort regarding 

the aggregation is significant and needs to be described, such information is given through the Aggregating 
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Work and its Aggregating Expression which is also embodied with the other aggregated Expressions in the 

Aggregate Manifestation (see Figure 2:14). 

 

 

 

Figure 2:14. The general model of aggregates. Source: (O’Neill et al., 2011). 

 

Despite the fact that the FRBR, FRAD and FRSAD reports conformed to the entity-relationship formalism, there 

were “different points of view and differing solutions for common issues” (Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017a). The 

consolidation of the models and of the two amendments (clarification of the Expression entity and Aggregates 

report) in one coherent model resulted in the IFLA Library Reference Model (LRM) which was endorsed by 

IFLA in 2017 (Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017a). The LRM model is presented in paragraph 2.3.4 Library Reference 

Model - LRM. 

 

2.3.2. Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records object-oriented version - FRBRoo 

In the 1990s the library and museum communities developed almost simultaneously conceptual models for 

their data, namely the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) model and the CIDOC 

Conceptual Reference Model (CRM). In 2003 the International Working Group on FRBR and CIDOC CRM 

Harmonisation was formed with representatives from IFLA and ICOM-CIDOC (International Council for 

Museums – International Committee on Documentation). This Working Group worked for the harmonization 

of the two models to enable the semantic interoperability between the two communities’ data (ICOM-CIDOC, 

2019). The new model, named FRBRoo, extended the CIDOC-CRM model with FRBR concepts. The first version 

was published in 2009 and was based on the FRBR model. After the publication of the FRAD and FRSAD reports, 

the second version of the FRBRoo was based on all three models of the FR family. The current version is 2.4, 

and it has been endorsed by IFLA in 2016 (Working Group on FRBR/CRM Dialogue, Bekiari, Doerr, Le Boeuf, & 

Riva, 2016). The next version of FRBRoo is currently under development and it will be based on the 

consolidated LRM model. Therefore, its name will change to LRMoo (Riva & Žumer, 2018).  

Even though, there have been some FRBRoo implementations, this model’s aim is not to serve as a 

bibliographic data format, but rather as a tool in reusing legacy data by means of extracting the meaning of 

them and reusing them with other types of data in library and non-library environments (Le Boeuf, 2013). 
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2.3.2.1. FRBRoo entities 

FRBRoo refines Group 1 entities, introduces temporal entities, events, and time processes. With the 

introduction of temporal entities, FRBRoo enables the representation of the processes that create intellectual 

or artistic products. Therefore, in FRBRoo intellectual or artistic products may be either described as static 

objects following the FRBR model (static representation), or represented in dynamic representations that also 

include the processes “through which ... [they] come into being” (Working Group on FRBR/CRM Dialogue et 

al., 2016). As an example, the full history of a work may be represented using events and other temporal 

entities. If such information is known, all processes starting from the initial conception of ideas and the 

realizations of these ideas using signs (Expression Creation event), to the production of the book product may 

be represented in FRBRoo. Such a decision lies in the aims of the cataloging institution.  

FRBR entities are expressed as classes denoted by the combination of a name and an identifier starting with 

the letter F, e.g., F1 Work. FRBR attributes and relationships are expressed as properties. The model uses the 

CIDOC CRM properties, declared by the combination of a name and an identifier starting with the letter P, e.g., 

P102 has title, and defines new ones, declared by the combination of a name and an identifier starting with 

the letter R, e.g., R3 is realised in (realises). For each property the domain and range classes, as well as 

cardinality constraints are given. FRBRoo introduces 54 new classes and 74 new properties to CIDOC-CRM 

classes and properties respectively.  

Regarding core entities, FRBRoo analyzes Group 1 entities incorporating more interpretations of the FRBR 

Work – Expression – Manifestation – Item (WEMI) entities (see Figure 2:15). The F1 Work class is specialized 

to 4 Work subclasses: F14 Individual Work, F15 Complex Work, F16 Container Work, and F21 Recording Work. 

The F14 Individual Work class corresponds to a Work associated with only one complete set of signs, the F15 

Complex Work class is closer to the FRBR’s interpretation of the Work entity. The F16 Container Work class 

may represent aggregates, while its F19 Publication Work subclass includes author’s original work plus the 

publisher’s contributions added during the publication process. The F21 Recording Work class corresponds to 

a work that captures an event (Le Boeuf, 2013) by recording sounds and/or images. Some of the F1 Work class’ 

subclasses have their own subclasses representing even more specialized interpretations of the work concept.  

The F2 Expression has two subclasses: F22 Self-Contained Expression, and F23 Expression Fragment. The F22 

Self-Contained Expression class corresponds to a set of signs that carries all the ideas of work it realizes, while 

the F23 Expression Fragment carries a fragment of the complete set of signs. Similarly to the F19 Publication 

Work that includes publisher’s intellectual contribution, the F24 Publication Expression class, subclass of the 

F22 Self-Contained Expression class, conveys all the signs corresponding to a specific publication, i.e., author’s 

signs, publisher’s signs, book cover designer’s signs, and other contributors’ signs (Le Boeuf, 2013).  

There are two classes for Manifestations: the F3 Manifestation Product Type class representing a publication 

product, and the F4 Manifestation Singleton class representing a manifestation produced as a unique object, 

e.g., the manuscript submitted by an author to a publisher. There is only one class for Item, the F5 Item class.  
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Figure 2:15. The static view of the Work and Expression classes in FRBRoo. The figure also presents the inherent relationships applied 
to the two classes. Source: (Working Group on FRBR/CRM Dialogue et al., 2016). 

 

2.3.2.2. Bibliographic relationships 

Regarding inherent and bibliographic relationships, FRBRoo represents them by using existing CIDOC-CRM 

properties or by extending these properties with subproperties to express relationships described in the FR 

family of models. It must be noted that some relationship categories are represented with one property; the 

exact type of relationship is represented as a type (Figure 2:16).  

As an example, all derivative relationships are represented with the R2 is derivative of / R2i has derivative 

property. The exact type of derivation is represented by declaring that the R2 is derivative of / R2i has 

derivative property is of specific type, such as Abridgement, Adaptation, Arrangement, Imitation, Revision, 

Summary, Transformation, and Translation. This type is represented as a value of a vocabulary applied to the 

instances of the class E55 Type. Therefore, an R2 is derivative of / R2i has derivative property instance 

representing a revision can be represented by assigning the corresponding type with the following triple: R2 

is derivative of - has type - E55 Type = ‘Revision’. It must be noted that FRBRoo does not provide controlled 

vocabularies for the value of the E55 Type property permitting the implementing libraries to develop and use 

local vocabularies. 
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Figure 2:16. FRBRoo properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships. Properties are organized according to the Tillett 
taxonomy of bibliographic relationships.  

 

2.3.3. Resource Description & Access - RDA 

The Resource Description & Access (RDA) is a cataloging standard developed between 2005-2009 by the Joint 

Steering Committee (JSC) in collaboration with groups from the library, the archival, and the publishing 

communities. First published in 2010 as a standard “designed for the digital environment” (Dunsire, 2007), the 

RDA is based on the FRBR models (FRBR, FRAD, FRSAD) within the scope of supporting “comprehensive 

coverage of all types of content and media, the flexibility and extensibility needed to accommodate newly 

emerging resource characteristics, and the adaptability needed for the data produced to function within a 

wide range of technological environments” (Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA, 2009). The 

RDA takes also under consideration sound cataloging traditions and principles (Cutter, 1904; Lubetzky, 1969; 

Panizzi, 1841; Statement of Principles adopted by The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles Paris, 

October 1961, 1961), as well as the “Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules” (AACR) (Gorman & Oddy, 1998). RDA 

is also aligned with the RDA/ONIX Framework (Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR, 2006), the ISBDs 

(International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. ISBD Review Group. & International 

Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. Cataloguing Section. Standing Committee., 2011; ISBD 

Review Group & Galeffi, 2015), the MARC 21 Formats (Authority and Bibliographic data) (Library of Congress, 

n.d.-b), and the Dublin Core (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, 2012). It can be accessed online via the RDA 

Toolkit website (http://access.rdatoolkit.org/).  

RDA may be considered as a model of its own (Taniguchi, 2013); it adheres to FRBR/FRAD models, but there 

are differences between the RDA and the FRBR/FRAD models (Peponakis, 2012; Riva & Oliver, 2012; Taniguchi, 

2012), which are not referred as differences, nor are they explained in the RDA documentation. One core 

difference between the FRBR and the RDA is the addition of a new inherent relationship in the latter, namely 

the manifestation of work relationship relating a Work with a Manifestation.  

2.3.3.1. RDA entities 

The RDA defines the same entities, as the FRBR, namely, Group 1 entities (Work, Expression, Manifestation, 

and Item), Group 2 entities (Person, Family, Corporate Body), and the Place Group 3 entity (Figure 2:17). The 

other Group 3 entities (Concept, Object, and Event) are not yet developed in RDA. RDA definitions and 

guidelines are recorded in ten sections, four of which are dedicated to the recording of entities’ attributes, 

and six sections are about recording relationships between RDA entities. The RDA entities, attributes and 

relationships define a vocabulary that has been implemented by Resource Description Framework (RDF). In 

detail, entities are defined as classes, attributes and relationships are represented in element sets as 

http://access.rdatoolkit.org/
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properties, and terms used with specific attributes are identified as property values in value vocabularies. 

Every element set, and value vocabulary has its own namespace and its recommended prefix (“RDA Registry 

| Data using the RDA vocabularies,” 2017). There are 12 element sets; Classes, Work properties, Expression 

properties, Manifestation properties, Item properties, Agent properties, Place properties, Time-span 

properties, Nomen properties, RDA Entity properties, Unconstrained properties, and RDA/ONIX Framework 

elements. There are 41 value vocabularies, plus 14 RDA/ONIX Framework value vocabularies.  

A Work may have one or more Expressions. An Expression may be manifested in one or more Manifestations 

and a Manifestation may manifest one or more Expressions. A Manifestation may have as exemplars one or 

more Items. A Work also may have one or more Manifestations and a Manifestation may embody one or more 

Works. All Group 1 entities are related to Group 2 entities with different relationships/properties. A Work may 

have as subject any other Group 1 entity (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) or Group 2 entities (Person, 

Family, Corporate Body). Group 3 entities have been defined as placeholders for future releases of the RDA 1.  

 

Figure 2:17. RDA entities and inherent relationships. The subject related entities are not fully developed in the RDA yet. 

More than half of the RDA definitions and guidelines focus on the recording of relationships between 

entities/classes. Primary relationships between the Group 1 entities are described in RDA’s Section 5 and a 

new one is added: the rdaw:P10072 has manifestation of work relationship between a Work and a 

Manifestation embodying it may be represented without representing the Expression that realizes the Work 

and actually being embodied in the Manifestation.  

 

2.3.3.2. Bibliographic relationships 

The recording of bibliographic relationships between Group 1 entities are described in Section 8 by RDA entity: 

Related Works, Related Expressions, Related Manifestations, and Related Items. Relationships between Group 

1 entities and Agents are described in Section 6, and relationships between Agents are described in Section 9. 

Sections 7 and 10 are placeholder sections for subject relationships. Both of them will be developed in the 

future. The RDA manages to adopt both FRBR (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for 

Bibliographic Records, 2009) and FRAD (IFLA Working Group on Functional Requirements and Numbering of 

 
1 The last check on the RDA Toolkit (https://access.rdatoolkit.org/) was made on September 6, 2020. This check confirmed 
that the Guidelines on “Recording Attributes of Concepts, Objects, Events, and Places” have not been developed yet.   
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Authority Records (FRANAR), 2013) approaches, as well as Tillett’s taxonomy of relationships. Guidelines are 

organized according to the entities involved (FRBR approach), while the exact relationships are presented in 

the appendix J. This “appendix is also first organized by entity, then by the broad FRAD categories which can 

apply to that entity, then by relationship types and sub-types” (Riva & Oliver, 2012). The hierarchy of 

relationships in RDA is depicted in Figure 2:18. It must be highlighted that RDA extends the FRAD-Tillett broad 

relationship categories providing many specialized relationships. In each one of these relationships-related 

sections, there is a high-level relationship designator for each type of relationship which is later narrowed with 

many specialized relationship designators represented as subproperties. As an example, Figure 2:19 presents 

the “Derivative work relationships”. The derivative relationship between Works is represented with two high-

level properties, the rdaw:P10190 is based on work and its inverse rdaw:P10148 has derivative work 

properties. The rdaw:P10190 is based on work is specialized into 17 relationships represented as 

subproperties, one of which is the rdaw:P10142 is adaptation of work. This subproperty is specialized even 

more with 14 subproperties.  

 

 

Figure 2:18. The hierarchy of bibliographic relationships in RDA. Top properties are listed along with the number of their 
subproperties.  
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Figure 2:19. The RDA hierarchy of properties for the representation of derivations at the Work level.  

 

2.3.4. Library Reference Model - LRM 

The LRM model consolidates FRBR, FRAD, FRSAD and the two amendments (clarification of the Expression 

entity and Aggregates report) in one coherent model. The LRM has been designed to serve as a general high-

level model that uses the entity-relationship formalism. Conceptualizations and techniques used in the 

FRBRoo (see paragraph 2.3.2) have been incorporated in LRM, such as the modeling of entities as classes, the 

representation of attributes and relationships as properties, and the extensibility of properties as a means of 

specialization. The model was endorsed by IFLA in 2017 (Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017a). 

2.3.4.1. LRM entities 

Entities are organized in hierarchy with the Res entity as a superclass, and are identified with a unique ID 

having the following ID structure LRM-Ex, where x is a number, e.g., LRM-E1 Res, LRM-E2 Work, etc. Group 1 

entities (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) remain with reworked definitions (Figure 2:20). There have 

been changes regarding Group 2 and Group 3 entities, correspondingly described in FRAD and in FRSAD. LRM 

introduces the Agent entity with two subclasses, Person and Collective Agent. The Collective Agent class may 

be used as the superclass for the deprecated Corporate Body and Family FRAD entities. It must be noted that 

the definitions of the entity Person differed between the FRBR and FRAD reports. LRM adopts the FRBR Person 

entity definition (Riva, Bœuf, & Žumer, 2017b). The Concept, Object, and Event Group 3 entities have been 

deprecated. New entities introduced are Place, Time-Span. The former FRSAD Thema entity has been 

generalized as Res (out of Resource) serving as the superclass of all entities in the LRM model. The former 
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FRAD Name and FRSAD Nomen entities have been merged into one, the LRM-E9 Nomen entity. In total, the 

18 entities from the FRBR, FRAD, and FRSAD reports have been reduced to 11.  

 

Figure 2:20. The Library Reference Model: core entities and inherent relationships. 

Attributes and relationships are organized in hierarchy “following the entity hierarchy structure” (Riva, Bœuf, 

et al., 2017a). Due to the general character of the LRM model, the list of attributes and relationships is not 

exhaustive, and it is expected that cataloging rules will specify more specialized attributes and relationships, 

if needed. Yet, LRM has introduced some new attributes. Dispute has been raised regarding the LRM-E2-A2 

Representative expression attribute (Glennan & James, 2018). This attribute may characterize an LRM-E2 Work 

by taking its value from attribute(s) that originate from a “representative or canonical” LRM-E3 Expression of 

the LRM-E2 Work. The LRM-E2-A2 Representative expression attribute may be multivalued taking its value 

from different Expression attributes depending on the type of Work, and on the selected cataloging rules. LRM 

does not define which attributes are to be used as “Representative expression” Work attributes. Another 

attribute added in the LRM is the LRM-E4-A4 Manifestation statement which may be used to transcribe from 

Manifestation exemplars information regarding the publication, such as place of publication, name of 

publisher, and date of publication. Attributes are “numbered sequentially within each entity” (Riva, Bœuf, et 

al., 2017a). As an example, an LRM-E2 Work attribute will have an ID with the following structure: LRM-E2-Ax, 

where x is a number. In total, 37 attributes are declared in LRM.  

2.3.4.2. Bibliographic relationships 

LRM identifies 36 relationships and their inverse ones. Similarly to the attributes modeling, relationships may 

be refined to represent more specialized ones. All relationships are numbered sequentially. Inherent 

relationships are numbered from LRM-R2 to LRM-R4. Bibliographic relationships may all be represented in 

LRM (Figure 2:21), but in many cases the names of relationships have changed, or the relationships have either 

merged with others or have been generalized (Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017b). As an example, many Expression-to-

Expression derivative relationships may be represented with the same LRM-R24 is derivation of relationship. 

Similarly to FRBRoo, the specific derivative relationship may be represented by assigning a type to the 

relationship, e.g., the LRM-R24 is derivation of property may be subtyped as abridgement, revision, 

translation, arrangement (Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017b). 
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Figure 2:21. LRM properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships. Properties are organized according to the Tillett 
taxonomy of bibliographic relationships. 

It must be noted that LRM introduces a new relationship, the LRM-R25 was aggregated by. The addition of 

this relationship adheres to the FRBR amendment regarding aggregates (see 2.3.1.4). This relationship may be 

used to represent that an instance of the LRM-E3 Expression entity was aggregated by an Aggregating 

Expression that produced an Aggregate Manifestation.  

2.3.4.3. Alignments following the LRM conceptualizations  

Following the LRM conceptualizations, changes are expected in the design of other models, namely RDA (see 

2.3.3 paragraph), and the FRBRoo which will be renamed to LRMoo.  

With regard to RDA, the changes were considered in the RDA Toolkit Redesign and Restructure project. This 

project, known as the 3R Project, at first aimed to “add greater flexibility and utility to the Toolkit's display of 

instructions and RDA-related documents” (RDA Toolkit, 2016). After the publication of the LRM, the 3R Project 

included the alignment of the RDA with the LRM and the handling of issues, poorly developed in the RDA, such 

as aggregates and subjects. The 3R project has officially been completed in October 2019 (RDA Toolkit, 2019). 

The adoption of LRM as the conceptual model of the RDA introduces new entities and concepts in the latter, 

e.g., the Collective Agent, Nomen, and Time-span entities (see Figure 2:22), or the Representative Expression 

and the Manifestation Statement attributes. The changes are accessible in the beta RDA toolkit website 

(https://beta.rdatoolkit.org/), which is expected to switchover to official RDA status in December 2020 (RDA 

Toolkit, 2019).  

 

https://beta.rdatoolkit.org/
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Figure 2:22. LRM and RDA entities. Source: (Dunsire, 2019). 

 

2.3.5. Bibliographic Framework Initiative Data Model (BIBFRAME model) 

Digital technologies evolved drastically in the late 20th century changing library collections and services. 

Therefore, in the 2000s there were talks, efforts within the library community regarding the future of 

bibliographic control. The Library of Congress participated in these discussions and in 2006 formed the 

“Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control”. This Group submitted the “On the Record” report 

(Library of Congress Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control, 2008) where among other 

viewpoints it was recognized that the MARC21 has long-served as the primary bibliographic data carrier format 

between libraries. Among the recommendations were the replacement of MARC21 by a new “more flexible 

and extensible metadata carrier”, and the integration of library standards and data into the web (Library of 

Congress Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control, 2008). Moreover, tests regarding the 

implementation of the Resource Description & Access standard in MARC21 have raised the MARC21’s 

limitations as a an underlying data carrier (Library of Congress, 2011a). Therefore, in 2011 the Library of 

Congress announced the launch of an initiative for the analysis of the then present and future bibliographic 

environment (Library of Congress, 2011b). In the same year, Library of Congress published the “Bibliographic 

Framework Initiative General Plan” (Library of Congress, 2011a). With the aim of accommodating various 

communities’ content rules and data models within the web environment, two prerequisites were stated 

regarding the technologies that shall be used: “Linked Data principles and mechanisms, and the Resource 

Description Framework (RDF) as [the] basic data model” (Library of Congress, 2011a).  

The Bibliographic Framework model, known as BIBFRAME, was created in collaboration with Eric Miller’s 

Zepheira company, and officially announced in 2012 (Miller, Ogbuji, Mueller, & MacDougall, 2012). The 

current version is the second one, published in 2016 (Library of Congress, 2016b). BIBFRAME 2.0 is formally 

expressed using the Web Ontology language and several RDF conventions have been followed (Library of 

Congress, 2017). Aiming for simplicity, the BIBFRAME model avoids “proliferation of properties by defining a 

single general property”, generally avoids specifying explicit domain and range for properties (Library of 
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Congress, 2017), and thus, even though usual domain and range are noted for each property, they are not to 

be perceived as formal constraints. The BIBFRAME model has been designed for simplicity and ease of use 

(Schreur, 2018). Its definitions remain purposely flexible enabling different BIBFRAME interpretations and 

implementations.  

The BIBFRAME community is a vibrant one, supported by the Library of Congress and other funded projects, 

and it already demonstrates various early implementors, extensions for specific communities (e.g., art 

resources, music resources), the bibliotek-o derivation, and tools, such as the BIBFRAME Editor (editing tool), 

the MARC21-BIBFRAME comparison viewer, and the MARC21-BIBFRAME transformation software. 

2.3.5.1. BIBFRAME classes  

The development of the BIBFRAME model is not task-fueled as FRBR or other models inspired by FRBR. The 

starting point for its development has been the replacement of MARC21 and the integration of bibliographic 

data in the web. Key principles and library practices of the library community were taken into account. The 

definition of the bf:Work and the bf:Instance classes adheres to the distinction between content and carrier, 

differentiating between the abstract content and its physical embodiments. Information entities (authorities 

in legacy library systems) have been included in the BIBFRAME model as classes, e.g., bf:Agent, bf:Place, 

bf:Event. Bibliographic relationships have also been declared with a hierarchy of properties (Miller et al., 

2012). BIBFRAME 2.0 (Figure 2:23) defines three core classes: Work, Instance, and Item. The Work (bf:Work) 

class reflects the content (both ideas and the signs used for their realization), the Instance (bf:Instance) class 

is the embodiment of the Work. The Item (bf:Item) class is the exemplar of the Instance. The Agent class refers 

to Person, Family, Organization, Jurisdiction, and Meeting agents that have a role in a resource. The Event class 

is used as the subject of the bf:Work. A bf:Work may have as a subject any other resource, such as Work, 

Instance, Item, Agent, Event, Place, topics, etc. (Figure 2:23).  

 

 

Figure 2:23. BIBFRAME 2.0 Model. Source: (Library of Congress, 2016b). 
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2.3.5.2. Bibliographic relationships 

For the representation of relationships, BIBFRAME uses the bf:relatedTo property. All inherent and 

bibliographic relationships are represented with subproperties of the bf:relatedTo property. The 

subproperties for the representation of Inherent relationships are bf:hasInstance and bf:hasItem. BIBFRAME 

also declares the bf:hasExpression property either to relate two bf:Works where the one is an expression of 

the other, or to relate bf:Works under FRBR/RDA rules. The subproperties for the representation of other 

bibliographic relationships are: bf:hasPart/ bf:part of (representing the Whole-part relationships), 

bf:accompaniedBy/bf:accompanies (representing the Accompanying relationships), 

bf:hasDerivative/bf:derivativeOf (representing the Derivative relationships), bf:hasEquivalent (representing 

the Equivalence relationships), bf:references/bf:referencedBy (representing the Descriptive relationships), 

bf:precededBy/bf:succeededBy (representing the Sequential relationships). It must be noted that some of 

these subproperties have their own subproperties representing more specialized relationships. Most of the 

subproperties have an inverse one, while there is a small number of symmetric subproperties, e.g., 

bf:issuedWith, bf:otherEdition. The whole hierarchy of properties for the representation of bibliographic 

relationships in BIBFRAME is presented in Figure 2:24.  

 

 

Figure 2:24. The hierarchy of properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships in BIBFRAME. 

 

For comparison reasons, the BIBFRAME properties for the representation of relationships are once again 

presented in the following Figure 2:25 using the Tillett taxonomy of bibliographic relationships. The numbers 

in brackets present the number of subproperties.  
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Figure 2:25. BIBFRAME properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships organized according to the Tillett taxonomy of 
bibliographic relationships. The numbers in brackets refer to the number of each property’s subproperties.  

 

2.3.5.3. BIBFRAME’s flexibility and BIBFRAME-inspired vocabularies 

BIBFRAME, within the scope of enabling flexibility in future implementations, purposely provides loose 

definitions and does not impose cardinalities. Yet, cardinalities and specific guidelines are needed in 

implementations. To support local cataloging practices, the use of BIBFRAME Profiles is proposed (BIBFRAME 

- Bibliographic Framework Initiative, 2014). A BIBFRAME Profile may be one document or a set of documents 

that provide guidance regarding the local cataloging policy constraining how a resource may be described with 

which properties and value vocabularies. Thus, a BIBFRAME Profile document may include domain/range 

constraints not specified in the official model to facilitate cataloging tools to implement the model according 

to a library’s needs (BIBFRAME - Bibliographic Framework Initiative, 2014). Nevertheless, BIBFRAME profiles 

exist outside the BIBFRAME model and they serve local practices.  

Varying interpretations of BIBFRAME’s loose definitions lead to different representations of the same real-

world bibliographic description cases. As an example, according to the definition of the bf:hasExpression 

property (“BIBFRAME ontology - hasExpression,” 2016), the property can be used to relate two bf:Works that 

realize the same content in different sets of signs (Representation 1 in Figure 2:26) or in an FRBR-similar way 

(Representation 2 in Figure 2:26). With regard to the second representation, even though it is based on the 

definition of the bf:hasExpression, it is not clear if there is conflict against the bf:Work semantics. Due to 

BIBFRAME’s lack of cardinalities, it is not known if a bf:Work must or may have one or more bf:Instances. 

Supposing that a bf:Work may have one or more bf:Instances, the second representation (Figure 2:26) can be 

further observed. Similarly to the FRBR, the left bf:Work in Figure 2:26 may represent only ideational content, 

while the second bf:Work (on the right) includes both the ideational content and the signs realizing it. This 

representation reminds the following FRBR statement: Work - is realized through - Expression - is embodied in 

- Manifestation. Yet, there is a difference; the left bf:Work, similarly to the FRBR Work entity, lacks information 

about signs and includes only ideas, contrary to the semantics of the bf:Work class. The thesis employs the 

term “Expression-agnostic bf:Work” for this specific use of the bf:Work class. Even though, the second 

representation is similar to the aforementioned FRBR statement and the left Expression-agnostic bf:Work may 

be considered similar to the FRBR Work entity, the right bf:Work cannot be considered equivalent to the FRBR 

Expression entity. The FRBR Expression entity includes only the signs used for the realization of ideas, whereas 
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the bf:Work on the right represents both ideas and signs retaining its class’ semantics. Both representation 

approaches presented in Figure 2:26 do not violate BIBFRAME semantics and are valid due to BIBFRAME’s 

flexible nature. It is evident, though, that they may result in totally different implementations.  

 

Figure 2:26. The loose definition of the bf:hasExpression property enables two different representations.  

BIBFRAME has been designed to be simple. Yet, there are domains with special needs and have extended 

BIBFRAME to better support them. In 2015, the National Library of Medicine experimented with BIBFRAME by 

creating a core vocabulary (BIBFRAME Lite) (National Library of Medicine, 2015; Schreur, 2018). The Mellon-

funded Linked Data for Production (LD4P) project has extended BIBFRAME 2.0 to support the cataloging of the 

following: art, rare books, performed music, moving image, and maps (Falcone, Greben, & Lorimer, n.d.; 

Schreur, 2018). Another LD4P BIBFRAME extension is the bibliotek-o ontology (check paragraph 2.3.7 for more 

information). BIBFRAME is still under development and updates are anticipated. 

 

2.3.6. Europeana Data Model (EDM) 

The Europeana Data Model (Europeana, 2017), has been developed for the cultural heritage domain in the 

framework of the Europeana aggregation portal (http://www.europeana.eu/). Europeana provides access to 

European cultural heritage resources. These resources, either born-digital or digitized, are provided by 

European memory institutions, i.e., libraries, museums, and archives. EDM is a data model developed 

according to Semantic Web principles to serve different communities (Isaac, 2013).  

EDM re-uses elements from other namespaces (Europeana, 2017), such as Resource Description Framework 

and Resource Description Framework Schema (http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema), OAI Object Reuse 

and Exchange (ORE) namespace (http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/), Simple Knowledge Organization 

System (SKOS) namespace (http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core), etc.  

The Europeana Data Model is constantly updated. The current version is 5.2.8. (Europeana, 2017). 

2.3.6.1. EDM classes 

Libraries and Museums provide to Europeana EDM descriptions of cultural heritage objects held in their 

collections, as well as links to the objects’ digital surrogates. The objects are represented in EDM with the 

edm:ProvidedCHO class, and the digital surrogates are represented with the edm:WebResource class. The 

ore:Aggregation class is used to group the provided objects (edm:ProvidedCHO) with their digital 

representation(s), viz. one or more edm:WebResource instances (Figure 2:27). So, the EDM core classes are 

edm:ProvidedCHO, edm:WebResource, and ore:Aggregation.  

 

 

 

http://www.europeana.eu/
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema
http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core
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Figure 2:27. EDM core classes and inherent relationships. Representation using the ore:Proxy class is depicted with dashes. 

EDM also facilitates an alternative representation that uses instances of the ore:Proxy class (Figure 2:27). The 

ore:Proxy class is used in Europeana as a placeholder for “cultural heritage objects within aggregations in order 

to make assertions about the corresponding cultural heritage objects while distinguishing the provenance of 

these assertions” (Europeana, 2017). This enhancement enables the existence of only one edm:ProvidedCHO 

instance for each European Heritage object, and of multiple instances of the ore:Proxy class including the 

descriptions provided by the different providers.  

 

2.3.6.2. Bibliographic relationships 

All bibliographic relationships as identified by Tillett can be represented in EDM, except for the accompanying 

relationship (Figure 2:28). The number of properties for each type of relationship is limited, probably due to 

the EDM’s cultural heritage orientation and Europeana’s role as aggregator of descriptions from a variety of 

providers. EDM either defines properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships, e.g., 

edm:isDerivativeOf (Derivative relationship) and edm:isSuccessorOf (Sequential relationship), or re-uses 

properties already identified in the third namespaces it employs, e.g., the Dublin Core dcterms:hasFormat 

(Equivalence relationship) and dcterms:hasPart (Whole-part relationship) properties. 

 

 

Figure 2:28. Properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships in EDM. The properties are organized according to the Tillett 
taxonomy of bibliographic relationships. 
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2.3.6.3. EDM alignments and extensions  

Moreover, EDM includes constructs to enable different modeling approaches, e.g., object-centric, event-

centric, and representations that serve providers’ specific interests, e.g., use of the ore:Proxy class. Providers 

are expected to use these constructs indirectly via more specialized constructs that conform to the general 

interoperability levels that EDM defines (Isaac, 2013). Different Europeana projects develop alignments and 

extensions to the EDM using the EDM constructs. The alignment of EDM with library metadata was studied 

within the Europeana Libraries project (“Europeana Libraries | Europeana Pro,” n.d.).  

Two reports were published in 2012 investigating how specific library material (monographs, multi-volume 

works and serials) could be described in EDM (Angjeli, Baumgartner, et al., 2012; Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 

2012). Both reports took under consideration the FRBR model. The alignment was not achieved, and the 

reports introduced the “edition” concept. According to the report, an edm:ProvidedCHO instance could be an 

“edition” incorporating information regarding three FRBR Group 1 entities, Work, Expression, Manifestation. 

The edm:WebResource class could be used as the web exemplar of the edm:ProvidedCHO class instance. The 

need for compliance with the FRBR was postponed and provoked the formation of a group working toward 

the integration of “FRBR entities in EDM using FRBRoo terms” (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012), and the 

development of an EDM-FRBRoo application profile (see paragraph 2.6.2). 

The Europeana Data Model is being updated and there are ongoing projects regarding its extensions and its 

interoperability with other communities’ models (Charles, Isaac, & Manguinhas, 2017).  

 

2.3.7. Other conceptual models 

This thesis focuses on the aforementioned models because they have been developed or endorsed by official 

institutions in the library and cultural heritage communities. Other models have been developed by research 

teams, or as part of greater projects involving the publication of linked data. Some of these models are 

presented below. They have been selected for a multitude reasons; some are among the first attempts for 

creating bibliographic conceptual models, others have been influenced by or extend the models presented in 

paragraphs 2.3.1 - 2.3.6, while others have been developed as part of greater linked data projects. The 

presentation starts from older models using “flat” modeling approaches (MarcOnt, BIBO, British Library Data 

Model), continues with models following conceptualizations expressed in well-known models (FaBiO, 

PRESSoo, bibliotek-o, DPLA-MAP), and concludes with the broader Schema.org that has been used by OCLC 

for publishing WorldCat data as linked data. It must be noted that the CIDOC-CRM model is not referred in this 

paragraph, because it is referenced in its bibliographic extension FRBRoo model (paragraph 2.3.2.). The 

presentation of each model shortly presents its core classes, its inherent relationships, as well as if 

bibliographic relationships are treated by its constructs.  

2.3.7.1. MarcOnt ontology 

One of the first bibliographic ontologies to investigate the conversion of legacy bibliographic data to RDF, was 

the MarcOnt ontology created in the early 2000s. This ontology was developed to integrate MARC21 data in 

digital libraries and semantic web environments (Kruk, Dabrowski, & Synak, 2009). The MarcOnt ontology was 

a social ontology conforming to MARC21, and reusing Dublin Core, and BibTEX metadata (Kruk, 2004). The 

main idea behind its development was that MarcOnt could serve as a transformation mechanism for 

converting bibliographic data from one model to another (Kruk & Zimmermann, 2005). The MarcOnt ontology 

adopted the MARC21 flat structure and it did not conform to FRBR conceptualizations. MarcOnt defined types 

of publications as core classes, e.g., marcont:Book, marcont:Conference, marcont:Mastersthesis, etc. A suite 

of technologies and tools (JeromeDL, Mediation Services, RDF Translator) were developed along with the 
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ontology to support the conversion of MARC21 data in RDF. The project has ended and the site hosting it is 

accessible only through the Internet Archive’s Way Back Machine.  

2.3.7.2. Bibliographic ontology – BIBO 

The Bibliographic Ontology was developed in 2009 by Bruce D’Arcus and Frédérick Giasson to enable the 

description of “citations and bibliographic references (i.e., quotes, books, articles, etc.) on the Semantic Web” 

(Bruce D’Arcus & Frédérick Giasson, 2016). BIBO’s latest version is 1.3, published in OWL. BIBO’s core class is 

the bibo:Document; examples of its subclasses are bibo:Book, bibo:Manuscript, bibo:Thesis, etc. The definition 

of the bibo:Document class being a “bounded physical representation of body of information” conforms to 

“flat” modeling approaches without differentiating between content and carrier. Due to BIBO’s “flat” 

approach, no inherent relationships are recognized. The focus on the description of citations has induced the 

representation of citation-related properties, such as bibo:cites, bibo:annotates, bibo:reviewOf. The BIBO 

ontology has been reused in other frameworks, such the development of the British Library Data Model (see 

paragraph 2.3.7.3) and the publication of the British National Bibliography, the publication of bibliographic 

data as linked data by the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek (Biagetti, 2018; Deutche National Bibliothek, 2016), 

the publication of historic American newspapers as linked data (Library of Congress, n.d.-a), or the 

development of the Open Bibliography for Science, Technology, and Medicine (Jones et al., 2011). 

2.3.7.3. British Library Data Model 

The British Library has been one of the pioneers in developing a conceptual model adhering to Semantic Web 

principles. The British Library Data Model was published in 2011 within the framework of releasing the British 

National Bibliography (BNB) as linked data (Deliot, 2014). First, it was focused on monographs and did not 

adhere to FRBR conceptualizations because at the time of development (2010-2011) FRBR seemed “too 

complex” (Deliot, 2014) for implementation. After the diagrammatic model for Books, two more diagrams 

have been published, namely Serial, and Forthcoming Book. They are not different models, but different 

classes and properties are used for their description. This is expected, and it seems rational considering the 

different nature of serials and books. The BL Data Model reuses other element sets and vocabularies, such as 

the ISBD element set, the Bibliographic Ontology – BIBO (see paragraph 2.3.7.2), Dublin Core, Friend-Of-A-

Friend vocabulary, Event Ontology, etc. Core classes described by the model are the bibo:Book, 

bibo:MultiVolumeBook, bibo:Periodical, and bibo:Newspaper. All classes’ instances are described with object 

and data properties defined either in the British Library Terms RDF schema 

(http://www.bl.uk/schemas/bibliographic/blterms#), or in third-party vocabularies (ISBD, DC, BIBO, FOAF, 

etc.). Since the FRBR conceptualizations have not been adopted, the bibliographic resources described by the 

model may be characterized as “flat” and not granular. Inherent relationships are not defined and a few 

bibliographic relationships between bibliographic resources are used by the model. As an example, only one 

bibliographic relationship is used for bibo:Book and bibo:MultiVolumeBook instances, the whole/part 

relationship to the publishing series in which these instances have been published. Contrary, there are a lot of 

other relationships used to describe authorship, subjects and publication events. Publication has been 

modeled as an event to enable modeling of forthcoming publications (Deliot, 2014). The FRBRization of the 

BNB data will be revisited for future releases of the BNB (Deliot, 2014). 

2.3.7.4. FRBR-aligned Bibliographic Ontology (FaBiO) 

FaBiO is an ontology developed as a part of the “Semantic Publishing and Referencing Ontologies” (SPAR) 

(Peroni & Shotton, 2012) project. FaBiO classes are structured according to the FRBR; FRBR WEMI entities are 

defined as classes having their own specialized sub-classes. As an example, the fabio:Work class has 30 

subclasses (e.g., fabio:ArtisticWork, fabio:ReferenceWork, fabio:WorkCollection), and the fabio:Expression 

class has 57 sub-classes (e.g., fabio:Abstract, fabio:Excerpt, fabio:Oration). FaBiO uses the FRBR terminology, 

but it seems not to clearly differentiate between the fabio:Work and fabio:Expression classes’ meaning. 

According to (Biagetti, 2018), FaBiO developers have confused the FRBR Work and Expression bibliographic 

http://www.bl.uk/schemas/bibliographic/blterms
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entities with the types of publications. FaBiO defines more inherent relationships than the FRBR, as expressed 

in the FRBR Core vocabulary (Davis, Newman, & D’Arcus, 2005). Besides the three inherent FRBR relationships 

(frbr:realization, frbr:embodiment, frbr:exemplar), FaBiO defines the fabio:hasManifestation, 

fabio:hasRepresentation, and the fabio:hasProtrayal. The first relationship relates a fabio:Work instance to a 

fabio:Manifestation instance, the second one relates a fabio:Expression instance with a fabio:Item instance, 

and the third relationship relates a fabio:Work instance with a fabio:Item instance (see Figure 2:29). Other 

bibliographic relationships are not defined in FaBiO. 

 

Figure 2:29. New Work-Expression-Manifestation-Item relationships in FaBiO. Source: (Shotton & Peroni, 2019). 

2.3.7.5. PRESSoo 

PRESSoo is another model inspired by the FR family of models. It is actually an extension to the FRBRoo model 

developed to serve the needs of describing serials and continuing resources using FRBR constructs (IFLA 

PRESSoo Review Group & Bœuf, 2017). The current 1.3 version was published in 2015 and its update is 

anticipated due to FRBRoo’s imminent change into LRMoo (see paragraph 2.3.2). 

2.3.7.6. Bibliotek-o ontology 

bibliotek-o is a BIBFRAME extension jointly produced by the Linked Data for Libraries Labs (LD4L) and Linked 

Data for Production (LD4P) projects (Futornick & Younes, 2017). The LD4L project reviewed the first version of 

BIBFRAME considering it as inadequate for the representation of library material (Kovari, Folsom, & Younes, 

2017). Therefore, the LD4L project supported the development of its own ontology. After the publication of 

BIBFRAME 2.0 in 2016, the LD4L ontology was abandoned and the development of the bibliotek-o ontology 

began. bibliotek-o embraces BIBFRAME at its core, but also utilizes “other external ontology fragments” 

(Kovari et al., 2017). Some of the differences between bibliotek-o and BIBFRAME are 1) the reuse of existing 

external value vocabularies, 2) the use of OWL axioms and RDF constructs, such as the domain and range 

constructs, and the preference to object properties and structured data over unstructured literals, and 3) the 

use of simpler representations over BIBFRAME multi-path representation patterns (Kovari et al., 2017). 

Moreover, editor tools and a “MARC21 to bibliotek-o convertor” are being developed to better support the 

use of bibliotek-o. The convergence of bibliotek-o and BIBFRAME is not anticipated. bibliotek-o is rather 

presumed as a framework for the study of alternative to BIBFRAME representations, and for the alignment 

with other communities’ vocabularies and ontologies. Hopefully, the demonstrated results from the bibliotek-
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o experimentations will affect BIBFRAME’s future updates and future modeling decisions (Futornick & Younes, 

2017).  

2.3.7.7. DPLA Metadata Application Profile – DPLA MAP 

The Digital Public Library of America (“Digital Public Library of America,” n.d.) is a project similar to Europeana. 

The description of the resources aggregated in the DPLA is made using the DPLA Metadata Application Profile. 

The DPLA-MAP is based on the EDM (presented in paragraph 2.3.6) with some differences. It defines four core 

classes and their inherent relationships. Other relationships between the core classes may exist. The ones 

depicted in Figure 2:30 are the recommended ones (Gueguen et al., 2017). Bibliographic relationships are not 

included in the model and the only property used to express a relationship between dpla:SourceResource 

instances is the generic dc:relation property. 

 

Figure 2:30. DPLA MAP core classes and their inherent relationships. 

2.3.7.8. Schema.org, bib.schema.org and OCLC’s model of Works 

Schema.org has been developed by Google, Microsoft, Yahoo and Yandex to enable the mark-up of webpages 

with structured metadata (“Home - schema.org,” 2019). Bib.schema.org is an extension of schema.org to 

represent bibliographic entities. OCLC has used schema.org and extended it with classes and properties from 

its own schemas available at the bibliograph.net site. OCLC Bibliograph.net extensions have been integrated 

into the bib.schema.org. OCLC uses the Schema.org and its extensions to publish WorldCat data as linked data 

since 2012 (Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017). It must be noted that the OCLC model descends from the British 

Library Data model (Godby et al., 2015) and its flat descriptive approach. 

Schema.org’s top class is schema:Thing and the schema:CreativeWork is one of its subclasses. The 

schema:CreativeWork has many subclasses, such as schema:Book, schema:Article, schema:Game, 

schema:Movie, etc. These subclasses have been defined according to content types (e.g., schema:Map, 

schema:MediaObject) or according to genre (e.g., schema:Review, schema:ComicStory), structure (e.g., 

schema:Chapter), etc. OCLC uses the schema:CreativeWork to model both content and publication products 

(Figure 2:31). The classes are not disjoint and one class’ instance may be an instance of another class at the 

same time. A typical example is the representation of publication products, where the instances of the class 

schema:CreativeWork class may also be instances of the schema:Product or the schema:IndividualProduct 

classes. When a schema:CreativeWork is typed as a schema:Product, then it represents the publication. When 

a schema:CreativeWork is typed as a schema:IndividualProduct, then it represents one exemplar of the 

publication. The property relating a schema:CreativeWork class instance representing content with one or 

more schema:CreativeWork class instances representing publication products is the schema:workExample and 

its inverse schema:exampleOfWork properties. These properties may also be used to relate a 

schema:CreativeWork class with other schema:CreativeWork instances representing realizations and 

derivations of the former schema:CreativeWork instance. Therefore, the 

schema:workExample/schema:exampleOfWork properties may be either used for representing inherent 

relationships or derivative relationships.  

http://bibliograph.net/
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Schema.org enables the representation of other bibliographic relationships too, i.e., derivative-translation 

(schema:translationOfWork/schema:workTranslation), derivative-adaptation (schema:isBasedOn), whole-

part (schema:isPartOf/schema:hasPart), and descriptive (schema:subjectOf/schema:about). The top-level 

view of the OCLC’s model is depicted in (Godby et al., 2015).  

 

Figure 2:31. The top-level view of the OCLC model of Works. Source: (Godby et al., 2015). 

2.4. Differences between the models regarding core entities and bibliographic relationships 
The previous paragraph has attempted to provide an overview of the bibliographic conceptual models in terms 

of core entities/classes and inherent/bibliographic relationships. Besides the obvious abundance of models in 

the library domain, important differences have been identified between the models. These differences are 

displayed in the following two tables, Table 2-8 and Table 2-9.  

Table 2-8 compares the number of core entities/classes between the models. The names of these core entities 

are given along with the number of subclasses, if such exist. The table clearly illustrates that there are 

differences between the models regarding the entities they acknowledge and describe. These differences 

consist different conceptualizations about the entities of the bibliographic universe and their attributes.  

Table 2-8. Core entities in the studied bibliographic models: the number of entities/classes and their names. The numbers in brackets 
present the number of subclasses if they exist.  

Model Number of core 
entities/classes 

Names of core entities/classes [number of subclasses] 

FRBR 4  Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item 

FRBRoo 5 F1 Work [4], F2 Expression [2], F3 Manifestation,  
F4 Manifestation Singleton, F5 Item  

RDA 4 Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item 

LRM 4 LRM-E2 Work, LRM-E3 Expression,  
LRM-E4 Manifestation, LRM-E5 Item 

BIBFRAME 3 Work [11], Instance [5], Item 

EDM 2 edm:ProvidedCHO, edm:WebResource 
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Table 2-9 uses Tillett’s taxonomy of bibliographic relationships (Tillett, 1987) to present at which core entity 

each type of relationship may be applied and with how many relationships/properties. In case these 

relationship/properties are further specialized, then the number of subproperties is given in brackets. It must 

be noted that in BIBFRAME, contrary to other models, the same property is used for the representation of a 

relationship at different core classes. This the reason that the number of properties is given only once in each 

cell and not per core class as happens in the rest of the models.  

First, it is apparent that the models do not agree at which level each type of relationship may be applied. 

Interestingly, there is no consensus, even between FRBR and other models inspired by it. As an example, the 

accompanying relationship can be applied to Work and Expression entities in FRBR, to all WEMI entities in 

RDA, and only to the Work entity in LRM. Another obvious point is the dissimilarity in the number of 

relationships/properties that each model defines for each type of relationship. The dissimilarity is noticeable 

especially in the case of the derivative relationship. FRBR defines 4 relationships for the representation of the 

derivative relationship between Works, while RDA defines one top-property with 15 subproperties, some of 

which have their own subproperties. FRBRoo and LRM enable the specialization of the derivative relationships 

they define by using values from controlled vocabularies. Some values are given by the models. Yet, they both 

clarify that local implementations can use local vocabularies and specialize even further the derivative 

relationships in question.  

Table 2-9. Bibliographic relationships in the studied models. The entities on which these relationships are applied is presented, along 
with the number of properties and the number of subproperties if such exist. The number of subproperties is given in brackets.  

Tillett’s 
taxonomy 

FRBR FRBRoo RDA LRM BIBFRAME EDM 

Equivalence Manifestation-2 
Item-2 

F3 -1 
F4-1 
F5 -1 

Manifestation-1[4] 
Item-1[2] 

E4-2 
E5-1 

Work, 
Instance, 
Item-1[3] 

WebResource-1 

Derivative Work-4 
Expression-8 

F1-1*  
F2-1*  

Work-1[15] 
Expression-1[15] 

E2-2 
E3-1* 

Work, 
Instance-1[3] 

ProvidedCHO-2 

Descriptive Work-1 F1-1 Work-1 E2-1 Work, 
Instance, 
Item-2 

ProvidedCHO-2 

Whole-Part Work-1 
Expression-1 
Manifestation-1  
Item-1 

F1-1 
F2-2 
F3-1 
F4-1 
F5-1 

Work-1[2] 
Expression-1 
Manifestation-1[3] 
Item-1 

E2-1 
E3-1 
E4-1 

Work, 
Instance, 
Item-1[2] 

ProvidedCHO-2 

Accompanying Work-2 
Expression-2 

F1 -1* 
F2 -1* 

Work-2[21] 
Expression-2[21] 
Manifestation-1[1] 
Item-1[4] 

E2-1 Work, 
Instance, 
Item-1[4] 

- 

Sequential Work-1 
Expression-1 

F1-1 Work-1[10] 
Expression-1[8] 

E2-1 Work, 
Instance-[6] 

ProvidedCHO-2 

In case the code of entities/classes is used, please refer to the previous Table 2-8 for the entities’ full names. 
* The model enables the specialization of the relationship/property using values from a controlled 
vocabulary 

 

Overall, the results in this paragraph indicate that there are important differences between the models with 

regard to core constructs, namely core entities and bibliographic relationships. These different 

conceptualizations are due to models’ differing views of the bibliographic universe. Inevitably, different 

conceptualizations result in differing implementations that may not be easy to interoperate with other ones.  
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2.5. Library linked datasets 

Datasets include full collections of bibliographic and/or authority data. They combine the selection of models 

and/or metadata element sets, of value vocabularies, and of third-party datasets for outward linking (Coyle, 

2010b). The datasets published in the library domain so far vary in scale from small projects to great national 

and international efforts. Small projects usually focus on the descriptive needs of special collections, while 

national library projects are wider in scope offering metadata infrastructure and practices that may facilitate 

other library linked data projects. Thus, this paragraph focuses on presenting national-scale linked data 

projects.  

Some well-known examples of national library projects are those undertaken by the National Library of 

Sweden, the British Library, the National Library of Spain (Biblioteca Nacional de España - BNE), the National 

Library of France, and the National Library of Germany. For each project, two pieces of information are 

recorded: the model it implements, and the metadata element sets it uses. All projects have developed custom 

element sets to serve special needs. In the following paragraphs only the third-party metadata element sets 

are referred.  

The National Library of Sweden started experimenting with linked data since 2007 (Malmsten, 2008). Its union 

catalog, LIBRIS, was using linked data technologies and the FRBR model. The metadata element sets used were 

Dublin Core, FOAF, and SKOS for value vocabularies (Malmsten, 2008). In 2018, the new LIBRIS version adopted 

the BIBFRAME 2.0 model (presented in 2.3.5) with some local extensions (National Library of Sweden, 2019). 

The new LIBRIS uses the BIBFRAME vocabulary, as well as elements from the schema.org, Dublin Core, PROV 

models for the preservation of provenance information, SKOS for value vocabularies, and MADS for authority 

data (National Library of Sweden, 2019). Due to the wide use of the FOAF and BIBO element sets, there is an 

effort to coordinate the new LIBRIS with these elements sets too.  

The British Library published in 2011 one of the first bibliographic datasets, the British National Bibliography 

including descriptions of “books (including monographs published over time), serial publications and new and 

forthcoming books” (The British Library, 2019). The British Library does not use the FRBR model (Deliot, 2014), 

but has developed three data models for the description of published books, serials, and forthcoming books. 

The models use elements from different element sets, some of which are Dublin Core, BIBO, ISBD elements, 

FOAF, RDA elements, and SKOS. 

The National Library of Spain (Biblioteca Nacional de España - BNE) published its first set of library linked data 

in December 2011 including both bibliographic and authority data. The BNE data are modeled using the FRBR 

model. The metadata element sets used are FRBRer elements, ISBD elements, RDA elements, Dublin Core and 

BIBO. The current version of the dataset includes “practically all the library's materials, including ancient and 

modern books, manuscripts, musical scores and recordings, video recordings, photographs, drawings and 

maps” (“datos.bne.es 2.0,” 2019).  

The National Library of France (Bibliothèque nationale de France - BnF) also published its first linked dataset 

in 2011 using the FRBR model. The BnF linked data aggregate data from the main library catalog, the Gallica 

digital library, and the archives and manuscripts catalogs (Simon, Di Mascio, Michel, & Peyrard, 2014). The 

metadata element sets used are: Dublin Core, RDA elements, FOAF, SKOS (Lapôtre, 2017). Due to the inclusion 

of archival material, the Encoded Archival Description standard (Library of Congress, 2020) is used.  

The National Library of Germany (Deutsche National Bibliothek - DNB) first published its authority data as 

linked data in 2010. Its bibliographic data were published afterwards. It must be noted that data are modeled 

according to an internal model developed by the DNB (Deutche National Bibliothek, 2016). Some of the 

element sets used are Dublin Core, BIBO, RDA elements, ISBD elements, FOAF, schema.org.  
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Europeana is a European digital library project for aggregating descriptions of digital or digitized resources 

from national libraries, museums, archives and other cultural heritage institutions. Europeana published its 

first dataset in 2012. For the publication of this dataset, existing data in Europeana described with a Dublin 

Core Metadata Element Set extension, known as Europeana Semantic Elements, were converted to 

Europeana’s Data Model (EDM is described in paragraph 2.3.6) (“Europeana Pro: Linked Open Data,” 2019; B. 

Haslhofer & Isaac, 2011). Among the external element sets used in Europeana are Dublin Core and SKOS.  

The Library of Congress in USA has been among the early implementers of linked data technologies. Initially, 

the LC focused on converting legacy controlled vocabularies to linked data (McCallum, 2017), then on the 

development of a new conceptual model called BIBFRAME (it is presented in 2.3.5). In 2019, the LC announced 

the publication of its catalog data using the BIBFRAME 2.0 model. BIBFRAME Works and Instances can be 

searched using the id.loc.gov search mechanisms.  

OCLC WorldCat data have been published as dataset in 2012 using a set of schema.org terms (schema.org is 

presented in 2.3.7.8). The publication of this dataset has been the latest of a series of linked data projects. The 

other linked data projects involved the publication of name and subject authority data, i.e., VIAF and FAST . 

The WorldCat dataset is based on the schema.org and it also uses elements from the Dublin Core and the 

MADS element sets (Godby et al., 2015). 

In summary, this paragraph shows that different models have been used in well-known library linked data 

projects. Even in cases where the same model was used, namely the FRBR model was used by both National 

Library of Spain and National Library of France, totally different vocabularies, meaning element sets and value 

vocabularies, were used. 

2.6. Semantic interoperability of library data 

Semantic interoperability has been highlighted in the Library Linked Data Incubator Group report (Baker et al., 

2011) acknowledging that lack of alignments between vocabularies and between metadata element sets may 

hinder reuse of data. After nearly 8 years from the LLD Incubator Group reports, there have been some linked 

data implementations in the library domain. Researchers studying them have revealed many different 

approaches in terms of modeling, of element sets and value vocabularies, and of technologies (Koster, 2012; 

H. Park & Kipp, 2019; Smith-Yoshimura, 2016; Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017); this is a fact that may hinder 

semantic interoperability and contribute to the development of linked data silos.  

Two semantic interoperability initiatives regarding library conceptual models are presented: OCLC’s 

exploration for compatibility with FRBR and BIBFRAME, and the development of the EDM-FRBRoo application 

profile. Τhe presentation of the unfinished LODLAM Patterns project and of related studies by scholars 

comparing conceptual models follows.  

2.6.1. OCLC’s compatibility with FRBR and BIBFRAME 

OCLC implements the schema.org model for the WorldCat catalog. Thus, only one class, the 

schema:CreativeWork, is exploited for representing intellectual content and products embodying it. OCLC may 

trigger the identification of FRBR WEMI entities by using “instances of schema:CreativeWork with different 

properties” (Godby et al., 2015). As an example, an instance of the class schema:CreativeWork having a 

property with language information or an instance of a subclass of the schema:CreativeWork class revealing 

content type (e.g., Schema:Book, schema:Movie) represents an FRBR Expression. FRBR Manifestations are 

represented as instances of two classes schema:CreativeWork and schema:ProductModel and they are having 

properties implying that the description is about a product (Coyle et al., 2017). FRBR Items are also 

represented as instances of two classes schema:CreativeWork and schema:IndividualProduct. They have 

properties implying that the description is about an object, e.g., an Item in a library collection (Coyle et al., 

2017). The accommodation of FRBR semantics in the OCLC model is depicted in Figure 2:32.  
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By contrast to the flat representation of schema.org in Figure 2:31, the representation in Figure 2:32 adheres 

to bibliographic domain’s conceptualizations and descriptions. It must be noted, though, that Schema.org 

cannot be used for full bibliographic descriptions due to the use of few generic properties for the 

representation of attributes and relationships that are relevant in the bibliographic domain. A typical example 

is the lack of specialized properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships. Despite all that, OCLC 

has adopted Schema.org for the representation of its WorldCat’s data. This decision may possibly hinder future 

exploration of WorldCat data using bibliographic relationships as linking mechanisms.  

 

Figure 2:32. FRBR in the OCLC model of Works. Source: (Godby & Vizine-Goetz, 2017). 

Soon after the publication of BIBFRAME 1.0 in 2012, two OCLC reports investigating the compatibility between 

BIBFRAME and OCLC’s Model of Works were published (Godby, 2013; Godby & Denenberg, 2015). Both 

reports concluded that the two models are compatible. The BIBFRAME bf:Work is semantically close to the 

schema:CreativeWork class. Both classes refer to content, while content’s realization(s) may be represented 

with use of specific properties. The bf:Instance class refers to material embodiments which are usually 

publication products. Publication products are represented in OCLC’s Model of Works as instances of two 

classes: schema:CreativeWork and schema:Product. Material embodiments’ exemplars are modeled using the 

Item class in BIBFRAME and an instance of two Schema.org classes, schema:CreativeWork and 

schema:IndividualProduct.  

Due to the different scope of each model, BIBFRAME is to be used within libraries and other memory 

institutions, while Schema.org and OCLC’s Model of Works are to be used for promoting the discovery of 

information resources by “general-purpose search engines” (Godby, 2013). This high-level alignment is 

depicted in Figure 2:33. In December 2018, the launch of a Bibframe2Schema.org Community Group was 

announced (“Bibframe2Schema.org Community Group,” 2018). The objective of this group is to facilitate the 

mapping between the two models. In April 2020, a BIBFRAME to schema.org beta comparison viewer tool 

(https://bibframe2schema.org/compare) was announced, but no final reports have been published so far2. 

 

 
2 The last checks on the Bibframe2Schema.org Community Group webpage (https://bibframe2schema.org/) and on the 
W3C bibframe2schema community webpage (https://www.w3.org/community/bibframe2schema/) were made on 
September 6, 2020. Both checks confirmed that no new report has been published.   

https://bibframe2schema.org/compare
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Figure 2:33. High-level alignment of SchemaBibEx and BIBFRAME. Source: (Godby, 2013). 

 

2.6.2. Europeana Data Model alignments with library metadata and the EDM-FRBRoo 

application profile 

Europeana experts investigated the alignment of the Europeana Data Model (EDM) with library metadata in 

2011-2013. To align national library metadata with the EDM, three types of library materials were selected 

(monographs, multi‐volume works, and serials) and a sample of metadata was studied by a Europeana’s group 

of experts. Two reports were delivered, the “D5.1 Report on the alignment of library metadata with the 

Europeana Data Model (EDM) Version 2.0” (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012) that presented a modeling 

approach for describing the three selected materials and the “D5.2 Library domain metadata aligned with the 

Europeana Data Model Version 1.0” (Angjeli, Baumgartner, et al., 2012) that presented the validation of the 

model defined in D5.1 using the sample metadata.  

Although the FRBR and the RDA were taken under consideration, the D5.1. alignment report adopted a 

records-based approach where different pieces of information about different entities are gathered in one 

description. It was recognized that the edm:ProvidedCHO class “implies nothing about the nature of the 

resource” (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012), and, hence, may represent any type of resource including all FRBR 

Group I entities (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item). Moreover, the “edition” concept was introduced not 

as a new construct, e.g., a new EDM class, but as a new view of what the edm:ProvidedCHO class may 

represent. Thus, in this context, “edition” implies that an instance of the class edm:ProvidedCHO incorporates 

information regarding all three FRBR Group 1 entities, Work, Expression, and Manifestation, while the 

instances of the class edm:WebResource is to be used for the web exemplars (close to the FRBR Item entity) 

of the corresponding instances of the class edm:ProvidedCHO. Τhe distinction between the WEMI entities “will 

lie only in the metadata used and in the relationships expressed” (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012). In the same 

report it was suggested that a further investigation was needed for the sake of granularity and the 

representation of the FRBR WEMI entities.  

This provision induced the initiation of a new working group in July 2012. The scope of this Task Force group 

was to create an application profile that “allow a better representation of the FRBR group 1 entities” (Doerr 

et al., 2013). The group completed its tasks in April 2013 publishing the “EDM-FRBRoo Application Profile”. 

The group used FRBRoo constructs and not FRBR ones. There were two reasons for this decision. First, FRBR 

as an entity-relationship model accommodates perceptions related to bibliographic records, whereas 

FRBRoo’s object orientation is consistent with linked data design principles (Doerr et al., 2013). Secondly, 

FRBRoo further analyzes the WEMI entities and identifies more types of intellectual contribution as entities of 
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their own special kind (Doerr et al., 2013). The Task Force group used three datasets, one per material type: 

monographs (Don Quixote case), plays (Hamlet case) and musical works (Brahms and Stravinsky cases). Each 

dataset was represented in FRBRoo and then the used FRBRoo classes and properties were mapped to EDM. 

This mapping developed the EDM-FRBRoo application profile consisting of two sets: 1) EDM classes and 

properties and 2) FRBRoo concepts represented as specializations of EDM superconcepts. As depicted in Figure 

2:34, the EDM-FRBRoo Application Profile utilizes the EDM’s extension mechanism, where the instances of the 

class edm:InformationResource are further defined using edm:hasType property instances and skos:Concept 

instances. The controlled vocabulary for the skos:Concept instances includes the concepts “FRBRWork”, 

“FRBRExpression”, and “FRBRPublicationExpression”. The “FRBRPublicationExpression” concept originates 

from the FRBRoo model and was selected over FRBR Manifestation entity for the following reason. EDM 

selects digitized representations of real-objects and not the real-objects themselves. Manifestations represent 

real-world objects, whereas a “Publication Expression” represents the content, namely both creator’s and 

publisher’s intellectual efforts, embodied in the Manifestation.  

 

Figure 2:34. WEMI translated to EDM. Source: (Doerr et al., 2013). 

2.6.3. LODLAM patterns - Linked Open Data Patterns for the Libraries, Archives, and Museums 

domain 

One of the recommendations of W3C LLD Incubator Group Report for the standard bodies and organizations 

has been to “develop and disseminate best-practice design patterns tailored to library Linked Data” (Baker et 

al., 2011). The group acknowledged that expertise in library linked data should be shared to enable future 

library linked data projects. This recommendation was inspired by initiatives in the Linked Data domain, such 

as the Linked Data Patterns catalogue first published in 2010 (Dodds & Davis, 2012). This book shared patterns 

for the representation of common cases in linked data representations, such as the labelling of resources, or 

the use of ordered lists. The overview of the models in paragraph 2.3 has demonstrated that some models 

facilitate alternative representations without violating the models’ semantics. Characteristics examples are 

the static and dynamic views in FRBRoo, the BIBFRAME alternative representations using the bf:hasExpression 

property in Figure 2:26, and the use of the ore:Proxy class in EDM (Figure 2:27).  
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Both, the recommendation by W3C LLD Incubator Group and the observation made in paragraph 2.3 regarding 

alternative representations, advocate for the discovery of the best or common representation patterns in the 

library linked data domain. This exactly had been the goal of the LODLAM project.  

In 2013, Professor Richard Urban announced the “LODLAM Patterns” project (Urban, 2014). Inspired by the 

design patterns methodology implemented in software engineering and design communication, Urban 

launched the “LODLAM Patterns” project to identify patterns that could serve as “optimized solutions to 

common problems” (Urban, 2014). The first phase of the project would involve the identification of patterns 

and their storage in a representation pattern library that could serve as a tool for developers in the libraries-

archives-museums domain. The second phase would involve the development of an ontology with concepts 

regarding the identified patterns.  

The project aspired to discover the canon existing in representing LODLAM data. Among the aspirations of the 

project has been that the “LODLAM Patterns Library” would serve as a crosswalking tool to identify how a real-

world description case or a common modeling issue would be represented by different metadata element sets 

or conceptual models. Initially, several element sets and models were included in the study, e.g., Dublin Core, 

MODS, EDM, BIBFRAME, etc., for the identification of patterns.  

The sole publication about the project included one prototype pattern (the author used the term “proto-

pattern”) as evidence of the method (Urban, 2013). The “proto-pattern” dealt with the Surrogate identity 

problem, that is the problem of differentiating between the metadata about an original resource and the 

metadata about a surrogate resource. The description of the proto-pattern used a specific structure, i.e., 

Problem, Context, Solution, Related Pattern, and Examples (Urban, 2013). The project received a little 

feedback and insufficient participation. The creation and the maintenance of patterns could not be 

guaranteed, thus, enforcing Professor Urban to pause the project.  

The urge for a patterns catalog has been also highlighted in (Aalberg, Vennesland, & Farrokhnia, 2015). The 

authors focus on the implementation of the CIDOC-CRM model. Yet, they acknowledge a common trend 

among conceptual models’ documentation documents: they present a “sequential documentation of distinct 

classes and properties”. Even though, such sequential documentation is needed, implementers are mostly 

interested in “model fragments” to represent real-world cases. The authors suggest the creation of a pattern 

catalog and develop a prototype pattern catalog as a semantic wiki (named as “Ontology Pattern Semantic 

Wiki”). The “Ontology Pattern Semantic Wiki” is not available online and no newer reports have been 

published about it.      

The number or the nature of the patterns included in either of the two projects are not known. Yet, the idea 

and the methodology of the two projects can be considered as promising for identifying the canon or the 

different patterns for representing common bibliographic description cases, such as a literal translation, a 

reproduction, a free translation, a dramatization of a novel, etc.  

 

2.6.4. Studies by scholars 

Semantic interoperability is not a straightforward problem; it relates to the common understanding of 

meaning which may involve varying issues, such as, modeling, standards, schemas, value vocabularies, 

mappings, multilingualism, tools, etc. (Zeng, 2019). There have been a number of studies regarding semantic 

interoperability between the bibliographic conceptual models. This paragraph excludes studies involving the 

conversion of legacy MARC data in FRBR, BIBFRAME or other models.  

Reports and studies regarding existing library linked data projects have raised concerns regarding the 

proliferation of bibliographic models and vocabularies (Hillmann, Coyle, Phipps, & Dunsire, 2010; Jett, Cole, 
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Page, & Downie, 2016; Lovins & Hillmann, 2017; Patrício et al., 2020), the interoperability of bibliographic 

models with Linked Data principles (Dunsire, 2012; H. Park & Kipp, 2019; Peponakis, 2016; Willer & Dunsire, 

2013), and the interoperability between the bibliographic models themselves (Cagnazzo, 2017; Hallo et al., 

2016; Nillson, 2010; H. Park & Kipp, 2019, 2015; Rasmussen Pennington & Cagnazzo, 2019; Smith-Yoshimura, 

2016, 2018; Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017; Svensson, 2013; Tallerås, 2017, 2018). These studies revealed (a) the 

discordance of entity-relationship modeling adopted by the FRBR model to semantic web principles, (b) the 

lack of consensus among libraries regarding the linked datasets’ underlying conceptual models, as well as (c) 

the abundance of element and value vocabularies for the same metadata. Such practices will likely impact 

semantic interoperability, which is already affected by 1) the plethora of conversion tools from MARC21 to 

FRBR, BIBFRAME or to other custom-made models generating bibliographic datasets with great differences 

between them (H. Park & Kipp, 2015), 2) the coincidental unavailability of tools for publishing linked data 

(Frosterus et al., 2020; Smith-Yoshimura, 2016, 2018; Taniguchi, 2017a; Ullah et al., 2018; Wahid, Warraich, & 

Tahira, 2018) causing the development of custom solutions and “locally developed routines” (Frosterus et al., 

2020), and 3) the mixture of metadata elements (many of them are deprecated ones) used in library linked 

data projects to describe bibliographic resources (H. Park & Kipp, 2019). Toward the end of liberating library 

data from legacy silos, new models are developed and the danger of creating new linked data silos has already 

been expressed (H. Park & Kipp, 2019; Patrício et al., 2020; Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017; Tallerås, 2018).  

Taniguchi focuses on the interoperability of well-known models, namely, FRBR, LRM, RDA, and BIBFRAME. He 

has compared RDA to the FRBR/FRAD models (Taniguchi, 2012) in terms of core entities and inherent 

relationships, as well as entities’ attributes. Based on his findings, he proposed that, even though RDA adheres 

to the FRBR principles, it is a model of its own (Taniguchi, 2012). He also studied if BIBFRAME can be used to 

share bibliographic metadata created by various communities that use different conceptualizations, diverse 

vocabularies and constraints (Taniguchi, 2017b). He criticized the BIBFRAME’s modeling decision of not 

formally specifying domain and range constraints proving that this policy results in the reuse of the same 

property with different classes. As an example, the same properties may be used with both bf:Work and 

bf:Instance classes; this fact results in the accommodation of most bf:Work properties by the bf:Instance class, 

and clearly “implies that Work and Instance classes are not exclusive in BIBFRAME” (Taniguchi, 2017a). 

Taniguchi used loose definitions about domain and range constraints and experimented with four definition 

methods. He proved that the number of properties used to describe an instance of the bf:Work or the 

bf:Instance class changes depending on the selected method. Lastly, Taniguchi questioned the applicability of 

BIBFRAME’s main objective (Taniguchi, 2017b), that is “to accommodate any number of content models and 

specific implementations, but still enable data exchange between libraries” (Miller et al., 2012). The BIBFRAME 

policy regarding domain/range constraints is also referred in (Baker et al., 2014; J.-R. Park et al., 2020). 

Taniguchi reexamined BIBFRAME from the RDA viewpoint trying to discover if BIBFRAME can be used for RDA 

metadata (Taniguchi, 2017a). He made important observations regarding classes, properties and mappings. 

Regarding classes, he observed that both models use more than one classes for the representation of 

bibliographic resources, even though the number and the semantics of classes are different. There is no 

corresponding RDA Expression class in BIBFRAME, which may challenge future mappings. Regarding 

properties, both those representing attributes of bf:Work and bf:Instance instances, and those representing 

bibliographic relationships, Taniguchi noticed that RDA is more granular than BIBFRAME and a possible 

mapping from BIBFRAME to RDA would be difficult due to many-to-one and many-to-many mappings. 

Moreover, he observed that BIBFRAME uses classes and literal values for denoting the role of an bf:Agent, 

whereas RDA uses properties which are considered as a more stable construct. Lastly, he criticized the plethora 

of MARC21 to BIBFRAME conversion tools resulting in different BIBFRAME representations that are likely 

difficult to merge in future processes (Taniguchi, 2017a). Contrary to BIBFRAME’s flexible nature as an enabler 

for different representations, Taniguchi proposes that MARC21 data shall be converted to RDA using the RDA 

registry vocabularies, and, afterwards if needed, they may be converted to BIBFRAME. His most recent study 
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explored the merging and mapping of LRM and BIBFRAME (Taniguchi, 2018). He identified several options for 

merging and mapping, all depending on different interpretations of the flexible BIBFRAME definitions.  

Other surveys presenting or comparing bibliographic data models highlight the authors’ views regarding 

semantic interoperability enablers. Baker, Coyle, and Petiya claim that interoperability may be achieved 

between different models’ instances, as long as the models share vocabularies and some common views in 

terms of constraints (Baker et al., 2014), e.g., that core classes are disjoint. In this context, there are 

researchers suggesting a common agreement on what legacy data are needed for the future and an 

enrichment for this type of data to enable future conversions and interoperability (Alemu, Stevens, Ross, & 

Chandler, 2012; Bowen, 2010; Seeman & Goddard, 2014). In relation to enrichment of legacy data, scholars 

acknowledge the importance of controlled vocabularies and the use of URIs in legacy bibliographic records as 

precise and consistent tools for the semantic web (Hogan et al., 2012; Edward T. O’Neill & Žumer, 2014; Wallis, 

2018; Zeng, 2019).  

 

2.7. Gaps identified in the literature review 

To service users’ information needs is the mission of libraries. Nowadays, users are accustomed to online 

searching and to online materials; they consume online services daily. Semantic Web technologies and Linked 

Data offer the potential of advanced services based on meaning and linking of data. In this context, IFLA 

updated the user tasks that the Library Catalog must support (Galeffi et al., 2017). These are find, identify, 

select, acquire and obtain, and navigate and explore. To the support of these user tasks in the context of the 

Semantic Web, new models are needed. These new models may exploit the conceptualizations of the past, 

namely the entities of the bibliographic universe, as imagined by acclaimed scholars and explicitly described 

in the FRBR, and their relationships. The representation of bibliographic data according to these models’ 

semantics will enable the integration of library data into the Semantic Web and will also provide relationships 

as linking mechanisms that facilitate the navigate and explore task.  

The literature review has presented the abundance of bibliographic conceptual models (paragraph 2.3). It has 

also exhibited important differences between them regarding the numbers of bibliographic entities and 

bibliographic relationships (paragraph 2.4). The overview of well-known library linked datasets exhibited even 

more differentiations (paragraph 2.5). The aims of the presented library linked data projects differed and 

affected the decisions regarding the modeling of data. Some have used existing data models, such as the FRBR, 

while others have developed new ones. Even in cases where the same models were used, there were 

differences in terms of used metadata element sets and value vocabularies (Tallerås, 2017). In most of the 

cases including the conversion of MARC data, in-house conversion programs were mostly used generating 

really different datasets. Researchers have already highlighted the great diversity between existing library 

linked datasets in terms of data modeling, use of vocabularies, and tools (Duchateau et al., 2018; Frosterus et 

al., 2020; Hallo et al., 2016; H. Park & Kipp, 2019; Smith-Yoshimura, 2016, 2018; Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017; 

Tallerås, 2017). It is common sense that “at a minimum the lack of consensus can complicate interoperability” 

(Cole et al., 2013). Thus, even though linked data technologies are used, the meaning of the data in the 

datasets is not ensured. This is a semantic interoperability issue that needs to be resolved to avoid the 

development of library linked datasets that end up isolated and unused (Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017). The 

danger of linked data silos (Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017) is evident impacting the usage potential of the 

published datasets and most important hindering the vision of creating a unified bibliographic universe where 

users may seamlessly navigate and explore. 

To enable a unified bibliographic universe, library data need to be integrated in it regardless of the conceptual 

model they implement. Yet, existing models present differences regarding bibliographic entities, granularity, 

or constructs they use to describe bibliographic information. Despite the differences, instances of the models 
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need to provide links in the linked data environment. These links may be either links to international authority 

files, such as the VIAF, or bibliographic relationships between instances of entities. Relevant scholarly 

literature (paragraph 2.6.4) examines mostly core constructs, while the preservation of bibliographic 

relationships as linking mechanisms in the linked data environment has not been thoroughly studied yet. Early 

semantic interoperability projects focused on the compatibility of non-library models, namely schema.org and 

EDM, to library ones (paragraphs 2.6.1 & 2.6.2). Moreover, mappings between bibliographic data models have 

not been developed yet. Within this context, the existing literature presents a gap in studying the semantic 

interoperability between the bibliographic models used in publishing library linked data. The W3C LLD 

Incubator Group recommendation for “semantic alignment” between metadata element sets and for “more 

explicit conceptual connections” (Baker et al., 2011) has not been fulfilled as yet. Toward the goal of semantic 

interoperability and mappings, there is a need to compare the bibliographic conceptual models to discover 

similarities and divergences in terms of modeling, granularity, constructs, and linking mechanisms. 
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3. Study of representation of real-world bibliographic description cases 3 

To examine if semantic interoperability between the bibliographic conceptual models is achievable, the thesis 

proceeds with the investigation of how common bibliographic description cases are represented. The models 

selected for this investigation are the ones presenting granularity and being developed by reputable 

organizations, namely FRBR and its consolidation LRM developed by IFLA, RDA developed by the RDA Joint 

Steering Committee, FRBRoo developed by CIDOC and endorsed by IFLA, BIBRAME developed by the Library 

of Congress, and EDM developed by Europeana.  

All these models offer constructs for the representation of real-world bibliographic description cases. The 

investigation starts from the simplest case, that of a single-volume monograph, and progresses to other 

common, but more demanding cases that involve bibliographic relationships, such as derivation and 

aggregates. The selection of these cases has been made based on studies made by researchers regarding the 

number of instances of each bibliographic relationship in legacy library catalogs.  

The most common bibliographic description case is a single-volume monograph published once. Bennett, 

Lavoie, and O’Neill in (Bennett et al., 2003) defined this case as “elemental works” and found that more than 

three fourths (78%) of the WorldCat are “elemental works”, followed by the 16% of another simple 

bibliographic description case, that of “simple works” with multiple publications of the same content.  

Tillett in her study found out that books mostly exhibit whole-part, derivative, and equivalence relationships 

(Tillett, 1987). Regarding whole-part relationships, the aggregates case has been selected. They were 

wrongfully considered as a type of whole-part relationships and there was a long-time dispute regarding their 

nature (IFLA FRBR Working group on Aggregates, 2009; O’Neill et al., 2011). Differing views about their nature 

are still recorded in the literature (Coyle, 2016; Coyle et al., 2017; Fritz, 2016a, 2016b; Neill et al., 2015; 

Taniguchi, 2013; Wiesenmüller, 2012). Other reasons defending their inclusion are the following: First, 

aggregates are common; according to Benett, et. all (Bennett et al., 2003), 12% of WorldCat records describe 

aggregate manifestations, while a later study by Žumer and O’Neill revealed that one fifth (21,2%) of a sample 

with 1000 WorldCat records are aggregates (Neill et al., 2015). Moreover, aggregates are often difficult to 

identify in flat MARC records and in legacy library catalogs (Aalberg & Žumer, 2013; Hickey & O’Neill, 2009; 

Neill et al., 2015; Žumer & O’Neill, 2012). Their representation using the constructs of granular models may 

be proved challenging.  

Studies have provided evidence affirming that there are significant proportions of derivative works in catalogs. 

Tillett examined notes in the Library of Congress catalog to find that the 16,4% of records of her sample 

contained derivative works (Tillett, 1987). This percentage is slightly smaller, 14,3%, when certain MARC fields 

are taken under consideration. Smiraglia discovered that nearly half (49,9%) of the works in his Georgetown 

University sample were derivative works (Smiraglia, 1992). Other studies performed by Smiraglia in other 

catalogs identified different percentages: 30,2% in (Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999), and 50-66% of theological works 

in (Smiraglia, 1999). Velucci in her study regarding musical works identified the largest proportion compared 

to other scholars (Vellucci, 1995). She found that the 85,4% of her sample, musical scores from the Sibley 

Music Library, exhibited the derivation relationship. A more recent study by Petek using a sample from the 

COBIB Slovenian Catalog found that a quarter (25,75%) of the works in COBIB are derivative ones (Petek, 2007).  

 
3 This chapter revisits and expands the study published in this paper: Zapounidou, S., Sfakakis, M., & Papatheodorou, C. 
(2017). Representing and integrating bibliographic information into the semantic web: A comparison of four conceptual 
models. Journal of Information Science, 43(4), 525-553. doi:10.1177/0165551516650410. The paper’s study was 
performed in 2015-2016 and since then all models have been updated with significant changes. In this chapter the IFLA 
LRM and RDA models are also studied; these two models were not included in the published article.  
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Equivalence relationship has been the third one mostly exhibited in books, according to Tillett’s study (Tillett, 

1987). Tillett’s thesis was published in 1987 and since then libraries have undertaken a wide variety of 

digitization projects (Coyle, 2006; Hahn, 2006; Lopatin, 2006; Powell, 2008; Spellman & Holley, 2011) and have 

made efforts to integrate digitized material into OPACs (Calhoun, 2006; Library of Congress Network 

Development and MARC Standards Office, 2002; Reed-Scott, 1999).  

To navigate and to explore (Galeffi et al., 2017) have been identified as key user tasks that bibliographic data 

and catalogs need to support. Bibliographic relationships may serve as a linking mechanism between 

bibliographic resources in a linked data environment. An extra linking and collocation mechanism could be 

provided with the representation of bibliographic families.  

The study of the representation of all these cases, namely, single-volume monographs, bibliographic 

relationships (derivative, equivalence, and aggregates), and bibliographic families, has identified some 

important findings regarding similarities and divergences between the models.  

3.1. Representation of real bibliographic description cases 
The first case is a single-volume monograph and then the study proceeds to common real bibliographic cases, 

such as translation (derivative relationship), adaptation (derivative relationship), reproduction (equivalence 

relationship), and aggregates.  

At this point the concept of path is defined, which is frequently used in this thesis: A path is defined by a 

sequence of the triples “domain class – property – range class” (Kondylakis, Doerr, & Plexousakis, 2006). The 

name of the entity/class is depicted with a colored rectangle and below it in a white-filled rectangle the 

corresponding instance of the entity/class is written. Relationships are depicted as arrows with labels. The 

direction of the arrows is from the domain class/entity to the range class/entity. 

3.1.1.  Single-volume monographs, elemental and simple works  

To study the representation of “elemental and simple works” in each model, a Miguel de Cervantes Work has 

been selected. The Work “El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote de La Mancha” by Miguel de Cervantes is the first 

part of the Work known nowadays as “Don Quixote”. Don Quixote is one of the most popular novels (“The 

Library 100,” 2019) and, even though its first part is not an “elemental work”, it could be used for studying the 

representation of simple bibliographic description cases, i.e., elemental and simple works, as well as for more 

complicated bibliographic description cases, e.g., translation, adaptation, aggregates, etc. Elemental works 

may be successfully represented in all models studied in this thesis. For readability reasons, the example of 

“El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote de La Mancha” is referred as “First part” in the figures of this paragraph.  

In FRBR, Cervantes’ set of ideas specifying “El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote de La Mancha” as a distinct 

intellectual creation is represented by a Work entity instance (Figure 3:1). The entirety of the Work entity ideas 

is realized through an Expression entity instance representing the text in Spanish. The publication of El 

ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote de la Mancha in 1605 designates a material embodiment (Manifestation entity) 

of the signs used in the Spanish language Expression. The Manifestation entity instance represents all the 

physical objects that bear the same content and publication’s physical characteristics. An exemplar of this 

publication, a specific copy held in a library is represented with an Item entity instance. The LRM 

representation is the same to the FRBR one using LRM classes for FRBR entities and LRM properties for FRBR 

relationships (Figure 3:2).  

 

Figure 3:1. FRBR representation of a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote 
de La Mancha”.  
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Figure 3:2. LRM representation of a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote 
de La Mancha”. 

The RDA representation of the First Part is similar to the FRBR representation (Figure 3:3). FRBR entities are 

represented as classes, and inherent relationships are represented as properties. RDA enables the 

representation of an additional inherent relationship, the rdaw:P10072 has manifestation of work, that may 

relate an rdac:C1001 Work instance with its physical embodiment(s) represented as rdac:1007 Manifestation 

class instances.  

 

Figure 3:3. RDA representation of a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote 
de La Mancha”. 

FRBR, its consolidation IFLA-LRM, and RDA all identify and represent the same distinct moments in the creation 

timeline of the Work example, namely, the set of Cervantes’ ideas that form the Work with the title “El 

ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote de la Mancha” (Work entity); the original Spanish text (Expression entity); the 

publication (Manifestation entity); and an exemplification of that publication held at a library (Item entity).  

The object-oriented FRBR (FRBRoo) enables the representation of more distinct moments in the creation 

timeline. Moreover, it provides more than one representation approaches, namely, a static view which is 

similar to FRBR and a dynamic view that also represents ‘temporal entities’, e.g., events, activities, to associate 

the entities represented in the static view to time-spans, locations and agents. Even though the FRBRoo static 

view is close to the FRBR, FRBRoo uses specialized classes that extend the FRBR entities’ semantics (Figure 

3:4). The First Part is one of Cervantes’ distinct intellectual creations without having other works as parts. It is 

represented as an instance of the F14 Individual Work, which is a subclass of the class F1 Work. This F14 

Individual Work instance R9 is realised in one F22 Self-Contained Expression which is incorporated (P165 

incorporates) in an F24 Publication Expression instance. The F24 Publication Expression class represents the 

publisher’s contribution incorporating both Cervantes’ signs (represented in the F22 Self-Contained Expression 

instance) and the ones (textual or visual) used by the publisher for the production of the publication. The 

publication as a product is represented by an F3 Manifestation Product Type class instance that should carry 

the F24 Publication Expression with all the F22 Self-Contained Expressions that it may incorporate. An exemplar 

of this F3 Manifestation Product Type is represented with an F5 Item instance. As stated in the example (Figure 

3:4), FRBRoo differentiates between the intellectual creation and the publication process; F22 Self-Contained 

Expressions are part of the intellectual creation and during the production process may be incorporated with 

other F22 Self-Contained Expressions into an F24 Publication Expression. A second differentiation between 

FRBR and FRBRoo is that the F5 Item class is explicitly stated as the actual carrier of the F24 Publication 

Expression.  
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Figure 3:4. Static FRBRoo representation of a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don 
Quixote de La Mancha”. 

 

In the FRBRoo dynamic view, entities from the static FRBRoo representation (Figure 3:4) may be represented 

along with associated ‘temporal entities’. As presented in Figure 3:5, the dynamic view adds four events 

(depicted with different shapes) related to the conception of the ideas of the Work (F27 Work Conception), 

the creation of the signs (F28 Expression Creation), the creation of the publication signs (F24 Publication 

Expression), and the production of the publication products (F32 Carrier Production Event). It must be noted 

that the shapes used for the events consist of the upper part representing the class and the lower part 

representing not the instance of the event class, but the E39 Agent who carried out the event (P14 carried out 

by/performed). For readability reasons, the complete paths regarding agents are not depicted. An example 

regarding the agent participating in the F27 Work Conception event is presented in Figure 3:6. The exact role 

of the F10 Person instance in the F27 Work Conception event may be represented by using a literal value in 

the following path (P14.1 in the role of - E55 Type=“Creator”). FRBRoo does not provide a full list of values for 

roles, nor does it refer to any related controlled value vocabulary.  

Focusing on the First Part example, Figure 3:5 represents that the First Part_F14 instance was conceived in an 

F27 Work Conception event carried out by a F10 Person with the name Cervantes. The First Part_F22 instance 

was created in an F28 Expression Creation event, also carried out by Cervantes at a particular location and 

time. Another F10 Person named Francisco de Robles has carried out an F30 Publication Event that created an 

instance of the First Part_F24 instance, which incorporates the First Part_F22. The production of the 

publication product and all of its exemplars occurred in an F32 Carrier Production Event instance carried out 

by an F10 Person named Juan de la Cuesta. Thus, dynamic FRBRoo representations may result to rich 

descriptions of 1) creation and production processes, 2) products of these processes (abstract or material), 

and 3) agents involved in these processes. 
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Figure 3:5. Dynamic FRBRoo representation of a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo 
don Quixote de La Mancha”. 

 

 

Figure 3:6. Dynamic FRBRoo representation of Cervantes’ conception of the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don 
Quixote de La Mancha”. The exact role of Cervantes is represented by typing the P14 carried out by / performed property.  

 

In the BIBFRAME 2.0 representation depicted in Figure 3:7, both the ideas of the “El ingenioso hidalgo don 

Quixote de La Mancha” and the signs realizing the ideas are represented by the class bf:Text, which is a 

subclass of the class bf:Work. With the bf:Text class the type of signs used for the realization of the ideas is 

also explicitly stated. The publication product is represented with a bf:Instance subclass, bf:Print. Using the 

bf:Print class the exact carrier type used for the publication product is explicitly stated. The bf:Text class 

instance has as its instance (bf:hasInstance) the bf:Print class instance. An exemplification of the bf:Print 

instance is represented with the bf:Item instance.  

 

Figure 3:7. BIBFRAME representation of a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don 
Quixote de La Mancha”. 

BIBFRAME provides flexible definitions that may cause ambiguity. As an example, BIBFRAME provides the 

bf:hasExpression property to either relate different bf:Work containing different expressions of the same 

ideas, or to enable an FRBR-like representation. In the latter case, depicted in Figure 3:8, the first bf:Work 

instance includes -similarly to the FRBR Work- only the ideas and ignores the signs realizing it. We define this 

case an Expression-agnostic bf:Work.  

BIBFRAME does not clarify if the bf:Work including the signs (the bf:Text instance in Figure 3:8), includes just 

the signs -similarly to the FRBR Expression entity- or keeps both ideas and signs according to the bf:Work 

definition. Most likely, the bf:Text instance includes both ideas and signs. Thus, even though the 
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representation in Figure 3:8 is similar to the FRBR one in Figure 3:1, there is a significant difference between 

information described by the FRBR Work and Expression entities and the two bf:Work instances (bf:Work and 

bf:Text). 

 

Figure 3:8. Alternative BIBFRAME representation of a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso 
hidalgo don Quixote de La Mancha”. The first bf:Work instance is an Expression-agnostic one.  

EDM enables the representation of born-digital or digitized European Cultural Heritage Objects available 

online. Therefore, in the following EDM representation (Figure 3:9), a digitization of the First Part example is 

described. The First Part is represented as an edm:ProvidedCHO class instance incorporating in a rather flat 

approach all information regarding ideas, signs, and publication. A digital exemplar of the First Part_CHO is 

represented with an edm:WebResource class instance. An ore:Aggregation class instance is used to group the 

description of the cultural heritage object (First part_CHO) and its digital exemplar (First part_URL). In the 

Figure 3:9, the ore:Aggregation instance is identified by using a combination of the institution providing the 

edm:ProvidedCHO instance (XPROV) and the unique identifier of the edm:ProvidedCHO instance in the 

provider’s system (7791).  

 

Figure 3:9. EDM representation of a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote 
de La Mancha”. 

An alternative EDM representation could use the ore:Proxy class to preserve provenance and contextual 

information regarding the First part_CHO. There can exist many ore:Proxy instances, each one of which may 

preserve its provider’s metadata about the same edm:ProvidedCHO (the First part_CHO in the example). Use 

of the ore:Proxy class will enable the use of one edm:ProvidedCHO class instance for each European Cultural 

Heritage Object and the contextualization of multiple descriptions made by different providers. In Figure 3:10, 

there are two edm:WebResource instances provided for the same First part_CHO by two different providers. 

Each provider’s metadata is preserved in an ore:Proxy class instance.  

 

Figure 3:10. EDM representation using ore:Proxy class instances to accommodate providers’ metadata regarding the same 
edm:ProvidedCHO instance, a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote de La 
Mancha”.  
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A second alternative representation in EDM may use the EDM-FRBRoo application profile. The EDM-FRBRoo 

application profile may provide additional information on the occasion of an edm:ProvidedCHO (Figure 3:11). 

In this representation, the edm:ProvidedCHO instance may describe either the publication information (similar 

to the FRBR Manifestation entity), or as in typical EDM representations (see Figure 3:9) all information 

regarding ideas, signs, and publication. Either way, ideas and signs may be explicitly represented using typed 

edm:InformationResource instances. The edm:InformationResource instance representing the ideas in the El 

ingenioso hidalgo don Quixote de La Mancha single-volume monograph is typed (edm:hasType) as a 

skos:Concept instance with the literal value “FRBRWork”. The edm:InformationResource instance representing 

the signs is typed (edm:hasType) as a skos:Concept instance with the literal value “FRBRExpression”. The 

inherent relationship between the ideas and the signs realizing them is represented with an instance of the 

edm:isDerivativeOf property relating the two typed edm:InformationResource instances.  

 

Figure 3:11. EDM representation using the EDM-FRBRoo application profile to represent abstract FRBR entities on the occasion of the 
edm:ProvidedCHO instance describing a single-volume monograph, the Don Quixote’s First Part entitled “El ingenioso hidalgo don 
Quixote de La Mancha”.  

 

3.1.2. Bibliographic relationships  

In the linked data cloud, relationships are a key linking mechanism. In the bibliographic universe, bibliographic 

relationships provide exploration opportunities by representing how one Work has influenced another or how 

it has evolved over time through its editions, translations, transformations, etc. Such instantiation networks 

are really common (Smiraglia, 2005), as presented in the literature review (paragraph 2.1.2.1) and in the 

beginning of this chapter. The representation of three bibliographic relationships is studied: derivative, 

equivalence, and aggregates. It must be noted that many models enable alternative representations using the 

models’ constructs. Some of these alternative representations are also included in this section’s investigation. 

  

3.1.2.1. Derivative relationships 

The Don Quixote example is used once more. Even though Cervantes wrote two parts, they were later 

published together forming an aggregate. Nowadays, Don Quixote is considered as one Work, and this is how 

it is represented in the paragraph’s figures. Don Quixote is among the most popular novels (“The Library 100,” 

2019) having a really great bibliographic family or instantiation network with many translations, adaptations 

and transformations. Don Quixote has been translated as a whole, and its parts have also their own derivations 

published separately. For the study of derivative relationships two translations have been selected. The first 

is a free translation/adaptation, where the French translator has changed the ending to later publish his own 

sequel. The French translation by Filleau de Saint-Martin was really popular in its time having its own 

derivations (“Cervantes project: Cervantes collection,” n.d.). John Phillips translated the Filleau de Saint-

Martin’s French text in English offering to the Don Quixote’s publishing history the worst English translation 

ever (Stavans, 2008). The Filleau de Saint-Martin translation is denoted as “French translation” in the figures, 

while John Phillips translation is denoted as “English translation”. 
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In FRBR, the Filleau de Saint-Martin free French translation entitled “Histoire de l'admirable don Quichotte de 

la Manche” constitutes a new Work adapting the original “Don Quixote”. The John Phillips English translation 

is a new realization of the adaptation Work and not of the original one. Therefore, in Figure 3:12 the original 

“Don Quixote” Work is related with the has adaptation relationship to the French translation Work. The French 

translation Work is realized into two Expressions, the French one and the English one, which are related with 

a has a translation relationship.  

 

 

Figure 3:12. FRBR representation of derivative (translation-adaptation) relationships of Don Quixote. 

At this point, it must be noted that the FRBR represents literal translations as Expressions of the same Work. 

In this realization-based approach, a translation relationship may be represented only when both original and 

derivative signs are known. In case the original signs used for the translation are not known, then the 

relationship is not represented, but the derivative Expression containing the translation remains as a 

realization of its Work. As an example using the Figure 3:12, if it was not known that the Philips English 

translation_E used the French translation_E, then the Philips English translation_E would remain as realization 

of the French translation_W (using the is realized through relationship), but the translation relationship (has 

a translation) would not be represented. This realization-based approach for the representation of literal 

translations is common among librarians and is also enabled by the LRM and RDA models that follow.  

The LRM representation (Figure 3:13) is similar to the FRBR one. There is a difference regarding relationships. 

LRM identifies less relationships than FRBR. FRBR relationships have been either merged or generalized. As an 

example, four Work to Work derivative relationships have been merged into the LRM-R22 is a transformation 

of property; namely, is derivation of, is adaptation of, is transformation of, and is an imitation of. Thus, for the 

case of adaptation, the LRM-R22 is a transformation of property is used to relate the two LRM-E2 Works, 

where the one (French translation_W) is the free translation of the other (Don Quixote). The translation 

relationship between the LRM-E3 Expressions is represented with an instance of the LRM-R24 is derivation of 

property typed as “translation”. The exact nature of the derivative relationship is represented by “typing” the 

LRM-R24 is derivation of property. Yet, a controlled vocabulary with terms that can be used for typing the 

LRM-R24 is derivation of property has not been created in the context of LRM, nor the LRM proposes the use 

of a related third-party vocabulary. Use of free text for typing the LRM-R24 property will probably cause 

inconsistencies in LRM instances. Even though, the LRM-R24 property can be typed to represent more 

specialized derivative relationships, the LRM-R22 is a transformation of cannot be sub-typed. There is no 

reference neither in the official LRM document (Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017a), nor in the mappings document 

(Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017b) regarding the use of sub-types for the LRM-R22 property.  
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Figure 3:13. LRM representation of derivative (translation-adaptation) relationships of Don Quixote using the realization approach. 

Even though all examples in the official LRM document (Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017a) follow the realization 

approach, it is clearly stated that the LRM model may accommodate the derivation approach too. According 

to the derivation approach, which is common in the publishing industry, each translation is not a new 

realization (Expression), but a new Work. This alternative representation is depicted in Figure 3:14. Each 

translation is considered as new LRM-E2 Work. The translation relationship is represented with the LRM-R24 

is derivation of property instance typed as translation. The LRM-R24 is derivation of property relates the LRM-

E3 Expression instances of the two translation LRM-E2 Works, namely the French translation and the English 

translation Expressions.  

 

Figure 3:14. LRM representation of derivative (translation-adaptation) relationships of Don Quixote using the derivation approach. 

The RDA representation (Figure 3:15) adheres to the realization approach and is similar to the FRBR 

representation in Figure 3:12. RDA has refined the relationships identified in FRBR and identifies in an analytic 

way the exact nature of the relationship. Free translation is not represented as a generic adaptation, but the 

exact nature of adaptation is represented using the rdaw:P10099 is freely translated as work property. 

 
Figure 3:15. RDA representation of derivative (translation-adaptation) relationships of Don Quixote. 

FRBRoo refines FRBR entities, and, thus, different work-related classes are used in the representation (Figure 

3:16). Don Quixote is represented with a general F15 Complex Work instance class instance representing the 

dominance of Cervantes’ concepts about the adventures of Don Quixote. An F15 Complex Work instance may 

have other F15 Complex Works or F14 Individual Works as members provided that they are dominated also by 
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the same initial concepts (Bekiari, Doerr, Le Bœuf, & Riva, 2015). The “French translation” is also represented 

as an F15 Complex Work instance related to the F15 Don Quixote instance with an instance of the R2 is 

derivative of property typed as adaptation. The “French translation” F15 Complex Work instance has two 

members, an F14 Individual Work instance representing the complete set of Filleau de Saint-Martin’s ideas for 

the “Histoire de l'admirable don Quichotte de la Manche”, and another F14 Individual Work instance 

representing the complete set of John Philip’s ideas. The F14 Individual Work instance representing the English 

translation is related to the French translation F14 Individual Work with the R2 is derivative of property typed 

as translation. There are two important issues to be noted here. First, all derivative relationships are 

represented between F1 Works with the R2 is derivative of property. The exact nature of the derivative 

relationship is represented by “typing” the R2 is derivative of property. The R2 is derivative of property may 

be “typed” with the R2.1 has type property. For consistency, the R2.1 has type property may have as values 

only the following ones: “Abridgement”, “Adaptation”, “Arrangement”, “Imitation”, “Revision”, “Summary”, 

“Transformation”, “Translation”. Secondly, the translation relationship between the two F22 Self-Contained 

Expressions (Figure 3:16) is implied through the representation of the relationship between the F14 Individual 

Work instances that the two F22 Self-Contained Expression instances realize.  

 
Figure 3:16. FRBRoo representation of derivative (translation, adaptation) relationships by specializing the R2 is derivative of property 
with the respective property type. The derivation approach is used.  

Figure 3:16 presents a derivation approach in representing translations as new Works. FRBRoo may also enable 

the representation of the realization approach using its constructs. The alternative realization approach treats 

literal translations as new realizations of the same Work (Figure 3:17). The free “French translation” is not 

treated by the realization approach, since free translations are actually adaptations that change both content 

and signs resulting in the creation of new Works. Both “Don Quixote” and “French translation” are represented 

as F1 Work instances related to one another with an R2 is derivative of (type:adaptation) property instance. 

The “French translation” F1 Work is realized in two F22 Self-Contained Expression instances representing the 

French and English texts. These two F22 Self-Contained Expression instances are related with the R14 

incorporates property. Therefore, even though the translation relationship is represented between two 

realizations of the same Work, the specificity of the relationship is lost and a more generic property (R14 

incorporates) is used instead.  
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Figure 3:17. FRBRoo alternative representation of derivative (translation) relationships using the realization approach. 

In BIBFRAME, the bf:Work class is used to represent both author’s ideas and the signs realizing them. Hence, 

any change on the intellectual content or on the signs triggers the creation of a new bf:Work. The original 

bf:Work is related to its derivative bf:Work with a property depending on the type of derivation. The “Don 

Quixote” example is once again represented using the BIBFRAME constructs (Figure 3:18). Since all three 

bf:Works are textual ones, the bf:Text class, subclass of bf:Work, has been used for their representation. 

BIBFRAME does not provide many properties for the representation of derivative relationships. Adaptations, 

free translations, transformations may be represented using the bf:hasDerivative property. There is a 

specialized property for the case of literal translation, namely, the bf:translation property. Hence, the Don 

Quixote bf:Text instance is related to its free translation into French (French translation bf:Text instance) with 

a bf:hasDerivative property. The French translation bf:Text instance is related to the bf:Text instance 

representing its literal translation into English with the bf:translation property.  

 

Figure 3:18. BIBFRAME representation of derivative (translation, adaptation) relationships. 

BIBFRAME seems to adhere to the derivative approach enabling the representation of the derivative 

relationship (translation or adaptation in Figure 3:18) only when both signs are known. In case they are not 

known, it is very likely that some bf:Works are rendered “orphan”. This issue is further analyzed in section 3.2 

that examines the representation of bibliographic families and progenitors.  

The Europeana Data Model enables the descriptions of material objects and their digital representations. The 

Don Quixote example has been represented in all previously mentioned models in an abstract manner, in 

terms of ideas and signs, Work and Expression entities in FRBR or bf:Work in BIBFRAME. Such representation 

is not possible in EDM. Thus, in the following Figure 3:19 only the French and English translations are 

represented with two edm:ProvidedCHO class instances. Don Quixote is not represented, nor the adaptation 

relationship with the French translation edm:ProvidedCHO instance. Derivations may be represented in EDM 

using a generic property, the edm:isDerivativeOf one. The French translation edm:ProvidedCHO instance is 

related to the English translation edm:ProvidedCHO instance with an inverse of the edm:isDerivativeOf 

property instance. Even though the translation relationship is represented, the specificity of the relationship 

is lost.  
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Figure 3:19. EDM representation of derivative (translation) relationships. 

Using the EDM-FRBRoo application profile, an alternative representation may be created for the same 

example (Figure 3:20). The EDM-FRBRoo application profile enables the representation of more bibliographic 

resources being somehow related to edm:ProvidedCHO instances. Hence, the relationship of the “French 

translation” with the “Don Quixote” may be represented, despite the absence of a “Don Quixote” 

edm:ProvidedCHO instance. The adaptation relationship between Don Quixote and its French free translation 

is represented between the two edm:InformationResource instances that have been typed as “FRBRWork”. 

The translation relationship between the French translation and its literal English translation may be also 

represented in EDM-FRBRoo either between the corresponding edm:InformationResource instances (typed as 

“FRBRWork”), or between the edm:InformationResource instances (typed as “FRBRExpression”) using the 

edm:isDerivativeOf property. These two edm:isDerivativeOf property instances are depicted in Figure 3:20 

with dashed arrows for readability reasons. It must be noted that the edm:isDerivativeOf property is used in 

EDM-FRBRoo for representing two different types of relationships. When relating a typed “FRBRWork” 

edm:InformationResource instance with another typed “FRBRExpression” edm:InformationResource instance, 

then the inherent relationship of realization is represented. When relating edm:InformationResource 

instances of the same type (either “FRBRWork”, or “FRBRExpression”), then a derivative relationship 

(translation and adaptation) is represented. This adds some ambiguity and may need more clarifying rules in 

future mappings. Another note at this point is that currently EDM (Europeana, 2017), defines that the 

edm:isDerivativeOf property is to be used for the representation of translation, summarization, and 

abstraction, while the dcterms:isVersionOf property is to be used for other editions and adaptations. Such a 

separation is not included in the EDM-FRBRoo application profile documents and test cases.  

 

Figure 3:20. EDM alternative representation of derivative (translation, adaptation) relationships using specialized EDM classes. 
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3.1.2.2. Equivalence relationship 

Reproduction enables the creation of exact copies of a certain material embodiment. These copies may be 

facsimiles, reprints, photocopies, microforms, digitizations, etc. To study the equivalence relationship, the 

“Don Quixote” example is used. The English translation by John Phillips, already presented in the examples of 

the previous paragraph, has been digitized by the National Library of Spain. In the following paragraphs the 

representation of this digitization case is presented using each model’s constructs.  

In FRBR, the equivalence relationship is represented between Manifestation instances (Figure 3:21). Even 

though, reproductions are produced by a specific Item, this Item is considered as a representative exemplar 

of the Manifestation. The result of a reproduction is a new Manifestation, regardless the physical 

characteristics of the original Manifestation are preserved. The intellectual content and the authorship status 

must be preserved though (Tillett, 1991). In case the reproduction is about a characteristic Item, e.g., a book 

with handwritten annotations by its owner, then the relationship is represented between the specific Item 

instance and the produced Manifestation. This alternative representation is depicted in Figure 3:21 with the 

long dash dotted arrow. Another representation of the equivalence relationship in FRBR involves the 

reproduction of Item that preserves intellectual content, authorship, and physical characteristics. For this type 

of reproduction another Item is represented (English translation_RepI in Figure 3:21) and is related to the 

original Item with the inverse of the has a reproduction relationship. The relationship is depicted with the 

dashed arrow in Figure 3:21. 

 
Figure 3:21. FRBR representation of equivalence relationship expressed between Manifestation instances. Two alternative 
representations are depicted. The dashed arrow depicts the reproduction of an Item resulting in another Item that preserves original 
Item’s physical characteristics too. The long dash dotted arrow depicts the reproduction of a characteristic Item resulting in a 
Manifestation instance that does not preserve the original Item’s physical characteristics.  

The LRM representation is similar to the FRBR. The only difference is that LRM does not enable the 

representation of reproduction between two LRM-E5 Item instances. In LRM, a reproduction process always 

ends up with a new LRM-E4 Manifestation instance (Figure 3:22). The equivalence relationship is represented 

either between two LRM-E4 Manifestation instances (the original one and the reproduced one), or between 

the characteristic LRM-E5 Item instance and the reproduced LRM-E4 Manifestation instance.  
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Figure 3:22. LRM representation of equivalence relationship expressed between LRM-E4 Manifestation instances. The alternative 
representation of reproducing a characteristic LRM-E5 Item is depicted with the long dash dotted arrow. 

In RDA, the equivalence relationship may be represented between rdac:C1007 Manifestation instances (Figure 

3:23). In case the reproduction happens using a characteristic rdac:C1003 Item, then the equivalence 

relationship is represented between this rdac:C1003 Item and the reproduced rdac:C1007 Manifestation 

instance.  

 

 

Figure 3:23. RDA representation of equivalence relationship expressed between rdac:C10007 Manifestation instances. The alternative 
representation of reproducing a characteristic rdac:C10003 Item is depicted with the long dash dotted arrow. 

FRBRoo provides multiple options for the representation of the equivalence relationship, i.e., reproduction in 

the case of the English translation example. These options involve representation of the relationship at the 

Manifestation or Item level in an either static or dynamic way. Not all options may be used for the 

representation of the selected example. Yet, they are all presented to justify the selection of the proper 

representation of the example using the FRBRoo constructs.  

In the static representation approach, the equivalence relationship is represented by typing the P130 shows 

features of /P130i features are also found on {P130.1 kind of similarity: E55 Type = “Reproduction”} property. 

This relationships can be used to relate either two F3 Manifestation Product Type instances (case 1 in Figure 
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3:24), or between an F5 Item instance and an F3 Manifestation Product Type instance (case 2 in Figure 3:24), 

or between two F5 Item instances (Figure 3:25). The representation of reproduction between two F3 

Manifestation Product Type instances actually means that, even though a specific example of the original F3 

Manifestation Product Type instance has been used, this specific example (an F5 Item instance) is thought to 

be a representative exemplar of the F3 Manifestation Product Type instance. The representation of 

reproduction between the F5 Item instance and the F3 Manifestation Product Type instance reveals that the 

F5 Item instance is not thought as a representative exemplar of the original F3 Manifestation Product Type 

instance, but it has some characteristic, e.g., annotations or a dedication, that differentiates it from other F5 

Item instances-examples of the original F3 Manifestation Product Type instance. The representation of 

reproduction between F5 Item instances (Figure 3:25) describes a reproduction of a specific F5 Item instance 

that produces a reproduction (English translation_RepF5 in Figure 3:25) carrying the same physical 

characteristics with the original F5 Item instance.  

 

Figure 3:24. FRBRoo static representation of equivalence relationship expressed between F3 Manifestation Product Type instances 
(relationship depicted with number 1). The alternative representation between an F5 Item instance and an F3 Manifestation Product 
Type instance (relationship depicted with number 2) is also presented. 

 

 

Figure 3:25. FRBRoo static representation of equivalence relationship expressed between F5 Item instances. 
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FRBRoo enables the dynamic representation of reproduction using instances of the F33 Reproduction Event 

class. It must be noted that this class is used to represent reproductions taking place for ‘fair use’. 

Reproductions in multiple copies for commercial use may be represented using the F32 Carrier Production 

Event class. The F33 Reproduction Event and the F32 Carrier Production Event classes are not disjoint. 

Therefore, there might be cases where a production plan has been implemented for ‘fair use’ purposes. Such 

cases may be represented using both classes’ instances (Working Group on FRBR/CRM Dialogue et al., 2016). 

Figure 3:26 presents the dynamic representation of reproducing an F3 Manifestation Product Type instance to 

produce another F3 Manifestation Product Type instance. Figure 3:27 presents the reproduction represented 

between F5 Item instances using the FRBRoo dynamic approach. The F33 Reproduction Event class produces 

only E84 Information Carrier instances (F5 Item is a subclass of the E84 Information Carrier class). The E84 

Information Carrier (or the English translation_RepF5 F5 Item instance in Figure 3:27) instance does not have 

to carry the same physical characteristics of the original F5 Item used in the F33 Reproduction Event. Therefore, 

the R31 is a reproduction of property has a semantic difference to the P130 shows features of /P130i features 

are also found on {P130.1 kind of similarity: E55 Type = “Reproduction”} property as used in Figure 3:25. The 

R31 is a reproduction of is the shortcut of the “fully developed path from E84 Information Carrier through R30 

produced (was produced by), F33 Reproduction Event R29 reproduced (was reproduced by) to E84 Information 

Carrier” (Working Group on FRBR/CRM Dialogue et al., 2016). Therefore, the produced F5 Item instance 

(English translation_RepF5) may carry different characteristics to the original F5 Item. The use of the P130 

shows features of /P130i features are also found on {P130.1 kind of similarity: E55 Type = “Reproduction”} 

property in Figure 3:25 conveys that the English translation_RepF5 has the same physical characteristics to 

the original English translation_F5.  

 

 
Figure 3:26. FRBRoo dynamic representation of equivalence relationship expressed between F3 Manifestation Product Type instances. 
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Figure 3:27. FRBRoo dynamic representation of equivalence relationship expressed between F5 Item instances. 

 

To conclude the FRBRoo representation of equivalence relationship, the example of the digitized English 

translation may be represented using either the static approach as presented in Figure 3:24 (case 1), or the 

dynamic approach as presented in Figure 3:26. The reproduced English translation_RepF5 is a digitization of a 

print publication which is considered as a representative of the English translation_F3. Therefore, the 

reproduction is represented at the Manifestation level, as presented in Figure 3:24’s the first case, and in 

Figure 3:26. The representations at the Item level as presented in Figure 3:25, and in Figure 3:27 cannot 

describe the example successfully. The representation, as depicted in Figure 3:25, has been discarded for the 

representation of the selected case (reproduction of the John Philips English translation) due to an additional 

reason. The English translation_RepF5 (Figure 3:25) does not present the same physical characteristics as the 

original English translation_F5. Therefore, the P130 shows features of /P130i features are also found on 

{P130.1 kind of similarity: E55 Type = “Reproduction”} cannot be used to represent the 

equivalence/reproduction relationship.  

 

In BIBFRAME, reproduction is represented between bf:Instance class instances with the bf:hasReproduction 

property (Figure 3:28). Due to domain and range restrictions, the reproduction using a unique bf:Item instance 

cannot be represented contrary to all the previously presented models (FRBR, LRM, RDA, and FRBRoo). 

 

Figure 3:28. BIBFRAME representation of equivalence relationship.  
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In EDM, each digital reproduction is represented with a new edm:ProvidedCHO class instance (Figure 3:29). 

Equivalence is represented in terms of different formats between the related edm:ProvidedCHO instances, 

e.g., a digitized publication in pdf format and daisy format. The property used to represent the relationship is 

the dcterms:hasFormat and its inverse dcterms:isFormatOf property (Europeana, 2017).  

 

Figure 3:29. EDM representation of equivalence relationship.  

 

3.1.2.3. Aggregates 

The example used for the representation of aggregates is an annotated edition of Cervantes’ Don Quixote. 

The publication title is “Don Quijote de la Mancha” and it was published in Madrid, 2004 by Alfaguara for the 

Real Academia Espanñ ola and the Asociación de Academias de la Lengua Espanñ ola. This annotated edition 

(denoted as Work 3 in the figures of this paragraph) includes the following nonintegral parts in this sequence: 

‐ Introduction by editor Fransisco Rico 

‐ a preface entitled “Un Novela Para El Siglo XXI” by the famous writer Mario Vargas Llosa (denoted as 

Work 4 in the following figures),  

‐ a study on the Don Quixote character, entitled “La Invención Del "Quijote"” by Francisco Ayala (denoted 

as Work 5),  

‐ a second study on the Don Quixote character, entitled “Cervantes Y El "Quijote"” by Martin de Riquer,  

‐ a general note on the text by the editor Francisco Rico,  

‐ Don Quixote first part (El Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quijote) with annotations by the editor Fransico Rico 

(denoted as Work 1),  

‐ Don Quixote second part (Segunda parte del ingenioso caballero Don Quijote de la Mancha) with 

annotations by the editor Fransico Rico (denoted as Work 2),  

‐ a study regarding the language used by Cervantes entitled “La Lengua De Cervantes Y El "Quijote"” by 

Jose Manuel Blecua, Guillermo Rojo, Jose Antonio Pascual, Margit Frank, and Claudio Guillen (Work 6), 

and a 

‐ Glossary 

It must be noted that for clarity reasons this paragraph’s figures i) depict some and not all aggregated 

nonintegral parts, and ii) use abbreviated names for the aggregated nonintegral parts. At the bottom of each 

figure all abbreviations are analytically presented.  

 

In FRBR, after the publication of the IFLA FRBR Working Group on Aggregates (O’Neill et al., 2011), aggregates 

are represented as Manifestations embodying multiple Expressions. The effort of Francisco Rico is worth 

mentioning. Therefore, an aggregating Work (3_W) and an aggregating Expression (3_E) are also represented. 

It must be noted that not all nonintegral parts included in the aggregate Manifestation (3_M) are represented 

in the following Figure 3:30 for the sake of providing straightforward figures.  
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Figure 3:30. FRBR representation of aggregates. For readability purposes the label of the is embodied in relationship is written only 
once.  

 

The LRM representation is slightly different to the FRBR one. The aggregating LRM-E2 Work (3_E2) and the 

aggregating LRM-E3 Expression (3_E3) are represented, and the aggregated Expressions are embodied in the 

same aggregate Manifestation (3_E4). The process of aggregating LRM E3 Expressions demands intellectual 

effort (represented with the 3_E2 Work instance) and takes place at the signs level. Therefore, it is represented 

by relating the aggregated Expressions with the aggregating one (3_E3) with instances of the LRM-R25 was 

aggregated by property. For readability purposes, the LRM-R25 was aggregated by property is depicted with 

long dashed arrows and its label is only written once (Figure 3:31). 
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Figure 3:31. LRM representation of aggregates. For readability purposes, the LRM-R25 was aggregated by relationship is depicted with 
long dashed arrows and its label is only written once. 

 

RDA, due to the 3R Project (see the 2.3.4.3 paragraph) and the RDA conforming to the IFLA LRM (RDA Toolkit, 

2019), represents aggregates according to the LRM. This means that aggregates are represented as Expressions 

embodied in a Manifestation, and in case an Aggregating Expression (the 3_E in Figure 3:32) is represented, 

the rdae:P20319 aggregates property is used to relate it to the Expressions it aggregates (namely, 1_E, 2_E, 

4_E, 5_E, and 6_E Expressions in Figure 3:32). The only difference between the LRM representation in (Figure 

3:31) and the RDA one (Figure 3:32) is the use of instances of the rdaw:P10072 has manifestation of work 

property relating the rdac:C1001 Work and rdac:C10007 Manifestation instances. This property represents an 

inherent relationship in the context of RDA.  
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Figure 3:32. RDA representation of aggregates. For readability purposes, the rdac:C10003 Item instances are excluded from the 
representation, the rdae:P20059 has manifestation of expression property is written only once, the rdae:P20319 aggregates instances 
are depicted with an asterisk, and the rdaw:P10072 has manifestation of work relationship is depicted with long dashed arrows. 

 

FRBRoo represents aggregating works with a F1 Work subclass, i.e., the F16 Container Work class. This class 

may offer the framework for the representation of works that aggregate full/fragments of sets of signs 

originating from various works. Depending on the type of aggregation, different F16 Container Work 

subclasses may be used. The F17 Aggregation Work subclass is used to represent a Work that aggregates 

existing expressions of other works and adds value to them by selecting and arranging them. The F19 

Publication Work subclass is used to represent works that establish all features of publication, such as layout, 

graphics, etc. The F18 Serial Work class, subclass of the F19 Publication Work, is used to represent works that 

establish all features of serials with their characteristic constraints regarding frequency, numbering, etc. The 

F20 Performance Work subclass is used to represent works that establish all features of a performance or a 

series of like performances.  

The annotated edition may be represented as an F17 Aggregation Work instance (3_F17 in Figure 3:33), due 

to Fransisco Rico’s effort to aggregate and arrange expressions from different works. The F17 Aggregation 

Work is a subclass of the F14 Individual Work class too, and as such, it can be only realised in a F22 Self-

Contained Expression class instance which may incorporate other F2 Expression class instances. This F22 Self-

Contained Expression (3_F22) includes not just the signs realizing the ideas behind F.Rico’s aggregation, but all 

the aggregated expressions too, namely, 1_F22, 2_F22, 4_F22, and 5_F22. FRBRoo enables the representation 

of aggregates at the signs level with one F22 Self-Contained Expression instance (3_F22 in Figure 3:33) 
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incorporating other F2 Expression instances. Even though the F16 Container Work and its subclasses (3_F17 

instance in Figure 3:33) is similar semantically to the “Aggregating Work” of the FRBR WG on Aggregates report 

(O’Neill et al., 2011), there is an important difference. The F22 Self-Contained Expression that represents the 

signs used by the aggregator (Fransisco Rico in the example of Figure 3:33) cannot be considered as 

semantically equivalent to the FRBR “Aggregating Expression”. The F22 Self-Contained Expression (3_F22) 

realizes the F17 Aggregation Work (3_F17) and at the same time incorporates all aggregated F22 Self-

Contained Expressions (1_F22, 2_F22, 4_F22, and 5_F22).  

 

Figure 3:33. FRBRoo representation of aggregates. For readability purposes only the F3 Manifestation Product Type instance 
representing the aggregate Manifestation is depicted (3_F3).  

In case, the decision for the aggregation was taken by a publisher, which is rather usual in the publishing world, 

then the representation of the example would be different. An F19 Publication Work instance would be used 

to represent the “Aggregating Work”, and an F24 Publication Expression instance would be used to represent 

the “Aggregating Expression”. The F24 Publication Expression instance (Aggregating Expression) both realizes 

the F19 Publication Work and incorporates all aggregated F22 Self-Contained Expressions (1_F22, 2_F22, 

4_F22, and 5_F22). This alternative representation is depicted in Figure 3:34.  
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Figure 3:34. Alternative FRBRoo representation of aggregates. The aggregation happened by the publisher and triggered the 
representation of the aggregating work as an F19 Publication Work instance realized by an F24 Publication Expression instance that 
incorporates all aggregated expressions (1_F22, 2_F22, 4_F22, and 5_F22).  

 

The representation of aggregates has not been described in any official BIBFRAME document yet. In BIBFRAME 

1.0 the sentence that “Each BIBFRAME Instance is an instance of one and only one BIBFRAME Work” (Miller 

et al., 2012) implied that there was a 1:1 relationship between bf:Work and bf:Instance classes. In BIBFRAME 

2.0, this sentence was erased and no other reference regarding cardinality constraints between the two 

classes was made. In the BIBFRAME mailing list, a question triggered a conversation regarding this matter. In 

this online conversation, Ray Denenberg described that the model offers two ways of representing aggregates 

(Denenberg, 2017b). The first representation approach enables the representation of aggregates as 

embodiment of different bf:Works into the same bf:Instance instance (Figure 3:35). The second approach 

enables the representation of an aggregating bf:Work having as its parts other bf:Works. In this latter 

representation, there is an 1:1 relationship between the a bf:Instance and its bf:Work (Figure 3:36).  
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Figure 3:35. BIBFRAME representation of aggregates at the bf:Instance level. The aggregating 3_W is depicted with a long-dashed 
rectangle. Its representation depends on the aggregator's effort. For readability reasons, the bf:hasInstance property is written only 
once.  

The first approach (Figure 3:35) adheres to the FRBR WG on Aggregates report that treats aggregates as 

Manifestations (Figure 3:35). All aggregated bf:Works have as an instance the aggregate bf:Instance named 

3_In. The aggregating bf:Work instance (3_W) may be either represented or not depending on the amount of 

effort expended by the aggregator. The availability of choice regarding the representation of the aggregating 

bf:Work is expressed by depicting the 3_W in Figure 3:35 with a long-dashed rectangle. In case it is 

represented, then the 3_W aggregating bf:Work includes only the aggregator’s idea for the aggregation and 

the signs realizing these ideas. For readability reasons, the bf:hasInstance property is written only once.  

The second approach (Figure 3:36) is closer to the original FRBR report (IFLA Study Group on the Functional 

Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009) that treats aggregates as “integral units” with parts. The 

aggregating bf:Work (3_W) has other bf:Work instances as parts, namely, 1_W, 2_W, 4_W, and 5_W. It must 

be noted, similarly to the 3_F22 Expression in Figure 3:33, or to the 3_F24 Expression in Figure 3:34, the 

aggregating bf:Work (3_W) represents 1) aggregator’s ideas and signs, and 2) all aggregated bf:Works’ ideas 

and signs too. As a result, the aggregate bf:Instance (3_In) is a bf:Instance of only one bf:Work, the 3_W one. 

Yet, the use of the bf:hasPart property does not make clear if the 3_W is an aggregate or a bf:Work having 

more than one parts.  
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Figure 3:36. BIBFRAME representation of aggregates at the bf:Work level. The aggregating 3_W has as parts all other aggregated 
bf:Works.  

EDM explicitly differentiates between aggregates and whole/part relationships in the definition of the 

edm:incorporates property. The EDM definition refers that (Europeana, 2017):  

“… incorporated resources do in general not form proper parts. Incorporated resources are not part of 

the same resource, but are taken from other resources, and have an independent history. Therefore 

edm:incorporates is not a sub-property of dcterms:hasPart”.  

As a result, aggregates may be represented using edm:incorporates property instances to relate an aggregating 

edm:ProvidedCHO instance with the edm:ProvidedCHO instances it aggregates. Since, no web-accessible 

digital resource for the aggregated Novela (denoted with number 4 in the figures of this paragraph) and 

Invención (denoted with number 5 in the figures of this paragraph) resources has been found, they have been 

excluded from the representation in Figure 3:37.  

 

 

Figure 3:37. EDM representation of aggregates. 
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The EDM-FRBRoo application profile is more flexible than EDM regarding the representation of bibliographic 

entities and of the relationships between them. All aggregated Works may be represented as 

edm:InformationResource class instances (also typed as “FRBRWork” using skos:Concept instances) regardless 

the existence of a web-accessible resource. Thus, Novela (denoted with number 4 in the figures of this 

paragraph) and Invención (denoted with number 5 in the figures of this paragraph) are also represented at 

the ideas and signs level using edm:InformationResource instances (4_IR_W, 5_IR_W, 4_IR_E, and 5_IR_E). All 

aggregated Expressions are incorporated (edm:incorporates instances) into the same aggregate 

edm:ProvidedCHO class instance (3_CHO). In the EDM_FRBRoo part of the Figure 3:38, the aggregating 3_IR_W 

is also represented with its own 3_IR_E realization. For readability purposes, they are both depicted with long-

dashed rectangles.  

 

Figure 3:38. EDM-FRBRoo representation of aggregates as Manifestations following the FRBR WG on Aggregates report. The 
Aggregating Work and its aggregating Expression are represented with long-dashed rectangles.  
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3.2. Representation of bibliographic families and the progenitor Work 

The representation of bibliographic families is really important in the linked data universe. Their 

representation may serve as a collocation mechanism, and as a navigating mechanism to related bibliographic 

resources (Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999; Svenonius, 2009).  

In FRBR and LRM, as well as in all other FRBR-inspired models (RDA and FRBRoo), the progenitor of a family is 

represented at the Work level. The progenitor (instance of the class Work) may have many derivations 

represented either as new Work instances or as new Expressions. For instance, in the FRBR, LRM, and RDA 

representations (depicted correspondingly in Figure 3:39, in Figure 3:40, and in Figure 3:41), Cervantes’ 

progenitor Work entitled “Don Quixote” is represented as Work having two realizations (Spanish text with 

Mateo de Bastida as editor, and Lorenzo Franciosini’s Italian translation), and two adaptations. The first one 

is a libretto adaptation by Henri Cain in French, and the second one is Filleau de Saint-Martin’s free translation. 

Each one of these two adaptations has its own realization(s). Cervantes’ Don Quixote is related with 

bibliographic relationships to ‘close descendants’, such as realizations and literal translations, and to more 

distant members of the bibliographic family it has inspired, such as adaptations. According to Smiraglia, a 

bibliographic family usually starts with a derivation (Smiraglia, 2005; Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999). Therefore, 

when a progenitor Work participates in a large number of bibliographic relationships, the extent of inspiration 

it has motivated could be considered large, and its bibliographic family is expected to be correspondingly big. 

Both FRBR’s consolidation, the LRM (Figure 3:40) and the RDA (Figure 3:41) provide similar constructs for the 

representation of bibliographic families, namely bibliographic relationships relating the progenitor Work to 

‘close descendants’ or to ‘distant relatives’ that may have their own bibliographic families.  

 

Figure 3:39. FRBR representation of the progenitor "Don Quixote" Work and some of the members of its bibliographic family. For 
readability reasons, the progenitor Work is marked with a red outline, and Manifestations and Items are excluded from the 
representation. 

 

 

Figure 3:40. LRM representation of the progenitor "Don Quixote" Work and some of the members of its bibliographic family. For 
readability reasons, the progenitor LRM-E2 Work is marked with a red outline, and LRM-E4 Manifestations and LRM-E5 Items are 
excluded from the representation. 
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Figure 3:41. RDA representation of the progenitor "Don Quixote" Work and some of the members of its bibliographic family. For 
readability reasons, the progenitor rdac:C10001 Work is marked with a red outline, and rdac:C10007 Manifestations and rdac:C10003 
Items are excluded from the representation. 

FRBRoo presents a slight difference (Figure 3:42). The F15 Complex Work class may be used to represent the 

progenitor of a bibliographic family. An F15 Complex Work instance expresses the dominance of a set of ideas, 

as it was conceived by the creator(s). ‘Close descendants’ are considered as conceptual (not structural) 

members (Working Group on FRBR/CRM Dialogue et al., 2016) of the F15 Complex Work, and may be 

represented as F14 Individual Work class instances with their own F22 Self-Contained Expressions. In case 

there is a Work that uses the progenitor’s initial concept, and significantly changes it, then a new Work is 

represented which may serve as a progenitor of its own bibliographic family with its own members (another 

F15 Complex Work instance).  

 

Figure 3:42. FRBRoo representation of the progenitor "Don Quixote" Work and some of the members of its bibliographic family. The 
derivation approach has been used for the representation of translated Works. For readability reasons, the progenitor F15 Complex 
Work is marked with a red outline, F3 Manifestation Product Type instances, F5 Item instances, and events used in the dynamic view of 
classes are excluded from the representation. 

Contrary to the all the previous models, i.e., FRBR, LRM, RDA, and FRBRoo, BIBFRAME does not provide a 

construct for the clustering of members of the same bibliographic family. FRBR, LRM, RDA, and FRBRoo enable 

the clustering of ‘close descendants’ as realizations of the same Work. Moreover, they all enable the 

representation of a bibliographic relationship, e.g., adaptation, either at the ideas (Work), or the signs 

(Expression) level, depending on the information at hand regarding the original and the produced signs 

(Expressions) used in the bibliographic relationship. If both original and produced signs are known, then the 

relationship is represented at the Expression level. Otherwise, it is represented at the Work level.  

BIBFRAME’s Work class represents both ideas and signs. Therefore, the representation of bibliographic 

relationships between bf:Work instances demands the prior knowledge of which exactly realizations (signs) 

have been used in the situation that the bibliographic relationship describes. The representation of 

bibliographic relationships at the more abstract (ideas) level is not possible. In the example used in this 

section’s figures, there was only one case, namely, the English translation of Fillaeu de Saint-Martin’s 

adaptation by John Phillips, where it was known which exactly original signs have been used to produce the 
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signs of the J.Phillips English translation. All other bf:Works representing other members of the “Don Quixote” 

family are not related to one another due to the absence of information regarding the origins of each bf:Work’s 

signs. Thus, BIBFRAME’s stricter approach regarding the representation of bibliographic relationships renders 

many bf:Works orphan (Figure 3:43).  

 

Figure 3:43. BIBFRAME representation of members of the "Don Quixote" bibliographic family. For readability reasons, bf:Instances and 
bf:Items are excluded from the representation.  

It has already been mentioned that BIBFRAME enables varying representations due to its flexible (or 

sometimes ambiguous) definitions. Regarding the clustering of a bibliographic family’s members there can be 

three alternative representations. Two of these representations use the bf:hasExpression property, and the 

third one uses the bflc:Hub class, a new class developed by the Library of Congress for BIBFRAME 

experimentations with their data.  

The first representation (Figure 3:44) using the bf:hasExpression relates an Expression-agnostic bf:Work 

instance with other bf:Work instances that include its ideas and different sets of signs realizing them. This 

representation is somewhat close to the FRBR representation. One can observe that the bf:Work instances 

used as the object of the bf:Work-bf:hasExpression-bf:Work statement include both ideas and signs. Thus, 

even the representation shows some similarities with the FRBR representation, there is a semantic difference; 

the bf:Work instances used as the objects of the bf:Work-bf:hasExpression-bf:Work statements cannot be 

considered semantically equivalent to the FRBR Expression entity instances. In FRBR (Figure 3:39) the 

Expression instances carry only the signs used to realize the ideas of the progenitor Work. By contrast, in Figure 

3:44, the bf:Work instances used as the objects of the bf:Work-bf:hasExpression-bf:Work statements carry 

both the ideas of their progenitor bf:Work (the bf:Work instances used as the subjects of the bf:Work-

bf:hasExpression-bf:Work statements) and the signs used to realize these ideas.  

 

Figure 3:44. Alternative BIBFRAME representation of members of the "Don Quixote" bibliographic family. In this representation the 
bf:hasExpression property is used to relate Expression-agnostic bf:Works with other bf:Works containing their realizations. For 
readability reasons, the progenitor bf:Work is marked with a red outline, and bf:Instances and bf:Items are excluded from the 
representation. 

The second representation (Figure 3:45) also uses the bf:hasExpression relating in pairs all bf:Work instances 

realizing the same ideas. All related bf:Works contain some pieces of identical information. These pieces of 

information refer to Cervantes as the creator of a set of ideas entitled “Don Quixote”. In this representation, 

the progenitor is implied by relating all bf:Works that contain sets of signs realizing it. It can be safely assumed 

that in a large bibliographic family, the number of bf:hasExpression instances will be correspondingly large 

relating its members in pairs.  
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Figure 3:45. Alternative BIBFRAME representation of members of the "Don Quixote" bibliographic family. In this representation the 
bf:hasExpression property is used to relate in pairs all bf:Works containing realizations of the same progenitor. For readability reasons, 
bf:Instances and bf:Items are excluded from the representation. 

The third representation uses the newly-developed bflc:Hub class that has not been incorporated in the official 

BIBFRAME yet remaining a local construct developed and used by the Library of Congress. Uses of the bflc:Hub 

class have been presented in the 3rd European BIBFRAME Workshop (K. Ford, 2019a, 2019b; McCallum, 2019). 

One of them has been the use of the class as semantically equivalent to the RDA Work class. This 

representation is presented in Figure 3:46. Despite the similarity to the representation in Figure 3:44, there 

are two semantic differences between this representation and the RDA one. First, even though the bflc:Hub 

class clusters some bf:Work instances, it may not be considered as semantically equivalent to the RDA 

rdac:C10001 Work class. As already stated in Kevin Ford’s presentations (K. Ford, 2019a, 2019b), the bflc:Hub 

class has been designed as an aggregation mechanism to “collect like or related Things”. In Figure 3:46, it is 

used to aggregate all bf:Works that realize the same set of ideas. Nevertheless, bflc:Hub may be used to 

aggregate other “like Things”. In Figure 3:47, the bflc:Hub is used to relate all bf:Works containing realizations 

of Cervantes’ Don Quixote in Italian. In this representation the bflc:Hub class is not semantically equivalent to 

the rdac:C10001 Work class either. Regarding the second difference, despite the resemblance of the 

BIBFRAME representation to WEMI representations in FRBR and RDA, the bf:Work instances are not 

equivalent to FRBR/RDA Expressions. They still carry both ideas and signs according to the semantics of the 

bf:Work class.  

 

 

Figure 3:46. Alternative BIBFRAME representation of members of the "Don Quixote" bibliographic family. In this representation the 
bflc:Hub class is used to aggregate bf:Works containing realizations of the same progenitor. For readability reasons, the progenitor 
bflc:Hub is marked with a red outline, and bf:Instances and bf:Items are excluded from the representation. 

 

 

Figure 3:47. Use of the bflc:Hub class to aggregate all bf:Works realizing Don Quixote in Italian.  
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According to the EDM library alignment report (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012), the edm:ProvidedCHO class 

accommodates ‘editions’, thus, incorporating information regarding three FRBR Group 1 entities, i.e., Work, 

Expression, and Manifestation. As a result, two characteristic problems observed in legacy library catalogs are 

also present in EDM: i) data exhibiting a flat structure, and ii) difficulty in collocation of related resources. Due 

to the EDM’s domain, that of cultural heritage, and Europeana’s aggregating role, the clustering of related 

edm:ProvidedCHO instances occurs on a provider basis using the ore:Aggregation class (Figure 3:48).  

 

Figure 3:48. EDM representation of some of the members of the "Don Quixote" bibliographic family. For readability reasons, 
ore:Aggregation and edm:WebResource instances are excluded from the representation.  
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3.3. Similarities and divergences between the models 

The study of the representation of core entities and inherent relationships, as well as of bibliographic 

relationships, and bibliographic families has revealed similarities and divergences between the models. In the 

following paragraphs these similarities/differences are presented and based on the Haslhofer & Klas (Bernhard 

Haslhofer & Klas, 2010) categorization of metadata interoperability techniques (Figure 1:1). All identified 

similarities and heterogeneities are summed up into one table at the end of the chapter.  

3.3.1. Single-volume monographs, elemental and simple works 

The investigation suggests that all models studied may describe the case of single-volume monographs. In this 

case important similarities and heterogeneities have been identified. The former are expected to facilitate 

future mappings and therefore the interoperability between the models, while the latter are expected to 

impede it.  

An obvious semantic similarity is that all studied models may be characterized as belonging more or less to 

the bibliographic domain. Therefore, they all capture the same or similar pieces of information regarding 

bibliographic products. EDM is in the cultural heritage domain that is wider than the bibliographic one. Due to 

their common/similar domains, common terminology has been observed. As an example, the four FRBR WEMI 

disjoint entities are used in all FRBR-inspired models, i.e., the consolidated FRBR – IFLA LRM, RDA, and FRBRoo. 

Another example is the naming of exemplars, all studied models (except EDM) use the term “Item” for 

exemplars. Despite all that, terminological mismatches have been also observed. The most important ones 

are the use of Entity-Relationship (E-R) modeling terms contrary to RDF terms and the naming of the 

BIBFRAME Work class that is semantically different to the FRBR Work class. FRBR and LRM use ER modeling 

terms (e.g., entity, attribute, relationship), while FRBRoo and BIBFRAME use RDF terms (e.g., class, property). 

Interestingly, the RDA uses both; the RDA documentation uses the ER modeling terms, while the RDA registry 

uses the RDF ones.  

A syntactic similarity is that all models use the RDF model and RDF schema. RDF representation constructs are 

used to represent the bibliographic entities that each model identifies; entities are represented as classes, 

while properties are used to represent either the entities’ attributes, or the relationships (inherent or 

bibliographic) between them. FRBR has been expressed in RDF by Gordon Dunsire (Dunsire, 2015), RDA, 

FRBRoo, EDM and BIBFRAME are all developed in RDF. The representation of the IFLA LRM in RDF is anticipated 

(Riva, Bœuf, et al., 2017a). Use of a common syntactic language is an important contributor in both technical 

and semantic interoperability; each model’s exact semantics are defined in a common language so that 

semantic similarities and differences may be identified explicitly. An important abstraction level 

incompatibility relevant to the representation constructs is that each model enables different representation 

approaches for the same real-world case, even the simplest one that is single-volume monographs.  

A major abstraction level similarity is that all models differentiate between content and carrier (Table 3-1). 

FRBR recognizes four core entities, where Work and Expression are at the intellectual level representing ideas 

and signs respectively. FRBR Manifestation and Item entities are at the material embodiment level 

representing the publication product and its exemplars respectively. These FRBR conceptualizations have 

remained in the consolidated IFLA LRM. They have also been used in RDA and FRBRoo. Even though FRBR has 

been a milestone in the evolution of bibliographic description and has been used as a point of reference by 

many of the studied models, there are differences in terms of varying interpretations of real-world entities 

and granularity. As an example, FRBRoo further refines the four FRBR entities and has added specialized 

classes for representing more distinct moments in the creation timeline. It differentiates between the signs 

created by the author (F22 Self-Contained Expression) and the signs used in the publication incorporating 

contributions by the publisher (F24 Publication Expression). It drops the Manifestation entity and defines the 

F3 Manifestation Product Type and the F4 Manifestation Singleton classes.  
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The distinction between content and carrier is present in BIBFRAME and EDM models also, even though both 

models are less granular than FRBR and all FRBR-inspired models. BIBFRAME defines three classes, where the 

bf:Work class accommodates information regarding ideas and signs. Thus, the bf:Work may be considered as 

equivalent to the union of two disjoint FRBR entities, i.e., Work and Expression. The bf:Instance and bf:Item 

classes are at the material embodiment level furnishing information regarding the publication product and its 

exemplars respectively. EDM defines two classes, where the edm:ProvidedCHO class contains information 

about ideas, signs, and the publication; the edm:WebResource class is used to represent the digital exemplars 

of the publication. Hence, the only class in all studied models that expands to both intellectual and material 

levels is the edm:ProvidedCHO class. The EDM-FRBRoo profile tries to deal with EDM descriptions, that contain 

information regarding three disjoint FRBR entities (Work, Expression, and Manifestation). The profile extends 

the semantics of the edm:InformationResource class by assigning newly-defined types (represented as two 

skos:Concept class instances having the literal values “FRBRWork” and “FRBRExpression”)(Figure 3:11). Table 

3-1 presents each model’s core entities or classes along with the intellectual or material embodiment level 

they belong to. 

Table 3-1. Core entities/classes clustered according to intellectual and material embodiment characteristics, expressing semantic and 
structural commonalities and heterogeneities. 

Models 
Level 

FRBR LRM RDA FRBRoo BIBFRAME EDM 

Intellectual 

Concepts 

/ Ideas 

Work LRM-E2 

Work 

C1001 Work F1 Work & 

subclasses 

Work & 

subclasses 

Provided 

Cultural 

Heritage 

Object* 

Signs Expression LRM-E3 

Expression 

C1006 

Expression 

F2 Expression & 

subclasses 

Material embodiment Manifestation LRM-E4 

Manifestation 

C1007 

Manifestation 

F3 Manifestation 

Product Type /  

F4 Manifestation 

Singleton 

Instance & 

subclasses 

Item LRM-E5 Item C1003 Item F5 Item Item Web 

Resource* 

* Provided Cultural Heritage Object instances are described in EDM, only if there is at least one digital copy (born digital or digitized) 

of it. A Web Resource instance provides the URL pointing to the digital copy of a given Provided Cultural Heritage Object. Note that 

the edm:ProvidedCHO class, as equivalent to the union of the FRBR Work-Expression-Manifestation entities is expanded 

semantically to both intellectual and material embodiment levels.  

 

Cases of direct and multilateral correspondences may be observed in Table 3-1. Some direct correspondences 

may be observed, e.g., FRBR Manifestation entity with the RDA rdac:C1007 Manifestation class, and the 

BIBFRAME bf:Instance class. Another example of direct correspondence is the representation of exemplars, 

namely the FRBR Item entity, the LRM-E5 Item, the RDA rdac:C1003 Item class, the FRBRoo F5 Item class, the 

BIBFRAME bf:Item class, and the EDM edm:WebResource class. Multilateral correspondences occur when 

multiple classes of one model may correspond to a class in another model, and vice versa (Bernhard Haslhofer 

& Klas, 2010). The Work entity is represented as one entity/class in FRBR, IFLA LRM, and RDA. It corresponds 

to FRBRoo F1 Work class and its subclasses. Similarly, the Expression entity -represented as one entity/class in 

FRBR, IFLA LRM, and RDA- corresponds to the FRBRoo F2 Expression class and its subclasses. The union of the 

FRBR, IFLA LRM, and RDA Work and Expression entities corresponds to the BIBFRAME Work class. Likewise, 

the union of the FRBRoo F1 Work and F2 Expression classes and their subclasses coincide the BIBFRAME Work 

class. The EDM ProvidedCHO class equates to three disjoint classes, i.e., to the FRBR/IFLALRM/RDA models’ 

Work, Expression, and Manifestation entities, and in the case of FRBRoo to F1 Work and subclasses, F2 

Expression and subclasses, and either F3 Manifestation Product Type or F4 Manifestation Singleton class.  

A meta-level discrepancy has also been identified between FRBR and BIBFRAME. Content type is represented 

in FRBR as a value of an Expression attribute, namely the form of expression attribute, e.g., form of expression: 
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alpha-numeric notation. In BIBFRAME, the same information is represented with bf:Work subclasses, e.g., the 

bf:Text subclass for alpha-numeric notation as depicted in Figure 3:7.  

 

3.3.2. Bibliographic relationships  
An important similarity is that all models offer constructs for the representation of bibliographic relationships. 

The way each model represents a relationship is described using statements in Table 3-2. It must be noted 

that this table does not include all possible representations that each model may support for each studied 

bibliographic description case. The representation approaches that adhere to common perceptions in the 

library community are only included in it, in the hope that these representation approaches are likely to 

present similarities between the models rendering mappings easier. Studying the statements in Table 3-2 

reveals that there is an abstraction-level consensus between the models regarding the representation of the 

derivative/adaptation, the equivalence/reproduction, and the aggregates. The derivative relationship of 

adaptation is represented in all models at the most abstract entity/class level, namely i) the Work entity in 

FRBR, IFLA LRM, RDA, and FRBRoo, ii) the Work class in BIBFRAME, and iii) the edm:ProvidedCHO class in EDM. 

The equivalence/reproduction relationship is represented at the material embodiment level, i.e., 

Manifestation in FRBR, IFLA LRM, RDA, F3 Manifestation Product Type in FRBRoo, bf:Instance in BIBFRAME, 

and edm:ProvidedCHO class in EDM. Aggregates are represented as embodiments of different signs in the 

same publication adhering to the “aggregates-as-manifestations” approach proposed by the FRBR WG on 

Aggregates (O’Neill et al., 2011).  

In contrast to the other relationships presented in Table 3-2, the derivation/translation relationship presents 

an abstraction-level incompatibility. In FRBR, IFLA LRM, and RDA translation is represented at the signs level, 

meaning between Expressions. This is the realization approach that is common in the libraries; translations are 

considered as new realizations of the same Work. On the other hand, FRBRoo implements the derivation 

approach where a translation is considered as a new Work (concepts level). Translation is represented as type 

of a derivative relationship (R2i has derivative) relating two F14 Individual Work instances. There are two 

things that must be noted. First, FRBRoo enables the representation of translation at the signs level 

(Expressions) according to the realization approach. Yet, the relationship is represented with a generic 

property, the R14 incorporates one (see Figure 3:17). Secondly, the IFLA LRM may support the representation 

of translation according to both derivation and realization approaches. Similarly to the FRBRoo, the IFLA LRM 

constructs enable the representation of translation between Works; yet, in the model specification, the 

examples follow the realization approach that is most common among libraries and librarians’ perceptions. 

BIBFRAME represents the translation relationship between bf:Work instances that are at both concepts and 

signs level (see Table 3-2).  

Another abstraction-level incompatibility can be observed in the FRBRoo representation of aggregates. All 

other models represent aggregates at the material embodiment level. The FRBRoo representation uses the 

signs level, where multiple F2 Expressions may be incorporated in either F22 Self-Contained Expressions or F24 

Publication Expressions. In case the F22 Self-Contained Expression class is used (example in Figure 3:33), then 

this class instance represents the aggregating Expression that, contrary to the FRBR WG on Aggregates report’s 

aggregating Expression, represents the signs created by the aggregator’s effort and the signs from all 

aggregated Expressions. Closer to the “aggregates-as-manifestations” approach is the representation of 

aggregates using the F24 Publication Expression class (see Figure 3:34). This class represents the signs used in 

a publication including all incorporated F2 Expressions and the publisher’s signs created and used for this 

specific F24 Publication Expression and the F3 Manifestation Product Type instance carrying it.  

Even though multilateral correspondences are not observed in Table 3-2, there exist regarding the 

representation of derivative relationships in BIBFRAME and EDM. The BIBFRAME bf:hasDerivative property is 
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a generic one that may be used for the representation of all derivative relationships, except for translation, 

e.g., revision, abridgement, adaptation, summarization, etc. As an example, the bf:hasDerivative property can 

be used for multiple derivation cases, such as adaptation, summarization, transformation, revision, etc. 

Therefore, it corresponds to many properties in RDA, such as rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression), 

rdae:P20166 is abridged as (expression), rdae:P20153 is adapted as (expression), and rdae:P20211 is revised 

as. Similarly in EDM, the edm:isDerivativeOf property may be used for the representation of translation, 

summarization, abstraction, while the dcterms:isVersionOf may be used for other editions and adaptations.  

Meta-level discrepancies appear when there are structural representation mismatches between the models. 

Even though, the same semantics are captured, they are represented in a different way. In some of the models 

the relationships are represented with a specific property, e.g., rdaw:P10155 is adapted as work for the 

representation of adaptation in RDA, while in others the relationship is represented by typing a more generic 

property, e.g., the R2i has derivative property typed as “adaptation” or as “translation”. Such discrepancies 

can be observed in the IFLA LRM representation of translation, and the FRBRoo representations for the 

adaptation, translation, and reproduction cases. It must be noted that the FRBRoo, only in the case of fair-use 

reproduction, enables the representation of reproduction using just a property, the R31 is reproductionOf 

property relating F5 Item instances (see Figure 3:27).  

Another notable example regarding meta-level discrepancies is the representation of bibliographic 

relationships in RDA in contrast to FRBRoo and LRM. RDA uses a great number of specific properties to 

represent each bibliographic relationship, e.g., rdae:P20110 is adapted as libretto (expression). FRBRoo and 

LRM assign generic properties with different “type values”, to represent specific bibliographic relationships, 

e.g., LRM-R24 is derivation of (type: abridgement). It must be noted that in some properties there are 

predefined “type values”, while for others there is not. As an example, in LRM the Work-level LRM-R22 is a 

transformation of property may be refined but no “type values” are suggested. Contrary, the Expression-level 

LRM-R24 is derivation of property may be refined using the following four “type values”: abridgement, 

revision, translation, musical arrangement. In FRBRoo the R2 is derivative of property may be “typed” with the 

R2.1 has type property. For consistency, the R2.1 has type property may have as values only the following 

ones: “Abridgement”, “Adaptation”, “Arrangement”, “Imitation”, “Revision”, “Summary”, “Transformation”, 

“Translation”. The P130 shows features of property may be typed with the P130.1 kind of similarity: E55 Type 

path where the E55 Type class may have as values “Reproduction” or any other type of alternate format. Thus, 

even though the LRM and FRBRoo provide an extension mechanism to represent different derivation cases, 

there is not a consensus about which derivative relationships are going to be used as “type values”. The 

existence of a common controlled vocabulary regarding bibliographic relationships could be used for typing 

the corresponding properties in both models. 
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Table 3-2. Representation of relationships in each model. 

Bibliographic              Models 
Relationships 

FRBR LRM RDA FRBRoo BIBFRAME EDM 

Derivative Adaptation Work – 
has adaptation – 
Work 

LRM-E2 Work –  
LRM-R22i was 
transformed into - 
LRM-E2 Work 

rdac:C1001 Work - 
rdaw:P10155 is adapted 
as work - 

  rdac:C1001 Work 

F1 Work – R2i has derivative 
(type:adaptation) – F1 Work 

bf:Work – 
bf:hasDerivative – 
bf:Work 

edm:ProvidedCHO – 
dcterms:hasVersion - 
edm:ProvidedCHO 

 

 

 

 Translation Expression – 
has a translation 
– Expression 

LRM-E3 Expression -  
LRM-R24i has derivation 
(type:translation) - 
LRM-E3 Expression 

rdac:C1006 Expression-  
rdae:P20171 is 
translated as 
rdac:C1006 Expression - 

F14 Individual Work – R2i 
has derivative 
(type:translation) – 
F14 Individual Work 

bf:Work – 
bf:translation – 
bf:Work 

edm:ProvidedCHO – 
edm:isDerivativeOf - 
edm:ProvidedCHO 

 

 

 

Equivalence Reproduction Manifestation – 
has a 
reproduction – 
Manifestation 

LRM-E4 Manifestation- 
LRM-E27 has 
reproduction -  
LRM-E4 Manifestation 

rdac:C1007 
Manifestation -  
rdam:P30039 is 
reproduced as 
manifestation - 
rdac:C1007 
Manifestation 

F3 Manifestation Product 
Type – P130i features are 
also found on (type of 
similarity:reproduction) – F3 
Manifestation Product Type 

bf:Instance – 
bf:hasReproduction- 
bf:Instance 

edm:ProvidedCHO – 
dcterms:hasFormat - 
edm:ProvidedCHO* 

Aggregates Expression – is 
embodied in – 
Manifestation 

LRM-E3 Expression – 
LRM-Ε3 is embodied in – 
LRM-E4 Manifestation  

rdac:C1006 Expression- 
rdae:P20059 has 
manifestation of 
expression - rdac:C1007 
Manifestation 

F2 Expression – P165i is 
incorporated in – F24 
Publication Expression 

bf:Work – 
bf:hasInstance – 
bf:Instance 

edm:ProvidedCHO – 
inverse of 
edm:incorporates -
edm:ProvidedCHO 

* In EDM, equivalence is represented in terms of different digital formats between the related edm:ProvidedCHO instances, e.g., a digitized publication in pdf format and daisy format. 
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3.3.3. Bibliographic families and progenitor Works 
Structural similarities/heterogeneities have been identified at the abstraction level. In FRBR and FRBR-inspired 

models, the progenitor of a bibliographic family is implicitly represented as a Work with many relationships to 

other Works and with Expressions clustered under it (e.g., Figure 3:39, Figure 3:40, Figure 3:41, Figure 3:42). 

Contrary to the other FRBR-inspired models, in FRBRoo the progenitor Work may be explicitly represented 

with the F15 Complex Work class (see the example in Figure 3:42). Instances of the F15 Complex Work class 

instances may have other F1 Work instances as members. And the author in these member-Works may even 

be different from the progenitor’s one. In BIBFRAME, clustering of bf:Works is possible only when there is 

information about a bibliographic relationship referring to original and derivative signs. Otherwise, bf:Works 

become ‘orphan’. Alternative representations enabled by the ambiguous BIBFRAME definitions have been 

presented. These representations -when seen as graphs- may misguide to believing that there are similarities 

between them and the corresponding FRBR WEMI graphs. Yet, the thesis has demonstrated that there are 

important semantic differences regarding the entities/classes involved in these graphs. 

The thesis has some reservations regarding the newly-developed bflc:Hub class. Despite of the inexistence of 

a bflc:Hub official definition (“LC Linked Data Service: BIBFRAME Ontology LC Extension,” 2017), it seems that 

this class will be used for more than one uses (K. Ford, 2019a, 2019b; McCallum, 2019) raising the possibility 

of more structural heterogeneities. Both multilateral correspondences and meta-level discrepancies are 

expected to be observed. A multilateral correspondence is the possible use of the bflc:Hub class to abstractly 

represent sets of ideas (similar to the FRBR Work entity semantics), but also to aggregate, e.g., the example 

of all English translations of Pippi Longstocking in (K. Ford, 2019a). Thus, in this case the bflc:Hub class is used 

to represent the semantics of two disjoint FRBR classes, i.e., a Work identified with the following author-title 

string “Lindgren, Astrid, 1907-2002. Pippi Långstrump” and a subset of this Work’s Expressions having as 

shared characteristic the English language: “Lindgren, Astrid, 1907-2002. Pippi Långstrump. English”. Staying 

on the example of “Lindgren, Astrid, 1907-2002. Pippi Långstrump. English”, another structural heterogeneity 

may be identified, that of meta-level discrepancy. The information of language regarding textual realizations 

is represented at the Expression level in FRBR, LRM, RDA, and FRBRoo, at the bf:Work level in BIBFRAME, and 

at the edm:ProvidedCHO class in EDM. Many Expressions of the same Work may be realized in the same 

language by different contributors, e.g., different translators of the same Work. The shared characteristic of 

language is represented as a common value of an Expression attribute in FRBR, LRM, RDA, and FRBRoo, while 

in BIBFRAME is represented with an instance of the bflc:Hub class. This meta-level discrepancy proves that 

differing representation approaches for the same real-world information (here the language used in a 

realization) regulate cataloging policies impacting on the interoperability of data. Selecting a specific 

representation approach is a matter of a cataloging policy. Thus, catalogers should take under consideration 

common representation approaches to select the one that will be implemented by their library’s cataloging 

policy. With regard to the representation of bibliographic families, the bflc:Hub seems to enable the clustering 

of bf:Works under various perceptions, e.g., all bf:Works realizing the same ideas in a specific language, or all 

bf:Works translated by the same person. Differing uses of the bflc:Hub class for the clustering of bf:Works will 

likely result in fragmentation of a bibliographic family’s bf:Works in many bflc:Hub instances and may 

ultimately hamper the explorability and the interoperability of data. The interoperability of the bflc:Hub class 

remains an open issue to be further studied once the Library of Congress publishes the class’ official definition.  

Lastly, a domain conflict has been observed between the EDM, which is a cultural heritage model created to 

serve the Europeana aggregation service, and the other library conceptual models. In EDM, descriptions are 

organized per their provider using ore:Aggregation class and ore:Proxy instances. Such primitive does not exist 

in the other studied models. The further study of this heterogeneity was excluded from the mappings as out 

of scope.  
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3.4. Conclusions 

This chapter has investigated the representation of common bibliographic description cases using the studied 

models’ constructs. The cases studied are single-volume monographs, bibliographic relationships, and 

bibliographic families. Regarding the bibliographic relationships, the thesis focused on the derivative 

relationship, the equivalence relationship, and aggregates.  

Each case has been successfully represented using each model’s constructs. Nevertheless, each case may be 

represented with more than one way in each model. The thesis has used the term ‘representation approach’ 

for these different ways. Hence, the path-oriented approach was used to explicitly describe the 

representation(s) supported by each model’s constructs. The selection of a specific representation approach 

is a matter of policy adopted by each library/cataloguing agency. Despite the variety of approaches in modeling 

the studied real-world bibliographic description cases using a model’s constructs, there are some approaches 

that are met more often in the library environment. Such an example is the realization approach regarding the 

representation of translations as new realizations of the same Work. The thesis has identified these 

representation approaches presenting a common perception for each studied case (single-volume 

monographs, bibliographic relationships, and bibliographic families). Under the assumption that the common 

perceptions in the identified representation approaches shall enable the interoperability between the models, 

they have been selected for inclusion in two tables, namely Table 3-1 and Table 3-2. Table 3-1 presents each 

model’s core entities or classes, while Table 3-2 presents the representation of relationships in each model. 

The comparison revealed similarities as well as important semantic and structural heterogeneities.  

All semantic and structural heterogeneities identified during the study of how single-volume monographs, 

bibliographic relationships (derivative, equivalence, and aggregates) and bibliographic families are 

represented in each model, are presented in Table 3-3. The assumption that representation approaches 

expressing common perceptions regarding the bibliographic world will likely enable the interoperability 

between the studied models is going to be tested in the development of mappings. Even if the desired 

mappings developed successfully, new research questions would emerge with regard to representation 

approaches. What are the representation approaches that each model enables for the representation of other 

bibliographic description cases not studied by this thesis? Which ones of them disclose common perceptions 

among librarians? Can these common perceptions be implemented in cataloging policies so that the produced 

data becomes interoperable? Will future cataloging policies be oriented to representation approaches of 

common bibliographic description cases? Will future cataloging policies consider the RDF graph representation 

of the produced library data for the Semantic Web? 

In the next chapter of the thesis, mappings are developed considering the representation approaches, and the 

semantic and structural heterogeneities identified in the present chapter. Each identified heterogeneity is a 

problem to be solved for the sake of interoperability. The thesis’ approach in solving them along with the 

mappings created, are presented in chapter 4.  
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Table 3-3. Semantic and structural similarities/heterogeneities among the studied models, FRBR, LRM, RDA, FRBRoo, BIBFRAME, and EDM. The table is inspired by the Haslhofer and Klass’ work on 
metadata interoperability (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010).  

Category Type Similarities Heterogeneities 

Se
m

an
ti

c 
Domain agreements/ 
conflicts 

Same or similar domain for bibliographic products EDM cultural heritage domain.  

Capture same/similar info Different conceptualizations of real-world bibliographic description cases e.g., core 
entities, types of bibliographic relationships, constraints  

Terminological  
(mis)matches 

FRBR, FRBRoo, LRM, RDA – WEMI 
BIBFRAME Item – with WEMI Item entity 

Work different in FRBR and BIBFRAME 
Common terms with different meaning, e.g., Work  
Different terms with same meaning, e.g., edition designation 
E-R versus Semantic Web/RDF terminology 

Many common terms, e.g., statement of responsibility 

St
ru

ct
u

ra
l 

Abstraction level  
(in)compatibilities 

                                                                                                 Representation constructs 

RDF as common syntactic language. 
Entities/classes with properties as attributes or as relationships. 
Relationships either inherent or bibliographic 

Different representation approaches enabled by each model. There might be differences 
even between datasets using the same model. 

                                                                                                      Core entities/classes 

Content vs carrier Different abstractions  
FRBR, RDA, LRM: four entities - WEMI  
BIBFRAME: three classes - WII 
FRBRoo: drops Manifestation/author vs publisher’s signs (F24 Publication Expression) 
EDM: almost no granularity / EDM-FRBRoo: typed edm:InformationResource instances 

                                                                                             Representation of relationships 

Adaptation – most abstract entity/class 
Equivalence/reproduction – embodiment level 
Aggregates-most models as signs embodied in manifestation 
 

Translation: signs level (FRBR, LRM, RDA),  
concepts level (FRBRoo - derivation approach), and  
both concepts/signs (BIBFRAME). 

Aggregates - FRBRoo at signs level. 

                                                                                                   Bibliographic families 

FRBR, LRM, and RDA: clustering using progenitor Work FRBRoo: F15 Complex Work with other F14 Individual Works as members. 
BIBFRAME: clustering possible only if there is known connection between original and 

derivative signs / alternative representations with bf:hasExpression / bflc:Hub 
EDM: provider-oriented clustering.  

Direct / Multilateral  
correspondences 

Classes, e.g.,  
FRBR Manifestation / rdac:C10007 Manifestation / bf:Instance 

Inherent relationships, e.g.,  
FRBR is embodied in/ rdae:P20059 / bf:hasInstance 

Bibliographic relationships, e.g., 
FRBR has a translation /BIBFRAME bf:translation 

Classes, e.g., bf:Work equals the FRBR Work-is realized through-Expression path 
edm:ProvidedCHO equals three disjoint FRBR entities (WEM)  

Relationships, e.g.,  
bf:hasDerivative property (adaptation, summarization, transformation, etc. ) 
edm:isDerivativeOf (translation, summarization, abstraction) 
dcterms:isVersionOf (versions, editions and adaptations) 

Meta-level matches 
/ discrepancies 

Information about the same real-world objects is 
captured/represented using same constructs, e.g., embodiment is 
captured using classes in both RDA (rdac:C10007) & BIBFRAME 
(bf:Instance). 

BIBFRAME uses classes where other models use properties, e.g., content type represented 
with attributes/properties in FRBR/RDA, and with bf:Work subclasses in BIBFRAME. 

RDA uses specific properties, while FRBRoo & LRM generic properties that can be ‘typed’ 
with specific values. 

Domain coverage  EDM. The providers’ descriptions are really important and represented with ore:Proxy & 
ore:Aggregation classes. 
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4. Mappings for achieving semantic interoperability between the models 4 

The heterogeneities observed in the previous chapter need to be overcome for the scope of interoperability. 

Haslhofer & Klas in (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010) identify three methods to achieve interoperability between 

models: (1) common use of a specific conceptual model; (2) development of a new meta-model with which all 

other models need to comply, or development of application profiles; and (3) model reconciliation through 

crosswalks, mappings, or instance transformations that untangle identified structural and semantic 

heterogeneities. The two first methods are likely to fail; common use of a specific model has not been achieved 

in the library domain (Baca, 2016; Register et al., 2009) even in the previous years that the AACR2 rules and the 

MARC formats were the prevalent cataloguing tools used worldwide. Moreover, nowadays with the development 

of a plethora of digital projects, and of library linked data projects, there have been created so many models and 

application profiles that the danger of incompatible silos has already been stated (Suominen & Hyvönen, 2017). 

The second method of introducing one upper level, that of a meta-model, has not proven to be successful. The 

FRBR model, nearly after 20 years its publication, is considered a significant milestone in the evolution of 

cataloguing theory (Denton, 2007). It has surely influenced most models that were developed afterwards, and in 

some way, it can be considered as a bibliographic conceptual model universally accepted. Yet, there are 

differences between the models, as already presented in Chapter 3, and these differences exist even between 

FRBR-inspired models, such the RDA and FRBRoo. Another type of meta-model agreement suggested in (Bernhard 

Haslhofer & Klas, 2010), that of developing application-profiles, has been considered in the thesis as a plausible 

way to achieve semantic interoperability in a specific context. The example of the EDM-FRBRoo application profile 

(Doerr et al., 2013) is a proof that the EDM may accommodate FRBR semantics by using FRBRoo classes and 

properties, and by exploiting the EDM extension mechanism. The thesis tests the meta-model agreement method 

by developing a BIBFRAME-EDM application profile.  

 
4 This chapter revisits and expands the studies published in the following papers:  

– Zapounidou S., Sfakakis M., & Papatheodorou C. (2014). Integrating library and cultural heritage data models: the 
BIBFRAME - EDM case. In: Proceedings of the 18th Panhellenic Conference on Informatics. PCI 2014. ACM. 
doi:10.1145/2645791.2645805. 

– Zapounidou S., Sfakakis M., & Papatheodorou C. (2014). Library Data Integration: Towards BIBFRAME Mapping to 
EDM. In: Closs S., Studer R., Garoufallou E., Sicilia MA. (eds). Metadata and Semantics Research. MTSR 2014. 
Communications in Computer and Information Science, vol 478. Springer, Cham. doi:10.1007/978-3-319-13674-5_25. 

– Zapounidou, S., Sfakakis, M., & Papatheodorou, C. (2017). Representing and integrating bibliographic information into 
the semantic web: A comparison of four conceptual models. Journal of Information Science, 43(4), 525-553. 
doi:10.1177/0165551516650410.  

– Zapounidou S., Sfakakis M., & Papatheodorou C. (2017). Preserving Bibliographic Relationships in Mappings from FRBR 
to BIBFRAME 2.0. In: Kamps J., Tsakonas G., Manolopoulos Y., Iliadis L., Karydis I. (eds) Research and Advanced 
Technology for Digital Libraries. TPDL 2017. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 10450. Springer, Cham. 
doi:10.1007/978-3-319-67008-9_2.  

– Zapounidou S., Sfakakis M., & Papatheodorou C. (2019). Assessing the Preservation of Derivative Relationships in 
Mappings from FRBR to BIBFRAME. In: Garoufallou E., Sartori F., Siatri R., Zervas M. (eds) Metadata and Semantic 
Research. MTSR 2018. Communications in Computer and Information Science, vol 846. Springer, Cham. 
doi:10.1007/978-3-030-14401-2_22. 

– Zapounidou S., Sfakakis M., & Papatheodorou C. (2019). Mapping Derivative Relationships from RDA to BIBFRAME 2. 
Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 57 (5): 278-308. doi:10.1080/01639374.2019.1650152. 

– Sfakakis M., Zapounidou S., & Papatheodorou C. (2020). Mapping derivative relationships from BIBFRAME 2.0 to RDA. 
Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 58. doi: 10.1080/01639374.2020.1821856. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/2645791.2645805
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-13674-5_25
http://doi.org/10.1177/0165551516650410
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-67008-9_2
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-14401-2_22
https://doi.org/10.1080/01639374.2019.1650152
http://doi.org/10.1080/01639374.2020.1821856
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Mappings are the third method suggested in (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010), and they include four phases: (1) 

mapping discovery; (2) mapping representation; (3) mapping execution; and (4) mapping maintenance. The 

identification of heterogeneities in Chapter 3, may serve the first phase of mapping discovery. This chapter 

presents the mapping representation for three cases: 1) FRBR-BIBFRAME, 2) RDA-BIBFRAME, and 3) BIBFRAME-

RDA. 

It must be noted that the mappings in this chapter focus on core entities, inherent relationships, and derivative 

relationships. The mapping of each model’s core representation mechanisms (core entities and inherent 

relationships) is studied. Derivative relationships are studied as well, due to their virtue of being one of the core 

representation mechanisms that enable the expansion of a bibliographic family and the exploration among the 

family members.  

4.1. Meta-model agreement: investigation toward a BIBFRAME-EDM application profile 

A BIBFRAME-EDM application profile can be implemented only for digital or digitized resources, since Europeana 

does not include descriptions about resources in legacy formats. Therefore, the BIBFRAME path “bf:Work-

bf:hasInstance-bf:Instance-bf:hasItem-bf:Item-bf:electronicLocator-URI” is considered prerequisite for the 

BIBFRAME-EDM application profile. If this prerequisite path exists, then the mapping from BIBFRAME to EDM is 

feasible (Figure 4:1). It must be noted that a full BIBFRAME-EDM application profile was not developed; rather, 

the feasibility of creating one was investigated in terms of mapping BIBFRAME representations of core entities 

and inherent relationships, derivative relationship (adaptation, translation), equivalent relationship, and 

aggregates to EDM.  

 

Figure 4:1. The BIBFRAME path that is a prerequisite condition for the BIBFRAME-EDM application profile. 

The methodology selected for the creation of the BIBFRAME-EDM application profile takes under consideration 

the report for the alignment of library metadata with the EDM (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012), and the EDM-

FRBRoo application profile (Doerr et al., 2013). The methodology involves the following steps: 

1. Selection of library material types. The case of single-volume monographs was selected to investigate the 

applicability of the profile for the representation of BIBFRAME’s core entities and inherent relationships 

in EDM.  

2. Requirements. It is required that the profile will use the EDM definitions described in the alignment report 

(Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012), and that the profile will be extensible to serve the needs for representing 

other library materials.  

3. Selection of test case. The case of Don Quijote was selected using the representations presented in 

Chapter 3. In detail, the test case includes the French free translation of Don Quijote by Fillaeu de Saint-

Martin and its translation in English by John Phillips. Both texts have been digitized by the National Library 

of Spain and are available online.  

4. Representation of the test case in BIBFRAME, and in EDM. 

5. Study all the possible EDM representation approaches (e.g., library alignment report, use of ore:Proxy 

class, etc.).  

6. Mapping to EDM using a path-oriented approach. 
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The BIBFRAME representation of the test case (Figure 4:2) presents the French free translation as a bf:Work which 

is considered as an adaptation of the “Don Quixote” bf:Work instance and is related to it with a bf:hasDerivative 

property instance. The literal translation in English by John Phillips is represented as another bf:Work instance, 

and it is related to the “French translation_W” with a bf:translation property instance. The same test case using 

EDM constructs is depicted in Figure 4:3. It can be observed that there is no edm:ProvidedCHO class instance for 

Don Quixote due to the inexistence of a digital or digitized bf:Item instance. Two edm:ProvidedCHO class instances 

are represented, one for the French translation, and one for the English one. They are related with the 

edm:isDerivativeOf property instance. The prerequisite path exists in both French and English translation enabling 

the mapping of their representation to EDM. The bf:Text instance entitled “Don Quixote” does not present the 

prerequisite path and it is excluded from the mapping. 

 

Figure 4:2. BIBFRAME representation of the selected test case. 

 

Figure 4:3. EDM representation of the test case. 

4.1.1. Using the library metadata alignment report 
According to the library metadata alignment report (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012), the edm:ProvidedCHO class 

is to incorporate information regarding three disjoint FRBR entities, namely Work, Expression, and Manifestation. 

Hence, the bf:Work class, which may be considered as equal to the union of the FRBR Work and Expression entities, 

along with the bf:Instance class, which is equivalent to the FRBR Manifestation entity, will be mapped to the 

edm:ProvidedCHO class. The bf:Item-bf:electronicLocator-rdfs:literal(URI) path will be mapped to an 

edm:WebResource class instance. This core mapping is visually displayed in Figure 4:4. The mapping of the 

BIBFRAME prerequisite path seems feasible prompting the investigation of all cases investigated in Chapter 3. The 

paths used for the BIBFRAME representation of adaptation, translation, reproduction, and aggregates were 

mapped to EDM ones. All these mappings are analytically presented in Table 4-1.  

 
Figure 4:4. Mapping the BIBFRAME prerequisite path to EDM. This mapping adheres to the library metadata alignment report (Angjeli, 

Bayerische, et al., 2012). 
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Table 4-1 presents the mappings of four BIBFRAME paths describing five bibliographic description cases. First, the 

mapping of the BIBFRAME prerequisite path to EDM. This path is also valid for the representation of aggregates 

in BIBFRAME with more than one bf:Work instances having the same bf:Instance. Secondly, the mapping of two 

derivative relationships, the adaptation and the translation ones, and thirdly, the mapping of reproduction are 

attempted. Conforming to the library metadata alignment report (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012), all cases may 

be mapped to EDM. Yet, there are some important points to focus on.  

With regard to aggregates, an EDM path (edm:ProvidedCHO-inverse of edm:aggregatedCHO-ore:Aggregation-

edm:hasView-edm:WebResource) is to be created for each bf:Work instance aggregated to the same aggregate 

bf:Instance. Even though, each one of the produced EDM paths is correct, the information regarding aggregation 

is lost and may be implicitly represented due to the common URI value shared among the edm:WebResource 

instances of the produced EDM paths.  

BIBFRAME represents all derivative-non translation relationships with one property bf:hasDerivative and its 

inverse bf:derivativeOf. Translation is represented with the bf:translation/bf:translationOf properties. Derivative 

relationships are all represented in EDM with dcterms:hasVersion / dcterms:isVersionOf properties. Translation is 

represented with the edm:isDerivativeOf property. Therefore, in case of translation, exact semantics is lost after 

mapping from BIBFRAME to EDM.  

Since EDM includes descriptions only for cultural heritage objects available online, a condition for the mapping of 

the BIBFRAME reproduction representation to EDM is that both bf:Instance instances participating in the 

relationship are at the same time participating in a what we have called BIBFRAME prerequisite path, namely, 

bf:Work-bf:hasInstance-bf:Instance-bf:hasItem-bf:Item-bf:electronicLocator-URI.  

Table 4-1. Mapping BIBFRAME representation paths to EDM ones. 

BIBFRAME EDM 

bf:Work-bf:hasInstance-bf:Instance-
bf:hasItem-bf:Item-bf:electronicLocator-
URI 

i. Map bf:Work-bf:hasInstance-bf:Instance to an 
edm:ProvidedCHO instance 

ii. Map bf:hasItem-bf:Item-bf:electronicLocator-URI to 
an edm:WebResource instance  

iii. Create the following path edm:ProvidedCHO-inverse 
of edm:aggregatedCHO-ore:Aggregation-
edm:hasView-edm:WebResource  

bf:Work-bf:translation-bf:Work edm:ProvidedCHO-inverse of edm:isDerivativeOf-
edm:ProvidedCHO 

bf:Work-bf:hasDerivative-bf:Work edm:ProvidedCHO- dcterms:hasVersion -edm:ProvidedCHO 

bf:Instance-bf:reproduction-bf:Instance If both instances of the class bf:Instance participate in a 
prerequisite path (defined above), then  

relate the two edm:ProvidedCHO instances with the 
dcterms:hasFormat property resulting in the following 
path edm:ProvidedCHO-dcterms:hasFormat-
edm:ProvidedCHO 

else, ignore. 

 

EDM enables alternative representations using the ore:Proxy class, or the edm:InformationResource class. Both 

representation approaches were included in this investigation along with one combining them both.  
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4.1.2. Use of the ore:Proxy class 

As in the previous basic mapping, the BIBFRAME prerequisite path must be present to enable the mappings. The 

ore:Proxy class is to be used to contextualize the edm:ProvidedCHO descriptions that Europeana aggregates. Each 

provider’s metadata can be accommodated in an ore:Proxy class instance. Thus, the mapping from BIBFRAME to 

EDM changes; the bf:Work-bf:hasInstance-bf:Instance path is now mapped to the ore:Proxy class instance and not 

to the edm:ProvidedCHO instance (Figure 4:5). The edm:ProvidedCHO instance, for which more than one 

description (ore:Proxy instances) may exist from different providers, is presupposed to exist in Europeana. 

Otherwise, it must be created automatically using the first provided ore:Proxy instance. In case multiple ore:Proxy 

instances for the same real-world object are provided, then matching and merging is needed to result in one 

edm:ProvidedCHO instance with multiple ore:Proxy instances. Though, the issue of how Europeana will recognize 

and merge identical objects’ descriptions provided by different providers “remains open” (Isaac, 2013). 

Relationships between bf:Works will be mapped to properties relating edm:ProvidedCHO instances (according to 

Table 4-1).  

 

Figure 4:5. Mapping of the BIBFRAME prerequisite path to EDM using the ore:Proxy class. 

 

4.1.3. Use of the edm:InformationResource class 

Implementing the EDM-FRBRoo application profile approach, the edm:InformationResource class may be typed to 

represent bf:Work semantics (typed as skos:Concept instance with the literal value “BFWork”). In this 

representation approach (Figure 4:6), the edm:ProvidedCHO class may not represent “edition” as defined in the 

library metadata alignment report (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 2012), but the embodiment only. Thus, EDM may 

present more granularity and the BIBFRAME semantics may be better preserved after the mapping. Relationships 

between bf:Work instances will be mapped in this scenario to properties relating edm:InformationResource 

instances typed as “BFWork”. In this representation, bf:Work instances that do not have a digital or digitized 

bf:Instance may also be represented at the edm:InformationResource level without being incorporated in some 

edm:ProvidedCHO instance. 
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Figure 4:6. Mapping of the BIBFRAME prerequisite path to EDM using typed edm:InformationRecource class instances. 

The representation of the BIBFRAME test case (Figure 4:2) using typed edm:InformationResource class instances 

is depicted in Figure 4:7. This representation is different to the representation depicted in Figure 4:3, in terms of 

preserving the “Don Quixote” bf:Work semantics, despite this bf:Work instance’s absence from a prerequisite 

path.  

 

Figure 4:7. “Don Quixote” test case in EDM using typed edm:InformationRecource class instances. 

 

4.1.4. Use of the edm:InformationResource and ore:Proxy classes 

Regarding the representation of textual information resources in Europeana, a very interesting scenario would be 

the contextualization of descriptions and the preservation of BIBFRAME semantics at the same time. Thus, an 

EDM representation using both edm:InformationResource and ore:Proxy classes was investigated. The mapping 

of the BIBFRAME prerequisite path to EDM using the edm:InformationResource and ore:Proxy classes is presented 

in Figure 4:8. The bf:Work class is mapped to the edm:InformationResource class (typed as “BFWork”), the 

bf:Instance class is mapped to the ore:Proxy class, and the bf:Item-bf:electornicLocator-rdfs:literal(“URI”) path is 

mapped to the edm:WebResource class. Since bf:Works are mapped to edm:InformationResource class instances 
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typed as “BFWork”, relationships between bf:Works are mapped using the corresponding properties of Table 4-1 

to relationships between the edm:InformationResource class instances.  

 

Figure 4:8. Mapping of the BIBFRAME prerequisite path to EDM using typed edm:InformationRecource and ore:Proxy instances. 

The representation of the BIBFRAME test case (Figure 4:2) using typed edm:InformationResource and ore:Proxy 

instances is depicted in Figure 4:9. This representation is different to the representations depicted in Figure 4:3 

and in Figure 4:7, in terms of preserving i) the “Don Quixote” bf:Work semantics, and ii) the provider’s view 

regarding the two edm:ProvidedCHO instances (French translation_CHO and English translation_CHO).  

 

Figure 4:9. “Don Quixote” test case in EDM using typed edm:InformationRecource class instances, and ore:Proxy class instances. 

 

4.1.5. Findings 

The investigation toward the BIBFRAME-EDM application profile revealed that the BIBFRAME core entities and 

inherent relationships may be mapped to EDM. Due to the nature of EDM, a model for describing Europeana’s 

aggregated digital resources, the following BIBFRAME path “bf:Work-bf:hasInstance-bf:Instance-bf:hasItem-

bf:Item-bf:electronicLocator-URI” was identified as a prerequisite for the implementation of the application 

profile.  
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There are different representation approaches that can be implemented using the EDM constructs. The decision 

about which one is selected is a matter of policy. The implemented path-oriented approach enabled the mapping 

of the test case from BIBFRAME to the different EDM representations, i.e., library metadata alignment report, use 

of the ore:Proxy class, use of the edm:InformationResource class, and use of both edm:InformationResource and 

ore:Proxy classes. The last two representation approaches exploit the EDM’s extension mechanism (assigning a 

new type to the edm:InformationResource class instances with skos:Concept instances) adding BIBFRAME 

semantics in EDM representations.  

 

4.2. Model reconciliation: FRBR-BIBFRAME mapping 

FRBR is considered as a milestone in the history of cataloguing (Denton, 2007) and the investigation regarding the 

model reconciliation method forwarded with the FRBR-BIBFRAME mapping. BIBFRAME is the model currently 

being developed and used by the Library of Congress to convert its MARC21 records to linked data. Τhe 

investigation focuses on the mapping of core entities, inherent relationships, and derivative relationships.  

Regarding the mapping of FRBR to BIBFRAME, the thesis uses the Library of Congress approach as explicitly stated 

in (BIBFRAME - Bibliographic Framework Initiative, 2014; McCallum, 2017, 2018). According to this approach, a 

BIBFRAME Work is considered equivalent to the union of the following two FRBR entities, Work and Expression. 

Other possible mappings enabled by loose BIBFRAME definitions and alternative interpretations of the classes, 

have not been generated. A typical example would be the mapping of FRBR representations to BIBFRAME 

representations using Expression-agnostic bf:Work instances (check Figure 3:44), or bflc:Hub instances (Figure 

3:46).  

 

4.2.1.  Mapping of core entities and inherent relationships 

FRBR uses four core entities for representing content and its embodiments, whereas BIBFRAME uses three. In 

FRBR, content ideas are represented with the Work entity, and signs used to realize these ideas are represented 

with the Expression entity. In BIBFRAME these two pieces of information are both represented with one class, the 

bf:Work class. Physical embodiment is represented in FRBR with the Manifestation entity; copies are represented 

with the Item entity. Similarly, BIBFRAME represents physical embodiments with the bf:Instance class, and 

exemplars with the bf:Item class. The mapping is presented in Table 4-2 and is depicted in Figure 4:10. There are 

two issues that need to be taken under consideration regarding the mapping of core entities and inherent 

relationships. The first issue involves the case where a FRBR Work has more than one Expressions, and, 

consequently, participates in more than one Work-is realized through-Expression paths. The second issue involves 

the mapping to specific bf:Work or bf:Instance subclasses; BIBFRAME, contrary to the FRBR, defines 11 bf:Work 

subclasses, and 5 bf:Instance subclasses.  

 

Figure 4:10. Mapping FRBR core entities and inherent relationships to BIBFRAME. 
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Table 4-2. Rules for mapping FRBR core entities and inherent relationships to BIBFRAME. 

FRBR BIBFRAME 

Work-is realized through-
Expression 

The FRBR Work has more than one Expressions 
If yes 

Step 1. For each Expression, map the whole path to a bf:Work 
instance 

Step 2. Relate in pairs all the mapped bf:Work instances with 
the bf:hasExpression property 

If no 
Map the whole path to a bf:Work instance 

Manifestation bf:Instance 

Item bf:Item 

is embodied in bf:hasInstance 

is exemplified by bf:hasItem 

 

Regarding the first issue, when an FRBR Work is realized through more than one Expressions, then it participates 

in multiple Work-is realized through-Expression paths. After the mapping though, the information that the 

mapped bf:Works contain realizations of the same ideas is lost. To avoid loss of common origin, the 

bf:hasExpression property is used (Table 1). With the use of the bf:hasExpression property, the sharing of common 

ideas is preserved; the information about the exact progenitor is lost, though. In the following Figure 4:11, the 

FRBR Work is realized through three different Expressions. Each FRBR Work-is realized through-Expression path is 

mapped to a new bf:Work instance. If the three new mapped bf:Work instances are not related to one another, 

the information that they realize the same set of ideas is lost. Using the bf:hasExpression property this piece of 

information is preserved.  

 

Figure 4:11. Mapping three realizations of the FRBR Work ‘Odyssey’ to BIBFRAME. Use of the bf:hasExpression property preserves the 
relationship of the three bf:Work instances being realizations of the same set of ideas.  
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The second issue regarding the mapping of the FRBR Work-is realized through-Expression to one of the bf:Work 

subclasses depends on the value of an Expression attribute, namely, the form of expression attribute. This attribute 

may take literal values or values from a controlled vocabulary to describe the type of signs used to realize the 

ideas of a Work. In this mapping the values from the LC Content Types Scheme (“LC Linked Data Service: Authorities 

and Vocabularies - Content Types Scheme,” 2014) are used (Table 4-3). The values of this controlled vocabulary 

may trigger the mapping to all bf:Work subclasses, except the bf:MixedMaterial one. Moreover, certain values 

may even trigger the mapping to some bf:Instance subclasses (Table 4-3). Similarly to the bf:Work class, the 

specialization by attribute may be also exploited for the mapping of the FRBR Manifestation entity to the 

bf:Instance class and subclasses. In this case the form of carrier attribute, a Manifestation attribute, is used to 

trigger the mapping (Table 4-4). The use of the Carriers Scheme (“LC Linked Data Service: Authorities and 

Vocabularies - Carriers Scheme,” 2014) values do not enable the specialization to all bf:Instance subclasses, only 

for bf:Electronic, and bf:Print. The use of the bf:Tactile subclass is triggered by certain values of the LC Content 

Types Scheme used in instances of the form of expression attribute (see Table 4-3). Hence, there are no values in 

the Carriers Scheme that may trigger the mapping of a Manifestation entity instance to either the bf:Archival or 

the bf:Manuscript subclasses.  

 

Table 4-3. Different values for the form of expression attribute trigger the mapping of the FRBR ‘Work – is realized through – Expression’ 
triple to different bf:Work subclasses. 

If (Expression - form of expression – 

(contentTypes: 

then map (Work-is realized through-

Expression) to bf:Work subclass 

and Manifestation to 

bf:Instance subclass 

sounds OR performed music OR spoken 

word)) 
bf:Audio  

cartographic dataset OR cartographic 

image OR cartographic moving image OR 

cartographic tactile image OR 

cartographic tactile three-dimensional 

form OR cartographic three-dimensional 

form)) 

bf:Cartography  

computer dataset)) bf:Dataset bf:Electronic 

text)) bf:Text  

tactile text)) bf:Text bf:Tactile 

notated music)) bf:NotatedMusic  

tactile notated music)) bf:NotatedMusic bf:Tactile 

notated movement)) bf:NotatedMovement  

tactile notated movement)) bf:NotatedMovement bf:Tactile 

still image)) bf:StillImage  

tactile image)) bf:StillImage bf:Tactile 

three-dimensional moving image OR 

two-dimensional moving image)) 
bf:MovingImage  

three-dimensional form)) bf:Object  

tactile three-dimensional form)) bf:Object bf:Tactile 

computer program)) bf:Multimedia  
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Table 4-4. Different values for the form of carrier attribute trigger the mapping of the FRBR Manifestation entity to different bf:Instance 
subclasses.  

If (Manifestation - form of carrier - (carriers: 
 map Manifestation to 

bf:Instance subclass 

computer tape reel OR online resource OR computer disc)) bf:Electronic 

volume)) bf:Print 

 

4.2.2.  Mapping of derivative relationships 

FRBR defines more derivative relationships, for example translation, abridgement, imitation, adaptation, 

comparing to BIBFRAME that identifies only translation and derivation in general (see the 

bf:hasDerivative/bf:derivativeOf properties in the BIBFRAME hierarchy of properties in Figure 2:24). Derivative 

relationships are represented in FRBR either between Works or Expressions. In BIBFRAME, derivation is expressed 

between bf:Works. A considerable disparity between the FRBR and the BIBFRAME representations must be noted. 

In FRBR, derivative relationships between Works convey that the exact signs used for the derivation remain 

unknown to the cataloger. Contrary to this, the representation of derivative relationships between bf:Works 

indicates the exact opposite, that catalogers acknowledge the exact signs used in the derivation process. Similarly 

to the BIBFRAME semantics, in FRBR the knowledge of the exact sets of signs used to produce a derivation is 

indicated by representing the derivative relationship between Expressions. Consequently, only derivative 

relationships represented between FRBR Expressions may be mapped to BIBFRAME. Table 4-5 presents derivative 

relationships defined by the FRBR to be used between Expression instances that realize either the same Work (i.e., 

cases of translation, revision, and abridgement) or different Works (i.e., cases of adaptation, and dramatization).  

Table 4-5. Derivative relationships between FRBR Expressions mapped to BIBFRAME. 

FRBR BIBFRAME 

has a translation bf:translation 

has a revision 

bf:hasDerivative 

has an abridgement  

has an adaptation 

has a transformation 

has an imitation 

 

Figure 4:12 presents the mapping of two derivative relationships, a has a translation relationship between two 

Expressions of the same Work, and a has an adaptation relationship between two Expressions realizing two 

different Works. The FRBR Work named “Odyssey” is realized through two Expressions, one in ancient Greek 

edited by Jean de Sponde and one in English, namely the notorious Chapman English translation. Chapman did 

not know ancient Greek very well; he used a 1583 publication including the ancient Greek text edited by Jean de 

Sponde (Spondanus), and in parallel the Andreas Divus’ Latin translation (Underwood, 1998). Thus, the translation 

relationship is represented between the Divus Latin translation and the Chapman English translation. The 

relationship is mapped to the bf:translation property. The Chapman English translation was used by Charles Lamb 
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to create an adaptation of ‘Odyssey’ for children (P. Ford, 2006). This relationship is represented with the has an 

adaptation relationship. This relationship is mapped to the bf:hasDerivative property.  

 

Figure 4:12. Mapping derivative relationships (translation, adaptation) from FRBR to BIBFRAME. 

The mapping of derivative relationships at the Work level from FRBR to BIBFRAME concludes to the generation of 

extra and invalid derivative relationships in BIBFRAME. Due to the dual nature of the bf:Work class including both 

ideas and signs, the attributes of an FRBR Work and its relationships shall be mapped to all bf:Work instances that 

have been produced by the Work-is realized through-Expression paths in which the FRBR Work participates. As an 

example, Figure 4:13 is presented. This figure presents members of the Wuthering Heights bibliographic family. 

The FRBR Wuthering Heights Work created by Emily Brontë is realized through three Expressions, the original text 

in English, an Armenian translation, and a French translation. The Armenian translation has used the original text 

as its source, whereas there is no such piece of information regarding the source text used for the French 

translation. All three Expressions are mapped along the Wuthering Heights Work to three bf:Work instances. All 

three mapped three bf:Work instances carry the ideas, the attributes, and the relationships of the Wuthering 

Heights FRBR Work.  

The Wuthering Heights Work has been adapted as musical play by (B.J.Taylor). It is not known which Wuthering 

Heights Expression has been used to create the adaptation; so, the has an adaptation relationship is represented 

at the ideas level, between the two FRBR Works. The B.J.Taylor adaptation Work is realized through two 

Expressions, one in English and another one in German. The two Work-is realized through-Expression paths in 

which the B.J.Taylor adaptation Work participates are mapped to two bf:Work instances. These two bf:Works bear 

the ideas, the attributes, and the relationships of the B.J.Taylor adaptation Work. The has an adaptation 

relationship is mapped to the bf:hasDerivative property (Table 4-5). Therefore, six instances of the 

bf:hasDerivative property will link the three bf:Works carrying the ideas of the Wuthering Heights FRBR Work to 

the two bf:Works carrying the ideas of the B.J.Taylor adaptation Work (Figure 4:13).  

The representation of the relationship between FRBR Works conveys a derivative relationship at an abstract level. 

When mapping the relationship to BIBFRAME, the relationship is represented at a less abstract level, between 

bf:Work instances that carry both ideas and signs. As presented in Figure 4:13, the mapping of Work-Work 

relationships from FRBR to BIBFRAME results in the generation of many relationships (property instances) that in 

many cases are false. As an example, after the mapping the Armenian translation is presented to have two 

derivatives bf:Works, the B.J.Taylor Musical Play in English and the B.J.Taylor Musical Play in German. It may be 

concluded that trying to map this relationship to BIBFRAME will possibly result in extra and false relationships.  
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Figure 4:13. Mapping Work to Work derivative relationships from FRBR to BIBFRAME produces redundant and erroneous relationships.  

 

4.2.3.  Findings 

FRBR and BIBFRAME are different in terms of granularity. FRBR uses four core entities for representing content 

and its embodiments, whereas BIBFRAME uses three. When an FRBR Work entity instance is realized through 

more than one Expression instances, the mapping uses bf:hasExpression property instances to relate the 

generated bf:Works, and to preserve the information that these bf:Works share the same ideational content. With 

the use of the bf:hasExpression property the existence of shared ideational content among the related bf:Works 

is preserved. Otherwise, these bf:Works would have remained unrelated to one another and the exploration of a 

bibliographic family’s members would not be possible.  

The mapping of the FRBR Work and Expression entities to the bf:Work class is feasible taking under consideration 

a specific Expression attribute, i.e., form of expression, to map to specialized bf:Work subclasses. The values used 

for this attribute were taken from the LC Content Types Scheme (“LC Linked Data Service: Authorities and 

Vocabularies - Content Types Scheme,” 2014). Thus, a different vocabulary will trigger different mappings. 

Similarly, the mapping of the FRBR Manifestation entity to bf:Instance subclasses is triggered by the values of the 

form of carrier attribute taken from the Carriers Scheme (“LC Linked Data Service: Authorities and Vocabularies - 

Carriers Scheme,” 2014).  

Regarding the mapping of derivative relationships BIBFRAME provides less properties compared to FRBR. Thus, 

the mapping of all FRBR derivative relationships, except for has a translation, is made to the generic BIBFRAME 

bf:hasDerivative property. An important finding is that BIBFRAME enables the representation of bibliographic 

relationships at the signs level only. The mapping of derivative relationships at the Work level from FRBR to 

BIBFRAME concludes to the generation of extra and invalid derivative relationships in BIBFRAME.  
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4.3. Model reconciliation: RDA – BIBFRAME mapping 

Even though FRBR is a conceptual model that has influenced cataloging and the conceptualizations defined in 

other bibliographic conceptual models, its semantics have been implemented mostly through the vocabulary of 

the RDA content standard. Therefore, the investigation about model reconciliation proceeded with the RDA to 

BIBFRAME mapping. As it has already been presented in Chapters 2 and 3, the RDA adheres to FRBR and extends 

it defining more types of relationships. Moreover, RDA is used by libraries worldwide to enable the identification 

of bibliographic entities in legacy MARC records and to prepare the ground for future conversions of legacy data 

to linked data. BIBFRAME is currently developed and used by the Library of Congress to convert legacy MARC21 

to linked data. Considered that RDA is the de facto content standard in MARC21 records, and Library of Congress’ 

influential role in the development of library standards, it is most likely that in the near future there will be the 

need for transforming RDA data to BIBFRAME, and vice-versa. Based on this assumption, the investigation 

progressed to the mapping of RDA core entities, inherent relationships, and derivative relationships to BIBFRAME.  

 

4.3.1. Mapping of core entities and inherent relationships 

An RDA Work is not semantically equivalent to a BIBFRAME Work. The former is used for the representation of 

the “ideational content”, while the signs realizing this content are represented with the use of another class, 

namely, Expression. Contrary to this, the bf:Work class includes both ideas and signs. Implementing the Library of 

Congress rationale (BIBFRAME - Bibliographic Framework Initiative, 2014; McCallum, 2017, 2018), the RDA path 

rdac:C10001 - rdaw:P10078 - rdac:C10006 (Work - has expression of work – Expression) is mapped to the bf:Work 

class (Figure 4:14 and Table 4-6). A direct consequence of this mapping is that the mapped bf:Work class instance 

will convey both RDA Work and Expression instances’ semantics, attributes, and relationships. The RDA 

Manifestation class is mapped to the BIBFRAME Instance one. The RDA Item class is mapped to the BIBFRAME 

Item class. The inherent relationships has manifestation of expression and has exemplar of manifestation are 

correspondingly mapped to the bf:hasInstance and the bf:hasItem properties. The mappings are displayed in 

Figure 4:14 and analytically presented in the first mapping rule (Table 4-6). 

 

 

Figure 4:14. Mapping RDA core entities and inherent relationships to BIBFRAME. 
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Table 4-6. RDA to BIBFRAME mapping rule 1 – Mapping core entities and inherent relationships. 

RDA BIBFRAME 

rdac:C10001 - rdaw:P10078 - rdac:C10006 
(Work - has expression of work – Expression) 

Step 1  
Create a bf:Work as the union of the Work and 
Expression. 
 
Step 2 (Applied only when RDA Work has several 
Expressions, 
When more than one bf:Work instances created from 
step 1, link them with bf:hasExpression relationship 
(see details in Table 4-7). 
 

rdac:C10007 (Manifestation) bf:Instance 

rdae:P20059 (has manifestation of expression) bf:hasInstance 

rdac:C10003 (Item) bf:Item 

rdam:P30103 (has exemplar of manifestation) bf:hasItem 

 

In case an RDA Work has more than one Expressions, the mapping rule is extended (Step 2 in Table 4-6). In RDA 

all Expressions of a Work, regardless if they are related to one another with some kind of bibliographic relationship, 

they remain members of the same family clustered under the same Work they all realize. After the mapping of all 

these Expressions to BIBFRAME, the result is different bf:Work instances that are not related to one another. This 

mapping resulting in ‘orphan’ bf:Works is presented as Pattern A in Figure 4:15. The extension of the first mapping 

rule involves exactly this: the prevention of ‘orphan’ bf:Works that remain separated from other bf:Works realizing 

the same ideational content. The second mapping rule (Table 4-7) uses the bf:hasExpression property to cluster 

all bf:Works that carry the same abstract notions. This property, according to the BIBFRAME definition, correlates 

two bf:Works where the latter is an expression of the former. The definition further clarifies that this property 

may be used “to relate Works under FRBR/RDA rules” (“BIBFRAME ontology - hasExpression,” 2016). The 

clustering may be applied by coupling all mapped bf:Work instances. This pattern is depicted in Figure 4:15 as 

pattern B. It must be noted that the number of bf:hasExpression property instances depends on the number of 

Expressions. For a number of N Expressions, N*(N-1)/2 bf:hasExpression property instances will be used to relate 

in pairs the mapped bf:Works. As an example, mapping an RDA Work with 5 Expressions will generate five bf:Work 

instances that will be related in pairs with 10 bf:hasExpression property instances. For an RDA Work with 10 

Expressions, 45 instances of the bf:hasExpression property are needed to couple the mapped bf:Work instances! 

A simpler representation can be applied when using the bf:hasExpression property as an OWL transitive one (Sean 

Bechhofer et al., 2004). With a transitive bf:hasExpression the bf:Work instances may be related successively, and, 

since W_E1 instance has W_E2 as its expression, and W_E2 has W_E3 as its expression, then it can be inferred 

that W_E1 has W_E3 as its expression too. This pattern is depicted in Figure 4:15 as pattern C. With this pattern 

much less bf:hasExpression property instances are needed. As an example, an RDA Work with 5 Expressions will 

be mapped to five bf:Works that will be related with only 4 bf:hasExpression property instances. For the RDA Work 

with 10 Expressions, 9 bf:hasExpression property instances will be eventually used to cluster the mapped bf:Works. 

The second mapping rule that extends the first one and uses the bf:hasExpression property, either as non-

transitive, or as transitive, is presented in Table 4-7. 
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Figure 4:15. Mapping an RDA Work with four Expressions to BIBFRAME. Three patterns are presented: A. No use of the bf:hasExpression 
property, B. use of the bf:hasExpression property as non-transitive, and C. use of the bf:hasExpression property as transitive.  

 

Table 4-7. RDA to BIBFRAME mapping Rule 2 – Extending mappings to preserve clustering of RDA Expressions of the same Work (one RDA 
Work with several Expressions). 

RDA BIBFRAME 

rdac:C10001 - rdaw:P10078 - rdac:C10006 
Work - has expression of work – Expression 

Step 2 (when RDA Work has several Expressions) 
When more than one bf:Work instances have been created 

from step 1,  

 link all bf:Works generated from step 1 with 
bf:hasExpression relationship 
 
Case Α. (The bf:hasExpression property is not transitive) 
Relate with the bf:hasExpression property all possible pairs 
of bf:Work instances generated from the same RDA Work 
participating in multiple ‘Work-has expression of work-
Expression’ paths. 
Case Β. (The bf:hasExpression property is transitive).  
Connect the bf:Work instances generated from the same 
RDA Work - participating in multiple ‘Work-has expression of 
work-Expression’ paths – successively with the 
bf:hasExpression property. 
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4.3.2. Mapping of derivative relationships 

RDA represents derivative relationships either between Works or Expressions. Similarly to FRBR, the 

representation of a derivative relationship between Works discloses both the existence of a derivative relationship 

between them, and the unawareness regarding the original set of signs used to produce the derivative one. By 

contrast, the representation of a derivative relationship between Expressions conveys the certain knowledge of 

both sets of signs, original and derivative ones, used during the derivation process. In BIBFRAME, derivative 

relationships are represented at the bf:Work level. Considering that the bf:Work class accommodates both ideas 

and signs, the derivative relationship involves derivation at the signs level. Hence, derivative relationships 

represented in RDA between Expressions may be mapped to the corresponding BIBFRAME properties relating 

bf:Works. This is the third mapping rule presented in Table 4-8.  

Table 4-8. RDA to BIBFRAME mapping Rule 3 – Mapping derivative relationships. 

RDA BIBFRAME 

rdac:C10001 - rdaw:P10148 (and all its subproperties) - rdac:C10001 
Work – is derivative (work) (and all its subproperties) - Work 

Ignore these relationships in the 
mappings. 

rdac:C10006 – rdae:P20203 (and all its subproperties) - rdac:C10006 
Expression – is derivative (expression) (and all its subproperties) - 
Expression 

Map these relationships to the 
corresponding BIBFRAME derivation 
property between bf:Work instances 
(see Table 4-9). 

 

Regarding the mapping of derivative relationships represented between RDA Works, these relationships are 

ignored (Table 4-8). In case they would not be ignored in the mapping, the bf:Works generated by mapping the 

original Work’s paths (RDA Work - has expression of work – Expression paths) would all carry the derivative 

relationship of the original Work. Moreover, these bf:Works would be related to all bf:Works generated by 

mapping the derivative Work’s paths (RDA Work - has expression of work – Expression). This would cause severe 

noise in the mapping. Noisy and imprecise mappings are expected in large numbers when large bibliographic 

families are involved, or when both original and derivative Works are realized in many Expressions. Thus, even 

though in RDA the Work instances are related, in BIBFRAME these will remain unrelated to any other member of 

their bibliographic family. This is a compromise that needs to be made, given that the scenario of including RDA 

Work-Work derivative relationships in the mapping will cause severe noise and false mappings, similarly to the 

FRBR-BIBFRAME mapping presented in Figure 4:13.  

The mapping of properties used for the representation of derivative relationships from RDA to BIBFRAME is 

presented in Table 4-9. The BIBFRAME hierarchy of derivative relationships (see Figure 2:24) may be considered 

as less refined than the RDA one (see Figure 2:18 and Figure 2:19). BIBFRAME differentiates only between 

translation (bf:translation) and other types of derivation (bf:hasDerivative). As a result, the majority of specialized 

RDA properties representing derivative relationships are mapped to only one BIBFRAME property, namely, the 

more general bf:hasDerivative property. Derivative relationships are expected to be retained when mapping from 

RDA to BIBFRAME, but loss of the exact semantics is also anticipated.  
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Table 4-9. RDA to BIBFRAME mapping. Mapping of derivative relationships from RDA to BIBFRAME. 

RDA BIBFRAME 

rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression) bf:hasDerivative 

rdae:P20166 is abridged as (expression) 

rdae:P20153 is adapted as (expression)  
 rdae:P20110 is adapted as libretto (expression) 

rdae:P20211 is revised as 

rdae:P20171 is translated as bf:translation 

 

4.3.3. Findings 

Even though in BIBFRAME there is no equivalent class to the RDA Expression entity, the semantics of this entity 

may be preserved using bf:hasExpression property instances to relate bf:Works carrying different realizations 

(Expressions in RDA terms) of the same ideational content (Work in RDA terms). The property may be used either 

as transitive or non- transitive. Moreover, the use of the bf:hasExpression property contributes to the formation 

of bibliographic families and to their exploration.  

Concerning the mapping of derivative relationships from RDA to BIBFRAME, two points must be highlighted. First, 

derivative relationships between RDA Works are ignored in the mapping due to the concern that an excessive 

number of false relationships will be generated in BIBFRAME, especially when the mapping involves relationships 

between RDA Works with many Expressions. Secondly, the mapping of RDA derivative relationships is made to 

semantically generic BIBFRAME properties. Due to the limited number of BIBFRAME properties for the 

representation of derivative relationships, all RDA relationships, except for translation, are mapped to the 

bf:hasDerivative property.  

 

4.4. Model reconciliation: BIBFRAME – RDA mapping 

The thesis proceeds with the investigation of the model reconciliation method applied to the conversion of 

BIBFRAME to RDA. The BIBFRAME-RDA mapping is completed with four steps, Steps (a)-(d). Step (a) executes the 

mapping of bf:Work instances to sets of RDA Works with their Expressions. Step (b) executes the mapping of 

derivative relationships. Step (c) executes the mapping of bf:Work properties to RDA Work and Expression 

properties respectively. The final Step (d) executes the mapping of the remaining core classes, bf:Instance and 

bf:Item, and inherent relationships.  

4.4.1. Mapping of the bf:Work class 

The bf:Work class is considered as equivalent to the following RDA triple, ‘Work - has expression of work – 

Expression’, carrying the semantics of both RDA Work and Expression entities (Figure 4:16). There are two 

important parameters that need to be taken under consideration. The first parameter involves the identification 

of the same ideational content when examining the conversion of bf:Work instances to proper sets of RDA Works 

along with their Expressions. The second parameter involves the separation of the bf:Work properties to RDA 

Work properties and RDA Expression properties. This mapping is presented in the paragraphs 4.4.3 and 4.4.4.  
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Figure 4:16. Core BIBFRAME entities and inherent relationships mapped to RDA. 

Step (a) that executes the mapping of the bf:Work class is completed in three stages:  

a1. The set of bf:Work instances and their corresponding relationships (Part 1 of Figure 4:17) is partitioned to 

subsets, each of them containing the different realizations of the same ideational content only (Part 2 of Figure 

4:17). The partitions are created exploiting the existence of bf:hasExpression, bf:translation, and 

bf:otherEdition property instances. The bf:hasExpression property is used to relate bf:Works carrying different 

signs/expressions of the same sets of ideas. The bf:translation property is used to represent literal translations 

in BIBFRAME. The third property, bf:otherEdition, is used to relate bf:Works sharing the same content in 

different languages or content forms, e.g., edition of the same content in another media type. 

a2. An RDA Work class is generated for each subset (Part 3 of Figure 4:17). 

a3. An RDA Expression instance is generated for every bf:Work in the subset, and it is related afterwards to the 

RDA Work instance (generated in the previous step) with a rdae:P20231 has work expressed property instance 

(the inverse rdaw:P10078 has expression of work property is also instantiated) (Part 3 of Figure 4:17).  
 

 

 Figure 4:17. BIBFRAME to RDA mapping Step (a) - Partitioning and mapping a set of bf:Work instances to RDA Works and Expressions. 
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An application of the mapping Step (a) transforming a partition containing bf:Works from the Odyssey family to 

RDA is depicted in Figure 4:18. Step (a1) creates Partition A based on the existence of instances of the 

bf:hasExpression, bf:translation, or bf:otherEdition properties relating a set of bf:Works. In Step (a2), an instance 

of the RDA Work named “The Odyssey of Homer” is generated for Partition A. In Step (a3), each bf:Work in 

Partition A is mapped to an RDA Expression and thus four RDA Expressions are generated. The “Odyssey of Homer” 

RDA Work, generated in the second step, is related to the four RDA Expressions (identified with numbers 1, 2, 4, 

and 7) generated in this step with instances of the property rdaw:P10078 has expression of work. In Figure 4:18, 

each generated Expression carries the reference number of its corresponding bf:Work, e.g., the RDA Expression 

(1) is generated out of the bf:Work (1). In the fourth step, the mapping of bf:translation and bf:otherEdition 

properties generates instances of properties representing relationships at the Expression level, namely the 

rdae:P20171 is translated as and rdae:P20204 is based on expression properties. The instances of the 

bf:hasExpression property are ignored.  

 

Figure 4:18. BIBFRAME to RDA mapping Step (a) - Example of mapping the Partition A that includes the bf:Works from the Odyssey family 
to RDA Work and Expressions. 

 

4.4.2. Mapping derivative relationships 

Step (b) of the mapping algorithm maps derivative relationships from BIBFRAME to RDA. As presented in Table 

4-10, all BIBFRAME derivative relationships may be mapped to RDA. The hierarchy of derivative relationships is 

depicted in Figure 4:19. The high-level BIBFRAME bf:hasDerivative property is mapped to the higher RDA property 

for the representation of derivative relationships at the Expression level, that is, the rdae:P20203 is derivative 

(expression) property5. The bf:translation property is mapped to the rdae:P20171 is translated as property. Since 

there is no equivalent property in RDA for the representation of the ‘other editions’ cases, the bf:otherEdition 

property is mapped to an RDA generic property, the rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression) property, or to its 

inverse rdae:P20204 is based on (expression). It may be mapped to both properties because BIBFRAME defines 

the bf:otherEdition property as symmetric. This means that the relationship exists both ways, regardless the 

bf:Works participating in the relationship are at the domain or range side of the bf:Work-bf:otherEdition-bf:Work 

path. Therefore, the bf:otherEdition property may be mapped either to the rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression) 

property, or to its inverse rdae:P20204 is based on (expression). The mappings need to take under consideration 

 
5 Due to the use of the version 2.7.3 of the RDA vocabularies some slight differences may be observed in the thesis regarding 
RDA labels. As an example, the rdae:P20203 property has the label ‘is derivative (expression)’ in the RDA element set (used 
in the thesis), while on the RDA registry its label is ‘has derivative expression’. 
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how the property is used in the BIBFRAME datasets that will be converted to RDA. In case a library has selected 

to use the bf:otherEdition property to relate the original bf:Work to its derivative bf:Work, then the mapping of 

the property will be to the rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression) property. If the library has selected the opposite 

representation, from the derivative bf:Work to the original one, then the rdae:P20204 is based on (expression) 

property will be used in the mapping.  

It must be noted that the generic bf:hasDerivative property may represent many types of derivation due to the 

lack of more specialized properties in the BIBFRAME hierarchy of derivative relationships. Some of the derivative 

relationships represented with the bf:hasDerivative property may involve derivations of the same ideational 

content, e.g., cases of abridgement or revision. By contrast, other cases represented with the bf:hasDerivative 

property may involve changes of the ideational content, such as, adaptations, dramatizations, etc. The use of the 

bf:hasDerivative property does not provide any information regarding the existence of common or different 

ideational content among the related bf:Works. Therefore, this property was not considered in Step (a) of the 

mapping algorithm. Another important point is that the bf:originalVersion property has been excluded from the 

mapping (Table 4-10). Even though this property is included in the hierarchy of derivative relationships, it is 

suitable only for the representation of the equivalence relationship (reproduction) between bf:Instances, 

considering a) its definition “Resource is the original version of which this resource is a reproduction” (Library of 

Congress, 2016a), b) the BIBFRAME specifications regarding the conversion of the MARC21 534 field to BIBFRAME 

(Library of Congress, 2019), and c) one related clarification made in the BIBFRAME mailing list (Denenberg, 2017a).  

Table 4-10. BIBFRAME to RDA mapping Step (b) - Mapping derivative relationships. 

BIBFRAME RDA 

bf:translation rdae:P20171 is translated as 

bf:otherEdition rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression)  

rdae:P20204 is based on expression 

bf:hasDerivative rdae:P20203 has derivative expression 

 

 

 

Figure 4:19. Hierarchy of derivative relationships in BIBFRAME. 

 

Thus, in the example of Figure 4:18, all bf:Work level relationships are mapped to their RDA Expression level 

properties. It is worth mentioning that the bf:hasExpression property is ignored. The existence of common 

ideational content, that the bf:hasExpession property represents, is now represented with the rdaw:P10078 has 

expression of work/rdae:P20231 has work expressed properties instances.  
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4.4.3. Mapping core entities: Work properties  

With regard to the separation of which BIBFRAME Work properties will be mapped to RDA Work properties, or to 

RDA Expression properties, the dominant characteristics that define an RDA Work and an RDA Expression are taken 

under consideration. Thus, in Step (c), bf:Work properties regarding primary contribution information and title 

will be mapped to RDA Work properties, while bf:Work properties regarding content type, non-primary 

contribution, and language information will be mapped to RDA Expression properties. 

Titles and information about the primary contributors are considered as pertaining to RDA Works (Aalberg & 

Žumer, 2008; Hickey & O’Neill, 2009; Peponakis et al., 2011; Takhirov, 2013). BIBFRAME represents titles with 

instances of the bf:Title class. The information in this class, and specifically the whole bf:Work-bf:title-bf:Title-

bf:mainTitle-rdfs:literal statement, is mapped to the literal value of the RDA Work P10088 has title of work 

property (Table 4-11). BIBFRAME uses classes for the representation of contributions, namely, the bf:Contribution 

class. Contributions are represented with two statements: “bf:Work – bf:contribution – bf:Contribution – bf:agent 

– bf:Person”, and “bf:Contribution – bf:role – bf:Role”. The bf:Contribution class may be used to represent either 

primary or non-primary contributions. The information of whether the contribution is primary or not is revealed 

by the value of the bf:Role class. This class may have as a value a plain literal, e.g., author, or may take its value 

from a controlled vocabulary, e.g., the aut value for author with the URI http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/aut 

taken from the MARC Code List for Relators Scheme (“LC Linked Data Service: MARC Code List for Relators 

Scheme,” n.d.). In case a cataloguing agency selects local values or values from another controlled vocabulary, 

different mapping rules will likely be triggered. Therefore, mapping rules must consider the policy implemented 

in assigning values to the bf:Role class. A bf:Contribution subclass, the bflc:PrimaryContribution one, may provide 

a more stable way for representing primary contributions in BIBFRAME, since the information that a primary 

contributions is being described lies in the use of the class itself (i.e., bflc:PrimaryContribution) and not in the value 

of the bf:Role class. The subclass has not been incorporated to the official BIBFRAME vocabulary and it remains a 

construct used in Library of Congress BIBFRAME-related projects.  

Contrary to the BIBFRAME practice, RDA defines a separate property for each role value. This property is different 

when the Agent involved is a Person or a Family. As an example, the property for relating an RDA Work with its 

author (type rdac:C10004 person) is the P10061 has author agent, while the property for a corporate body author 

is the rdaw:P10530 has author corporate body property. Consequently, the BIBFRAME to RDA mapping regarding 

mapping contributions varies depending on the type of the bf:Agent (bf:Person, bf:Organization, or bf:Family) and 

its exact role (Table 4-11).  

It must be once again noted that the mapping, as all mappings in this chapter, focuses on core entities, inherent 

relationships, and derivative relationships. Thus, a full mapping is not provided for all bf:Work properties, or for 

the entirety of values of a given vocabulary, e.g., the LC MARC Code List for Relators Scheme.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/aut
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Table 4-11. BIBFRAME to RDA mapping Step (c) – Mapping BIBFRAME title and primary contribution information from BIBFRAME Work to 
RDA Work properties.  

Information BIBFRAME RDA 

Title bf:Work - bf:title - bf:Title - bf:mainTitle - rdfs:literal rdac:C1001-rdawd:P10088-rdfs:literal 

 

Primary  

Contribution 

 

 

 

bf:Work - bf:contribution - bflc:PrimaryContribution - 

bf:agent - bf:Agent  

 

If bf:Agent - rdf:type - bf:Person 

 

then if 

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:aut) 

if 

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:pht) 

if 

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:cmp) 

if 

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:edc) 

if 

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:drt) 

 

if bf:Agent-rdf:type-bf:Organization  

 

then if  

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:aut) 

if  

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:pht) 

if  

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:cmp) 

 

if bf:Agent-rdf:type-bf:Family 

 

then if  

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:aut) 

if  

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:pht) 

if  

bflc:PrimaryContribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:cmp) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10061-rdac:C1002 

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10445-rdac:C1002  

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10442-rdac:C1002 

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10444-rdac:C1002 

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10455-rdac:C1002 

 

 

 

 

rdac:C1001–rdawo:P10530–rdac:C10011 

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10539-rdac:C10011  

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10536-rdac:C10011 

 

 

 

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10577-rdac:C10011 

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10586-rdac:C10011 

 

rdac:C1001-rdawo:P10583-rdac:C10011 

 

Information about content type, language and non-primary contribution is associated to the identification of RDA 

Expressions (Aalberg & Žumer, 2008; E T O’Neill, 2002; Yee, 2005). Hence, Step (c) proceeds with the mapping of 

these pieces of information from BIBFRAME to RDA (Table 4-12). BIBFRAME represents content types using 

different bf:Work subclasses. There are 11 subclasses, i.e., Text, Cartography, Audio, NotatedMusic, 

NotatedMovement, Dataset, StillImage, MovingImage, Object, Multimedia, and MixedMaterial. In RDA, content 

types are represented as values for the rdae:P20001 has content type Expression property. The values may be 

local, or they may be taken from a controlled vocabulary. In this Step (c), the RDA Content Type Vocabulary (“Term 
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and Code List for RDA Content Types,” 2014) is considered. In case another controlled vocabulary is selected, the 

mapping rules will need to alter accordingly.  

BIBFRAME represents language information with the bf:Language class taking values from a controlled 

vocabulary. In the following statement bf:Work - bf:language – bf:Language (languages:value), the values are 

from the MARC List for Languages vocabulary (“LC Linked Data Service: MARC List for Languages,” 2011). This 

BIBFRAME triple will be mapped to the following RDA triple rdac:C10006 Expression – rdaeo:P20006 has language 

of expression – languages:value.  

The bf:Work class may include information regarding primary and non-primary contributions. Primary 

contributions involve the ideational content and have already been mapped to RDA Work properties. Non-primary 

contribution, represented with the bf:Contribution class, involves the contribution made to the signs that the 

bf:Work carries, and will be, consequently, mapped to RDA Expression properties. Non-primary contribution is 

represented with two statements in which the bf:Contribution class participates: 1) bf:Work - bf:contribution - bf: 

Contribution - bf:agent – bf:Agent, and 2) bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:value). The first statement 

describes which bf:Agent has contributed to the signs of the bf:Work instance. The mapping of this statement to 

an RDA Expression property is determined by the bf:Agent type, i.e., if the bf:Agent is a Person, a Family, or a 

Corporate Body. The second statement describes the bf:Agent’s role using either local values for the bf:Role class, 

or a controlled vocabulary. Similarly to the mapping of the bflc:PrimaryContribution class, the Library of Congress 

MARC Code List for Relators Scheme (“LC Linked Data Service: MARC Code List for Relators Scheme,” n.d.) is used. 

In case another controlled vocabulary is selected, the mapping rules will need to alter accordingly. The mapping 

of content type, language, and non-primary contribution information from BIBFRAME to RDA is pointedly declared 

in Table 4-12. 

Table 4-12. BIBFRAME to RDA mapping Step (c) - Mapping BIBFRAME content type, language, and non-primary contribution information 
from BIBFRAME Work to RDA Expression properties. 

Information BIBFRAME RDA 

Content type bf:Work - rdf:type – 

 
if bf:Text 

if bf:Audio 

if bf:NotatedMusic 

if bf:Cartography  

if bf:NotatedMovement  

if bf:Dataset  

if bf:StillImage  

if bf:MovingImage  

if bf:Object   

if bf:Multimedia  

if bf:MixedMaterial  

rdac:C10006- rdaeo:P20001- 

 
rdaco:1020 

rdaco:1012 

rdaco:1010  

rdaco:1002 

rdaco:1009  

rdaco:1007 

rdaco:1014 

rdaco:1023 

rdaco:1021 

rdaco:1008 

no equivalent value in rdaco vocabulary 

Language bf:Work - bf:language-bf:Language (languages:value) rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20006-

languages:value 
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Non-primary 

contributions 

 

 

bf:Work - bf:contribution - bf: Contribution - bf:agent - 

bf:Agent  

 

If bf:Agent - rdf:type - bf:Person 

  then  

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:trl) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:edt) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:nrt) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:prf) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:ctb) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:spk) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:edc) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:abr) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:lbt) 

 

if bf:Agent-rdf:type-bf:Organization  

  then 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:trl) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:edt) 

 

if bf:Agent-rdf:type-bf:Family 

  then 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:trl) 

     if   bf:Contribution-bf:role-bf:Role(relators:edt)  

 

 

 

 

 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20346-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20338-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20378-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20351-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20389-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20380-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20338-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20357-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20053-rdac:C1002 

 

 

 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20464-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20456-rdac:C1002 

 

 

 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20523-rdac:C1002 

rdac:C10006-rdaeo:P20515-rdac:C1002 

 

 

4.4.4. Mapping core entities and inherent relationships: Instance and Item classes 

The bf:Instance class is used for the representation of bf:Work physical embodiments and may be considered as 

equivalent to the RDA Manifestation class. The bf:Item class is used for the individual copies of the bf:Instances 

and is mapped to the RDA Item class (Table 4-13). The bf:hasInstance property is mapped to the rdae:P20059 has 

manifestation of expression inherent relationship, while the bf:hasItem property is mapped to the rdam:P30103 

has exemplar of manifestation property (Figure 4:16).  

Table 4-13. BIBFRAME to RDA mapping Step (d)- Mapping the bf:Instance and bf:Item classes. 

BIBFRAME RDA 

bf:Instance rdac:C10007 Manifestation 

bf:hasInstance rdae:P20059 has manifestation of expression 

bf:Item rdac:C10003 Item 

bf:hasItem rdam:P30103 has exemplar of manifestation 

 

Mapping bf:Instance properties to RDA is not straightforward; BIBFRAME uses classes in comparison to the RDA 

that mostly uses properties. The same pieces of information may be described in BIBFRAME using classes and 
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statements, while in RDA specialized properties are used instead. As an example, the date of publication is 

represented in BIBFRAME through the bf:ProvisionActivity class and the following path: bf:Instance - 

bf:provisionActivity - bf:ProvisionActivity - bf:Instance - bf:date - xsd:integer. This whole path will be mapped to a 

single RDA property, the rdam:P30278 has date of manifestation property. Moreover, the bf:ProvisionActivity 

class and its four subclasses, namely bf:Publication, bf:Production, bf:Distribution, and bf:Manufacture, cluster 

information regarding agents, dates, and places relevant to the described event. RDA describes the same events 

with properties for agents, dates, and places that are different for each event type. As an example, in BIBFRAME 

a bf:Publication class instance will cluster information about the bf:Agent (bf:Publication-bf:agent-bf:Agent), the 

exact date (bf:Publication-bf:date-rdfs:literal), and the place of publication (bf:Publication-bf:place-bf:Place). 

Similarly, a bf:Distribution class instance will use the same properties and classes to describe when and where a 

bf:Agent participated in the distribution event. In RDA, different properties are used for each case. Regarding 

publication, agent information is given using the rdam:P30083 has publisher agent property, place information is 

provided with the rdam:P30088 has place of publication property, while date with the rdam:P30011 has date of 

publication property. For distribution other properties are used; correspondingly, rdam:P30080 has distributor 

agent, rdam:P30085 has place of distribution, and rdam:P30008 has date of distribution.  

Table 4-14 presents the mapping for some core pieces of bf:Instance related information. A full mapping of the 

bf:Instance properties is out of scope for this thesis. Even though, mappings are provided for a subset of 

bf:Instance properties, the difference between the BIBFRAME and RDA representations is clearly manifested. 

Similarly to the mapping of the bf:Work properties, whole BIBFRAME paths are mapped to a single RDA property.  

 

Table 4-14. BIBFRAME to RDA mapping Step (d) - Mapping the bf:Instance properties.  

Information BIBFRAME  RDA 

Carrier bf:Instance-bf:carrier- bf:Carrier 
(carriers:value) 

rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30001 "has carrier type" - 
carriers:value 

Issuance bf:Instance-bf:issuance – bf:Issuance 
(issuance:value) 

rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30003 "has mode of issuance"-
issuance:value 

Media bf:Instance-bf:media-bf:Media 
(mediaTypes:value) 

rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30002 "has media type" - 
mediaTypes:value 

Dimensions bf:Instance-bf:dimensions-rdfs:literal rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30169 "has dimensions"-rdfs:literal 

Extent bf:Instance-bf:extent-bf:Extent - rdfs:label rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30182 "has extent of 
manifestation" -rdfs:literal 

Title bf:Instance - bf:title-bf:Title-bf:mainTitle-
rdfs:literal 

rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30134 "has title of manifestation" - 
rdfs:literal 

Provision 
Activity 
Statement 

bf:Instance - 
bf:provisionActivityStatement-rdfs:literal 

rdac:C10007-rdam:P30292 "has manifestation 
statement" – rdfs:literal 

Provision 
Activity 

IF 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-rdf:type- 
bf:Publication 
 
then 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:agent-bf:Agent  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30083 "has publisher agent" - 
rdac:C10002 "agent" 
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bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:date-xsd:integer 
 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:place-bf:Place 

rdac:C10007-rdamd:P30011 "has date of publication" - 
xsd:integer 
 
rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30088 "has place of publication" - 
rdac:C10009 "place" 

IF 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-rdf:type- 
bf:Distribution 
 
then 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:agent-bf:Agent  
 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:date-xsd:integer 
 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:place-bf:Place 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30080 "has distributor agent" - 
rdac:C10002 "agent" 
 
rdac:C10007 –rdam:P30008 "has date of distribution" - 
xsd:integer 
 
rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30085 "has place of distribution" - 
rdac:C10009 "place" 

IF 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-rdf:type- 
bf:Manufacture 
 
then 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:agent-bf:Agent  
 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:date-xsd:integer 
 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:place-bf:Place 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30082 "has manufacturer agent" - 
rdac:C10002 "agent" 
 
rdac:C10007-rdam:P30010 "has date of manufacture" - 
xsd:integer 
 
rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30087 "has place of manufacture" 
- rdac:C10009 "place" 

IF 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-rdf:type- 
bf:Production 
 
then 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:agent-bf:Agent  
 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:date-xsd:integer 
 
bf:Instance-bf:provisionActivity-
bf:ProvisionActivity-bf:place-bf:Place 

 
 
 
 
 
 
rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30081 "has producer agent of 
unpublished manifestation" - rdac:C10002 "agent" 
 
rdac:C10007-rdam:P30009 "has date of production" - 
xsd:integer 
 
rdac:C10007 - rdam:P30086 "has place of production" - 
rdac:C10009 "place" 
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4.4.5. Findings 

The BIBFRAME-RDA mapping may be considered as a challenging one. BIBFRAME defines a smaller number of 

core classes and derivative relationships. The main challenge is to map a set of bf:Work instances to proper sets 

of RDA Work and Expression instances. The identification of common ideational content among bf:Works is made 

using explicit representations, meaning instances of three properties all representing that the related bf:Works 

share the same ideas. These three properties are: bf:hasExpression, bf:translation, and bf:otherEdition. This 

approach provides a more stable approach for the mapping of the bf:Work class to RDA, comparing to string-

comparison approaches mostly used in FRBRization projects. String comparison of information regarding authors 

and titles has been used in many projects (Decourselle et al., 2015; Dickey, 2008; Hickey & O’Neill, 2009; 

Manguinhas, Freire, & Borbinha, 2010; Sfakakis & Kapidakis, 2009) to reveal common origin. Yet, this approach is 

often complex and time consuming, and it depends a lot on manually typed data; literals are like to change, 

though, and are error-prone. In this BIBFRAME-RDA mapping, the clustering of bf:Works does not depend on string 

matching of title/primary contribution information but on explicit relationships only. Thus, possible 

inconsistencies between title and/or primary contribution information describing bf:Works realizing the same 

content are avoided. It should be noted that Title/Primary contribution inconsistencies do not exist in the Gold 

Datasets developed in this thesis to assess the mappings (see paragraph 5.1 Gold datasets). However, in the real 

world, inconsistencies exist, and literals are likely to change. Related research has proven that string matching for 

identifying Works (in RDA terms) is challenging and error prone demanding prior corrections and enrichment of 

data (Aalberg, Merčun, & Žumer, 2011; Aalberg & Žumer, 2008; Smiraglia, 2007b). The mapping of this study 

focuses on the mapping of core constructs. Possible inconsistencies regarding title and/or primary contribution 

do not affect the mapping of bf:Work class to RDA Work and Expression entities, but they may have an impact on 

merging and mapping certain properties, e.g., merging and mapping title-related properties from bf:Work 

instances to its RDA Work instance title-related properties. 

With regard to the use of the bf:hasExpression property it must be noted that, even though, it was initially used 

in the RDA-BIBFRAME mapping to preserve the existence of common ideational content among the generated 

bf:Works, and to avoid the result of “orphan” bf:Works, in the BIBFRAME-RDA mapping it has been proved as a 

useful mechanism for semantic interoperability between the two models. The result is that, despite both models’ 

different primitives and representation approaches, the same semantics may be preserved, and the 

interoperability may be ensured. Of course, the decision of using the bf:hasExpression is related to a library’s 

cataloging policy.  

The mapping of bf:Work properties to either RDA Work or Expression ones, was made by differentiating which 

bf:Work properties refer to ideas (and, thus, should be mapped to RDA Work properties), and which refer to signs 

(and, thus, should be mapped to RDA Expression properties). Information about primary contribution and titles 

was regarded as referring to ideas and the mapping to RDA was made using Work properties. Information about 

language, content type and other contributions was regarded as referring to signs and the mapping to RDA was 

made using Expression properties. Due to use of different primitives for the representation of the aforementioned 

pieces of information, information lying in specialized classes and in controlled vocabularies’ values was exploited. 

As an example, the use of the bf:Text class prompted the mapping to the RDA Expression rdae:P20001 has content 

type property using the value txt taken from the RDA Content Type Vocabulary.  

The mapping of derivative relationships was made to RDA Expression properties. There are not many properties 

in BIBFRAME for the representation of derivative relationships. Thus, the generic bf:hasDerivative property was 

mapped to a generic property in RDA, namely, the rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression) property. The 
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bf:translation property to the rdae:P20171 is translated as property. The symmetric bf:otherEdition property to 

the generic rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression) property, or to its inverse rdae:P20204 is based on (expression) 

properties due to the absence of an equivalent property in RDA. The mapping of the bf:otherEdition property 

depends on the policy implemented regarding its use.  

 

4.5. Conclusions 

The main objective of this chapter has been to develop mappings by tackling each one of the heterogeneities 

identified in the Chapter 3. In general, BIBFRAME with its flexible definitions, the lack of specific properties for the 

different types of derivation, and the unification of two disjoint FRBR/RDA classes, i.e., Work and Expression, into 

one (the bf:Work class) challenged the mappings. For better mappings, a variety of approaches has been 

implemented.  

First, the mappings considered representation approaches that are thought to be common in libraries, e.g., the 

realization approach for the representation of literal translations. Thus, other representation approaches enabled 

by the semantics of each model, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, were not considered. The selection of one 

representation approach over another is a cataloging policy decision that may affect mappings. The role of 

cataloging policies in the interoperability of data is an important finding supported by the investigation toward a 

BIBFRAME-EDM application profile and the three mappings developed by the thesis (FRBR-BIBFRAME, RDA-

BIBFRAME, and BIBFRAME-RDA). As an example, all three mappings implement the Library of Congress approach 

(BIBFRAME - Bibliographic Framework Initiative, 2014; McCallum, 2017, 2018), where the bf:Work class is 

considered as equal to the union of the RDA Work and Expression entities. It should be recalled that alternative 

BIBFRAME representations may exist triggering different mappings. Characteristic alternative representations in 

BIBFRAME involve the use of the bf:hasExpression either with Expression-agnostic bf:Work instances, or with 

bflc:Hub instances. In the first case, the use of the bf:hasExpression property in an FRBR-like way presupposes the 

existence of Expression-agnostic bf:Work instances lacking core information contrary to the class definition. In the 

second case, the use of the bf:hasExpression property with bflc:Hub instances does not violate the bf:Work class 

semantics, but there is an ambiguity regarding the exact semantics of the bflc:Hub class and whether this class’ 

instances may successfully accommodate the FRBR Work entity semantics. Thus, the thesis selected to use those 

BIBFRAME representations being the closest ones to the bf:Work class semantics. Further, the implementation of 

the Library of Congress approach and the utilization of instances of the bf:hasExpression property to cluster 

bf:Works sharing common ideational content, proved to preserve the RDA semantics of the Work and Expression 

entities in mappings to BIBFRAME.  

Among the approaches implemented for better mappings have been the use of controlled vocabularies (all 

mappings), the exception of Work to Work relationships (RDA-BIBFRAME mapping), and the utilization of the 

bf:hasExpression property to represent the common ideas shared by the related bf:Works (RDA-BIBFRAME and 

BIBFRAME-RDA mapping). During the development of mappings some prerequisites and good practices have been 

identified. Table 4-15 accumulates the heterogeneities according to the Haslhofer & Klas classification (Bernhard 

Haslhofer & Klas, 2010), the thesis’ approach in handling each one of them, and the findings detected during the 

development of mappings. The findings related to prerequisites and good practices are denoted with the “PGP” 

acronym.  

Domain conflicts have been mostly identified in relation to the EDM model. For the BIBFRAME-EDM application 

profile, the EDM extension mechanism has been tested using typed edm:InformationResource class instances and 
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skos:Concept instances for the representation of bf:Work semantics. With this mechanism, BIBFRAME granularity 

could be added to EDM implementations. It must be noted that the addition of external BIBFRAME semantics was 

made using a predetermined value, i.e., “BFWork”. Thus, for consistency reasons, the addition of external 

semantics through the use of typing properties that extend other properties’ semantics must be made in 

conjunction with predetermined values from local or common controlled vocabularies.  

Terminological mismatches were resolved by studying the definitions and the official documentation provided by 

each model. All three mappings presented in this chapter involve BIBFRAME. Thus, besides the definitions of the 

mapped models, the Library of Congress conversion specifications from MARC21 to BIBFRAME (Library of 

Congress, 2019) and feedback from the BIBFRAME mailing list (“BIBFRAME Mail. List,” 2020) were also taken under 

consideration. An important note that must be made regarding definitions provided by each model, is that flexible 

definitions cause ambiguity, as well as varying interpretations and uses of the model’s classes and properties that 

in the end may obstruct the development of mappings. An example of ambiguity would be the bf:hasExpression 

property enabling different representations, or the bf:originalVersion property which refers to reproduction 

despite being a sub-property of the bf:hasDerivative property which refers to derivation. Terminological 

mismatches also obstruct mappings due to increase of needed time to study each model’s semantics. As an 

example, the common naming “Work” in FRBR and the rest of FRBR-inspired models in contrast to BIBFRAME. The 

meaning of “Work” in BIBFRAME is different requiring complex mappings. Another example is the 

edm:isDerivativeOf property that represents translation in EDM, whereas BIBFRAME uses the bf:translation 

property for translation and the bf:derivativeOf for adaptation. Adaptation is represented in EDM using the 

dcterms:hasVersion property. Existing MARC21 conversions have been used in resolving naming and 

terminological mismatches and in developing the mappings. MARC21 has been the de facto standard, a common 

language, used in libraries worldwide; thus, conversions or crosswalking tables may serve mappings in cases where 

models do not provide explicit definitions, or they provide flexible ones.  

Abstraction level incompatibilities have been identified regarding representation constructs, core entities/classes, 

relationships, and bibliographic families. Even though, different representation approaches are enabled by each 

model, the thesis selects the one in each model that is closer to librarians’ common perceptions and is frequently 

found in library domain implementations. A typical example is the realization approach for the representation of 

translation recognizing literal translations as new realizations of the same ideational content, and not as new 

ideational content per se. Typically, different representation approaches enabled by each model are not explicitly 

defined, even though they implicitly exist in the minds of the members participating in the models’ editorial 

groups. A related example is the use of the bf:hasExpression property relating two bf:Works both carrying the 

same ideational content in different signs, or relating two bf:Works where the first one carries the ideational 

content only and the second one carries the same ideational content along the signs realizing it. The selection of 

one representation approach over another is a cataloging policy issue and it may have impact on the semantic 

interoperability of the dataset. Different representation approaches may cause incompatibilities even in different 

instances of the same model. Further, they may trigger different mappings, as it has been demonstrated in the 

case of the BIBFRAME-EDM application profile.  

Regarding core classes, relationships and bibliographic families, a path-oriented approach has been used to 

develop the mappings. Paths are explicit, they present the domain and range classes of each used property, they 

better demonstrate each model’s statements, and they actually reveal the associations between the classes and 

properties, already in the minds of the models’ developers. The inexistence of a mapping tool that may enable 

path mappings was faced during the development of all mappings in this chapter. The success of the mappings of 

core entities without loss of information may depend on the implemented cataloging policy. As an example, the 
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proper sets of RDA Works with their Expressions may be generated, if the cataloging policy implemented in a 

BIBFRAME model instance considers representing the existence of common ideational content explicitly by using 

the proper properties, e.g., bf:hasExpression, bf:translation, and bf:otherEdition.  

Relationships may provide linkages in the bibliographic universe empowering exploration. The preservation of 

relationships after mappings has been a goal for the thesis’ mappings. Most often, there is varying granularity 

between the models regarding the defined properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships. The 

thesis tried to preserve all relationships and their semantics. When this was not possible, the mappings were made 

to properties of generic nature. Even though, the semantics were lost, the relationship was pertained. The 

mapping of derivative relationships revealed two important issues, namely, BIBFRAME’s strict approach, and the 

importance of signs in representing relationships. The dual nature of the bf:Work class requires the prior 

knowledge of both the original and the derivative signs involved in the derivation. Otherwise, the representation 

of the derivative relationship is not possible. As a result, the bibliographic control of signs (Expression entity/class 

in FRBR and RDA) is highlighted. This is a cataloging policy issue. The representation of derivative relationships at 

the signs level may enable the preservation of relationships when mapping bibliographic data modeled with either 

FRBR, or RDA to BIBFRAME. Contrary to FRBR and RDA and their ability to represent the progenitor Work for a 

bibliographic family, the progenitor “set of ideas” cannot be represented in BIBFRAME. The mappings use the 

bf:hasExpression property to cluster bf:Works realizing the same ideas. In the BIBFRAME-RDA mapping, the 

generated Expressions are clustered under the Work they realize using the information lying in explicit 

relationships, namely, the bf:hasExpression, bf:translation, and the bf:otherEdition properties.  

Multilateral correspondences were handled using the path-oriented approach in mappings. For precise mappings, 

useful pieces of information were used, such as content type, carrier type, primary contribution and type of agent 

(Person, Corporate Body, Family), type of provision activity (publication, distribution, manufacture, production). 

In the cases of content and carrier type, controlled vocabularies were used triggering mappings. Thus, the 

cataloging of certain pieces of information using values from controlled vocabularies may enable more precise 

mappings. Once again, these decisions are formulated in the framework of a cataloging policy.  

Meta-level discrepancies were overcome by using the path-oriented approach. Whole paths could be mapped to 

a single class or property, and vice-versa. Attribute values that may enable mappings were identified, as well as 

controlled vocabularies were used to increase consistency in mappings. Therefore, an important finding has been 

that controlled vocabularies are to be used not just for consistency, but for better mappings too. It must be noted 

that the selection of controlled vocabularies is a cataloging policy issue that impacts on interoperability, bearing 

in mind that the selection and use of different controlled vocabularies may trigger different mappings.  

Domain coverage incompatibilities were not studied as out of scope.  

By handling each type of heterogeneity, all mappings presented in this section have managed to preserve 

information after mappings, even though there are cases with loss of information, or loss of specificity. The 

following paragraphs present conclusions regarding the mapping of core entities/classes, inherent relationships 

and derivative relationships.  

Core entities/classes may be preserved in all studied cases, namely the BIBFRAME-EDM application profile, the 

FRBR-BIBFRAME mapping, the RDA-BIBFRAME mapping and its reverse BIBFRAME-RDA mapping. In the 

BIBFRAME-EDM application profile, the mapping of core BIBFRAME classes depends on which EDM representation 

approach is used. In detail, the mapping taking the library metadata alignment report (Angjeli, Bayerische, et al., 

2012) under consideration is different to the mapping that uses other EDM representation approaches. The 
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selection of an EDM representation that uses the ore:Proxy class, or typed edm:InformationResource class 

instances, or both ore:Proxy class and typed edm:InformationResource class instances prompts different mappings 

of the core BIBFRAME classes to EDM. It must be noted, that in the last case, when edm:InformationResource class 

instances typed as “BFWork” are used, BIBFRAME granularity is better preserved. 

In the FRBR-BIBFRAME and RDA-BIBFRAME mappings, core FRBR/RDA entities may be mapped successfully to 

BIBFRAME. To avoid the loss of specificity, the mapping rules need to take under consideration the values of 

specific Expression and Manifestation attributes, namely, 1) the FRBR form of expression attribute along with the 

LC Content Types Scheme, and 2) the form of carrier attribute along with the Carriers Scheme. The BIBFRAME-

RDA mapping of the bf:Work class exploits explicit representation of relationships to cluster the generated RDA 

Expressions under the RDA Work they realize. The mapping of bf:Work properties to either RDA Work or 

Expression ones was made exploiting specific pieces of information (e.g., titles and primary contribution for RDA 

Works) combined with values from controlled vocabularies. The mapping of bf:Instance properties exploited the 

type of agent (e.g., Person) also.  

Inherent relationships have been preserved in all studied cases. In the three model reconciliation investigations, 

FRBR-BIBFRAME, RDA-BIBFRAME, and BIBFRAME-RDA, inherent relationships were preserved. In FRBR, or RDA, 

to BIBFRAME mappings, the bf:hasExpression property has been used to preserve the information that the 

generated BIBFRAME Works share the same ideational content.  

Derivative relationships can be preserved but come with a cost in precision, especially in the cases where the 

mapping involves conversion of information from a model with richer representations to another model with 

simpler ones. FRBR, and especially RDA, identify many types of relationships in contrast with EDM and BIBFRAME. 

The only one case that relationships cannot be preserved are the Work-Work derivative relationships when 

mapped from FRBR or RDA to BIBFRAME.  

Bibliographic families have not been preserved in all mappings. The FRBR-BIBFRAME, and the RDA-BIBFRAME 

mappings ignored the Work-Work relationships to avoid the generation of false relationships in BIBFRAME. A 

result of this decision was that some of the generated bf:Works remained unrelated to other members of their 

family, thus, impeding data exploration or inspection of bf:Works within the context of their family.  

The mappings of this chapter have been assessed using a testbed. The testbed and the results of the mappings 

are presented in Chapter 5.  
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Table 4-15: Thesis' approach in tackling heterogeneities and findings. The heterogeneities are presented following the Haslhofer and Klas’ categorization (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). 

Category Type Heterogeneities Thesis’ approach Findings 

Se
m

an
ti

c 

Domain conflicts EDM cultural heritage domain. 
Different conceptualizations of real-world bibliographic description cases e.g., 

core entities, types of bibliographic relationships, constraints  

EDM application profile may add granularity with 
skos extension mechanism  

Extension mechanisms may add granularity or accommodate “external” semantics. 
Use of controlled vocabularies in extending semantics (PGP). 

Terminological  
mismatches 

Work different in FRBR and BIBFRAME 
Common terms with different meaning, e.g., Work  
Different terms with same meaning, e.g., edition designation 
E-R versus Semantic Web/RDF terminology 

Study of each model’s definitions 
Check LC conversions from MARC21 to BF 
BIBFRAME mailing list 

Differing terminology and flexible definitions cause ambiguity/obstruct the development of 
mappings 

Model community and MARC21 conversions rules may serve mappings 
Lack of an updated metadata registry 

St
ru

ct
u

ra
l 

Abstraction level  
incompatibilities 

Representation constructs 

Different representation approaches enabled by each model. There might be 
differences even between datasets using the same model. 

Identification of different representation 
approaches enabled by each model using paths 
Select one approach based on librarians’ common 
perceptions and on examples found in the library 
domain, e.g., realization based. 

Different representation approaches: 
1) exist in the minds of the members participating in the models’ editorial groups – Not 

explicitly described.  
2) may cause incompatibilities even in different instances of the same model.  
3) may trigger different mappings. 

Core entities/classes 

Different abstractions  
FRBR, RDA, LRM: four entities – WEMI  
BIBFRAME: three classes – WII 
FRBRoo: drops Manifestation / author’s signs vs publisher’s signs (F24 

Publication Expression) 
EDM: almost no granularity 
EDM-FRBRoo: typed edm:InformationResource instances. 

Path-oriented approach for the representation of 
each real-world bibliographic description case 

Paths are more explicit, present domain and range classes, and represent better the statements 
of the model  
Associations between classes & properties, already in the model developers’ minds, are 
represented with paths enabling better mappings. 
Lack of mapping tools. 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings (PGP). 

Relationships 

Translation: signs level (FRBR, LRM, RDA), concepts level (FRBRoo - derivation 
approach), and both concepts/signs (BIBFRAME). 

Aggregates - FRBRoo at signs level. 

In order not to lose the relationship, mapping to 
more generic ones.  

Strict BIBFRAME approach. 
Importance of signs (Expression entity/class). 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings (PGP). 

Bibliographic families 

FRBRoo: F15 Complex Work with other F14 Individual Works as members. 
BIBFRAME: clustering possible only if there is known connection between 

original and derivative signs / alternative representations with 
bf:hasExpression / bflc:Hub 

EDM: provider-oriented clustering. 

Use of bf:hasExpression to cluster bf:Works realizing 
the same ideas (PGP) 
Use of explicit relationships in BIBFRAME-RDA 
mapping to check the implicit existence of a family 
in BIBRAME  

Families are easily lost in BIBFRAME and exploration may be impeded. 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings (PGP). 

Multilateral  
correspondences 

Classes, e.g., bf:Work equals the FRBR Work-is realized through-Expression 
path 
edm:ProvidedCHO equals three disjoint FRBR entities (WEM)  

Relationships, e.g.,  
bf:hasDerivative property (adaptation, summarization, transformation, etc. ) 
edm:isDerivativeOf (translation, summarization, abstraction) 

dcterms:isVersionOf (versions, editions and adaptations) 

Path-oriented approach 
Identification of other useful information to enable 

better mappings, e.g., content type values, type 
of agent (PGP). 

There is critical info to be captured to enable mappings, e.g., content type, carrier type, primary 
contribution and type of agent (Person, Corporate Body, Family) (PGP). 

Values of controlled vocabularies triggered mappings. 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings (PGP). 

Meta-level 
discrepancies 

BIBFRAME uses classes where other models use properties, e.g., content type 
represented with attributes/properties in FRBR/RDA, and with bf:Work 
subclasses in BIBFRAME. 

RDA uses specific properties, while FRBRoo & LRM generic properties that can 
be ‘typed’ with specific values. 

Path-oriented approach 
Search for attribute values that may enable 
mappings (PGP). 
Use of controlled vocabulary values for consistency 
& mappings (PGP). 

Controlled vocabularies not just for consistency but for mappings too, e.g., roles, languages, 
content types, carrier types, etc. (PGP). 

 
Selection of controlled vocabularies may trigger mappings.  

Domain 
coverage 

EDM. The providers’ descriptions are really important and represented with 
ore:Proxy & ore:Aggregation classes. 

Not studied  - 
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5. Mappings assessment6 

In this chapter the creation of a testbed for the assessment of mappings is presented. The mappings were 

implemented using XSLT and Python languages7. To assess the efficiency of the mappings, the method of using 

gold datasets has been selected. The decisions taken for developing the gold datasets, along with the mappings’ 

results are presented in detail. The datasets, the implemented mappings, as well as the results are presented at: 

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html 

 

5.1. Gold datasets 

The thesis has used the findings of the investigation regarding the representation of core entities/classes, inherent 

relationships and other bibliographic relationships (presented in Chapter 3) to develop mapping rules (presented 

in Chapter 4).  

To assess these mapping rules, the method of using gold datasets has been selected. Τhe term “gold dataset” is 

used to describe a dataset being created under certain conditions to perform an assessment. In our case the 

created gold datasets are compared with the results of the implementation of the mappings described in the 

previous chapter. This comparison aims to assess the performance and the quality of the mappings. It is commonly 

thought, though, that Gold datasets are datasets created with the precaution to be valid and to include all required 

data for the performance of assessment tests. Therefore, it is first important to identify what and how it will be 

assessed.  

For the purposes of this thesis, four Gold datasets were created to assess the success of mappings in terms of 

preserving core entities/classes, and inherent relationships. The preservation of derivative relationships is also 

included as a goal of the assessment study because they are among the most common relationships (G. H. Leazer 

& Smiraglia, 1999; Petek, 2007; Smiraglia, 1992; Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999; Tillett, 1987; Vellucci, 1995). Moreover, 

derivative relationships are core linking mechanisms between each bibliographic family’s members (Smiraglia & 

Leazer, 1999; Svenonius, 2009). In detail, the four gold datasets are Gold FRBR dataset, Gold RDA dataset, and 

two versions of a Gold BIBFRAME dataset. The Gold FRBR dataset along with the Gold BIBFRAME, version 1 dataset 

were used to assess the mapping from FRBR to BIBFRAME. The assessment produced some interesting findings 

imposing the enhancement of both Gold datasets. Thus, both datasets were enhanced to create the Gold RDA 

 
6 This chapter builds upon the studies published in the following papers: 

– Zapounidou S., Sfakakis M., & Papatheodorou C. (2017). Preserving Bibliographic Relationships in Mappings from FRBR 
to BIBFRAME 2.0. In: Kamps J., Tsakonas G., Manolopoulos Y., Iliadis L., Karydis I. (eds) Research and Advanced 
Technology for Digital Libraries. TPDL 2017. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 10450. Springer, Cham. 
doi:10.1007/978-3-319-67008-9_2.  

– Zapounidou S., Sfakakis M., & Papatheodorou C. (2019). Assessing the Preservation of Derivative Relationships in 
Mappings from FRBR to BIBFRAME. In: Garoufallou E., Sartori F., Siatri R., Zervas M. (eds) Metadata and Semantic 
Research. MTSR 2018. Communications in Computer and Information Science, vol 846. Springer, Cham. 
doi:10.1007/978-3-030-14401-2_22. 

– Zapounidou S., Sfakakis M., & Papatheodorou C. (2019). Mapping Derivative Relationships from RDA to BIBFRAME 2. 
Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 57 (5): 278-308. doi:10.1080/01639374.2019.1650152. 

– Sfakakis M., Zapounidou S., & Papatheodorou C. (2020). Mapping derivative relationships from BIBFRAME 2.0 to RDA. 
Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 58. doi: 10.1080/01639374.2020.1821856.  

7 The mappings were implemented by Associate Professor Michalis Sfakakis, Department of Archives, Library Science and 
Museology, Ionian University. 

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-67008-9_2
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-14401-2_22
https://doi.org/10.1080/01639374.2019.1650152
http://doi.org/10.1080/01639374.2020.1821856
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and Gold BIBFRAME (version 2) datasets. These two datasets were used to assess the mapping from RDA to 

BIBFRAME, and vice-versa. All Gold datasets have been created with the Protégé 5.2.0. version. The Protégé 

resource is supported by grant GM10331601 from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences of the United 

States National Institutes of Health (Musen & Team, 2015). The next paragraphs present the selection of cases 

included in the Gold datasets, and the steps for creating each one of them. 

 

5.1.1.  Selection of cases 

To ensure that the selected cases will contain derivative relationships, it was decided to focus on famous 

bibliographic families that tend to have many derivations. Eleven eminent literary works written in different 

languages, i.e., Ancient Greek, English, French, German, Russian, and Spanish, have been selected: 

1. Cien años de soledad 

2. Преступление и наказание (Crime and Punishment) 

3. Don Quijote  

4. Faust 

5. ᾿Ιλιὰς (Iliad) 

6. Бра́тья Карама́зовы (Karamazov Brothers) 

7. Madame Bovary 

8. Ὀδύσσεια (Odyssey) 

9. The Scarlet letter 

10. Tom Sawyer 

11. Wuthering Heights  

Cases of derivation were identified in each Work’s publishing history to find out that each one has been translated, 

abridged, adapted, and dramatized more than once. The study of the selected bibliographic families’ publishing 

history used a number of literary sources (Bush, 1926; Fay, 1951; Foster, 1918; Harvitt, 1919; Nikoletseas, 2012; 

Remnick, 2005; Stavans, 2008; Susannah Hunnewell, 2015; Underwood, 1998), online bookstores, and digital 

humanities projects. Some of these digital humanities projects are: the Wikipedia page for the English translations 

of Homer (“English translations of Homer,” 2019), the University of Michigan “Translating Homer” project (Pablo 

Alvarez, 2012), the Texas A&M University “Cervantes Project” (“Cervantes project: Cervantes collection,” n.d.), 

the “Centro Virtual Cervantes” by the Instituto Cervantes (“CVC. Centro Virtual Cervantes.,” n.d.), and the 

University of Virginia Library “Mark Twain in his times” project (Railton, 2012). 

After the selection of derivation cases, the corresponding MARC21 records were collected from the Library of 

Congress catalog. There was a small number of records that was downloaded by the National Library of Spain. The 

records are stored in a Koha installation publicly available through its OPAC (http://83.212.114.162:8070). The 

notes in these MARC21 records were also considered, since it was not possible to collect the physical items for 

close inspection. The publishing history investigation revealed that some Works’ bibliographic families have some 

notable derivations that further extend the bibliographic family with their own derivations. Some examples are 

the French translation of Don Quixote by Filleau de Saint-Martin, the English translation of Odyssey by G. Chapman 

and its adaptations, the English translations of Odyssey and Iliad by US scholars (R. Lattimore, S. Lombardo, R. 

Fitzgerald, R. Fagles) in multiple content types, the English translations of Dostoyevsky works by C. Garnett and 

their derivations.  

http://83.212.114.162:8070/
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Overall, the Gold datasets include cases described by the following derivative relationship types: literal translation, 

transformation (dramatizations, opera screenplays and librettos), adaptation (adaptation, free translation), 

inspiration, and other editions. The derivative relationships most frequently met in the datasets are translation, 

transformation, and adaptation. The “other editions” relationship involves simultaneously-published editions in 

other languages, regular-print reprints, and editions in another medium. In the Gold datasets the third case of 

“other editions” is present; derivative Expressions realize other textual ones in different content types, e.g., a text 

is read for an audiobook (spoken word) or converted to Braille alpha-numeric characters.  

The Gold datasets do not include representation for other types of relationships, e.g., aggregates, whole-part, 

descriptive, equivalence, because they were developed to study the derivative type of bibliographic relationships. 

It must be noted that the collected MARC21 records include information for non-derivative relationships offering 

the opportunity to expand the Gold datasets with more relationships in the future. Regarding the representation 

of information found in the publishing history investigation and in the downloaded MARC21 records, each dataset 

includes instances of core entities/classes and of relationships/properties between them; subjects and other 

entities are not included.  

 

5.1.2.  Gold FRBR dataset 
A Gold FRBR dataset was developed using the RDA element sets and vocabularies. Totally 256 records have been 

downloaded, the exact number of which per family is presented in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1. Works selected, and the numbers of MARC records used in the Gold FRBR dataset. 

Name of Work Number of records 

Cien años de soledad 15 records 

Преступление и наказание (Crime and Punishment) 29 records 

Don Quijote  11 records 

Faust 28 records 

᾿Ιλιὰς (Iliad) 25 records 

Бра́тья Карама́зовы (Karamazov Brothers) 21 records 

Madame Bovary 32 records 

Ὀδύσσεια (Odyssey) 20 records 

The Scarlet letter 24 records 

Tom Sawyer 31 records 

Wuthering Heights 20 records 
 

All instances in the Gold FRBR dataset, i.e., 72 Works, 229 Expressions, and 257 Manifestations, are described 

either implicitly or explicitly in the 256 MARC21 records (Table 5-2). The number of Manifestation instances is 

larger than the number of MARC21 records. This has happened because in one MARC21 record two 

Manifestations were described, the printed publication, and the accompanying CD which included the reading of 

the printed text by an actor.  
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Table 5-2. Occurrences of core entities in the Gold FRBR dataset. 

Family Work Expression Manifestation 

Cien años  3 9 15 

Crime&P 9 25 29 

DonQuijote 4 11 11 

Faust 9 29 28 

Iliad 3 24 25 

Karamazov  5 20 21 

MmeBovary 8 27 32 

Odyssey 3 17 20 

ScarletLett 12 22 24 

TSawyer 8 28 32 

Wuthering 8 17 20 

Total 72 229 257 

 

 

The Gold FRBR dataset has been developed following the FRBR rules: 

1. Derivative relationships have been represented using RDA properties (Table 5-3). The RDA properties 

used are the ones that correspond to relationships as described in FRBR (IFLA Study Group on the 

Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009) and not the ones that refine FRBR 

relationships. All occurrences of FRBR relationships represented with RDA properties are presented per 

family in Table 5-4. 

2. Regarding the case of literal translation, it must be noted that the realization approach has been 

implemented. Thus, literal translations are represented as Expression instances of the same Work. The 

translation relationship is represented with the rdae:P20171 is translated as property, only when both 

original and translated Expressions are known.  

3. The representation of other derivative relationships is made according to the FRBR model specification. 

Some derivative relationships are represented between Work instance, and others between Expression 

instances using the corresponding RDA property. As an example, revisions and abridgements are 

represented as properties relating Expression instances. Adaptations and dramatizations are 

represented as properties relating either Work or Expression instances depending on the knowledge of 

the exact source texts used for the adaptation. When the source text is not known, the derivative 

relationship of adaptation is represented between two different Works, the original Work and the 

derived Work. When the source text is known, then the relationship is represented between two 

Expressions realizing the two different Works, the original Work and the derived one.  

4. In the dataset there are many children’s books with illustrations. In these cases, the illustrations were 

considered as integral to the intellectual realization of a Work. Therefore, the existence of illustrations 

triggered the representation of new Expression instances.  

5. Person agents have their own URI in the dataset. If a VIAF ID (OCLC, 2018) or an LCNAF URI (Library of 

Congress, 2018) exists, then these person agents are related to them with owl:sameAs property 

instances. For a few person agents a corresponding VIAF ID or LCNAF URI has not been found.  
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Table 5-3. The derivative relationships used in the Gold FRBR dataset along with their corresponding RDA properties. 

Relationship Name of relationship in FRBR Domain / Range RDA property 

Abridgement has an abridgement  
[E - E] 

(same work) 

rdae:P20166  

is abridged as (expression) 

Revision has a revision rdae:P20211 is revised as 

Translation  has a translation rdae:P20171 is translated as 

Adaptation has adaptation 

[E - E] 

(different 

works) 

rdae:P20153  

is adapted as (expression) 

[W-W] 
rdaw:P10155  

is adapted as (work) 

Transformation has a transformation  [W-W] 
rdaw:P10016  

is dramatized as (work) 

 

 

Table 5-4. Occurrences of derivative relationships in the Gold FRBR dataset. 

 Domain:  
Work – rdaw: 

Domain:  
Expr. - rdae: 

To
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Family P
1
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1
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2
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17
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2
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1
 

P
2

0
16

6
 

P
2

0
15

3
 

Cien años    5    5 

Crime&P 4 4 10 3  1 22 

DonQuijote 1  2    3 

Faust 4  2    6 

Iliad 1  2 5 4 4 16 

Karamazov  2 2 9 3  2 18 

MmeBovary 4  2   1 7 

Odyssey 1  5 3 1 4 14 

ScarletLett 6 3 3    12 

TSawyer 5 1   1 1 8 

Wuthering 6  3    9 

Total 34 10 43 14 6 13 120 

 

 

5.1.3.  Gold RDA dataset 

The Gold FRBR dataset was used as a basis for the Gold RDA dataset. Yet, there were some important 

enhancements in the Gold RDA dataset.  

1. Some MARC21 records were excluded from the gold dataset because they were published theatrical 

programs describing performances. Performances are out of scope in this thesis, even though the 

representation of performances with the new bibliographic conceptual models is not exhaustively 
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studied. Another reason has been the lack of guidelines regarding their representation in the target 

BIBFRAME model. This is further clarified in the following 5.1.4 paragraph. The total number of MARC21 

records now used are 235 (Table 5-5).  

2. The decision regarding illustrations considered as integral to the intellectual realization of a Work, thus, 

triggering the representation of a new Expression instance was revisited. After close examination of the 

MARC21 records and the discovery of public domain digitizations, it was made clear that the illustrations 

were not integral to the realization of a Work. Therefore, the Expressions including both text and 

illustrations were deleted, each illustration was considered as a Work of its own that now is aggregated 

in a Manifestation instance along with the text and other illustrations. The representation of illustrations 

was excluded of the Gold dataset because it needed close inspection of all cases through using either 

physical or digitized copies which was not possible.  

3. Specialized RDA properties have been used for derivative relationships implicitly or explicitly described 

in the MARC21 records. As an example, there is in the dataset an adaptation of Madame Bovary as 

libretto. In FRBR (IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 2009), 

this case is represented with the has adaptation relationship. The RDA property for this relationship is 

the rdaw:P10155 is adapted as (work). Yet, RDA refines FRBR relationship and provides a more 

specialized one represented with the rdaw:P10113 is adapted as libretto (work) property. The properties 

used in the Gold RDA dataset are presented in Table 5-6.  

4. Another derivative relationship was found in the dataset, for whose representation a specialized 

property could not be found. It is the case of “other editions” where a known textual Expression is 

realized using other content types, i.e., spoken word (audio book), and Braille alpha-numeric (Braille 

book). The relationship between the original Expression instance and the other Expression instances 

with the same content in spoken word or in Braille has been represented with the generic rdae:P20203 

has derivative expression property and its inverse rdae:P20204 is based on expression (Table 5-6).  

5. Agents (Person or Corporate Body) are identified by VIAF IDs. When there is no VIAF ID, then an LCNAF 

URI is selected. When no VIAF ID or LCNAF URI is found, then an agent is identified by a local URI. 

Previously in the Gold FRBR datasets, agents were identified using local URIs that were afterwards 

related with owl:sameAs property instances to corresponding LCNAF URIs or VIAF IDs. 

6. Annotation properties have been added in Work, Expression, and Manifestation instances to provide 

matching values and to confirm the success of the mappings from RDA to another model. The specific 

structure used in these annotation properties’ values is presented in Table 5-7. The annotation values 

are taken from MARC21 fields’ values. The exact MARC21 fields are also referred in Table 5-7. 

 

Due to the first two changes in the Gold RDA dataset, the numbers of core entities’ occurrences is different to the 

corresponding Gold FRBR dataset ones. The Gold RDA dataset includes the following entity instances: 48 Works, 

195 Expressions, and 236 Manifestations. The occurrences of Work, Expression, and Manifestation instances are 

displayed per family in Table 5-8. The occurrences of relationships in the Gold RDA dataset are presented in Table 

5-9.  
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Table 5-5. Works selected, and the numbers of MARC records used in the Gold RDA dataset. 

Name of Work Number of records 

Cien años de soledad 14 records 

Преступление и наказание (Crime and Punishment) 24 records 

Don Quijote  11 records 

Faust 25 records 

᾿Ιλιὰς (Iliad) 25 records 

Бра́тья Карама́зовы (Karamazov Brothers) 20 records 

Madame Bovary 29 records 

Ὀδύσσεια (Odyssey) 19 records 

The Scarlet letter 19 records 

Tom Sawyer 31 records 

Wuthering Heights 18 records 

 

 

Table 5-6. The derivative relationships used in the Gold RDA dataset along with their corresponding RDA properties. 

Relationship Domain / Range RDA property 

Abridgement 

[E - E] 

(same work) 

rdae:P20166 is abridged as (expression) 

Other edition rdae:P20203 is derivative (expression) 

Revision rdae:P20211 is revised as 

Translation rdae:P20171 is translated as 

Adaptation 

[E - E] 

(different works) 

rdae:P20110 is adapted as libretto expression 

rdae:P20153 is adapted as expression 

[W-W] 

rdaw:P10113 is adapted as libretto work 

rdaw:P10155 is adapted as work 

rdaw:P10236 is adapted as opera work 

Free translation [W-W] rdaw:P10099 is freely translated as work 

Inspiration [W-W] rdaw:P10291 is inspiration for 

Transformation [W-W] rdaw:P10016 is dramatized as (work) 

 

Table 5-7. Annotation values’ structure and examples in the Gold RDA dataset.  

Entity Annotation Structure Example 

Work 100$a Author, 100$d dates. 240 $a Title or 
245$a Title. 

Homer. Iliad. 

Expression 240$l Language (008 Content type), 008 
Language code. Contributor(s): 700 $a 
Name, 700$d dates 700$ e role.  

English (Text), eng. Contributor(s): Fitzgerald, 
Robert, 1910-1985 tr. 

Manifestation Year from 008. 260$a Place:260$b 
Publisher, 260$c Year 

1974. Garden City, N.Y., Anchor Press, 1974. 
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Table 5-8. Occurrences of core entities in the Gold RDA dataset. 

Family Work Expression Manifestation 

Cien años  2 7 14 

Crime&P 4 18 24 

DonQuijote 4 12 11 

Faust 7 25 25 

Iliad 3 21 25 

Karamazov  3 18 20 

MmeBovary 3 22 29 

Odyssey 2 15 19 

ScarletLett 6 16 19 

TSawyer 7 26 32 

Wuthering 7 15 18 

Total 48 195 236 

 

Table 5-9. Occurrences of derivative relationships in the Gold RDA dataset. 
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Cien años       1    4   5 

Crime&P 1   2      7 1  11 

DonQuijote  1        2   3 

Faust    2 1     3   6 

Iliad    1    1 2 10 3 2 19 

Karamazov  2        1 7  2 12 

MmeBovary   1 1   1  2 3   8 

Odyssey    1    1 1 8 2 2 15 

ScarletLett 2   1 2     2   7 

TSawyer 1   4  1   4  3  13 

Wuthering    5  1    3   9 

Total 6 1 1 17 3 3 1 2 10 49 9 6 108 

 

The Gold RDA dataset was used to assess the mapping of derivative relationships from RDA to BIBFRAME, and 

vice-versa. The results of both mappings are presented in 5.3 Assessment of the RDA – BIBFRAME mapping and in 

5.4 Assessment of the BIBFRAME – RDA mapping.  

The Gold RDA dataset is available at: http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-

mapping/resources/gold_rda_derivations_dbis_20190419.rdf . It has been uploaded in a Virtuoso RDF server and 

SPARQL queries can be submitted. Graph IRIs, used prefixes, and SPARQL queries are openly available at 

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/ds/gold-RDA-drvs_v6_20190419.html. 

 

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/resources/gold_rda_derivations_dbis_20190419.rdf
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/resources/gold_rda_derivations_dbis_20190419.rdf
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/ds/gold-RDA-drvs_v6_20190419.html
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5.1.4.  Gold BIBFRAME dataset, versions 1 and 2 

There have been two versions of the Gold BIBFRAME dataset. The first version has been used in conjunction with 

the Gold FRBR dataset to evaluate if derivative relationships are retained in mappings from FRBR to BIBFRAME 

(Zapounidou, Sfakakis, & Papatheodorou, 2019a). In the first version it was tried to create original BIBFRAME 

descriptions being outside the limits of flat MARC21 records. The first version of the Gold BIBFRAME dataset 

adheres to the same principles implemented for the development of the Gold FRBR dataset, and includes: 

1. one bf:Work class instance that represents the progenitor work of each bibliographic family in its 

representative language, e.g., Crime and Punishment in Russian, Iliad in Ancient Greek, Madame 

Bovary in French, etc. 

2. bf:translation property instances relating all bf:Works with literal translations to the bf:Work class 

instance representing the progenitor, regardless there is knowledge about which exact texts were used 

for the literal translation. This decision exploited BIBFRAME’s flexibility; it was taken to relate bf:Works 

carrying the same ideational content and to avoid rendering them orphan and unrelated to other 

members of their family. Other derivative relationships have been represented between bf:Works 

when there was some piece of information confirming the exact source and derived texts. Lack of such 

pieces of information ends in the representation of “orphan” bf:Works that are not related to other 

bf:Works of their family, hence, being excluded from users’ possible exploration endeavors.  

3. instances of the bf:hasDerivative property and sub-properties, namely, bf:translation/bf:translationOf, 

and bf:otherEdition. The bf:originalVersionOf property has not been used, because it refers to the 

reproduction relationship (Denenberg, 2017a; Library of Congress, 2016a, 2019) and may be used to 

relate bf:Instance instances only. 

4. URIs where possible. Agents are identified with VIAF IDs or LCNAF URIs; roles are identified with URIs 

from the MARC Code List for Relators.  

The first version of the Gold BIBFRAME dataset includes 230 bf:Work class instances and 257 bf:Instance class 

instances. Derivative relationships are set at the bf:Work level. Total number of classes’ and properties’ 

occurrences are presented in Table 5-10.  

Table 5-10. Occurrences of core classes and derivative relationships in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset, first version. 

Family bf:Work bf:Instance bf:translation bf:hasDerivative 

Cien años  9 15 5 0 

Crime&P 25 29 15 12 

DonQuijote 12 11 5 1 

Faust 29 28 17 4 

Iliad 26 25 20 14 

Karamazov  20 21 15 9 

MmeBovary 27 32 13 4 

Odyssey 17 20 12 9 

ScarletLett 21 24 10 8 

TSawyer 27 32 8 8 

Wuthering 17 20 6 8 

Total 230 257 126 77 
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This first version of the Gold BIBFRAME dataset needed to be enhanced for the reasons already presented in the 

Gold RDA dataset. These reasons involve:  

1. the exclusion of theatrical programs from the dataset due to performances being out of scope for this 

thesis. Another reason has been that BIBFRAME is under development and there are no guidelines 

regarding the representation of performances in BIBFRAME despite the experimental LD4P outputs 

regarding moving images and performed music (Michelle Futornick, n.d.).  

2. the representation of illustrations in aggregate publications. In the first version of the Gold BIBFRAME 

dataset, illustrations triggered the representation of a new bf:Work instance. After consulting digital 

copies of publications in the dataset, it was deduced that these publications were aggregating texts and 

illustrations. In FRBR and RDA, aggregates are represented at the Manifestation entity which embodies 

more than one Expression instances. In BIBFRAME 1.0, such representation was not possible due to the 

bf:Work-bf:Instance one-to-many cardinality constraint (Miller et al., 2012). Even though this constraint 

has been excluded from the BIBFRAME 2.0 specification, it is yet unclear if a many-to-many cardinality 

has been set to relate the bf:Work and bf:Instance classes. Moreover, BIBFRAME 2.0. does not provide 

any guideline for treatment of aggregates in its framework.  

The second version is an enhancement of the first Gold BIBFRAME dataset, and it has been used to assess the 

preservation of derivative relationships in mappings from RDA to BIBFRAME (Zapounidou, Sfakakis, & 

Papatheodorou, 2019b) and vice-versa. The enhancement of the first version of the Gold BIBFRAME dataset 

involved the following changes: 

1. the policy regarding the representation of literal translations changed. Even though, BIBFRAME 

intentionally uses flexible definitions that may serve different cataloguing/description policies (Schreur, 

2018), the linked data mindset and the RDF language demand explicit representation of relationships 

between a domain class and a range class. Therefore, it was decided to use the bf:translation property 

only when both bf:Works including the source and derived texts (domain and range correspondingly) 

are known. As a result, many literal translations of the same bf:Work have become orphan and unrelated 

to the bf:Work – progenitor of the family.  

2. The bf:hasExpression property has been used to cluster bf:Works containing the same sets of ideas 

realized through different sets of signs. These bf:Works were linked to each other successively with 

bf:hasExpression property instances. The use of the bf:hasExpression property as an OWL transitive one 

(Sean Bechhofer et al., 2004) provided a simple representation pattern.  

3. The case of “other editions” was represented using the bf:otherEdition property. The property was used 

in all nine cases relating the derived bf:Work to the original one. This is important regarding mapping of 

this property to RDA.  

4. Annotation properties have been added in bf:Work, and bf:Instance instances to provide explicit 

matching keys for entities, and for confirming the success of the mappings from BIBFRAME to another 

model. The specific structure used in these annotation properties’ values is presented in Table 5-11. The 

annotation values are taken from MARC21 fields’ values. The exact MARC21 fields are also referred in 

Table 5-11. 
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Table 5-11. Annotation values’ structure and examples in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset. 

Entity Annotation Structure Example 

bf:Work 100$a Author, 100$d dates. 240 $a Title or 
245$a Title. 240$l Language (008 Content 
type), 008 Language code. Contributor(s): 
700 $a Name, 700$d dates 700$ e role. 

Homer. Iliad. English (Text), eng. Contributor(s): 
Fitzgerald, Robert, 1910-1985 tr. 

bf:Instance Year from 008. 260$a Place:260$b 
Publisher, 260$c Year 

1974. Garden City, N.Y., Anchor Press, 1974. 

 

Table 5-12 presents the occurrences of core classes and derivative relationships in the second version of the Gold 

BIBFRAME dataset. The dataset includes 195 bf:Works, 236 bf:Instances, and 77 instances of properties 

representing derivative relationships. In detail, derivative relationships are represented between bf:Works and 

they include 49 instances of translation (bf:translation), 19 instances of various derivative relationships 

(bf:hasDerivative), and 9 instances of other editions (bf:otherEdition). The derivative relationships represented 

with the bf:hasDerivative refer mostly to abridgements and adaptations. They are represented with the generic 

bf:hasDerivative property due to the inexistence of particular properties for the description of derivative 

relationships in BIBFRAME.  

Table 5-12. Occurrences of core classes and derivative relationships in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset, second version. 

Family bf:Work bf:Instance bf:translation bf:hasDerivative bf:otherEdition 

Cien años  7 14 4   

Crime&P 18 24 7  1 

DonQuijote 12 11 2   

Faust 25 25 3   

Iliad 21 25 10 5 3 

Karamazov  18 20 7 3  

MmeBovary 22 29 3 3  

Odyssey 15 19 8 4 2 

ScarletLett 16 19 2   

TSawyer 26 32  4 3 

Wuthering 15 18 3   

Total 195 236 49 19 9 

 

The Gold BIBFRAME dataset (second version) was used to assess the mapping of derivative relationships from RDA 

to BIBFRAME, and vice-versa. The results of both mappings are presented in 5.3 Assessment of the RDA – 

BIBFRAME mapping and in 5.4 Assessment of the BIBFRAME – RDA mapping.  

The Gold BIBFRAME dataset (second version) is available at http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-

mapping/resources/gold_bf2_derivations_dbis_20190324_OnlyFamiliesC_sz20200510.rdf. It has been uploaded 

in a Virtuoso RDF server and SPARQL queries can be submitted. Graph IRIs, used prefixes, and SPARQL queries are 

openly available at http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/ds/gold-BF2-drvs_v10_20190324.html . 

 

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/resources/gold_bf2_derivations_dbis_20190324_OnlyFamiliesC_sz20200510.rdf
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/resources/gold_bf2_derivations_dbis_20190324_OnlyFamiliesC_sz20200510.rdf
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/ds/gold-BF2-drvs_v10_20190324.html
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5.1.5.  Findings  

The Gold datasets were developed to assess the mappings presented in Chapter 4. For their development, the 

same real-world cases and the same cataloging principles were used. All cases were represented, and the same 

principles were implemented according to each model’s primitives. The representation of the selected cases was 

straightforward in the majority of cases. There was uncertainty mostly about BIBFRAME representations owing to 

the flexible definitions and the lack of documentation regarding domain and range restrictions. The lack of editing 

tools was also experienced during the development of the datasets.  

For the better representation of relationships, a variety of resources was consulted. This was a time-consuming 

process but revealed important and specific relationships at the signs level, e.g., the adaptation of Odyssey by 

Charles Lamb was based on the Chapman’s English translation. In many cases, the exact origin of a derivative text 

was decided based on the academic work of experts. Time or access to experts are not always available to libraries. 

Thus, libraries may decide when and for which parts of their collections such research will be conducted.  

 

5.2. Assessment of the FRBR – BIBFRAME mapping  
The mapping of FRBR to BIBFRAME was implemented using the XSLT language (Kay, 2017). To assess the mapping, 

two Gold datasets were used, an FRBR Gold Dataset and a BIBFRAME Gold Dataset (version 1). The 

implementation of the mapping transformed the FRBR Gold Dataset to a new BIBFRAME dataset, named BIBF1. 

The BIBF1 dataset was later compared to the Gold BIBFRAME dataset. The following section presents the 

comparison results between the BIBF1 dataset and the first version of the Gold BIBFRAME dataset. 

 

5.2.1.  Core entities/classes and inherent relationships 
The occurrences of the three datasets’ core entities/classes per bibliographic family are presented in Table 5-13. 

The 98% of bf:Work instances in the Gold BIBFRAME and the BIBF1 dataset are identical. The slight difference of 

2% comes from the different number of FRBR Expressions (Gold FRBR) and of bf:Works (Gold BIBFRAME). The 

decisions regarding the representation of illustrations in both datasets caused this dissimilarity. Some illustrations 

were thought as integral to the text triggering the representation of a new Expression in the Gold FRBR dataset. 

When illustrations were not considered as integral but as Expressions of their own Work, they were not 

represented, and the Manifestation was considered as an aggregate. In BIBFRAME, due to the inexistence of rules 

regarding the handling of aggregates, all illustrated realizations were represented with new bf:Works. Regarding 

the occurrences of the bf:Instance class there is a 100% match between the Gold BIBFRAME dataset and the BIBF1 

one.  

The exact mappings are presented in the webpage 83.212.114.162/bibdata_mappings/displayMappings.php. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://83.212.114.162/bibdata_mappings/displayMappings.php
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Table 5-13. Occurrences of core entities in the three datasets. 

Family 
Gold FRBR Gold BIBFRAME BIBF 1 

Works Expres. Manifest. Works Instances Works Instances 

Cien años  3 9 15 9 15 9 15 

Crime&P 9 25 29 25 29 25 29 

DonQuijote 4 11 11 12 11 11 11 

Faust 9 29 28 29 28 29 28 

Iliad 3 24 25 26 25 24 25 

Karamazov 
Brothers 

5 20 21 20 21 20 21 

Madame Bovary 8 27 32 27 32 27 32 

Odyssey 3 17 20 17 20 17 20 

ScarletLett 12 22 24 21 24 22 24 

TSawyer 8 28 32 27 32 28 32 

Wuthering 8 17 20 17 20 17 20 

Total 72 229 257 230 257 229 257 

 

 

5.2.2.  Derivative relationships 

The comparison of results regarding the derivative relationships is presented in Table 5-14. There are three 

columns in the Gold FRBR dataset, Trl, LitTrl, and Deriv. The Trl column presents the number of instances of the 

property rdae:P20171 is translated as.  

The LitTrl column presents the number of the literal translations found in the Gold FRBR dataset; for 43 literal 

translations the source text is known and the relationship is represented by the property rdae:P20171 is translated 

as (Trl column), while for the rest 83 literal translations, the source text is not known and no translation 

relationship is represented. Yet, these 83 literal translations remain Expressions of the same FRBR Work, and of 

their bibliographic family graph.  

In the Gold BIBFRAME dataset, to avoid the danger of orphan bf:Works and to allow the exploration between 

members of the same bibliographic family, all literal translations were intentionally represented with 

bf:translation property instances regardless the source text was known or not. The number of literal translations 

in the Gold FRBR dataset is identical to the number of literal translations in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset. The 

mapping algorithm transforms relationships represented explicitly. Therefore, the 43 literal translations explicitly 

represented in the Gold FRBR dataset are all successfully mapped to BIBF1.   
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Table 5-14. Occurrence of translation and other derivations in the three datasets. The properties included in each column are presented in 
a note.  

Family 
Gold FRBR Gold BIBFRAME BIBF 1 

Trl* LitTrl* Deriv* Trl* Deriv* Trl* Deriv* 

Cien años de soledad 5 5 0 5 0 5 0 

Crime & Punishment 10 15 12 15 12 10 108 

Don Quijote 2 5 1 5 1 2 4 

Faust 2 17 4 17 4 2 42 

Iliad 2 20 14 20 14 2 33 

Karamazov Brothers 9 15 9 15 9 9 53 

Madame Bovary 2 13 5 13 4 2 80 

Odyssey 5 12 9 12 9 5 35 

Scarlet Letter 3 10 9 10 8 3 79 

Tom Sawyer 0 8 8 8 8 0 128 

Wuthering Heights 3 6 6 6 8 3 60 

Total 43 126 77 126 77 43 622 

* Properties presented in each column.  
Gold FRBR, Trl: rdae:P20171 is translated as, LitTrl: no properties are included but 
the number of Expressions representing a literal translation, Deriv: rdae:P20211 
is revised as, rdae:P20166 is abridged as (expression), rdae:P20153 is adapted as 
(expression), rdaw:P10155 is adapted as (work), rdaw:P10016 is dramatized as 
(work). 
Gold BIBFRAME, Trl: bf:translation, Deriv: bf:hasDerivative 
BIBF1, Trl: bf:translation, Deriv: bf:hasDerivative 

 

The Deriv column in Gold FRBR sums the occurrences of all derivative relationships, except the has a translation 

one. The occurrences of each type of derivative relationship is presented in the Gold FRBR dataset description in 

Table 5-4. All types of derivative relationships, except for translation, are represented in the Gold BIBFRAME 

dataset with the bf:hasDerivative property. The total number of derivative relationships in the Gold FRBR dataset 

(Deriv column) is identical to the one in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset (Deriv column), 77 occurrences. Yet, after the 

mapping of the Gold FRBR dataset to BIBFRAME, the BIBF1 dataset presents a really large number of 

bf:hasDerivative property instances, 622. This deviation was expected because of the mapping of the 44 instances 

of derivative relationships represented between FRBR Works (Table 5-4). After the mapping to BIBFRAME, these 

relationships were carried to all the bf:Works containing realizations of the FRBR Works that participated in the 

W-W derivative relationships. As an example, the Crime & Punishment FRBR Work has 17 Expressions and has 6 

other derivative FRBR Works. Each one of the Crime & Punishment Work – is realized through – Expression path is 
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mapped to a bf:Work instance, 17 in total. Each one of these 17 bf:Work carries at least 6 bf:hasDerivative 

relationships resulting in a total of 6 x 17 = 102 occurrences! In addition, some of the 17 FRBR Expressions 

participate in Expression-Expression derivative relationships. These relationships are mapped as properties of the 

bf:Works generated by the Work – is realized through – Expression paths in which the Expressions in question 

participate. In this case, the generated bf:Work carries the 6 bf:hasDerivative property instances mapped from 

the FRBR Crime & Punishment Work’s relationships plus the bf:hasDerivative property instances generated from 

the FRBR Expression’s relationships. Hence, the total number of bf:hasDerivative property instances increases 

even more.  

5.2.3.  Findings 

The FRBR-BIBFRAME mapping was successful regarding the mapping of core FRBR entities and of derivative 

relationships represented between Expressions. It must be noted, though, that, owing to the lack of specialized 

properties for the representation of derivative relationships in BIBFRAME, the exact semantics of the mapped 

FRBR relationships were lost in BIBFRAME.  

Another important point is that, due to the semantics of the bf:Work class, all generated bf:Works carried the 

relationships of both FRBR Work and Expression entities from which they were generated. Thus, the mapping of 

FRBR Work-Work relationships produced a great number of relationships in BIBFRAME. Apparently, the majority 

of these relationships was wrong, and it brought “noise” to the generated BIBFRAME dataset (named as BIBF1).  

 

5.3. Assessment of the RDA – BIBFRAME mapping 

The mapping of RDA to BIBFRAME was made using the XSLT language (Kay, 2017). The implementation of the 

mapping transformed the RDA Gold Dataset to a new BIBFRAME dataset, named RDA2BF. The RDA2BF dataset 

was later compared to the Gold BIBFRAME dataset (version 2).  

All three datasets, Gold RDA, Gold BIBFRAME (version 2), and RDA2BF have been uploaded in a Virtuoso RDF 

server and SPARQL queries can be submitted. Prefixes, graph IRIs, and the SPARQL queries used for querying each 

dataset, are openly available at http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html. In detail, the 

results of the RDA-BIBFRAME mapping are organized in 3 sections and are presented in 5 webpages:  

‐ Mapping - Derivative relationships (Expression-Expression only) 
1. Display mappings 
2. RDA2BF dataset: graph IRIs, prefixes, SPARQL queries 

‐ Test Mapping - Derivative relationships (Work-Work & Expression-Expression) 
3. Display mappings 
4. RDA2BF dataset with mapped RDA Work Relationships: graph IRIs, prefixes, SPARQL queries 

‐ Wuthering Heights Family Example 
5. graph IRIs, prefixes, SPARQL queries, Visualizations 

5.3.1.  Core entities/classes and inherent relationships  
Table 5-15 presents the occurrences of core entities/classes in each one of the three datasets, Gold RDA, Gold 

BIBFRAME (version 2), and the produced RDA2BF dataset. The RDA2BF dataset presents the exact same number 

of bf:Work and bf:Instance occurrences compared to the Gold BIBFRAME dataset. It is, therefore, indicated that 

the mapping of core RDA entities to BIBFRAME may be successful with a 100% accuracy. The clustering of mapped 

bf:Work instances that realize the same ideas was achieved using instances of the bf:hasExpression property. The 

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html
http://83.212.114.162/rda2bfdrv/displayMappings.php
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/rda2bf/rda2bf_drvs_v4_20190523.html
http://83.212.114.162/rda2bfdrv/displayMappings.php?includeWLPs=1
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/rda2bf/rda2bf_drvs_WLPs_v4_20190523.html
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/rda2bf/CCQ_2018_v1_20190523.html
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bf:hasExpression property was used as an OWL transitive one relating the bf:Work instances successively. This 

mapping results in simple BIBFRAME representations and favors the preservation of RDA inherent relationships 

after mappings to BIBFRAME.  

Table 5-15. Occurrences of core entities/classes in the three datasets. 

 
Gold RDA Gold BIBFRAME  

(2nd version) 
RDA2BF 

Family Work Expr. Manif. Work Inst. Work Inst. 

Cien años  2 7 14 7 14 7 14 

Crime&P 4 18 24 18 24 18 24 

DonQuijote 4 12 11 12 11 12 11 

Faust 7 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Iliad 3 21 25 21 25 21 25 

Karamazov  3 18 20 18 20 18 20 

MmeBovary 3 22 29 22 29 22 29 

Odyssey 2 15 19 15 19 15 19 

ScarletLett 6 16 19 16 19 16 19 

TSawyer 7 26 32 26 32 26 32 

Wuthering 7 15 18 15 18 15 18 

Total 48 195 236 195 236 195 236 
 

5.3.2.  Derivative relationships 

Table 5-16 presents the occurrences of derivative relationships in the three datasets. Derivative relationships are 

organized in three categories in RDA, namely derivative relationships between Works (WorkDeriv column), 

translation (Trl column), and derivative relationships between Expressions (ExprDeriv column).  

– The RDA properties included in the WorkDeriv column are: P10016 is dramatized as work, P10099 is freely 

translated as work, P10113 is adapted as libretto work, P10155 is adapted as work, P10236 is adapted as 

opera work, and P10291 is inspiration for.  

– The Trl column presents the sum of the P20171 is translated as property occurrences.  

– The ExprDeriv column displays the sum of occurrences of the following Expression properties: P20110 is 

adapted as libretto expression, P20153 is adapted as expression, P20166 is abridged as expression, P20203 

has derivative expression, and P20211 is revised as.  

In the Gold BIBFRAME dataset the Trl column presents the number of the bf:translation property instances, while 

the Deriv column depicts the sum of the bf:hasDerivative and bf:otherEdition instances.  

The RDA2BF dataset includes three columns. The first Trl column presents the number of bf:translation instances 

that are generated from the mapping of the 49 P20171 is translated as property instances of the RDA Trl column 

to BIBFRAME. The number of 49 P20171 is translated as property occurrences in RDA (RDA Trl column) are the 

same with the occurrences of the bf:translation property in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset (Trl column) and in the 

mapped RDA2BF dataset (Trl column). Therefore, the translation relationship is successfully preserved in RDA to 

BIBFRAME mappings.  

The second ExprDeriv column presents the number of bf:hasDerivative instances that are generated from the 

mapping of the 28 Expression properties instances of the RDA ExprDeriv column to BIBFRAME. All 28 occurrences 
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of these RDA Expression properties are preserved after mapping to BIBFRAME. Yet, specificity is lost because they 

are all mapped to the bf:hasDerivative property. 

The third WorkExprDeriv column presents the number of bf:hasDerivative instances that are generated from 

mapping the instances of the RDA WorkDeriv and ExprDeriv columns to BIBFRAME. The W-W derivative 

relationships are ignored in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset and in the mapping. Therefore, in the Gold BIBFRAME 

columns there are not equivalent occurrences to the RDA WorkDeriv column properties. The scenario of including 

the W-W derivative relationships in the mapping is presented in the RDA2BF WorkExprDeriv column proving that 

the mapping of W-W derivative relationships produces redundant and erroneous derivative relationships in 

BIBFRAME. In detail, the 31 W-W derivative relationships produce 406 bf:hasDerivative instances. From the sum 

of 434 instances in the RDA2BF WorkExprDeriv column the number of the 28 E-E derivative relationships mapped 

to BIBFRAME are deducted (434-28=406). In this test mapping all W-W relationships were included. Even though, 

the Gold RDA dataset was developed for the assessment of mapping core entities, inherent relationships, and 

derivative relationships, it includes a small number of other types of relationships, e.g., whole-part. Redundant 

relationships were also produced when mapping these non-derivative relationships from RDA to BIBFRAME. 

Hence, the thesis recommends that all RDA Work-Work relationships be ignored in mappings from RDA to 

BIBFRAME.  

 

Table 5-16. Occurrences of derivative relationships in the three datasets. 

 
Gold RDA Gold BIBFRAME 

(2nd version) 
RDA2BF 

Family WorkDeriv* Trl* ExprDeriv* Trl* Deriv* Trl* ExprDeriv* WorkExpr Deriv* 

Cien años  1 4  4  4  10 

Crime&P 3 7 1 7 1 7 1 46 

DonQuijote 1 2  2  2   

Faust 3 3  3  3  22 

Iliad 1 10 8 10 8 10 8 24 

Karamazov  2 7 3 7 3 7 3 35 

MmeBovary 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 42 

Odyssey 1 8 6 8 6 8 6 19 

ScarletLett 5 2  2  2  55 

TSawyer 6  7  7  7 127 

Wuthering 6 3  3  3  54 

Total 31 49 28 49 28 49 28 434 

* Properties presented in each column.  
Gold RDA, WorkDeriv: P10016 is dramatized as work, P10099 is freely translated as work, P10113 is 
adapted as libretto work, P10155 is adapted as work, P10236 is adapted as opera work, and P10291 is 
inspiration for. Trl: P20171 is translated as. ExprDeriv: P20110 is adapted as libretto expression, P20153 
is adapted as expression, P20166 is abridged as expression, P20203 has derivative expression, and 
P20211 is revised as.  
Gold BF, Trl: bf:translation, Deriv: bf:hasDerivative and bf:otherEdition.  
RDA2BF, Trl: bf:translation, ExprDeriv: bf:hasDerivative instances generated by mapping instances of 
the properties in Gold RDA ExprDeriv column, WorkExprDeriv: bf:hasDerivative instances generated by 
mapping instances of the properties in Gold RDA WorkDeriv and ExprDeriv columns. 
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To estimate the accuracy of mapping RDA to BIBFRAME, the RDA2BF dataset was compared to the Gold BIBFRAME 

dataset by dividing the “number of the mappings verified by the gold standard datasets” with the sum of the 

“number of mappings verified by the gold standard datasets” and the “number of mappings not verified by the 

gold standard datasets”. The equation used is the following: 

Accuracy = (mappings verified by gold standard datasets) / 
(mappings verified by gold standard datasets + mappings not verified by gold standard) 

 
Table 5-17 presents the results of the accuracy estimates when mapping RDA to BIBFRAME. The mappings of core 

entities and of the translation derivative relationship are 100% successful. Similarly, the mapping of other 

derivative relationships represented between RDA Expressions is successful in terms of preserving the 

relationship. The specificity of the derivation is lost, though, since all non-translation derivative relationships are 

mapped to the same generic bf:hasDerivative property. The mapping of Work-Work and Expression-Expression 

derivative relationships is not accurate presenting a low level of success, only 18%. This percentage will be 

different if other datasets are used. Yet, it must be noted that the accuracy percentage depends on the number 

of Expressions realizing the Works that participate in the mapped derivative relationships. In detail, the accuracy 

of the mapping decreases with the increase of the number of Expressions.  

Table 5-17. Accuracy percentages of the mapping (Comparison between Gold BIBFRAME and RDA2BF core entities and derivative 
relationships). 

 Core entities 100 % 

R
el

at
io

n
sh

ip
s Translation 100 % 

ExprDeriv 100 % 

WorkDeriv & ExprDeriv 28+49/434 = 18% 

 

5.3.3.  Findings 

Similarly to the FRBR-BIBFRAME mapping, core RDA entities were successfully mapped to BIBFRAME. The 

preservation of common origin was enabled by using bf:hasExpression property instances to relate the generated 

bf:Works that carry different realizations of the same content. The use of the bf:hasExpression property as 

transitive resulted in simple BIBFRAME representations and preserved the clustering of all bf:Works realizing with 

different signs the same content respecting BIBFRAME model’s primitives and semantics. Without the use of the 

bf:hasExpression property, all these bf:Works would be “orphan” and out of the context of their bibliographic 

family. Moreover, the exploration of the members of its bibliographic family would be impossible due to the 

absence of explicit links/properties relating them.  

Derivative relationships represented between Expressions in RDA were successfully mapped to BIBFRAME, but 

exact semantics was lost regarding all derivative relationships except for translation. BIBFRAME provides a 

specialized property for translations, but all other derivative relationships may be represented with the generic 

bf:hasDerivative property. The mapping of derivative relationships represented between RDA Works was ignored 

in this mapping to avoid unnecessary “noise”. A test was performed mapping all Work-Work relationships 

generating 406 bf:hasDerivative instances relating falsely the generated bf:Works in the RDA2BF dataset. The 

decision of ignoring Work-Work relationships in the RDA-BIBFRAME mapping comes with a cost; the RDA Works 
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related with a Work-Work derivative relationship are mapped to bf:Work instances that are not related to other 

bf:Works. Thus, bibliographic families may be easily lost in BIBFRAME impeding further exploration.  

 

5.4. Assessment of the BIBFRAME – RDA mapping 

The implementation of the mapping transformed the BIBFRAME Gold dataset (version 2) to a new RDA one, called 

BF2RDA. The BF2RDA dataset was later compared to the Gold RDA dataset. The results of the comparison are 

presented in the 5.4 paragraph. 

All three datasets, Gold BIBFRAME (version 2), Gold RDA, and BF2RDA have been uploaded in a Virtuoso RDF 

server and SPARQL queries can be submitted. Prefixes, graph IRIs, and the SPARQL queries used for querying each 

dataset, are openly available at http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html. In detail, the 

results of the BIBFRAME-RDA mapping are presented in 3 webpages:  

1. Preprocessing and Mapping BIBFRAME to RDA 

2. Display mapping (RDF XML file) 

3. BF2RDA dataset: graph IRIs, prefixes, SPARQL queries 

 

5.4.1.  Core entities/classes and inherent relationships 

Table 5-18 presents the occurrences of core entities/classes in each one of the three datasets, Gold BIBFRAME 

(second version), Gold RDA, and the produced BF2RDA dataset. The BF2RDA dataset presents the exact same 

number of RDA Expressions as the Gold RDA dataset denoting that the mapping of signs carried in bf:Works to 

RDA Expressions is 100% successful. Similarly, the number of the BF2RDA RDA Manifestation instances is the same 

as the Gold RDA dataset. Not surprisingly, the number of the BF2RDA Works is larger than the one in the Gold RDA 

dataset. There are 57 instances of the RDA Work class, contrary to the 48 instances in the Gold RDA dataset. This 

is due to the use of the generic bf:hasDerivative property relating 9 abridged bf:Works to their original bf:Works. 

As previously highlighted, BIBFRAME does not provide specialized properties for many derivation cases, such as 

abridgement, revision, adaptation, and the generic bf:hasDerivative property is used for their representation. In 

the case of the 9 bf:Works, even though that the existence of a derivative relationship is preserved with the use 

of the bf:hasDerivative property, the information that the abridged bf:Works carry the same ideational content 

with their original ones is lost. As a result, this representation does not provide the information needed to include 

abridgements in the proper subsets of the partitions generation in first step (Step (a1)) of the mapping algorithm, 

and 9 additional RDA Works are generated after the mapping. This difference of 9 bf:Works is less than expected. 

There are 10 abridgement and 6 revision cases in the Gold datasets. They are all represented with the 

bf:hasDerivative property in BIBFRAME.  

Similarly to the representation of the abridgement relationship, the use of the generic bf:hasDerivative property 

for the representation of revisions has the same effect: bf:Works including revisions cannot be included in the 

proper subsets of the generated partitions during Step (a1) due to the loss of the needed information. Hence, the 

expected disparity between the Gold RDA and the BF2RDA regarding the number of bf:Works was a total of 16. 

By coincidence, all six revision cases are also translations and one abridgement case is an “other edition”. Due to 

the representation of translations with instances of the bf:translation, and of the “other edition” case with an 

instance of the bf:otherEdition property, all 7 bf:Works have been included in the proper subset during the 

execution of the Step (a1) of the mapping algorithm.  

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/bf2rda/pre_process_bf2rda_v2.html
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/bf2rda/bf2rda_Mapping_derivations_dbis_20200510_Instances_OnlyFamiliesC_sz20200510.rdf
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/bf2rda/bf2rda_drvs_v2_20200510.html
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Table 5-18. Occurrences of core entities/classes in the three datasets. 

Family 

Gold BIBFRAME Gold RDA BF2RDA 

Work Inst. Work Expr. Manif. Work Expr. Manif. 

Cien años  7 14 2 7 14 2 7 14 

Crime&P 18 24 4 18 24 4 18 24 

DonQuijote 12 11 4 12 11 4 12 11 

Faust 25 25 7 25 25 7 25 25 

Iliad 21 25 3 21 25 4 21 25 

Karamazov  18 20 3 18 20 4 18 20 

MmeBovary 22 29 3 22 29 5 22 29 

Odyssey 15 19 2 15 19 3 15 19 

ScarletLett 16 19 6 16 19 6 16 19 

TSawyer 26 32 7 26 32 11 26 32 

Wuthering 15 18 7 15 18 7 15 18 

Total 195 236 48 195 236 57 195 236 
 

Regarding the mapping of the bf:Work class to sets of RDA Works with their Expressions, it has been successful 

under the assumption that the relationships between bf:Works with the same intellectual content are expressed 

properly by the bf:hasExpression, bf:translation, and bf:otherEdition properties. All three properties indicate that 

the related bf:Works share the same intellectual content. The selection of using the bf:hasExpression property in 

a BIBFRAME model, which is a modeling/cataloging decision, can be considered as an effort to align the BIBFRAME 

and RDA semantics, despite their differing modeling patterns. Further, the bf:hasExpression property may be used 

for the representation of common ideational content in cases of abridgement and revision. Both cases are 

represented with the bf:hasDerivative property, which is also used for other types of derivation involving creation 

of new ideational content, such as, adaptation. Thus, to minimize the loss of semantics for the abridgement and 

revision derivative relationships, cataloging policies may choose to represent them using instance of both 

properties. The instance of the bf:hasExpression property will indicate the existence of common intellectual 

content among two related bf:Works, while the instance of the bf:hasDerivative property will indicate the 

existence of a derivative relationship between them. The difference of only 9 RDA Works between the Gold RDA 

and the BF2RDA datasets, instead of the anticipated 16, advocates for such a cataloging policy decision. This 

proposed modeling may ensure that the Step (a1) of the mapping algorithm generates the proper partitions and 

RDA Work instances.  

5.4.2. Derivative relationships 

Table 5-19 presents the occurrences of properties used for the representation of derivative relationships in all 

three datasets. The columns differentiate between translation (mapping of the bf:translation property) and other 

derivative relationships (mapping of the bf:hasDerivative and the bf:otherEdition properties). The three columns 

in the Gold RDA and the BF2RDA datasets present the occurrences of properties used to represent derivative 

relationships between RDA Works (WorkDeriv), translation between RDA Expressions (Trl), and other types of 

derivative relationships between RDA Expressions (ExprDeriv). 

As mentioned, BIBFRAME Work relationships have been mapped to relationships relating RDA Expressions. In the 

Gold RDA dataset, there are 31 instances of Work-Work relationships (Gold RDA WorkDeriv column in Table 5-19) 

that cannot be represented in BIBFRAME, because the exact sets of signs used to produce the derivation are not 
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known. These 31 derivative bf:Works remain unrelated to other bf:Works of their bibliographic families in the 

Gold BIBFRAME dataset. Because of this, there are no occurrences of properties relating RDA Works in the 

WorkDeriv column of the BF2RDA dataset. This suggests that, due to the absence of derivative relationships 

between RDA Works in the BF2RDA dataset, the exploration of bibliographic families, and of data in general, can 

be made only using the relationships at the Expression level.  

The Trl columns in the Gold RDA and BF2RDA datasets present the instances of the rdae:P20171 is translated as 

property. The numbers in these two columns are the same to the number of the bf:translation property instances 

in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset. Thus, the mapping of the bf:translation property has been successful without any 

loss of its semantics.  

The ExprDeriv columns in the Gold RDA and BF2RDA datasets present the total of other derivative relationships 

used to relate RDA Expressions. This total is the same to the sum of the mapped instances of the bf:hasDerivative 

and the bf:otherEdition properties (Deriv column). Therefore, the mapping of these two properties has also been 

successful. Despite the fact that the ExprDeriv columns in the Gold RDA and BF2RDA datasets present the same 

total number, it must be highlighted that different properties are instantiated in each column. There is a 

granularity difference between BIBFRAME and RDA. BIBFRAME represents all derivative relationships, except for 

translation, with the generic bf:hasDerivative property. RDA provides many specialized properties for the 

representation of derivative relationships, except for the derivative relationship represented with the 

bf:otherEdition property in BIBFRAME. Thus, even though the total of the bf:hasDerivative and bf:otherEdition 

instances are successfully mapped to RDA, the mapping is made to generic properties and not to the specialized 

ones provided by the RDA model. The consequence of this is that, despite the same number of property 

occurrences in the ExprDeriv columns of the Gold RDA and BF2RDA datasets, there is a significant loss of semantics 

regarding the exact nature of derivation that each property occurrence in the ExprDeriv column of the BF2RDA 

dataset represents. This result is mostly due to the BIBFRAME’s less expressive semantics regarding derivative 

relationships, and not due to a setback of the mapping algorithm.    

Table 5-19. Occurrences of derivative relationships in the three datasets (Gold BIBFRAME, Gold RDA, BF2RDA). 

Family 

Gold BIBFRAME Gold RDA BF2RDA 

Trl* Deriv* WorkDeriv* Trl* ExprDeriv* WorkDeriv* Trl* ExprDeriv* 

Cien años  4  1 4  0 4  

Crime&P 7 1 3 7 1 0 7 1 

DonQuijote 2  1 2  0 2  

Faust 3  3 3  0 3  

Iliad 10 8 1 10 8 0 10 8 

Karamazov  7 3 2 7 3 0 7 3 

MmeBovary 3 3 2 3 3 0 3 3 

Odyssey 8 6 1 8 6 0 8 6 

ScarletLett 2  5 2  0 2  

TSawyer  7 6  7 0  7 

Wuthering 3  6 3  0 3  

Total 49 28 31 49 28 0 49 28 

* Properties presented in each column.  
Gold BF, Trl: bf:translation, Deriv: bf:hasDerivative and bf:otherEdition.  
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Gold RDA, WorkDeriv: P10016 is dramatized as work, P10099 is freely translated as work, P10113 is 
adapted as libretto work, P10155 is adapted as work, P10236 is adapted as opera work, and P10291 is 
inspiration for. Trl: P20171 is translated as. ExprDeriv: P20110 is adapted as libretto expression, P20153 is 
adapted as expression, P20166 is abridged as expression, P20203 has derivative expression, and P20211 is 
revised as.  
BF2RDA, WorkDeriv: not applicable. Trl: P20171 is translated as. ExprDeriv: P20204 is based on 
(expression) . 
 

 

Some important points need to be highlighted regarding the mapping of derivative relationships. First, BIBFRAME 

provides much smaller number of properties for their representation comparing to RDA. Thus, derivative 

relationships are successfully mapped from BIBFRAME to RDA, but the mapping is made to generic properties with 

a significant loss of semantics regarding the exact type of derivation represented. Secondly, due to the semantics 

of the bf:Work class, derivative relationships may be represented at the signs level and are mapped to RDA 

Expression-level properties. As a result, in cases where the exact signs used for a derivation are not known, the 

relationship cannot be represented and the relevant bf:Works remain unrelated to other bf:Works in their family. 

Further, in BIBFRAME to RDA conversions, the generated RDA dataset does not contain any Work-Work 

relationships and the exploration of bibliographic families can be made using only Expressions and the 

relationships between them. Thirdly, the representation of relationships at the signs level is recommended but it 

must be noted that related research will likely be needed. Given the amount of time, effort, and expertise needed 

for this task, a library may decide to implement this policy in certain collections of great interest or in collaboration 

with experts. 

To estimate the accuracy of mapping BIBFRAME to RDA, the BF2RDA dataset was compared to the Gold RDA 

dataset by dividing the “number of the mappings verified by the gold standard datasets” with the sum of the 

“number of mappings verified by the gold standard datasets” and the “number of mappings not verified by the 

gold standard datasets”. The equation used is the following: 

Accuracy = (mappings verified by gold standard datasets) / 
(mappings verified by gold standard datasets + mappings not verified by gold standard) 

 
 

Table 5-20 presents the results of the accuracy estimates when mapping BIBFRAME to RDA. The mappings of core 

entities is 98% successful due to 9 cases of revision. For these cases the information of common ideational content 

among the related bf:Works was lost due to the lack of a specialized property in BIBFRAME and the use of the 

generic bf:hasDerivative property. The bf:hasDerivative property has not been considered for the clustering of 

bf:Works in partitions due to its broad semantics incorporating both derivations that do not change the original 

ideas, and derivations that add new ideas to the original ones. All instances of translation present 100% accuracy. 

Similarly, all instances of properties denoting non-translation derivative relationships (at the signs level) were 

successfully mapped to properties relating RDA Expressions. It must be noted, though, that different properties 

were instantiated after the mapping (see Table 5-19). Thus, the relationships were preserved but the specificity 

of derivation is lost due to the generic virtue of the bf:hasDerivative property. Due to the semantics of the bf:Work 

class, all relationships between bf:Works were mapped to properties relating RDA Expressions. Thus, Work-Work 

derivative relationships were not mapped, and no accuracy percentages can be calculated.  
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Table 5-20. Accuracy percentages of the mapping (Comparison between Gold RDA and BF2RDA core entities and derivative relationships). 

 Core entities 98 % 

R
el

at
io

n
sh

ip
s Translation 100 % 

ExprDeriv 100 % 

WorkDeriv  Not applicable  
(Work – Work derivative 
relationships cannot be mapped) 

 

5.4.3.  Findings 

BIBFRAME provides flexible definitions enabling different representations. The development of the Gold 

BIBFRAME dataset (2nd version) was made following the same set of cataloging principles used for the 

development of the Gold RDA dataset. Thanks to the proper use of BIBFRAME constructs, namely the 

bf:hasExpression property, the mapping of the bf:Work class to sets of RDA Works with their Expressions was 

successful. In detail, instances of the bf:hasExpression property were used to relate all bf:Works sharing the same 

ideational content. Further, the property was used as an OWL transitive one and all bf:Works were related 

successively. The result has been a simple representation pattern for the clustering of many members of each 

bibliographic family. The use of the bf:hasExpression property enabled the accommodation of RDA semantics in 

BIBFRAME and the preservation of shared ideational content among the related bf:Works, clustered many of the 

bf:Works belonging to the same bibliographic family, differentiated between distinct families, and provided an 

interoperability mechanism between RDA and BIBFRAME. The selection of using the bf:hasExpression property in 

the Gold BIBFRAME dataset has been a modeling/cataloging decision that proved to be successful in aligning the 

BIBFRAME and RDA semantics, despite their differing modeling patterns.  

The mapping of the bf:Work class to RDA exploited explicit representations of common ideational content, i.e., 

instances of the bf:hasExpression, bf:translation, and bf:otherEdition properties. The use of properties to trigger 

the mapping of the bf:Work class may be considered as a more sound approach comparing to string-matching of 

literals regarding primary contributors and titles often used in FRBRization projects and matching algorithms 

(Decourselle et al., 2015; Dickey, 2008; Hickey & O’Neill, 2009; Manguinhas et al., 2010; Sfakakis & Kapidakis, 

2009). The implemented approach is not affected by possible inconsistencies regarding title and/or primary 

contribution and as a result the clustering of bf:Works and the mapping of the bf:Work class to RDA Work and 

Expression entities is executed successfully. Yet, inconsistencies are a real-world problem that may have an impact 

on the mapping of certain properties, e.g., RDA Work title-related properties. Thus, in the context of mapping 

properties, string-comparison approaches may be proven useful. It must be noted that the Gold Datasets 

(paragraph 5.1) developed for the assessment of the mappings do not present Title/Primary contribution 

inconsistencies.  

Due to the use of the bf:hasDerivative property for representing both derivations involving the same ideational 

content (e.g., abridgement and revisions),and derivations involving diverse ideational content (e.g., adaptation), 

some of the generated RDA Expressions were not clustered properly and additional RDA Works were instantiated. 

Thus, for the cases of abridgement and revision that involve a derivation that does not alter the original ideational 

content, the use of two properties, namely bf:hasExpression and bf:hasDerivative, may be proven as a good 

practice. The bf:hasExpression property instance will represent the common ideational content among the related 
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bf:Works, and the bf:hasDerivative property instance will represent the derivative relationship denoting which 

bf:Work is the original one, and which bf:Work is the derivative one. Moreover, the implementation of this good 

practice will deliver better mappings from BIBFRAME to RDA, correctly partitioning the bf:Works of the source 

dataset, and without generating additional RDA Works. 

The bf:Work class including both ideas and signs imposed the mapping of derivative relationships to RDA 

Expression properties. All relationships were successfully mapped to RDA. Yet, due to the lack of specialized 

properties in BIBFRAME, the exact semantics of each derivation case was lost, and the mapping was executed to 

generic RDA Expression properties. A result of this was that in the generated BF2RDA dataset the exploration of 

families could be made by using Expression-level relationships only.    

 

5.5. Conclusions 

The main objective of this chapter has been to assess the mappings developed in Chapter 4. Three Gold datasets 

were created to perform the mappings and assess them. The development of the Gold datasets was time-

consuming and demanded the definition and the implementation of specific rules. Moreover, the development 

process revealed more good practices and findings. Table 5-21 is an update of the Table 4-15 adding more actions 

in the thesis’ approach about handling the heterogeneities found in the Haslhofer & Klas classification (Bernhard 

Haslhofer & Klas, 2010), and more findings detected during the assessment of mappings. For readability purposes, 

the updates in Table 5-21 are presented in bold font.  

Domain conflicts do not exist between the mapped models, i.e., FRBR, RDA, and BIBFRAME. Yet, differing 

conceptualizations of the same real-world entities are common between models belonging to the same domain. 

The mapped models present important differences in conceptualizing real-world bibliographic description cases. 

The use of instances of the models representing the same real-world cases has provided an objective measure to 

compare the studied models. These Gold datasets have been used to assess the produced mappings. It must be 

noted that in the case of the Gold BIBFRAME dataset, the flexible definitions have brought uncertainty in its 

development process, e.g., in the representation of relationships. Even though the Protégé software was used for 

the development of the three Gold Datasets, the lack of more user-friendly editing tools must be highlighted.  

One of the identified abstraction-level incompatibilities between the models has been the representation of 

relationships at a different conceptual level. To tackle this incompatibility, the thesis has tried to represent 

relationships at the signs level. Such information is not usually provided by the authors or publishers, nor it is 

ordinarily documented in bibliographic records. To find out the original signs used for the creation of derivations, 

a number of sources was consulted. These sources were created by experts in literature and subject librarians. 

Some examples are digital humanities projects, scientific articles, Wikipedia articles, etc. Expertise regarding the 

origins of a text or the publishing history of a Work may prove helpful in future library linked data projects by 

revealing previously unknown bibliographic relationships existing in the bibliographic universe. The explicit 

representation of these relationships will likely empower more exploration possibilities. Due to the amount of the 

needed time and resources for such research, a library may need to decide for which parts of its collection such 

policy would be implemented.  

With regard to bibliographic families, the development of the Gold BIBFRAME dataset has shown that 

bibliographic families are easily fragmented in BIBFRAME due to bf:Work class semantics and the strict 

representation of relationships at the signs level only. The use of the bf:hasExpression property has partially 

preserved families as far as the clustering of bf:Works carrying different signs of the same ideational content is 
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concerned. Thus, the use of the bf:hasExpression may be considered as an alignment between RDA and BIBFRAME 

enabling the representation of both intellectual content and signs in BIBFRAME despite the models’ different 

modeling patterns. If the bf:hasExpression was not used, the clustering of bf:Works would be impossible and the 

majority of the bf:Works in the Gold BIBFRAME dataset would remain unrelated to other members of their 

bibliographic family. The use of the bf:hasExpression property did not burden the dataset with too many triples 

due to the thesis’ approach of using the bf:hasExpression property as transitive for simple representations. 

Moreover, it was proved that the use of this property -in conjunction with the bf:hasDerivative property- in the 

representations of abridgement and revisions preserves the information about shared intellectual content 

between the related bf:Works. The implementation of this approach is a cataloging policy issue.  

With regard to the mapping of the core entities/classes, all three mappings, FRBR-BIBFRAME, RDA-BIBFRAME, and 

BIBFRAME-RDA, preserved them fully. Only in the case of the BIBFRAME-RDA mapping, the number of generated 

RDA Works was larger comparing to the Gold RDA dataset. The representation of abridgement cases with the 

generic bf:hasDerivative property was the key factor for the generation of extra RDA Works. Thus, it was 

concluded that a better policy for the representation of abridgement and revision cases would be the use of both 

bf:hasExpression and bf:hasDerivative properties; the former property may represent the existence of common 

ideational content and enable the proper clustering of the generated RDA Expressions in BIBFRAME-RDA 

mappings, while the latter will represent the existence of a derivative relationship between bf:Works in BIBFRAME, 

and between the generated RDA Expressions in BIBFRAME-RDA mappings. 

Even though, the mapping of properties used for the representation of derivative relationships could be described 

as straightforward, the mapping of derivative relationships was also challenging. During the development of the 

Gold BIBFRAME datasets, relationships at the ideas level (Work-Work relationships in FRBR and RDA) were not 

represented and many bf:Work instances became unrelated to other bf:Works. The implementation of the RDA-

BIBFRAME mapping revealed that 1) Work-Work relationships must be ignored in the conversion, 2) all Expression-

Expression derivative relationships, except for translation, were preserved in BIBFRAME but they lost in specificity, 

since all non-translation relationships were mapped to the bf:hasDerivative property. The bf:hasDerivative 

property may be used for both relating bf:Works sharing common ideational content (e.g., cases of revision and 

abridgements) and relating bf:Works with different ideational content (e.g., cases of adaptation, dramatization, 

free translation). Thus, in the BIBFRAME-RDA mapping that uses properties to cluster generated RDA Expressions 

under the Work they realize, the bf:hasDerivative property was ignored.  

In the next chapter, the findings of the thesis are further discussed. 
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Table 5-21. Thesis' approach in tackling heterogeneities and findings – updated during the assessment of mappings (updates in bold font). The heterogeneities are presented following the Haslhofer and Klass’ categorization (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). 

Category Type Heterogeneities Thesis’ approach Findings 

Se
m

an
ti

c 

Domain conflicts EDM cultural heritage domain. 
Different conceptualizations of real-world bibliographic description cases e.g., 

core entities, types of bibliographic relationships, constraints  

EDM application profile may add granularity with 
skos extension mechanism 

Description of the same real-world 
bibliographic description cases- Gold Datasets 

Extension mechanisms may add granularity or accommodate “external” semantics. 
Use of controlled vocabularies in extending semantics (PGP). 
Use of the same real-world cases enables comparison. 

BIBFRAME’s flexibility imported uncertainty regarding the representation of the 
cases in the Gold dataset, e.g., representation of relationships. 
Lack of editing tools 

Terminological  
mismatches 

Work different in FRBR and BIBFRAME 
Common terms with different meaning, e.g., Work  
Different terms with same meaning, e.g., edition designation 
E-R versus Semantic Web/RDF terminology 

Study of each model’s definitions 
Check LC conversions from MARC21 to BF 
BIBFRAME mailing list 

Differing terminology and flexible definitions cause ambiguity/obstruct the development of 
mappings 

Model community and MARC21 conversions rules may serve mappings 
Lack of an updated metadata registry 

St
ru

ct
u

ra
l 

Abstraction level  
incompatibilities 

Representation constructs 

Different representation approaches enabled by each model. There might be 
differences even between datasets using the same model. 

Identification of different representation 
approaches enabled by each model using paths 
Select one approach based on librarians’ common 
perceptions and on examples found in the library 
domain, e.g., realization based. 

Different representation approaches: 
1) exist in the minds of the members participating in the models’ editorial groups – Not 

explicitly described.  
2) may cause incompatibilities even in different instances of the same model.  
3) may trigger different mappings. 

Core entities/classes 

Different abstractions  
FRBR, RDA, LRM: four entities – WEMI  
BIBFRAME: three classes – WII 
FRBRoo: drops Manifestation / author’s signs vs publisher’s signs (F24 

Publication Expression) 
EDM: almost no granularity 
EDM-FRBRoo: typed edm:InformationResource instances. 

Path-oriented approach for the representation of 
each real-world bibliographic description case 

Paths are more explicit, present domain and range classes, and represent better the statements 
of the model  
Associations between classes & properties, already in the model developers’ minds, are 
represented with paths enabling better mappings. 
Lack of mapping tools 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings (PGP). 

Relationships 

Translation: signs level (FRBR, LRM, RDA),  
                   concepts level (FRBRoo - derivation approach), and  
                   both concepts/signs (BIBFRAME). 

Aggregates - FRBRoo at signs level. 

In order not to lose the relationship, mapping to 
more generic ones.  

Representation of relationships at the signs 
level, if such info is available (PGP) 

Strict BIBFRAME approach 
Importance of signs (Expression entity/class) 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings (PGP). 

Info regarding the origins of a text or its publishing history is needed.  
Need for consulting digital humanities projects and scholarly resources (PGP). 
Cooperation with experts may be needed in the future (PGP). 

Bibliographic families 

FRBRoo: F15 Complex Work with other F14 Individual Works as members. 
BIBFRAME: clustering possible only if there is known connection between 

original and derivative signs / alternative representations with 
bf:hasExpression / bflc:Hub 

EDM: provider-oriented clustering. 

Use of bf:hasExpression to cluster bf:Works realizing 
the same ideas (PGP) 
Use of explicit relationships in BIBFRAME-RDA 
mapping to check the implicit existence of a family 
in BIBRAME  

Families are easily lost in BIBFRAME, and exploration may be impeded. They may be partially 
preserved by using bf:hasExpression property instances (PGP).  

bf:hasExpression enables the representation of RDA semantics in BIBFRAME.  
bf:hasExpression as transitive provides simple representations (PGP) 

Use of both bf:hasExpression & bf:hasDerivative properties for the cases of 
abridgement and revision (PGP) 

Importance of cataloging policy in mappings (PGP). 

Multilateral  
correspondences 

Classes, e.g., bf:Work equals the FRBR Work-is realized through-Expression 
path 
edm:ProvidedCHO equals three disjoint FRBR entities (WEM)  

Relationships, e.g.,  
bf:hasDerivative property (adaptation, summarization, transformation, etc. ) 
edm:isDerivativeOf (translation, summarization, abstraction) 

dcterms:isVersionOf (versions, editions and adaptations) 

Path-oriented approach 
Identification of other useful information to enable 

better mappings, e.g., content type values, type 
of agent (PGP). 

There is critical info to be captured to enable mappings, e.g., content type, carrier type, primary 
contribution and type of agent (Person, Corporate Body, Family) (PGP). 

Values of controlled vocabularies triggered mappings. 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings (PGP). 

Meta-level 
discrepancies 

BIBFRAME uses classes where other models use properties, e.g., content type 
represented with attributes/properties in FRBR/RDA, and with bf:Work 
subclasses in BIBFRAME. 

RDA uses specific properties, while FRBRoo & LRM generic properties that can 
be ‘typed’ with specific values. 

Path-oriented approach 
Search for attribute values that may enable 
mappings (PGP). 
Use of controlled vocabulary values for consistency 
& mappings (PGP). 

Controlled vocabularies not just for consistency but for mappings too, e.g., roles, languages, 
content types, carrier types, etc. (PGP). 

 
Selection of controlled vocabularies may trigger mappings.  

Domain 
coverage 

EDM. The providers’ descriptions are really important and represented with 
ore:Proxy & ore:Aggregation classes. 

Not studied  - 
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6. Discussion and Conclusions 
This chapter summarizes the findings of the thesis and how these answer its main research question. The 

findings are presented and discussed, their importance for different stakeholders follows along with 

recommendations based on the thesis’ findings. Later, the limitations of the thesis and future work are 

mentioned. The thesis concludes with its final statement.  

6.1. Overview of the thesis 
The core research question of the thesis has been “Is semantic interoperability between conceptual 

bibliographic data models feasible?”. The thesis approached the scope of contributing to the semantic 

interoperability of bibliographic data in the semantic web environment by posing the following four objectives:  

1. study of selected conceptual bibliographic data models,  

2. development of mappings,  

3. assessment of mappings, and  

4. identification of possible prerequisites or possible good cataloging practices for enhancing the 

interoperability between the library data, data exchange and data linking.  

To fulfil the first objective of the thesis, granular models were selected based on the hypothesis that these 

may represent better common bibliographic description cases. The selected models were FRBR and its 

consolidation known as IFLA LRM, RDA, FRBRoo, BIBFRAME, and EDM. The selected models were studied in 

terms of core entities, inherent relationships, and of representing bibliographic description cases which were 

identified as common ones in the related literature (Bennett et al., 2003; Neill et al., 2015; Petek, 2007; 

Smiraglia, 1992, 1999; Smiraglia & Leazer, 1999; Tillett, 1987; Vellucci, 1995). The common bibliographic 

description cases identified in the literature were derivation, equivalence, and aggregates. Besides the 

commonality of these cases, the literature revealed the importance of bibliographic relationships in exploring 

bibliographic families. Exploration is a new user task added in the International Cataloguing Principles (Galeffi 

et al., 2017) which is fully compliant with the vision of a linked bibliographic universe. Thus, bibliographic 

families were included in the study. The representation of single monographs, of bibliographic relationships, 

and of bibliographic families in each one of the selected models revealed common ground, as well as important 

incompatibilities between them. These similarities and differences were organized using the Haslhofer & Klas 

categorization of metadata heterogeneities (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). The similarities support 

semantic interoperability and exchange of data, while the differences may impede semantic interoperability, 

mappings, and seamless navigation through different datasets in a unified bibliographic world. It must be 

noted that model-level heterogeneities were studied only, while instance-related and element-related 

heterogeneities were excluded from the study as out of scope (Figure 1:1). All identified semantic and 

structural similarities and heterogeneities are presented in Table 6-1.  

To fulfil the second objective of the thesis, the development of mappings, the thesis used different approaches 

to tackle each type of identified heterogeneity. The thesis explored the meta-model agreement method by 

developing a BIBFRAME-EDM application profile, and created three mappings, 1) FRBR to BIBFRAME, 2) RDA 

to BIBFRAME, and 3) BIBFRAME to RDA. The thesis approach in untangling the identified structural and 

semantic heterogeneities is presented in Table 6-1 (column Thesis’ approach). 

To fulfil the third objective of the thesis, three Gold datasets have been created to perform the three mappings 

and to assess them. A webpage at the Database and Information Systems Research Group (part of the 

Laboratory on Digital Libraries and Electronic Publishing of the Ionian University, Greece) has been created to 

demonstrate the tools, the data and the mappings. It is available at http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-

mapping/si_project.html. The assessment of the mappings revealed that core entities/classes and inherent 

http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html
http://libdata.tab.ionio.gr/models/si-mapping/si_project.html
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relationships may be preserved after mappings. There was a loss of information and specificity regarding the 

mapping of bibliographic relationships. Bibliographic families are more difficult to represent and to be 

preserved especially in BIBFRAME. The findings from the development and the assessment of mappings are 

analytically presented in the “Findings” column (Table 6-1). 

To fulfil the fourth objective, the thesis tried to identify some prerequisites and good practices that may enable 

semantic interoperability between the studied models. These were identified during the development of the 

mappings and of the Gold datasets. They are presented in Table 6-1 either as a thesis’ approach method to 

tackle heterogeneities (Thesis’ approach column), or as a finding (Findings column). Prerequisites and good 

practices involve a) the representation of relationships at the signs level, b) the representation of specific 

pieces of information that may enable mappings, such as content type, carrier type, type of Agent, roles, etc., 

c) the use of common controlled vocabularies, d) cooperation with experts regarding the publishing history of 

works exhibiting big bibliographic families, and e) use of the bf:hasExpression property in BIBFRAME as 

transitive one. For readability reasons, both cases, prerequisites and good practices, are characterized with 

the “PGP” initials.  

 

6.2. Findings of the thesis 
The thesis has revealed important findings, confirming previous studies by other scholars, or opinions 

expressed by experts. First, some general remarks regarding the methods and tools used in the thesis are 

presented. Later, the findings are discussed following the Haslhofer & Klas categorization as depicted in Table 

6-1.  

6.2.1. General remarks for methods and tools 
The thesis used a path-oriented approach in fulfilling the first and the second objectives of the thesis, the 

study of the models and the development of mappings. This approach facilitated the identification of 1) the 

modeling principles and methodology of each model, e.g., BIBFRAME uses classes where other models use 

properties, 2) the constraints regarding the use of each model’s constructs, e.g., domain and range constraints, 

3) the different representation approaches implicitly enabled by each model, and 4) similarities and 

heterogeneities between the models in terms of core constructs and representation approaches. All these 

characteristics regarding the representation of the selected bibliographic description cases would not be 

identified if an element-based approach would have been used instead. The correlations between classes and 

properties for the representation of specific bibliographic description cases -the thesis used the term 

“representation approach”- were expressed with paths. The use of paths enabled both the representation 

study and the development of mappings. Path-oriented mappings empowered successful mappings especially 

in cases where the models use different constructs to represent the same piece of information, e.g., BIBFRAME 

uses a whole path with a specific literal value to represent authorship, while RDA uses only one property. 

Other cases that paths empowered mappings have been those exhibiting abstraction level incompatibilities 

and multilateral correspondences. Further, they enabled the mapping of similar representation approaches, 

e.g., the mapping of the realization approach for translations from one model to another. Even though the use 

of paths enabled representations and mappings, the lack of tools for path-oriented mappings did not. The lack 

of tools that are needed for several library linked data processes has also been confirmed in OCLC (Smith-

Yoshimura, 2016, 2018) and LIBER (Frosterus et al., 2020) studies, as well as in the related literature (Taniguchi, 

2017b; Ullah et al., 2018; Wahid et al., 2018).  

The Haslhofer & Klas categorization served as an invaluable standardization tool in the representation study - 

Haslhofer & Klas use the term “mapping discovery phase” (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010) - which identified 

similarities and heterogeneities among the models. The results of the “mapping discovery phase” were 

exploited in the development of mappings. The thesis implemented a combination of approaches to tackle 
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each type of heterogeneity. This combination of approaches may be proven successful in future semantic 

interoperability projects/studies.  

During the development of mappings and the assessment process (second and third objectives), a significant 

lack of tools, also observed in (Smith-Yoshimura, 2016, 2018; Ullah et al., 2018; Wahid et al., 2018), was 

encountered. As an example, the inexistence of a metadata registry that includes updated definitions from 

several models and enables advanced search functions forced many searches in each model’s documentation. 

The mapping process could be supported by a visual mapping tool that would ideally enable the upload of 

different models and include a variety of mapping functions to create 1 to 1 mappings, mappings of whole 

paths, and mappings using specific attribute/property values. Mapping tools already used in the library and 

related domains either focus on the mapping to a specific target model, e.g., the “Mapping Memory Manager 

- 3M” mapping tool uses the CIDOC-CRM model as target model (Marketakis et al., 2016), and the “Metadata 

Interoperability – MINT” tool uses the Europeana Data Model as target model (Charles, Isaac, Tzouvaras, & 

Hennicke, 2013), or focus on transforming legacy data from heterogeneous sources to linked data using a 

specific target model, e.g., the KARMA tool was used to transform data from the Smithsonian American Art 

Museum to the Europeana Data Model (Szekely et al., 2013).  

For the assessment process, neither tools, nor gold standard bibliographic datasets were found. During the 

development of the Gold datasets the lack of editing tools was also experienced.  

6.2.2. Semantic differences 
The thesis has identified domain conflicts owing to the studied models’ similar, or dissimilar domain, as well 

as terminological mismatches (see Table 6-1). Domain conflicts were tackled using the same real-world cases 

in the representation study. In the case of the most different model, the EDM model which belongs to the 

cultural heritage domain and exhibits a different view compared to the other models, its extension mechanism 

was used (instances of the edm:InformationResource class are further specialized using literal values modeled 

as instances of the skos:Concept class). This technique revealed that models’ extension mechanisms (if they 

exist) may add granularity in less granular models, and they may accommodate “external” semantics without 

violating the internal semantics. This finding is consistent with that of the EDM-FRBRoo Application Profile 

Task Force (Doerr et al., 2013) who accommodated the semantics of the granular FRBRoo model to the EDM 

one’s using the latter’s extension mechanism. It also affirms the suggestion made in (Willer & Dunsire, 2013, 

p. 131) about the use of SKOS properties to represent same or similar semantics between metadata schemas 

and value vocabularies. Such extension mechanisms have been also observed in FRBRoo and IFLA-LRM 

regarding the use of literals for specializing properties that represent the existence of a derivative relationship 

without expressing the exact type of derivation, i.e., in FRBRoo the R2.1 has type property is used to specify 

the type of derivation represented with the R2 is derivative of property; in IFLA-LRM, the LRM-R24 is derivation 

of property may be further specialized with different literal values. Yet, both models do not provide a stable 

approach, i.e., a controlled value vocabulary, for populating the values of the properties that extend other 

properties’ semantics. Both models neither identify full set of values for these properties, nor they agree on 

the types of derivative relationships. The existence of a common controlled vocabulary for bibliographic 

relationships may support consistency and preservation of bibliographic relationships’ exact semantics in 

future mappings.  

The comparison of the models by representing the same real-world cases with each model’s constructs 

enabled the identification of each model’s conceptualizations and revealed possible interoperability obstacles, 

such as terminological mismatches, flexible or incomplete definitions and the existence of multiple approaches 

in representing the same case in each model without violating its semantics. Terminological mismatches and 

flexible definitions, especially the BIBFRAME ones, brought uncertainty in all three studies undertaken by the 

thesis, representation study (Chapter 4), development of mapping (Chapter 5) and of Gold datasets (Chapter 
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6). This finding is consistent with related findings in (Johnston, 2005; Nillson, 2010) and also to the Professor 

Taniguchi’s studies presenting the terminological mismatches between BIBFRAME and RDA (Taniguchi, 

2017a), and the flexible BIBFRAME definitions enabling different representations (Taniguchi, 2017b, 2017a, 

2018) for the same bibliographic description case. The existence of multiple representation approaches is 

further presented as a syntactic / abstraction-level incompatibility in the next paragraph. In the case of 

BIBFRAME, the MARC21 to BIBFRAME conversion rules and the BIBFRAME mailing list helped the 

understanding of some ambiguous definitions. MARC21, despite its scope as an exchange format, remains a 

commonly understood format. Thus, conversion rules from MARC21 to models, usually created by the model 

developers, may help the understanding of how they perceive specific properties’ and classes’ semantics, and 

the development of mappings. The existence of a model-focused community also helps, because in an active 

community’s discussions and communications several model-related issues are resolved and clarified. Another 

difference related to terminology involved the use of Entity-Relationship modeling terms versus to Object 

Oriented one used by Semantic Web and Linked Data environments. This difference, originally observed by 

the W3C LLD Incubator Group Report (Baker et al., 2011) in 2011, was also affirmed later in studies conducted 

by Dunsire (Dunsire, 2012) and Peponakis (Peponakis, 2016). This difference is still observed in LRM (Riva, Le 

Boeuf, & Žumer, 2017); despite being the newest conceptual model in the bibliographic domain consolidating 

FRBR, FRAD, and FRSAD, Entity-Relationship modeling terms are used, namely entities, attributes, and 

relationships. Thus, the thesis confirms that nearly after a decade from the original observation made in (Baker 

et al., 2011), this incompatibility has not been resolved yet.  

6.2.3. Syntactic differences 
The thesis identified four types of syntactic differences, abstraction level incompatibilities, multilateral 

correspondences, meta-level discrepancies, and domain coverage differences (see Table 6-1). 

6.2.3.1. Abstraction level incompatibilities 

The abstraction level incompatibilities refer to models’ different hierarchies for the representation of the 

“same real-world entities” (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). For readability reasons, the findings regarding 

them are organized in four categories:  

i. representation constructs,  

ii. core entities/classes,  

iii. bibliographic relationships, and  

iv. bibliographic families.  

i. Representation constructs 

The use of ambiguous definitions and wordings is not a terminology mismatch only. Ambiguity does not ensure 

flexibility in a model’s future implementations. By contrast, it is likely to enable different representations for 

the same cases, further hindering interoperability, even between instances of the same model. The 

importance of different representation approaches has been a major finding in the thesis. For the 

development of mappings, focusing on the models’ definitions is not enough; the representation approach(es) 

enabled by each model need to be identified. These representation approach(es) are not explicitly defined in 

most of the models, even though they implicitly exist as canons in the minds of the members participating in 

each model’s editorial group, as well as in the documentation of each model, e.g., as domain and range 

restrictions. Two characteristic examples are the representation of the translation derivative relationship, and 

the clustering of bibliographic families’ members in BIBFRAME. Translation may be either represented 

according to the realization approach as a new set of signs (new Expression) realizing the original Work, or 

according to the derivation approach as a new Work. In BIBFRAME, a bibliographic family’s members may be 

clustered using different approaches, i.e., instances of the bf:hasExpression property, instances of the 

bf:hasExpression property with instances of bf:Work class lacking signs-related information (the thesis used 
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the term Expression-agnostic bf:Works), and the use of the bflc:Hub class. The implementation of different 

representation approaches for the same bibliographic description case raises interoperability concerns among 

the instances of the same model. Moreover, each representation approach may trigger a different mapping 

to another model’s constructs. The selection of approaches reflecting common perceptions among the library 

community, e.g., the realization-based approach for the representation of the translation case, enabled the 

mappings. In this context, the existence of a systematic record regarding the available representation 

approaches in the bibliographic and cultural heritage domains would be an important interoperability asset. 

This is aligned with R.Urban’s vision for creating a Linked Open Data Patterns database for the Libraries, 

Archives, and Museums domain (LODLAM Patterns) (Urban, 2014) that could also serve as a crosswalking tool 

(Urban, 2013). If these canons are considered as representation constraints, then the thesis agrees with Baker, 

Coyle, and Petiya claiming in (Baker et al., 2014) that interoperability may be achieved as long as models share 

common views in terms of constraints, and proposes the adoption of more common views in the library 

domain. Some examples of common views, based on the thesis representation study, would be the 

identification of the types of bibliographic relationships, the semantic level (e.g., ideas or signs) on which they 

apply, etc. 

ii. Core entities / classes 

All studied models perceived differently the bibliographic world and what they describe. These varying 

perceptions impacted each model’s abstractions and resulted with entities/classes having different semantics. 

As it has already been stated in paragraph 6.2.1, the use of the paths proved successful in expressing each 

model’s statements and semantics, as well as domain and range restrictions.  

iii. Bibliographic relationships 

All studied models provide properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships; yet, there does not 

seem to be a consensus between the models regarding the types of bibliographic relationships, and for some 

relationships the semantics of the class on which these relationships apply. A distinct piece of information that 

has been proved important for mappings is signs and the relationships between them. These relationships 

may or may not be known by the librarians. To fill this knowledge gap, the publishing history of all bibliographic 

families included in the Gold Datasets, was represented in the data after consulting scholarly resources and 

digital humanities projects. The representation of bibliographic relationships at the signs level has been a great 

exploration enabler between the resources described in the Gold Datasets. Moreover, it enabled mappings 

especially in the case of the RDA to BIBFRAME, where a relationship at the signs level in RDA may be preserved 

after its mapping to BIBFRAME. It is reminded that BIBFRAME follows a strict approach enabling the 

representation of bibliographic relationships at the signs level only. Relationships represented between RDA 

Works cannot be mapped to BIBFRAME; the relationships are lost after the mapping and the mapped bf:Works 

become “orphan”. Thus, the knowledge and the representation of bibliographic relationships at the signs level, 

when such information is available, has been identified by the thesis as a good cataloging practice. The 

importance of controlling information about signs is in agreement with Smiraglia’s empirical evidence 

presented in (Smiraglia, 2004). In this study, Smiraglia empirically proved that the “explicit control of 

expressions will provide the best control over instantiation networks because it is instantiations such as 

translations, abridgements, and adaptations that require explicit linking”. The need to cooperate with experts 

in order to represent a bibliographic relationship at the most specific level is in accordance with findings and 

views in (Creider, 2006; Rafferty, 2015; Wallheim, 2016) regarding the need for experts and collaboration to 

better represent the bibliographic universe in library catalogs.  

iv. Bibliographic families 

Bibliographic families are another enabler for exploration between bibliographic resources sharing common 

ideational content. FRBR and all FRBR-inspired models represent families in terms of clustering its members 
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with relationships to the progenitor Work. On the contrary, Works in BIBFRAME and Provided Cultural Heritage 

Objects in EDM may easily become “orphan” and unrelated to other members of their bibliographic family. 

The bf:hasExpression property was used to preserve bibliographic families in BIBFRAME, but this was partially 

achieved. The use of the bf:hasExpression property enabled only the clustering of all bf:Works that share the 

same ideational content using different signs. Other bf:Works including other derivations (adaptations, 

transformations, inspirations, etc.) could not be clustered with other members of the family, due to 

BIBFRAME’s strict approach of representing bibliographic relationships when all signs (e.g., original and 

derivative ones) involved in the relationship are known. The use of the bf:hasExpression property as a 

transitive one provided simpler representations and enabled the clustering of mapped RDA Expressions under 

the Work they realize in the BIBFRAME-RDA mapping. Recently, the Library of Congress announced its 

experimentations with the newly introduced bflc:Hub class and its use as clustering mechanism, similar to the 

RDA Work class (K. Ford, 2019a, 2019b). The thesis has expressed some reservations regarding the bflc:Hub, 

owing to the ambiguous definition of the class and to the other uses this class might serve, irrelevant ones to 

bibliographic families (K. Ford, 2019a, 2019b).  

6.2.3.2. Other syntactic differences 

Both multilateral correspondences and meta-level discrepancies were resolved using paths and controlled 

vocabularies. Paths enabled the one to many mappings, as well as conditional mappings using specific values. 

The thesis identified specific attributes/elements, such as, content type, carrier type, type of agent, etc., that 

may trigger better mappings preserving the semantics of the source model into the target one. The use of 

controlled values for populating attributes may further influence mappings. Use of common value 

vocabularies is likely to enable mappings, while use of uncommon or inhouse vocabularies may require new 

mapping rules. The thesis has provided evidence that controlled vocabularies may contribute to semantic 

interoperability and the preservation of semantics after mappings. There have been cases in the thesis’ 

mappings where elements combined with certain values from controlled vocabularies triggered different 

mappings. This finding is in accordance with many experts suggesting the use of controlled vocabularies for 

consistency and ease of conversion from legacy to linked data formats (Baker et al., 2011; Edward T. O’Neill & 

Žumer, 2014; Suero, 2011; Wallis, 2018), as well as for better interoperability of data and easy consumption 

in the linked data environment (Hogan et al., 2012).  

One domain coverage difference was identified in the thesis, the clustering of cultural heritage objects in EDM 

under the authority providing their metadata to Europeana. This difference was not further studied, nor 

tackled, as out of scope.  

 

6.3. Importance of the findings and recommendations  
The findings from this thesis may be proven useful to different user groups for a variety of reasons. The findings 

further support conclusions and recommendations to different stakeholders. They are all presented in Table 

6-1. 

6.3.1. Researchers studying semantic interoperability between models 
The thesis provides a comprehensive investigation and assessment of the semantic interoperability between 

well-known conceptual bibliographic data models. It has focused on the interoperability between models’ core 

modeling constructs (core entities, inherent relationships) and exploration mechanisms (bibliographic 

relationships and bibliographic families). It adds to the growing body of research that indicates semantic 

interoperability is an important issue that needs to be considered for the future integration of library linked 

data and the avoidance of library linked data silos. Interestingly, the methods combined for the thesis’ 

research may support future semantic interoperability studies. The mixed methods approach implemented in 
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this thesis consists of: 1) the Haslhofer & Klas categorization of heterogeneities, extended to include 

similarities too, 2) the path-oriented approach to reveal different representation approach(es) enabled by 

each model and to include value-based mappings using values from controlled vocabularies, and 3) Gold 

Standard datasets to assess the preservation of semantics after converting them from one model to another. 

A natural progression of the present study is to investigate other bibliographic relationships, such as whole-

part, descriptive, etc. The thesis recommends its mixed-methods approach in studying more bibliographic 

relationships and their corresponding representation approaches to provide full mappings. There is a chance 

that these studies may discover more prerequisites and good cataloging practices, or possible extension 

mechanisms in each model’s constructs that may enable future mappings. For the provision of full mappings, 

extended studies that include the mapping of attributes are needed. These studies may further contribute to 

the identification of more attributes with values from controlled vocabularies that may enable mappings, as 

well as more prerequisites and good cataloging practices.  

A significant finding in the thesis has been that models enable different representations for the same 

bibliographic description case using their constructs and without their semantics being violated. The 

identification and the recording of these patterns by scholars and models’ development teams in a common 

infrastructure, similar to the LODLAM Patterns project envisioned by Professor Urban (Urban, 2013, 2014), 

could further contribute to the semantic interoperability in the library linked data domain.  

 

6.3.2. Libraries - Cataloging agencies 
The thesis has demonstrated that decisions taken by libraries and cataloging agencies affect the 

interoperability of data. These decisions involve both information selected to be recorded on regular basis, 

and the conceptualizations chosen to best serve their collections’ description needs. Libraries can take under 

consideration the findings of this thesis in the formulation of cataloging policies, but also in the design of 

retrospective cataloging projects for the enrichment of existing bibliographic data. The findings involve (a) 

critical pieces of information to be included in their policies and to be systematically recorded, (b) selected 

controlled vocabularies, and (c) selected representation approaches for describing their collections.  

Regarding points (a) and (b), the thesis has identified the following “pieces of information” as really important 

for mappings: content type, carrier type, primary contribution, type of agent (Person, Corporate Body, Family), 

and role of agent. They have been used with controlled vocabularies to trigger mappings. The thesis has used 

Library of Congress and RDA controlled vocabularies for the values of the aforementioned pieces of 

information. Thus, the cataloging of certain pieces of information using values from controlled vocabularies 

may enable more precise mappings. The selection of common controlled vocabularies in models’ instances 

shall further enable their interoperability.  

Regarding point (c), the thesis has identified the representation approaches for describing bibliographic 

description cases as a key enabler for interoperability between instances of the same model and between 

models also. The thesis has used the ones being most common in the library domain. As an example, the 

realization approach was selected for the representation of translations. Derivative relationships were 

preferably represented at the signs level, when such information was available. Another example, in 

BIBFRAME, the use of the bf:hasExpression property to successively relate bf:Work instances containing 

different signs for the same ideas enabled the clustering of bf:Works belonging to the same family without 

violating the semantics of the bf:Work class and of the bf:hasExpression property. Thus, representation 

approaches exhibiting a common perception are easier to map from one model to another. And after this 

finding, new issues emerge that the library community should consider. What are the representation 

approaches that each model enables for the representation of common bibliographic description cases? 
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Which ones of them disclose common perceptions among librarians? Can these common perceptions be 

implemented in cataloging policies so that the produced data becomes interoperable? Will future cataloging 

policies be oriented to representation approaches of common bibliographic description cases? Will future 

cataloging policies consider the RDF graph representation of the produced library data for the Semantic Web? 

The support of the explore user task demands for different cataloging practices. The thesis’ recommendations 
regarding libraries and cataloguing agencies are no different than experts in the field urging for less text, more 
URIs and structured data, and use of common vocabularies (Dunsire, Hillmann, & Phipps, 2012; Hogan et al., 
2012; Wallis, 2018; Zeng, 2019). In addition, the thesis proposes that the cataloging policies will be updated 
for the sake of interoperability and for the support of the explore user task.  
 
Representing bibliographic relationships is not a straightforward issue and may demand further research. The 

thesis has consulted many scholarly resources to identify the exact relationships between the members of the 

families included in the Gold Datasets. Given the huge number of publications, great amounts of time and 

expertise are needed to identify bibliographic relationships. And these are not available in libraries on a regular 

basis (Wallheim, 2016). Therefore, there must be a common agreement between National Libraries where 

each one will focus on the national literature, the bibliographic families that exist in it, and the bibliographic 

relationships between the families’ members. Librarians are trained in recording the relationships, while 

experts may clarify the certain type of relationships. The thesis supports the establishment of collaboration 

between National Libraries and scholars, bibliographers, and literature departments for the description of 

bibliographic families, e.g., the Don Quijote family represented by the National Library of Spain, Homer’s 

Odyssey represented by the National Library of Greece, Madame Bovary represented by the National Library 

of France, etc. The need of experts and the possibility of cooperation between them and the cataloging 

community has also been highlighted by other scholars (Creider, 2006; Rafferty, 2015; Wallheim, 2016). 

The thesis’ findings support the collaboration of libraries with other stakeholders and the further progression 

of catalogers’ current mind-shift regarding library data. The output of catalogers’ effort, library metadata, is 

no longer closed in a catalog serving only the needs of a specific community. Library data are exchanged and 

shared; they may be further re-purposed in new projects. The generation of library data demands the mind-

shift from “act locally, think globally” to “act and think globally”. Libraries need to develop collaborations, 

cataloging policies, and library data having interoperability in mind. This finding is consistent with that of 

Tallerås in (Tallerås, 2018) who urged for “new practices … to prevent new inconsistencies”. 

Given the “act and think globally” mentality, the thesis supports the creation of a conceptual bibliographic 

data models registry curated by the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA). 

The development and preservation of a metadata registry by IFLA will support research, future conversions 

and mappings, and interoperability of library data by providing highly-detailed information regarding different 

models through one central infrastructure.  

 

6.3.3. Models’ development/editorial groups 
Members of the editorial groups of the studied models may take under consideration the thesis’ findings in 

the future updates of the models. The thesis’ findings involve terminology mismatches, flexible definitions, 

differing representation approaches, different types of relationships acknowledged by each model, and 

selection of controlled vocabularies. Regarding terminology, there are two recommendations. The first 

involves the accordance of library community terminology to the semantic web terminology. Libraries use 

mostly entity-relationship modeling terms, i.e., entities, attributes and relationships, while in the Semantic 

Web the terms classes and properties are used. This terminological discordance prevents librarians from 

understanding the Semantic Web and shall cause problems in future library linked data projects where 
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librarians need to collaborate with IT staff and developers. The second involves the relabeling of properties to 

wordings used in other models to enable mappings. Despite the thesis focus on core entities and bibliographic 

relationships, there have been found attributes/properties that serve the same scope but are labelled 

differently. In this case, same or similar labels could enable mappings. The opposite case where same or similar 

labelling is used for different semantics was also noticed. Even though, this case could also be resolved through 

collaboration between the different models’ editorial groups, it is considered more time consuming than the 

former one.  

The issue of flexible BIBFRAME definitions must be considered by the BIBFRAME community. The thesis has 

provided evidence, in support of Taniguchi’s findings (Taniguchi, 2013, 2017b, 2017a, 2018), that flexible 

BIBFRAME definitions cause ambiguity and may cause interoperability problems even between different 

BIBFRAME instances. Despite the need for further research regarding the semantics and the uses of the 

bflc:Hub class, the thesis urges for a better definition. Based on related findings of this thesis, it is assumed 

that the varying uses of the bflc:Hub class (enabling the collocation of various resources also, e.g., contributors, 

variant titles, translations, etc.) will likely cause more structural heterogeneities that need to be tackled in 

future mappings and conversions of data.  

With regard to the representation approaches, the thesis supports the development of a semantic 

interoperability infrastructure similar to LODLAM Patterns envisioned by Professor R.Urban (Urban, 2014). 

This tool would document the representation approaches that each model enables for specific bibliographic 

description cases. In case it would be shared and used by different model editorial groups, it could contribute 

to the development of mappings. If the differing representation approaches are identified and recorded, new 

questions arise: can these representation approaches be uniquely identified and declared in the administrative 

metadata of a library dataset triggering different mappings? Will it be possible for a library to explicitly state 

the representation approaches it has selected for its data? 

Even though, all models provide properties for the representation of bibliographic relationships there are 

many differences in terms of granularity. Especially, with respect to the derivation relationship, the thesis 

observed many differences that hindered the performed mappings. The thesis recommends the development 

of a vocabulary integrating the Tillett taxonomy of bibliographic relationships and the Smiraglia extensions 

regarding derivative relationships. Toward the development of a value vocabulary for bibliographic 

relationships, the first step to be made is the consensus among the library community regarding the types of 

bibliographic relationships existing in the bibliographic universe. If the Tillett taxonomy along with the 

Smiraglia extension are represented in a vocabulary, they may be used to extend the semantics of generic 

properties. As an example, FRBRoo provides the R2.1 has type property to better express the nature of the 

represented derivative relationship. The FRBRoo R2.1 has type property may have as value one of the 

following E55 Type instances, “Abridgement”, “Adaptation”, “Arrangement”, “Imitation”, “Revision”, 

“Summary”, “Transformation”, and “Translation”. A similar mechanism could be used for generic derivative 

properties in LRM, EDM, and BIBFRAME. The LRM-R22 is a transformation of, the LRM-R24 is derivation of, 

the edm:isDerivativeOf, and the bf:hasDerivative properties could be typed using values from a 

Tillett/Smiraglia vocabulary. Thus, multilateral correspondences may be avoided, no big changes need to take 

place regarding the introduction of many new properties in models’ future updates, and the semantics of the 

relationship could be represented in each model and be also preserved in future mappings.  

A Tillett/Smiraglia vocabulary for bibliographic relationships is recommended based on the thesis findings 

regarding the importance of controlled vocabularies in mappings. Their role for data consistency is 

unanimously acknowledged; the thesis has provided evidence that the selection of controlled vocabularies 

may trigger mappings. Even though mappings between controlled vocabularies may be developed, the thesis 

recommends the adoption of common vocabularies for assigning values to certain properties, e.g., content 

type and carrier type, as an easier and time-saving interoperability approach. The vocabulary editorial groups 
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may consider the addition of new values to enable mappings. As an example, the thesis recommends the 

addition of a generic value for cartography (currently there are 6 values for specific cartographic types) to 

enable the mapping of the bf:Cartography class in BIBFRAME-RDA mappings.  

Finally, due to the lack of tools encountered during the research, the thesis recommends the sharing of 

models’ schemas and vocabularies in metadata registries. Existing metadata registries, such as the Open 

Metadata Registry (“Open Metadata Registry,” 2010), are not always updated, nor include many models 

belonging to the same domain. Moreover, the participation of models’ editorial groups in the development 

and the updates of metadata registries could hopefully provide more insight to software developers for 

advanced or new metadata registries functions than could support mapping processes, such as search of 

properties using filters for domain/range constraints.  

 

6.3.4. Software developers 
Even though the lack of tools is most certainly known to software developers, the thesis’ thorough 

presentation of representations, of approaches in handling heterogeneities, and of mappings may help 

software developers in determining the workflow that must be supported by the mapping and data 

interlinking software they hopefully develop.  

Based on the thesis workflow and findings, a mapping tool would ideally include an import tool, a 

preprocessing tool, a visual mapping editor, a convertor, and a reporting tool. The import tool would enable 

the importing of different model schemas/vocabularies, test data, controlled vocabularies, and patterns (if a 

similar to LODLAM patterns database would exist). The preprocessing tool would enable the linking of selected 

value vocabularies to specific properties, as well as the selection of patterns needed for the mapping. The 

visual mapping editor would enable the mapping with different functions, such as 1 to 1 mapping, 1 to many 

mappings, mappings of whole paths, pattern-to-pattern mappings, and mappings using specific 

attribute/property values. The convertor would implement the mapping and convert the test data. The 

reporting tool could provide information regarding the test data before and after the conversion, e.g., 

instances of classes and properties. This whole process could be stored as a project that could be further 

shared or edited.  

Other tools that would have helped the thesis’ research are user-friendly editing tools for the development of 

the Gold Datasets, an updated metadata registry with advanced search functions using combinations of 

keyword and domain/range constraints.  

 

6.4. Limitations of the thesis 
The thesis’ findings have been produced studying a predefined number of models: namely, FRBR and its 

consolidation IFLA LRM, RDA, FRBRoo, BIBFRAME, and EDM. The semantic interoperability between these 

models was studied in terms of their core conceptualizations, i.e., entities/classes, inherent relationships, 

bibliographic relationships (derivative/translation, derivative/adaptation, equivalence, aggregates), and 

bibliographic families. The examination of more bibliographic relationships or of entities’ attributes may reveal 

more incompatibilities between the models that need to be taken under consideration in future mappings. 

Another limitation of the study has been that its focus on the representation of bibliographic description cases 

referring to monographs. The representation of other types of materials, e.g., serials, musical works, 

performances, was not studied.  

The assessment of the mappings was performed using three Gold datasets. The use of other Gold Datasets is 

expected to produce different results in terms of absolute numbers and percentages.  
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6.5. Future work 
This thesis is not the end, but it may be the starting point of new research endeavors.  

The mappings provided in this thesis need to be updated to include aggregates and other bibliographic 

relationships. Therefore, new representation studies, updated mappings and Gold datasets will follow for each 

selected case. Hopefully, these studies will identify more prerequisites and good practices to be incorporated 

in cataloging policies for better mappings.  

IFLA has published the IFLA-LRM vocabulary in July 2020. Thus, the research will continue focusing on 

mappings between the IFLA LRM and the BIBFRAME. The mappings will be developed following the 

methodology in the thesis. The thesis already provides the representations for 6 real-world bibliographic 

description cases (simple monographs, translation, adaptation, digitization, aggregates, and bibliographic 

families), as well as similarities and differences between the models. Thus, the future study will exploit the 

representation findings to create i) a new Gold Dataset using IFLA-LRM constructs, and ii) two mapping 

algorithms: IFLA LRM to BIBFRAME and vice-versa. Both mappings will be assessed using the corresponding 

Gold Datasets.    

Lastly, the thesis has expressed reservations regarding the bflc:Hub class. The official definition of the class 

has not been published yet, and the Library of Congress still experiments with it. After Library of Congress 

publishes the official definition of the class, a study regarding the semantics of this class and its possible uses 

will follow to examine if its application may facilitate the clustering of bf:Works in bibliographic families.  

 

6.6. Final statement of the thesis  
Despite the expected losses of information during conversions of data, semantic interoperability is feasible, 

because heterogeneities can be overcome if librarians, catalogers, models’ editorial groups and people 

involved in library linked data projects adopt a common mindset and practices, start thinking and acting at a 

global scale, and collaborate resolving heterogeneities of the past and preventing new ones from happening.  
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Table 6-1. Semantic and structural similarities/heterogeneities among the studied models, FRBR, LRM, RDA, FRBRoo, BIBFRAME, and EDM. Similarities/heterogeneities are presented following the Haslhofer and Klass’ categorization (Bernhard Haslhofer & Klas, 2010). Thesis' approach in tackling heterogeneities 
and findings are also presented. The thesis’ findings support conclusions, suggestions, and further work. 

Category Type Similarities Heterogeneities Thesis’ approach Findings Conclusions / Suggestions / Further Work 

Se
m

an
ti

c 

Domain 
agreements / 
conflicts 

Same or similar domain for bibliographic products EDM cultural heritage domain.  EDM application profile with skos 
extension mechanism 
 
 
Description of the same real-world 
bibliographic description cases, single-
volume monographs, bibliographic 
relationships (derivative, equivalence, 
and aggregates), and bibliographic 
families - Gold datasets 

Extension mechanisms may add granularity or 
accommodate “external” semantics.  

Use of controlled vocabularies in extending 
semantics (PGP). 

Use of the same real-world cases enables 
comparison. 

BIBFRAME’s flexibility imported uncertainty 
regarding the representation of cases in the 
Gold dataset, e.g., bibliographic relationships.  

Lack of editing tools 

Extension mechanism + controlled vocabulary to 
represent external conceptualizations.  
 
Controlled vocabulary for bibliographic 
relationships incl. Tillett’s taxonomy & Smiraglia’s 
refinements.  
 
User-friendly editing tools. 

Capture same/similar info Different conceptualizations of real-world 
bibliographic description cases e.g., core 
entities, types of bibliographic 
relationships, constraints  

 

Terminological  
(mis)matches 

FRBR, FRBRoo, LRM, RDA – WEMI 
BIBFRAME Item – with WEMI Item entity 

Work different in FRBR and BIBFRAME 
Common terms with different meaning, e.g., 
Work  
Different terms with same meaning, e.g., 
edition designation 
E-R versus Semantic Web/RDF terminology 

Study of each model’s definitions 
Check LC conversions from MARC21 to BF 
BIBFRAME mailing list 

Differing terminology and flexible definitions 
cause ambiguity/obstruct the development of 
mappings 

Model community and MARC21 conversions 
rules may serve mappings 

Lack of a metadata registry 

Adopt SW/LD terminology 
 
Relabel properties for easier mapping. 
 
Need for more robust definitions especially in 
BIBFRAME. 
 
Need for a metadata registry. 

Many common terms, e.g., statement of responsibility 

St
ru

ct
u

ra
l 

Abstraction level  
(in)compatibilities 

R
ep

re
se

n
ta

ti
o

n
 

co
n

st
ru

ct
s 

RDF as common syntactic language. 
Entities/classes with properties as attributes or as 
relationships. Relationships either inherent or 
bibliographic. 

Different representation approaches 
enabled by each model. There might be 
differences even between datasets using the 
same model. 

Identification of different representation 
approaches enabled by each model using 
paths 
 
Select one approach based on librarians’ 
common perceptions & on examples 
found in the library domain, e.g., 
realization based. 

Different representation approaches: 
1) exist in the minds of the members 

participating in the models’ editorial groups 
– Not explicitly described.  

2) may cause incompatibilities even in 
different instances of the same model.  

3) may trigger different mappings.  

LODLAM Patterns or a similar one based on real-
world bibliographic description cases 
 
Identifiable patterns imported as admin metadata in 
datasets enabling the triggering of different 
mappings. 

C
o

re
 e

n
ti

ti
es

/c
la

ss
es

 

Content vs carrier Different abstractions  
FRBR, RDA, LRM: four entities – WEMI  
BIBFRAME: three classes – WII 
FRBRoo: drops Manifestation / author’s vs 

publisher’s signs (F24 Publication 
Expression) 

EDM: almost no granularity 
EDM-FRBRoo: typed 

edm:InformationResource instances. 

Path-oriented approach for the 
representation of each real-world 
bibliographic description case 

Paths are more explicit, present domain and 
range classes, and represent better the 
statements of the model  

Associations between classes & properties, 
already in the model developers’ minds, are 
represented with paths enabling better 
mappings. 

Lack of mapping tools 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings 

(PGP). 

Development of mapping tools enabling mapping of 
paths also. 

R
ep

re
se

n
ta

ti
o

n
 o

f 
re

la
ti

o
n

sh
ip

s 

Adaptation – most abstract entity/class 
Equivalence/reproduction – embodiment level 
Aggregates-most models as signs embodied in 
manifestation 
 

Translation:  
    signs level (FRBR, LRM, RDA),  

 concepts level (FRBRoo - derivation 
approach),  

 both concepts/signs (BIBFRAME). 
 

Aggregates - FRBRoo at signs level. 

In order not to lose the relationship, 
mapping to more generic ones. 
 
Representation of relationships at the 
signs level, if such info is available. (PGP) 
 

Strict BIBFRAME approach 
Importance of signs (Expression entity/class) 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings 

(PGP). 
Info regarding the origins of a text or its 

publishing history is needed. 
Need for consulting digital humanities projects 

& scholarly resources. (PGP) 
Cooperation with experts may be needed in the 

future. (PGP) 

Consensus regarding types of relationships. Use of 
extension mechanisms & value vocabularies. 
 
Representation of relationships at the most specific 
level if there is such information available. 
 
Create cooperation networks for publishing history 
of well-known works. 
 
Investigate other bibliographic relationships too.  
 
Mapping of attributes too. 

B
ib

lio
gr

ap
h

ic
 f

am
ili

e
s 

FRBR, LRM, and RDA: clustering using progenitor Work FRBRoo: F15 Complex Work with other F14 
Individual Works as members. 

BIBFRAME: clustering possible only if there is 
known connection between original 
and derivative signs / alternative 
representations with bf:hasExpression 
/ bflc:Hub 

EDM: provider-oriented clustering.  

Use of bf:hasExpression to cluster 
bf:Works realizing the same ideas (PGP) 
 
Use of explicit relationships in 
BIBFRAME-RDA mapping to check the 
implicit existence of a family in BIBRAME 

Families are easily lost in BIBFRAME, partially 
preserved by bf:hasExpression (PGP) 

bf:hasExpression enables the 
representation of RDA semantics in 
BIBFRAME.  

bf:hasExpression as transitive provides 
simple representations (PGP) 

Use of both bf:hasExpression & 
bf:hasDerivative properties for the cases 
of abridgement and revision (PGP) 

Importance of cataloging policy in mappings 
(PGP). 

Definition of the bflc:Hub class. 
bflc:Hub class to be further studied regarding 

bibliographic families. 
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Direct / 
Multilateral  
correspondences 

Classes, e.g.,  
FRBR Manifestation / rdac:C10007 Manifestation / bf:Instance 

Inherent relationships, e.g.,  
FRBR is embodied in/ rdae:P20059 / bf:hasInstance 

Bibliographic relationships, e.g.,  
FRBR has a translation /BIBFRAME bf:translation 

Classes, e.g., bf:Work equals the FRBR Work-
is realized through-Expression path / 
edm:ProvidedCHO equals three disjoint FRBR 
entities (WEM)  
Relationships, e.g., bf:hasDerivative 
(adaptation, summarization, transformation, 
etc.) / edm:isDerivativeOf (translation, 
summarization, abstraction) / 
dcterms:isVersionOf (versions, editions and 
adaptations) 

Path-oriented approach 
 
Identification of other useful information 
to enable better mappings, e.g., content 
type values, type of agent (PGP) 

There is critical info to be captured to enable 
mappings, e.g., content type, carrier type, 
primary contribution and type of agent (Person, 
Corporate Body, Family) (PGP) 
Values of controlled vocabularies triggered 

mappings. 
Importance of cataloging policy in mappings 
(PGP). 

Study of mapping attributes and identifying other 
pieces of critical info 
Extension of properties for bibliographic 
relationships, e.g., bf:hasDerivative in BF to avoid 
multilateral correspondences, or addition of more 
properties for bibliographic relationships 
Libraries evaluate policies if they systematically 
record critical pieces of info that enable mappings. 
Update/Enrich cataloging policies. 

Meta-level 
matches / 
discrepancies 

Information about the same real-world objects is 
captured/represented using same constructs, e.g., embodiment is 
captured using classes in both RDA (rdac:C10007) & BIBFRAME 
(bf:Instance). 

BIBFRAME uses classes where other models 
use properties, e.g., content type 
represented with attributes/properties in 
FRBR/RDA, and with bf:Work subclasses in 
BIBFRAME. 

RDA uses specific properties, while FRBRoo 
& LRM generic properties that can be 
‘typed’ with specific values.  

Path-oriented approach 
Search for attribute values that may 

enable mappings (PGP) 
Use of controlled vocabulary values for 

consistency & mappings (PGP) 

Controlled vocabularies not just for consistency 
but for mappings too, e.g., roles, languages, 
content types, carrier types, etc. (PGP) 

Selection of controlled vocabularies may trigger 
mappings. 

Agreement on using common vocabularies 
Enrich vocabularies with new values to enable 

mappings, e.g., generic Cartography value. 

Domain coverage  EDM. The providers’ descriptions are really 
important and represented with ore:Proxy & 
ore:Aggregation classes 

Not studied - - 
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